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Abstract

The 2008 financial crisis illustrated the problems that arise when EU State aid rules are relaxed and Member States are allowed to prop up ailing banking sectors. Member States in effect become subject to a constant drain on their resources as the threat of greater financial instability becomes omnipresent. The objective of this Thesis is to establish a new future Crisis Framework so that Member State resources are better protected in the event of a new crisis. This will be achieved via utilising pre-existing State aid rules and principles in conjunction with certain economic and organisational theory principles.
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Introduction

The 2008 financial crisis posed an existential threat to the global financial system and provided a stark illustration of how the demise of financial institutions may trigger instability across the world. This Thesis seeks to examine these failings and recast a new set of State aid rules for future circumstances in which a “serious disturbance” may arise in either one Member State or the Union as a whole. With the advent of lax regulatory and monetary controls, capital could flow from one corner of the globe to the other as financial institutions sought to target their funds where the highest returns were available. Instead of financial institutions continuing to follow the traditional retail banking model, more and more sought to diversify their business models in addition to expanding their traditional market base. With this drive towards expansion came the need for additional funds beyond those generated from normal bank depositors, and so there was an exponential growth in the demand and supply of wholesale bank funding. With this increased reliance on wholesale funding came the increased threat of financial contagion.

An environment developed within the global financial industry where, on one side, financial institutions such as the German Landesbanken sought to invest in high-risk products to increase their revenue and profits, while on the other side were financial institutions such as Irish and Icelandic banks that sought increased funding from other financial institutions via wholesale funding. In both cases, each side of this global interchange of funding became exposed to the strengths or weaknesses of other international financial institutions and markets. This level of financial interconnectedness would become clear from 2007 through to 2008 when the non-performing loans in the United States residential sector would not only impact on the financial institutions that provided this credit but also on European banks that had invested in these loans via mortgage-backed financial securities. Although the subprime crisis would in and of itself pose challenges for both governments and financial
regulators, the resulting contagion of economic instability greatly complicated matters.

A globalised economy that requires continuous access to credit is more likely to fall into a recession (if not a depression) where this credit provision becomes suddenly constrained or closed off. If a strict interpretation of European State aid law was applied by the European Commission, then an uncontrolled banking collapse from Ireland to Poland was highly likely. Thus, under the application of Article 107(3)(b)TFEU, State aid rules were relaxed so that even substantial sums of State support could fall under the qualifications of “appropriateness” and “minimum necessary”.\footnote{Article 107(3)(b)TFEU available at \url{https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A12008E107} [last accessed on 07/11/2018].} Furthermore, competition concerns did not rank high on the list of priorities for competition and State aid policymakers.

**Aim**

The central aim of this thesis is to formulate a new State Aid Crisis Framework for a future systemic crisis so that a balance is struck between engendering short-term financial stability and better ring-fencing of the resources of EU Member States from their domestic banking sectors. Furthermore, this aim does not entail simply focusing on one particular strand of the past State aid response for the 2008 financial crisis but examining the parameters of a new framework from recapitalisation, guarantee schemes, asset relief schemes and right the way through to a new bank resolution architecture.

**Literature Review**

these commentaries do not include any proposals for a possible future crisis State aid framework. The missteps of both the Commission and Member States are set out in depth by Gerard across a number of different publications.3 While other commentators, such as Jenny have delved into the question of systemically important financial institutions, there remains an absence of any macro-level proposals for a future crisis framework.4 In particular, critique of the Commission’s application of Article 107(3)(b)TFEU and the Banking Communications in respect of bank guarantee schemes and asset relief schemes remains conspicuous by its absence. In most cases experts in the State aid and competition field have mainly sought to recount the practice of the Commission in applying Article 107(3)(b)TFEU rather than to propose a new State Aid Crisis Framework for the European Banking sector.

However, despite the absence of commentators proposing a new holistic approach to how the Member States and the Commission should respond in a future financial crisis, existing commentary plays a key role in this thesis. Existing viewpoints and positions from various State aid and indeed competition commentators, such as Lyons, Bacon, Verouden and Werner, ensures that the proposals set out in this Thesis remain built from existing commentary.5

Methodology

To achieve the aim of this Thesis three core steps were taken. First past examples of bank failings were examined to provide the context to the 2008 financial crisis. From this examination one could ascertain the key differences between why past bank failures did not pose systemic wide threats to the world economic overall. This in turn require an examination of how European

---

State aid law was applied by Member States and the rules interpreted by the Commission when support was provided to failing undertakings in a non-banking context. From this, the next step was to examine the Commission and Member States’ responses to the financial crisis via the application of a crisis specific framework issued by the former. By examining both these Communications and the Commission’s decisional practice a number of underlying flaws could be identified with this framework. The final strand of work then entailed formulating a new approach that resolves these flaws by applying different economic theories and by utilising the Commission’s approach in other State aid fields. Each of these steps were required in order to achieve the objective of formulating a new crisis framework. This also meant that the conclusion of this work would see not just a proposed framework rooted in State aid law but also other fields so as to better reflect the complexities of the European banking sector. Gray and de Crecco make the point that had the Commission sought to apply the State aid exemption under Article 107(3)(b)TFU in a rigid manner that Member States would then have sought to invoke the Article 108(2)TFEU exemption as an alternative approach. Under this Treaty provision the European Council is able to set aside State aid decisions by the Commission. A new State Aid Crisis Framework for the EU banking sector will need to draw on other disciplines and policies areas to sufficiently address the complexities of the financial sector.

Findings

In an interview with the Financial Times in August 2017 the Chair of the Single Resolution Authority, Elke König stated that the Banking Communication from 2013 was now outdated. She was mainly referring to the provision of liquidation aid for financial institutions and questioned

---


7 Ibid.
whether this was really necessary in the current environment.\footnote{J. Brunsden, “Tighter EU curbs on the winding down of banks”, Financial Times (7th August 2017), available at https://www.ft.com/content/545c1790-7b7f-11e7-ab01-a13271d1ee9e [last accessed on 07/11/2018].} However, one could easily extrapolate from this that there are other areas within the pre-existing State aid framework for financial institutions that also require revision. On the one hand, it may be that a more stringent threshold should be applied for financial institutions that do not pose a systemic threat to the wider economy of a Member State or indeed the wider EU banking sector. In these cases perhaps the existing State aid rules and Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive will suffice to resolve such an institution. However, the focus of this Thesis has been to establish a specific future State aid framework in times of future systemic crises.

While undertaking this research it has become evident that both Member States and the Commission had to respond in a legislative vacuum with no real benchmark when applying the Article 107(3)(b)TFEU exemption. Previous cases in which this had been applied were mainly related to macro-economic reforms within certain Member States rather than failing financial institutions. During the 1990s the Commission remained reluctant to utilise this State aid exemption for the French banking group Credit Lyonnais and even during the initial stages of the 2008 financial crisis Article 107(3)(b)TFEU remained in abeyance. However, once the crisis deepened and financial institutions across numerous Member States required financial assistance the Commission had no real option other than to apply this “serious disturbance” exemption. In time the Commission established a specific State aid framework across a series of Communications.

But while these Communications may have partly addressed the wider systemic crisis facing individual Member States and the Union as the whole, certain inherent failings were evident. First, the Commission failed to establish a specific set of criteria for what does or does not constitute a systemically important financial institution. After initially refusing to apply Article 107(3)(b)TFEU the Commission then adopted a reverse policy of applying this exemption to all financial institutions. The next failing of the
Commission was the absence of any effective limitation on the levels of State aid provided by Member States to their domestic banking sectors. In this way Member States such as Ireland, Spain and Greece became trapped in a bank-sovereign debt loop resulting in their entry into IMF-EU economic assistance programmes.

This Thesis seeks to address these failings. By applying a specific State aid prism, this Thesis seeks to develop a new framework that strikes the correct balance between engendering financial stability and protecting the resources of Member States. Furthermore, this thesis develops a new series of safeguards against competition distortion for the European banking sector that not only address competition conflicts between financial institutions but also promote a more competitive market for consumers. In a parallel strand, the proposed systemic resolution tools ensure that the new State Aid Crisis Framework is sufficiently entwined with bank resolution objectives.
Chapter One: Background to the 2008 Financial Crisis

Introduction

The objective of this is Chapter is to examine the main causes of the 2008 financial crisis. To provide a wider context, past banking collapses, such as Herstatt Bank and Barings Bank, are also set out to act as a comparison to the 2008 crisis. These past examples illustrate the different ways in which financial institutions may fail and how governments and financial regulators responded to the challenges posed by these particular bank failures. Not only do these case studies provide a comparison to the 2008 crisis they will also provide a context for what internal and external factors may trigger a bank’s collapse. This in turn leads into the second part of the Chapter which focuses on how the regulatory environment developed in both the United States and the European Union prior to the 2008 crisis and whether general lowering of supervisory standards in turn contributed to lax corporate governance standards within certain financial institutions.

While this Chapter seeks to discuss the global dimension of the 2008 crisis, due to the critical review of State aid policy for Irish financial institutions throughout the Thesis, there is also an examination of the pre-crisis Irish banking sector. Drawing from the Oireachtas Inquiry into the Irish banking crisis, the failings of both the Irish financial regulator and corporate oversight within Irish banks from Anglo Irish Bank to Bank of Ireland are set out. In conjunction with setting out these issues, the concluding parts of the Chapter specifically examine the responses of the Irish authorities to the 2008 crisis. Particular focus is placed on the possible options the then Irish government could have pursued and provides an explanation as to why the State aid option was then chosen in respect of Irish banks. There is a particular focus on the options considered for both Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society as these two financial institutions posed the greatest risks to the Irish banking sector.
1.1. Past Bank Failings
To provide a comparison to the 2008 financial crisis, a number of past bank failings will be examined to illustrate the challenges facing governments and policymakers in 2008 that may not have been evident in past banking failures. For instance, the collapse of the German investment bank Herstatt Bank in 1974, did raise similar concerns to those in 2008 that its demise would constitute a systemic threat to other financial institutions throughout the globe.\(^1\) Like financial institutions prior to the 2008 financial crisis, Herstatt Bank had a monoline business model that mainly consisted of currency based investments.\(^2\) However, despite the bank’s cross-border links with other financial institutions, its closure did not have the same impact as that of Lehman Bros. for two primary reasons.\(^3\) One, the level of financial inter-linkage between financial institutions in the 1970s was not as extensive as it was in 2008. Herstatt Bank operated in a specific market segment and so its closure while it may have caused losses within that particular banking sector this did not translate to similar losses in others. Two, as there was not the same level of cross-industry impact other financial institutions were in a financial position to participate in an industry led bank resolution. This second point meant that State funds did not have to be provided in an open-ended manner to first rescue Herstatt Bank but then to restructure it with further State resources. In contrast with the collapse of Herstatt Bank, the closure of Continental Illinois in the United States did require the State support via the Federal Deposit Protection Corporation, which was established under the Banking Act 1933 to insure bank deposits, providing a $30 billion guarantee for insured and uninsured liabilities.\(^4\) In this case, the bank had engaged in an aggressive market expansion and had become over-

---


\(^2\) Ibid.

\(^3\) E. Mourlon-Druol, “‘Trust is good, control is better’: the 1974 Herstatt-Bank crisis and its implication for regulatory reform”, (2015) Business History pp.1-24 at p.17 available at [http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/95628/1/95628.pdf](http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/95628/1/95628.pdf) [last accessed on 07/11/2018].

reliant on wholesale funding.\(^5\) A reliance that other financial institutions
would also develop in the build up to the 2008 financial crisis as will be
discussed below. However, the collapse of Continental Illinois remained an
isolated event and so the intervention of the Federal Deposit Protection
Corporation and Federal Reserve with other financial institutions financing
some of the resolution costs was possible.\(^6\)

Another past bank collapse of note was that of Barings Bank where the
activities of one rogue trader saw the insolvency of this financial institution
and the residual business acquired by a Dutch banking group. In this case,
despite its financial links with other investment banks, the demise of Barings
Bank did not trigger wider economic instability as, first the reason behind the
financial institution’s closure remained linked to a specific individual rather
than due to wider market factors, and second, the bank did not have a retail
presence.\(^7\) Thus the need for a macro State aid crisis framework for a bank
collapse of this nature was not required. State resources were not necessary
to resolve the problems in Barings Bank as the market itself resolved the
failure via a competing undertaking acquiring the bank.

The above examples of bank failings are those of isolated events within the
United States and Europe. However, there are also past examples of country-
wide banking crises that have required more recourse to State resources than
those examples discussed above. For example, in the late 1980s to early
1990s, there was the Nordic banking crisis where due to currency fluctuations
and over-exposure to property related lending, banks in Sweden, Norway and
Finland, required State assistance.\(^8\) This will be further discussed in Chapter
7 and 6.

---

\(^5\) *Ibid* at p.17.
1.2. Environment Prior to the Financial Crisis: Developments in the US and EU

The above examples illustrate how a financial institution may fall into insolvency due to different factors and that this may occur in different jurisdictions. However, the 2008 financial crisis wrought a systemic threat to the global banking sector and in particular American and European financial institutions. To determine how this crisis came about one must first examine the regulatory environment that applied in both the United States and the European Union. In the former, legislators had sought to deregulate the United States financial system via the passage of Acts such as the Deregulation and Monetary Control Act 1980 and the Gran-St Germain Depository Institutions Act of 1980.9 These Acts allowed for Savings and Loan institutions to lower their capital buffers so that more capital could then be utilised for customer lending.10 However, it was the repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act that one can draw a clear link to the 2008 financial crisis as this allowed for financial institutions to securitise their loan portfolios and resell these to other financial institutions.11 For example under the Gramm Leach Bliley Act 1999, which repealed the Glass-Steagall Act, financial institutions were now allowed to engage in both retail and investment banking thereby facilitating the emergence of too-big-to-fail financial institutions.12 Securitisation became a key part of how financial institutions such as Bear Stearns operated.13 Under this process high risk loans could be placed on off-

1 The Savings and Loan Crisis and its Relationship to Banking in An Examination of the Banking Crises of the 1980s and Early 1990s, Volume a, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, pp.167-188 at p.175 available at https://www fdic gov/bank/historical/history/167_188 pdf [last accessed on 09/10/2017].
10 Ibid.
12 Ibid at p.10.
balance sheet entities and resold to other financial institutions.\textsuperscript{14} This transfer of subprime loans between financial institutions further connects the financial position of one bank with that of another as if the securities in question lose value then both the original loan originator and the purchasing institution will be affected by this development.\textsuperscript{15}

Developments in Europe also helped create an environment where financial institutions began to expand their balance sheets and also acquire competing financial institutions. The introduction of the common currency meant that financial institutions in small banking markets such as Ireland could now access wholesale funding provided by other European financial institutions.\textsuperscript{16}

In this way European financial institutions became intertwined with each other. However, another form of inter-connectedness was also evident between financial institutions and EU Member States. Under Basel II capital requirements, sovereign bonds were categorised as low risk thereby incentivising financial institutions to hold these assets as non-performance was considered unlikely.\textsuperscript{17} As a result of this European financial institutions had considerable exposures to European sovereigns such as Ireland, Greece and Spain.\textsuperscript{18}

Once the performance of these bonds became subject to market speculation the financial viability of the financial institutions holding these bonds also became a concern for market investors.

The regulatory regime in both the United States and Europe also meant that the possible systemic threats were not detected in time. In the United States,

\textsuperscript{14} A. B. Ashcraft and T. Schuermann, “Understanding the Securitisation of Subprime Mortgage Credit”, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Staff Reports, Staff Report no.318, March 2008, at p.5 available at https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/media/research/staff_reports/sr318.pdf [last accessed on 07/11/2018].

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{18} Ibid.
financial regulators failed to appreciate the internal operations and interconnected threat posed by financial institutions such as Lehman Bros and Bear Stearns. This failure to appreciate the possible “too-big-to-fail” threat posed by certain investment banks also meant that the existing regime for resolving failing financial institutions, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, was not specifically tailored to resolve investment banks.

In Europe, Member States such as Ireland had adopted a dual-model financial regulator environment that meant information may not have been transferred from one regulator to the other as required. Furthermore, one of the Irish regulatory arms had the contradictory role of promoting Ireland as a centre for financial services while also ensuring that rules and regulations were complied with. The reliance placed by senior management within the Irish banking sector on wholesale funding was not subject to regulatory examination nor was the ever increasing provision of credit to the wider Irish economy subject to regulatory restrictions. Competitive pressures from foreign financial institutions in the Irish market saw the prevalence of hundred per cent mortgages, a development that further inflated the property sector. Limited steps were taken to restrict these practices but were done so late to alleviate the crisis when it occurred in September 2008.

However, within other EU Member States financial regulators had also failed to appreciate the risks associated with an ever increasing credit bubble. In the

---


21 Ibid at p.44.

22 N.16 at pp.26-27.


24 N.20 at p.105.
United Kingdom, while the Financial Services Authority did focus on conduct related matters within the British banking sector it failed to consider the inadequacies of corporate governance within financial institutions such as Halifax Bank of Scotland until *ex post* the financial crisis. The financial regulator in Germany, the Baffin, failed to detect the ever increasing exposure of German Landesbanken to subprime loans from the United States. While in Spain, the financial regulator had failed to restrict bank exposure to the domestic property sector. Therefore, across different Member States financial regulators had failed to take pre-emptory measures against a possible systemic crisis. Furthermore, when the crisis did hit there was a lack of co-ordination between financial regulators across different jurisdictions a situation clearly evident in the demise of Icelandic saving bank Icesave. In this case the Icelandic regulator refused to compensate British and Dutch depositors when this bank became insolvent due to the limited funds available within the Icelandic deposit scheme. This meant that the UK and Dutch deposit schemes had to be extended to protect Icesave depositors.

The move towards *de-* regulation in both the United States and European banking resulted in the creation of securitisation products which facilitated the transfer of toxic assets from one jurisdiction to another. Inter-bank funding markets also became more important in the capital needs of banks which linked financial institutions from different countries tighter together.

---


26 Hans-Joachim Dübel, “Germany’s path into the financial crisis and resolution activities”, Presentation to CEPS Task Force on Banking Resolution Procedures, Oct 12th 2009 Brussels, at p.3 available at [www.finpolconsult.de/ .../16/...Financial_Crisis/Germany/Duebel_CEPS_09_SHT.ppt](http://www.finpolconsult.de/.../16/...Financial_Crisis/Germany/Duebel_CEPS_09_SHT.ppt) [last accessed on 07/11/2018].


particularly in the European Union. However, there was no specific State aid architecture in place to resolve the complexities posed by this interconnectedness as Member States adopted a State resource response to failing banking sectors. This will now be discussed below.

1.3. Responses to the financial crisis: United States and Europe

When the first tremors of the subprime crisis hit in early 2008, policymakers in the United States responded by providing financial support behind Bear Stearns via a non-recourse loan to Morgan Stanley of $29 billion.\(^{30}\) Due to the central role Bear Stearns performed in the wider investment banking sector as a clearing house and the fact that insolvency would have triggered a fire-sale of assets across other financial institutions, United States policymakers decided to bail-out this bank.\(^{31}\) When the problems facing Bear Stearns also arose in public-entities Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, again the first response of the authorities was to support these institutions rather than see them fall into insolvency.\(^{32}\) Placing both Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae into “conservatorship” meant that the financial liabilities of both could be gradually unwound without triggering further market instability.\(^{33}\) However, despite policymakers in the United States deeming Bear Stearns, Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae to be systemically important and thus require a State bail-out, when the vulnerable position of Lehman Brothers became evident no similar response was forthcoming. Just prior to the financial market turmoil of 2008, Lehman Brothers had altered its corporate strategy and started to invest in high value property investments.\(^{34}\) This decision allied with the


\(^{31}\) Ibid at p.8.


investment bank’s exposure to securities resulted in Lehman Bros. experiencing a liquidity squeeze.\textsuperscript{35} Counterparties became reluctant to provide finance to Lehman Bros. due to the high risk of non-payment.\textsuperscript{36} Within Lehman Bros. there was efforts made to sale the institution to foreign financial institutions from the United Kingdom and South Korea. But these proposals failed to materialise into any concrete solutions.\textsuperscript{37} When these possible alternative responses failed to materialise Lehman Bros. entered Chapter 11 bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{38} This resulted in the disorderly collapse of the institution with complex securities and derivative chains having to be unwound in a matter of days triggering further instability across multiple jurisdictions.

Within the United States policymakers had responded in two different ways to the threats posed by failing investment banks. In the initial response, Bear Stearns, a State bail-out was provided to facilitate the failing institution’s merger with JP Morgan Chase. However, Lehman Bros. was not supported in this way and allowed simply to fall into Chapter 11 bankruptcy. The costs associated with bailing-out Lehman Bros. would have been substantially more than that used to bail-out Bear Stearns but this additional cost would have presumably led to the benefit of a stabilised financial system within the United States and further afield. When the credit crunch began to impact the European banking sector, the fallout from the Lehman Bros. collapse meant policymakers on this side of the Atlantic had limited options to utilise.

In Ireland, the government undertook a detailed scoping exercises to determine what response was best to ensure that the Irish financial system did not collapse. Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society were deemed to be the most vulnerable Irish financial institutions. Irish policymakers had limited legislative options to utilise other than non-banking examinership and receivership regimes that failed to address the nuances of a

\begin{footnotes}
\item[36] Ibid at p.609.
\item[37] Ibid at p.618.
\item[38] Ibid at p.726.
\end{footnotes}
systemic financial crisis. Both of these options were primarily designed to impose losses on creditors so that the company in question could then restructure its operations and return to viability. But examinership was considered inadequate to protect depositors and other creditors. Liquidating these financial institutions would cause the same systemic threat to the wider Irish banking sector. Another option was to merge both financial institutions and so achieve viability via consolidation.

One proposal to contain the crisis and to deter deposit outflows from the Irish banking sector was to introduce a blanket guarantee scheme. Despite the possible adverse consequences for the Irish State that were set out from adopting this response, a blanket guarantee for Irish bank deposits and most wholesale bank debt was introduced. The United Kingdom had introduced a blanket deposit guarantee for Northern Rock depositors in 2007. However, as will be discussed further in Chapter 4, only Ireland introduced a blanket guarantee scheme for not just deposits but also inter-bank deposits and wholesale funding such as bank bonds including certain subordinated debt held by Irish financial institutions. From this intervention flowed other State supports such as recapitalisations schemes and the establishment of an Irish “bad-bank”, the National Asset Management Agency, designed to acquire

39 Companies Act 2014 at s.509(1) and s.509(2), and s.437(1)-(3) available at http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2014/act/38/enacted/en/print [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
40 Note of Meeting with NTMA, 3.00 pm, Thursday, 10 April, 2008, at Slide 4, available at https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/2701350/34429029-Bank-1.pdf [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
44 Ibid.
property development loans from Irish banks and resale these once the economic environment improved. These interventions will be discussed further in Chapters 5-6 and 7. However, one of the key aspects of the intervention measures eventually implemented by Member States was the use of State resources as a crisis management response. Acting as a restraint on this were the existing State aid rules but such rules were not designed for a systemic banking crisis.

In contrast to the response of European Union Member States, the authorities in Iceland decided against bailing-out domestic financial institutions and instead established new banks.47 A response that may have best suited the economic footprint of Iceland, a country that also had its own currency, but could yield a destructive outcome if repeated across the Eurozone. However, the responses of Member States saw crisis management conflict with European Union State aid law. Despite the systemic threat posed by the subprime crisis and the related affects this had on other segments of the economy, Member States did not seek to circumvent European Commission oversight from State aid enforcement. Instead the utilisation of State support via guarantee schemes, bank recapitalisations and asset relief measures, was subject to the Commission’s competition enforcement division, DG Competition’s review and determination. As will be discussed further in Chapter 5, initially Member States sought to apply Article 107(3)(c)TFEU for State aid intervention for their domestic banking sectors. But with the crisis deepening, this Treaty provision did not suffice and so the “serious economic disturbance” exemption under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU became the key benchmark for authorising or not authorising State aid. Before one can delve into the nuances of European State aid law as applied to the banking sector, an overview of this particular strand of European law will be set out in Chapter 2.

47 “The financial strength of the deposit guarantee schemes in the EU and Iceland”, The Institute of Economic Studies, University of Iceland, Reykjavík, July 14th 2012, at p.4 available at http://www.ioes.hi.is/sites/hhi.hi.is/files/Icesave_C12_06.pdf [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
Conclusion

The aim of this Chapter was to provide a background context as to how the 2008 financial crisis arose. In the United States the roll back of legislation such as the Glass-Steagall Act and failure to recognise the systemic threat posed by new banking conglomerates meant that there was no pre-existing bank resolution architecture in place to implement a controlled liquidation of an investment bank such as a Lehman Bros. Within the European Union financial regulation across different Member States remained weak due to structural or resource issues. Furthermore, under Basel II capital adequacy bonds of European Union Member States were considered a low risk investment for financial institutions, this meant that when the repayment of these bonds became subject to market speculation these financial institutions were exposed in some cases to their own domestic sovereign but also other European ones. This sovereign-bank link would be further entwined when Member States had to intervene and bail-out their banking sectors. However, links between financial institutions were also developed and solidified before the financial crisis via the inter-bank wholesale funding market that financial institutions from growing economies such as Ireland sought to access for the purposes of increasing their credit provision.
Chapter Two: Background to European Union State Aid Law

Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to set out the primary Treaty-based provisions of European Union State aid law. In this way a background and context to the proposals in the next Chapters can be set out while also providing an insight into how Member States have in the past utilised the State aid exceptions under the European Treaties. By setting out the applicable law under each of the State aid Articles, a clearer picture can be established of how the original concept of State aid control in a European wide context was envisaged. The Chapter starts with a discussion on how State intervention, via State resources, may perform a central role beyond merely that of subsidising an inefficient undertaking. Wider economic and social considerations have also played a key role on how EU State aid policy has developed from the 1960s up to the present day. This Chapter also includes an examination of the Commission’s role of via its Competition Directorate, DG Competition, in interpreting and applying the exact parameters of State aid exemptions under the EU Treaties.

Each of the specific State aid exemptions established under the founding Treaties of the European Union were drafted to address the precise limits of State intervention in the market place under different market environments. This Chapter should provide the reader with a historical view of how Member States have sought to avail of the State aid exemptions. In particular, how State resources can be used as a form of financial support for specific industries and undertakings where wider social and economic factors may need to be considered. Hence, in a financial crisis the State aid response adopted by Member States was not an isolated event but rooted in historical practices of taxpayers rescuing failing undertakings in industries with particularly large employment and economic footprints.
2.1. Member States and European State Aid Law

When seeking to establish a common market, it became clear to the drafters of the European Community Treaties that one possible obstacle to this objective could be Member State interference. In particular, this interference could take the form of continuing to subsidise unprofitable domestic undertakings so that these businesses would continue to provide a source of employment. If one examines the political and economic history of Member States such as France and the United Kingdom, a picture of repetitive State support for inefficient companies is quickly drawn. In France policymakers from the late 1700s sought to adopt an economic model that was heavily dependent on the State, a form of controlled economy.¹ This meant the State becoming the dominant shareholder in strategic industries such as coal, steel and ship building. In the United Kingdom, industrial strife in the 1960s and 1970s saw private owned corporations such as British Leyland nationalised and propped up with taxpayer funds.² These two examples illustrate that for any common market to work constraints would have to be placed on how much support Member States could provide to domestic undertakings be they public or private.

Therefore, specific Treaty provisions, which will be discussed below, were established prohibiting State aid unless certain exemptions were met. In this way Member States could no longer utilise their resources for the purposes of ensuring an inefficient undertaking could retain market share at the expense of more efficient unaided rivals within the same market segment. State aid could arise where a Member State sought to provide State funds in a selective manner to certain economic undertakings and this support could cause a trade distortion within the common market between different Member States.³

2.2. The Role of the Commission in State Aid Enforcement

It would be the role of the Directorate General for Competition of the European Commission to assess applications from Member States and then determine whether the proposed aid fell within the parameters of the specific State aid exemptions of the Treaty. Thus in this way State aid oversight and authorisation was removed from the national competences of Member States and placed within the European Community architecture. From assessing the State aid applications of Member States the Commission gradually developed a jurisprudence of decisions that could provide the parameters of what could or could not constitute compatible State aid under the relevant exemptions. When exercising its role of State aid assessor, the Commission applied key three criteria to State aid applications that would become central to EU State aid policy. These included, (a) whether the aid was required to achieve the objective in question, that is the aid will incentivise a recipient to undertake a function or to restructure; (b) was the aid the “minimum amount necessary” to achieve this objective; and (c) were there safeguards in place to alleviate any possible competition distortions that might arise from this intervention.

Furthermore, from this interaction between Commission and Member State a number of questions arose that required the adjudication of the Court of First Instance and the European Court of Justice. Thus questions such as what constituted State aid and the exact parameters of whether or not certain providers of State aid were actually emanations of the State were established by the Union Courts. The exact nuances of the Union Court’s interpretation


of what constitutes State aid and the associated questions of selectivity and possible market place distortion will not be examined in detail in this Thesis but simply referred to here to illustrate the wider State aid environment within the European Union.

2.3. Market Economic Investor Principle

When assessing a Member State’s provision of financial support to undertakings, it may not necessarily follow that this support falls within the remit of State aid. In certain cases, it may be that a Member State has provided this support on terms that match those of a normal market investor. This is known of the Market Economic Investor Principle as the Member State in question is not necessarily seeking to subsidise an undertaking with public funds but rather investing in this firm as a normal market investor would. This may result in conflict between Member States and Commission with the former seeking to cloak its financial support to an undertaking as an investment while the latter may adopt a more circumspect stance and view this intervention as State aid. For example, in the case of Tubemeuse the CJEU made it clear that a private market operator may very well continue to advance capital to a failing undertaking provided that there is some evidence of long-term viability.

This became the central question in the case of Italy v Commission as the State-owned ENI-Lanerossi had provided substantial support to four related loss-making subsidiaries. The CJEU found that this level of support was not in line with the actions of a private market operator and thus the parent company’s support constituted State aid. Applying a hypothetical private market benchmark ensures that even in more complex situations both the

---

10 Ibid at para.24.
Commission and the Union Courts can compare the conduct or market activity of State owned undertakings with the normal functioning market developments of a non-public market place. For example, in the case of *LINDE v Commission* two State-owned undertakings sought to exit a contract for the supply of carbon monoxide via in effect subcontracting the performance of this contract to a third party.\(^1\) The Commission concluded that had the State owned entities did not engage in the same manner as private market operators as private operators would not have entered into a contract with an uncompetitive production cost.\(^2\) The applicant in this case sought to have this decision set aside on the basis that the contractual agreement between it and the entities associated with the State was entered into on purely commercial grounds.\(^3\) A normal market operator would seek to in some way divert their contractual obligations to another party where they themselves could not perform the contract as agreed with the purchasing undertaking.\(^4\) The Court of Justice accepted this argument as “from a commercial point of view, it was logical for the BvS and LWG to try and find a solution enabling them to put an end to their obligation to supply carbon monoxide”.\(^5\) One way of successfully achieving this aim would indeed entail outsourcing the performance of the contract to a third party.\(^6\) Further, in this case the decision on the part of both BvS and LWG, the State entities, to award this contract to the applicant was done so on an “economically rational” basis as the latter already had some of the infrastructure in place to produce carbon monoxide.\(^7\) The Court thus found that in this particular case the State had via the two entities BvS and LWG acted as a normal market operator would in the same circumstances.\(^8\)

\(^{12}\) *Ibid* at para.36.
\(^{13}\) *Ibid* at para. 24.
\(^{14}\) *Ibid*.
\(^{15}\) *Ibid* at para. 43.
\(^{16}\) *Ibid* at para. 44.
\(^{17}\) *Ibid* at para. 45.
\(^{18}\) *Ibid* at para. 49.
In more recent years Commission has applied the market economic investor test to State owned infrastructural projects or facilities. For instance, in one decision from 2014 the Commission found that the marketing arrangement agreed between Saarbrucken airport and Air Berlin was in line with how a normal market operator would have engaged with this airline.\(^{19}\) Under this arrangement the airline would increase its frequency of flights to the airport in return for a fee of €800,000 to €1.7 million from the airport.\(^{20}\) However, as this contract was profitable for the airport and did not increase the actual service costs associated with the new number of flights the Commission found that this contract met the market economic operator principle and thus did not form State aid.\(^{21}\)

2.4. Treaty based exemptions to State aid law

The core reason for State aid control at a European Union level is to ensure that Member States do not provide certain supports or advantages to domestic undertakings at therefore cause competition distortions. However, there are a number of exemptions to the State aid prohibition that Member States are able to apply if certain conditions are met. In most cases these exemptions relate to an underlying social or economic objective that the proposed State aid seeks to achieve. For example, under Article 106 Member States are able to subsidise undertakings for providing a public service once this subsidy is subject to an open tender and has a specific public service remit to meet.\(^{22}\) This will be examined in Chapter 6. Under Article 107(3)(c )TFEU, Member States are allowed to provide State aid to a failing undertaking so that it can be restored to long-term viability, this will be examined further in Chapter 3.\(^{23}\) Other State aid exemptions which will not be examined here but simply mentioned for completion include regional supports to economically...


\(^{20}\) Ibid at para.342.

\(^{21}\) Ibid at paras. 343-344.


disadvantaged regions within Member States and special supports for cultural promotion.\textsuperscript{24}

\textbf{2.5. Article 107(3)(b) TFEU and serious economic disturbance}

One of the least used State aid exemptions established under the Treaty remains Article 107(3)(b)TFEU. Under this provision Member States have discretion to provide aid to “promote the execution of an important project of common European interest or to “remedy a serious disturbance in their economy”. A “serious disturbance” would at first glance appear to include natural disasters but State aid to help undertakings from floods, earthquakes and other Acts of God, falls under Article TFEU.\textsuperscript{25} Alternatively, it come mean a Member State experiencing internal economic challenges brought about by political developments such as the unification of Germany. However, a specific Treaty provision was enacted for this exact purpose under Article TFEU. But this specific “serious disturbance” exemption has been utilised in the past by Member States during the 1970s oil crisis. The Commission issued a Communication whereby aid under this exemption could be granted so long as the recipient undertakings were either (a) fundamentally sound and only required aid due to the wider macro-economic circumstances or (b) undertakings that did require restructuring but this restructuring could not take place due to the present economic circumstances.\textsuperscript{26} Furthermore, due to the exceptional high costs facing undertakings from the sharp increase in oil, Member States were allowed to support employee wages and other operating costs.\textsuperscript{27} In this particular case, the “serious disturbance” exemption was applied in a Union wide manner to all Member States. However, it was not until the 1980s that saw on Member State, Greece, seek to avail of this exception. Due to the need to restructure


\textsuperscript{25} Article 107(3)(b)TFEU available at \url{https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A12008E107} [last accessed on 07/11/2018].


\textsuperscript{27} \textit{Ibid.}
its economy soon after membership, the Greek authorities were allowed to provide aid to domestic undertakings to alleviate the country’s unemployment problems.\textsuperscript{28}

German authorities also sought to utilise the serious economic disturbance exemption in respect of subsidising the transfer of car manufacturing plants from the West to the East of the country.\textsuperscript{29} However, the Commission applied a high threshold for what could constitute a “serious economic disturbance” within a Member State and concluded that as only one particular region of the unified German State, was economically depressed this did not fall within the purview of Article 87(3)(b)EC.\textsuperscript{30} For this exemption to apply in this case, the German economy as a whole would have to be experiencing a “serious economic disturbance”.\textsuperscript{31} During the financial crisis the “serious economic” disturbance criterion would be met necessitating the introduction of specific State aid framework for banks and a Temporary framework for the wider economy.\textsuperscript{32}

**Conclusion**

This Chapter sets out the core precepts of European State aid law and how these precepts have been applied by both Member States and the European Commission. There are a number of different Article based exemptions that allow for Member States to provide State aid support to undertakings based


\textsuperscript{31} Ibid at L385/9.

on a number of different factors. Instead of trying to devise ways in which to develop a complete bar against Member States propping up national champions ranging from heavy industry to airlines, the founding principles of the original EU Treaties, allowed for State intervention in certain circumstances. These ranged from regional economic development to providing aid in exceptional economic circumstances. Both of these particular exemptions illustrate that EU State aid law was not developed in isolation from factors arising in the real economy. It also illustrates how EU State aid law could be utilised in various manners to address different factors. For instance, with the oversight of the Commission, Member State resources can be used in an efficient and effective manner to promote economic growth in disadvantaged areas within the Union, ensure the continuation of public services and also as a stabilisation mechanism in times of economic crisis.

However, despite the different exceptions Member States are able to avail of when seeking to support a failing undertaking or promote economic development there was no existing financial crisis framework to leverage when the 2008 crisis began. Despite a developed jurisprudence of case law and Commission decisions on the scope and limits of State aid control, what went before may not be necessarily conducive to what will arise in future. While it may be possible to determine what is the “minimum necessary” level of aid to subsidise the relocation of a manufacturing undertaking from one region to another or to subsidise the provision of a public service obligation, this is not as clear cut in determining what level of aid is required to keep a bank open during a financial crisis. In a similar vein, assessing whether State aid intervention may distort trade between Member States may be easier to determine if the sector in question has a limited footprint but more difficult to assess if multiple Member States are providing aid to domestic undertakings in a sector that remains intrinsic to the wider Union economy such as the banking sector.
Chapter Three: Commission Responses to the Financial Crisis: from Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines to Crisis Communications

Introduction

The aim of this Chapter is to set out the conditions of the “Rescue and Restructuring “Guidelines will be set out and how these Guidelines were applied to financial institutions. However, while Member States may have applied these Guidelines in the past to isolated instances of a failing financial institution, they were not specifically designed to address the systemic threat a financial institution could pose during a financial crisis. As examined in Chapter 2, only twice before has the “serious economic disturbance” State aid exemption been applied by Member States for wider economic shocks. But after the introduction of a specific banking crisis framework complex questions related to systemic importance, bank-sovereign loops and long-term viability were not it is posited adequately examined and resolved. Therefore, this Chapter seeks to set the context for the central research questions that will be addressed from Chapters 4 through to 8. It does this by first setting out the background of the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines followed by critically assessing the Communications issued by the Commission in response to the 2008 financial crisis.

3.1.1. Rescue and Restructuring State Aid Guidelines: Key Criteria

The only way to properly assess what the future needs of a State aid crisis framework for the European banking sector will be is by examining the past interaction between State aid and the banking sector. However, to this one must first set out in the existing conditions and parameters that the Commission applied in general when Member States sought to provide aid to an ailing undertaking. Prior to the financial crisis the pre-existing regime for authorising State aid to failing undertakings was the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines. These were first issued in 1994 and would be subsequently updated and re-issued in 1999 and again in 2004. The core precepts of these

---

1 See Chapter 2 at pp.17-18.
2 The Impaired Assets Communication will be examined separately in Chapter 7.
Guidelines will be set out and the updated Guidelines from 2014 will be examined to determine whether these reflect the challenges posed by systemic crises in the banking sector.

To fall under the compatibility of Article 107(3)(c)TFEU and the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines, the undertaking in question should be in “difficulty”. “Difficulty” for the purposes of the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines refers to the capital erosion either a limited or unlimited undertaking may experience and that there is an absence of internal funding or private investment to rescue the undertaking from collapse. When this condition is met then rescue aid can then be provided by the Member State. However, introduced under the 1999 edition of the Guidelines, there was an added restriction that applied to rescue aid, this was the “one time, last time” principle whereby if an undertaking received rescue or restructuring aid once then further aid in future could not be provided. This restriction still applies under the 2014 Guidelines but exceptions do apply where “unforeseen circumstances” have occurred or the recipient undertaking was subsequently merged with another and the merged entity now requires rescue aid or restructuring aid. The primary aim of rescue aid is to stabilise a failing undertaking until longer-term viability can be restored and this should only be provided for a six month timeframe.

---
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7 N.4 at para.72.
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After this rescue phase the undertaking may then receive restructuring aid provided that there is a restructuring plan in place to help restore the undertaking to long-term viability. Restructuring measures may include the closure of loss making business lines or the exiting of certain product lines.\(^9\) These measures may overlap with the *quid pro quo* competition distortion safeguards the Commission may impose as part of the restructuring plan. The aim behind these safeguards is to ensure that the recipient undertaking does not utilise any State aid provided to expand its market presence at the expense of non-aided competing undertakings.\(^10\) The level of restructuring aid provided should remain the “minimum necessary” to facilitate the restructuring plan. To meet this criterion, both the recipient undertaking and any private investors, should contribute funds to the restructuring process.\(^11\) This “minimum necessary” criterion in effect acts as an additional competition distortion measure as it ensures that the costs of restructuring are where possible internalised by the undertaking itself rather than via excessive State support.

During the initial phases of the financial crisis, the above tenets of the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines were applied to financial institutions such as Northern Rock and WestLB. This will be examined in greater detail in Chapter 5. However, since the financial crisis has abated the Commission issued updated Guidelines that have sought to leverage the experiences of the financial crisis to augment the existing tenets set out above. For instance, the provision of rescue aid is now based on not alone whether the undertaking in question is failing but also whether this firm plays a systemic role either regionally or within its sector.\(^12\) The collapse of such a firm may result in an

---


\(^12\) N.4 at para.44(c),(e),(f) and (g).
increase in regional unemployment, loss of a service to the public or undermine the interest of consumers and other undertakings if the undertaking can no longer provide a specific product.13

From these developments in the new Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines one can see how the Commission has learnt from the lessons of the financial crisis and now applied these to non-banking contexts. The systemic role of an undertaking is now recognised where this undertaking has a wider social or market value. This illustrates the wider effects of the financial crisis on the State aid sphere beyond the banking sector. Systemic importance is now recognised in a non-banking context. But there is no in depth examination of how systemic importance may be determined in times of economic crises nor is there any examination of how systemic importance interacts with the question of long-term viability of a recipient undertaking.

3.2.1. Rescue and Restructuring Framework and Financial Institutions in the 1990s

There have been a number of State aid applications under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines related to the European banking sector. In a number of these cases the same problems that would face Member States during the financial crisis would also be evident. These include, the question of systemic importance, long-term viability and the level of aid that could be provided under the confines of the Article 107(3)(c) TFEU exemption. Both Rossi and Sansonetti provide a good overview of Commission State aid decisions for the banking sector during the 1990s.14 Other than the locus classicus case of Credit Lyonnais (discussed in more detail below), other financial institutions also required State support. For example, in the case of the Spanish bank Banesto a State recapitalisation was deemed sufficient to resolve the financial problems facing this financial institution.15 Interestingly, the overlap between State aid and bank resolution measures was evident in this particular decision as the funding in question was provided by the Spanish Deposit Guarantee

13 Ibid.
15 Ibid at p.9.
Fund, a vehicle funded by private banks in Spain.\textsuperscript{16} Therefore due to the private nature of financial support to Banesto the Commission concluded that there was no State aid involved in this rescue programme.\textsuperscript{17}

In contrast with the Banesto decision, in the cases of Credit de Foncier and the GAN insurance group, the support provided was not from private sector sources but from the State. The French authorities extended an explicit State guarantee to Credit de Foncier in conjunction with a recapitalisation scheme.\textsuperscript{18} Due to the substantial market presence of the GAN group, when the initial rescue plan failed to succeed, the French State sought to provide further financial assistance via a second State aid application.\textsuperscript{19} As Rossi and Sansonetti, note this second State aid provision, at 20 billion francs, was “7 times bigger than the original aid”.\textsuperscript{20} For this second application to meet State aid guidelines the recipient institution had to dispose of a number of business units and reduce its balance sheet.\textsuperscript{21}

Instead of the French authorities seeking to liquidate either Credit de Foncier or the GAN group, the first response was to bail both institutions out with State resources. Similarly, the level of aid provided in respect of the GAN group drastically increased from the first to the second State aid applications.\textsuperscript{22} This indicates the main challenge facing Member States when seeking to support a financial institution via State aid intervention namely that if liquidation is not considered a viable option then continued State support may remain the only course of action. A problem which also arose under the financial crisis State aid framework whereby Member States had to continually re-assess the level of State aid required to recuse and restructure

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{20} N.14 at p.13.
\textsuperscript{21} N.19 at L78/12.
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid at L78/4-5.
the financial institution in question. For example both the Irish and German authorities had to constantly increase the recapitalisation provisions for Anglo Irish Bank and Hypo Real Estate respectively.\(^\text{23}\)

### 3.2.2. Credit Lyonnais

The support provided to Credit Lyonnais remains a key benchmark for the application of State aid to the banking sector. Credit Lyonnais had a dominant presence within the French banking market and also had an international presence.\(^\text{24}\) During the mid to late 1990s the institution generated substantial losses due to a decline in the French real estate market.\(^\text{25}\) Somewhat surprisingly, as noted by Rossi and Sansonetti the initial aid provided by the French State was authorised under Article 87(1)(a)EC as the intervention in question would safeguard employment.\(^\text{26}\) However, the first recapitalisation failed to resolve the problems at the bank and so a second application was submitted to the Commission for approval. In order for this second application to be deemed compatible with the internal market the institution had to be subject to an in-depth restructuring.\(^\text{27}\) This saw the disposal of the institution’s international business lines.\(^\text{28}\)

There are a number of strands to the Credit Lyonnais State aid applications which again provide pointers as to how Member States would react during the financial crisis. Firstly, the Member State in question sought to invoke a different State aid exemption than the normal Article 87(3)(c)EC rescue and restructuring Treaty clause. The role of Credit Lyonnais was such that restoring the financial institution to long-term viability would not just benefit the recipient institution it would also have a wider economic benefit. Secondly, in both Credit Lyonnais decisions the Commission refused to apply Article 87(3)(b)EC a position also initially adopted by the Commission during

\(^{23}\) See Chapter 5 at p.138.


\(^{25}\) Ibid at L221/65.

\(^{26}\) N.14 at p.9.

\(^{27}\) N.24 at L221/73.

\(^{28}\) Ibid.
the early phases of the financial crisis. Thirdly, the one time, last time principle was relaxed for both GAN and Credit Lyonnais, in effect the complexities of financial institutions are such that policy makers struggle to accurately forecast the required level of aid. This in turn necessitates the need for additional State aid applications as the initial sum may not suffice to stabilise the financial institution in question. Fourthly, financial institutions such as Credit Lyonnais, in effect become subject to State aid support due to their market position rather than objectively meeting long-term viability criteria. All of these issues would also become evident during the financial crisis as per the critical overview provided below. This examination will now begin with the Guarantee Communication and then continue through the subsequent Communications issued by the Commission.

3.3.1. The EU crisis framework for financial institutions: Eligibility and Guarantee Schemes

The first communication issued by the Commission in respect of the financial crisis for the banking sector focused on the exact application of State guarantees and the precise limits of these schemes in respect of participating financial institutions. To prevent a possible subsidy race among Member States the Communication proposed that guarantee schemes should cover “all institutions incorporated in the Member State concerned, including subsidiaries and with significant activities in that Member State should be covered by the scheme”. Basing eligibility grounds on the nationality of a financial institution would of course run counter to the foundations of EU competition law. On the other hand, this “invitation clause” would potentially pose problems for Member States with limited resources unable to implement an effective guarantee scheme for all financial institutions within their jurisdiction. It seems that some Member States adopted a flexible approach...
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31 Ibid at para.18.
to the application of this particular clause. For instance, the Irish government refused entry of a German investment bank into the Irish guarantee scheme.\textsuperscript{32} The institution was later subject to German State aid support as part of the wider efforts to restructure the Hypo Real Estate Group.\textsuperscript{33}

3.3.2. Scope of Guarantee Scheme

Member States were allowed some discretion under the first Communication in respect of the scope of any guarantee scheme introduced. Extending a guarantee scheme beyond retail deposits was allowed so long as this did not “delay the necessary adjustment process and [did not] generate harmful moral hazard”.\textsuperscript{34} Financial liabilities which facilitated the day-to-day needs of the wider EU banking sector, such as “wholesale deposits and even short and medium term instruments” could also be subject to a guarantee scheme.\textsuperscript{35} Guaranteeing all the liabilities of a financial institution, including subordinated debt, was not considered a prerequisite as according to the Communication this would only bolster the position of institutional shareholders and investors.\textsuperscript{36} As DeVito comments applying strict eligibility criteria to the liabilities covered by a guarantee scheme ensures that “unhealthy banks share the burden of the consequences of the crisis, and that they properly contribute to the costs of their rehabilitation”.\textsuperscript{37} This Communication was adopted post the decision of the Irish State to invoke a blanket guarantee scheme covering all forms of liabilities and in any case arguably failed to provide a sufficient framework for banking guarantee schemes in times of systemic crisis. Instead of adopting set ceilings and

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{32} Copy of email sent from Irish Banking Association to Office of Taoiseach-Re DEPFA Banks access to Irish Guarantee Scheme available at https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/1503512-depfa-document.html#document/p1
  [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
  \item \textsuperscript{34} Ibid at para.20.
  \item \textsuperscript{35} Ibid at para.21
  \item \textsuperscript{36} Ibid at para.23.
\end{itemize}
restrictions on the scope of guarantee schemes, exemptions were allowed which in turn further undermined the financial position of the Member States in question. Traditional State aid remedies were applied to a non-traditional systemic crisis.

3.3.3. Minimum Necessary and guarantee schemes

The Guarantee Communication established number of conditions to ensure that only the “minimum aid necessary” was provided via a State guarantee scheme.\(^38\) For instance, each participating institution to a guarantee scheme was liable to pay a fee that “should come as close as possible as what could be considered a market price”.\(^39\) An obvious problem though arises in cases where the recipient institution may be unable to discharge this fee. Calculating a “market” based price for a non-market based response may require hypothetical benchmarks which fail to reflect actual market realities. For example in the case of the guarantee scheme for Latvian banks the absence of an international credit default swap rating for Latvian financial institutions meant that a sample basis for euro area large banks had to be applied instead.\(^40\) Although this practice was in line with ECB recommendations for bank guarantee fees, and the Guarantee Communication approach. This meant that the Latvian banks would have to discharge an annual fee of 1.048% whereas a financial institution in the larger and more profitable German market would pay a smaller fee.\(^41\) A “reimbursement clause” also applied so that in the case of guarantee scheme being triggered the beneficiary institution would repay, along with the wider banking sector, the relevant funds to the scheme.\(^42\) Yet, such a clause seems somewhat redundant in a market environment, where neither the institution triggering...

\(^38\) N.30 at paras.19-23. 
\(^39\) Ibid at para. 26. 
\(^42\) N.39.
the scheme nor competing institutions may be able to provide any sufficient funds to a depleted guarantee scheme.

One must question the wider economic context prevailing at the time a State guarantee may be introduced and how this may affect the objective interpretation of the term “minimum necessary”. Voszka states that although the Commission may have satisfied a “moral stability” principle in authorising substantial State aid interventions in the banking sector, it also failed to “stem the tide of aid” and thus bears some responsibility for entrenching the sovereign-bank link.43 There remains a balance to strike between stabilising the wider economic environment as effectively as possible on the part of Member States while ensuring that the longer-term costs do not undermine the financial position of the sovereign. If the “minimum necessary” criterion were to be applied rigidly to a guarantee scheme both in scope and value, then a sovereign-bank link may still arise. However, even during the 2008 crisis State guarantees did not necessarily undermine the financial position of the State guarantor. For example, the French guarantee scheme may have resulted in an overlap between both State and domestic banking sector resources, but this did not develop into a prolonged and entrenched sovereign-bank link.44 Perhaps the particular structure of the scheme, whereby French banks also provided funds in conjunction with the French State to a central guarantee fund, the SRAEC, ensured that if anything there was a sovereign-bank partnership rather than a sovereign-bank fusion based on the former absorbing the debts of the latter.45 One could posit that in this particular example, the “moral stability” principle had been met whereas if one considers the longer-term consequences for the Irish sovereign arising from its guarantee scheme, short-term stability was achieved at longer-term costs. The Guarantee Communication like the

45 Ibid at para.5.
succeeding Communications were not designed to adequately strike the balance between short-term stability and longer-term financial costs to Member States. This will be further discussed in Chapter 4 where proposals to resolve this failing will be set out.

3.3.4. Behavioural Constraints
The Guarantee Communication included behavioural constraints such as barring a beneficiary financial institution from publicising participation in a guarantee scheme and a restriction on balance sheet growth.46 Both of these constraints though have limited practical benefit, as a financial institution relying on a State guarantee is unlikely to have the resources to expand their balance sheet while there is always likely to be publicity in any case with the introduction of a guarantee scheme. In most cases guarantee schemes are a defensive response designed to retain existing depositors but excessive promotion by a guaranteed institution to “offensively” capture depositors from other Member States should then be followed by censure. For instance, Irish Nationwide Building Society was sanctioned by the Irish financial regulator for openly promoting the Irish guarantee scheme to UK corporate depositors.47 These were limited behavioural constraints and were not adequately tailored to reflect the nuances of bank guarantee schemes.

Another failure of the Guarantee Communication was failing to align behavioural constraints with longer-term solutions for Member State’s domestic banking sectors. A future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to address these matters so as to reduce the possibility of a yet another future crisis arising.

3.3.5. Liquidation and restructuring
In cases where the guarantee is invoked then the Member State must submit either a restructuring or liquidation plan for the relevant financial institution.48

46 N.30 at para.27.
48 N.30 at para.30.
A restructuring plan must aim to restore long-term viability, ensure that there is “substantial private participation to the costs of the restructuring”, and that competition is not distorted.\(^{49}\) One must question whether a financial institution that triggered a guarantee scheme can actually be restructured. Any form of “private participation” remains unlikely as presumably depositors will be compensated while other creditors may well have already participated in new share issuances or debt-for-equity swaps prior to the trigger of the guarantee scheme. Presumably a liquidation plan in these circumstances is a better option particularly in light of viable financial institutions having to recompense the guarantee scheme post any trigger. A future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to ensure that while guarantee schemes are allowed as a crisis intervention mechanism by Member States, that insolvent financial institutions are resolved in a controlled manner. An issue that will be examined in Chapter 5.

The Commission has examined the interaction between bank State aid and deposit guarantee schemes when assessing the support provided by the Italian deposit protection scheme to the Banca Tercas.\(^{50}\) In this case the Italian State argued that the financial support for Banca Tercas was not directly derived from the State but instead came from a private entity namely the Italian deposit guarantee scheme whose membership consists of private banks.\(^{51}\) To further buttress its argument the Italian State also cited the legal precedent established in a previous State aid case involving the Italian deposit protection scheme.\(^{52}\) When assessing the funds provided to Banco di Sicilia and Sicilcassa from the same deposit scheme the Commission held that as the scheme remained subject to the oversight of private sector banks then this particular support did not constitute State aid.\(^{53}\) However, the Commission held in this case that the mandatory nature of the deposit protection scheme

\(^{49}\) Ibid at para.31.


\(^{51}\) Ibid at para.32.

\(^{52}\) Ibid at para.33.
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whereby all banks in Italy must contribute and the fact a State emanation, the Bank of Italy, had control over the funds of the scheme meant that the support tendered to qualify as State aid. This particular case highlights how the concept of State aid intervention within the banking sector may be construed in a wider manner than say a non-banking context. Although, the funds in this case were from private undertakings the actual authorisation for using these funds remained with a State body. This position would also be adopted in respect of the Single Resolution Fund aid whereby despite the initial funding coming from private banks, the actual utilisation of this aid requires State aid oversight and authorisation from the Commission.

3.3.6. Recapitalisation of fundamentally sound institutions under the Guarantee Communication
The Guarantee Communication was not just setting out parameters for guarantee schemes. It also set out how Member States should consider the recapitalisation needs of financial institutions. For “fundamentally sound” financial institutions, the conditions for State recapitalisations again entailed meeting the “minimum necessary” criterion and safeguarding against competition distortion by imposing operational fetters on the recipient financial institution. Any return the Member State received for this recapitalisation measure should also comply with a market based return. Applying the market economic investor principle in times of financial crisis may seem somewhat contradictory as clearly no private market actor could provide the level of support to a national banking sector that a Member State can. On the other hand, a private market investor in times of financial crisis may forgo a penal rate of return if this aids the long-term financial health of the institution in question. For example, the rate of return applied to capital injection for HSH Nordbank was set by the German authorities at a 10%
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dividend return on the initial €3 billion recapitalisation. In contrast the rate of return for the capital injection of the same value provided to Hypo Real Estate by the German State via the German Bank Restructuring Fund was also set at 10%. Yet in the latter case the financial institution was clearly unviable and was wound-down over time while in the former case the bank still maintains a market presence. This question of what is or not a financial institution will be further examined in Chapter 6. But the above conditions for repayment again illustrate the focus of the Commission on establishing pre-existing State aid rules to a non-traditional crisis scenario.

The level of repayment has been subject to assessment by the General Court in a case where both the Dutch State and financial institution, ING Group, sought to contest a Commission Decision on this matter. In this case the Dutch State had agreed to alter the repayment terms concluded with ING so that the overall recapitalisation increased by some €2 billion. The Commission found that such an amendment could not meet the private market investor criterion and so constituted additional aid. Finding for the Dutch State and ING Group, the General Court found that the Commission had to apply a hypothetical private market investor test in this case and that failing to do so was a manifest error. The Commission had not undertaken an assessment as to whether or not a private market operator would have agreed to alter these terms in line with the agreement made between ING and the Dutch State. Therefore, by default any amendments to this support would still ipso facto
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fall within the State aid domain. The Court of Justice upheld the position of the General Court and found that the nature of the investments in question, the bank securities held by the Dutch State, were such that an investor might seek to amend the terms of repayment depending on wider market considerations.\textsuperscript{64} Thus while the previous incarnation of this State support may have constituted State aid this did not necessarily preclude the application of the private market economy investor test in the future. This case illustrates the complexities of applying State aid law in cases where the wider market environment may change over time and so the underlying objectives of the Member State may change from those of safeguarding the State to acting as a market investor.\textsuperscript{65} A future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to address these complexities and seek to ensure that the relationship between State aid and the role of the State are clearly set out. This is an issue which will be further examined in Chapter 6 trying to establish what level of support a Member State should provide to long-term viable financial institutions.

3.3.7. Controlled liquidation and “Minimum Necessary”

The Guarantee Communication does briefly address the issue of how exactly State aid policy and liquidation may work in conjunction.\textsuperscript{66} A series of rather general provisions apply where a Member State decides to liquidate an institution, these include the need for any liquidation process to “minimise moral hazard”, not to distort competition and that any aid provided during the process is the “minimum necessary”.\textsuperscript{67} Yet in certain cases the minimum amount of aid necessary may not necessarily constitute a limited amount of aid either in time or scope. For instance, in the case of Roskilde Bank the Commission accepted the Danish authorities’ position that supporting only the claims of depositors would not suffice in restoring wider market


\textsuperscript{65} The different roles the State may perform in an economy are further examined in Chapter 6.

\textsuperscript{66} N.30 at para.43.

\textsuperscript{67} Ibid at paras.46-48.
confidence.\textsuperscript{68} Therefore, senior creditors were also subject to State protection although subordinated creditors were not.\textsuperscript{69} If the Commission was to apply a strict interpretation of the “minimum necessary” principle then arguably the support extended to creditors other than depositors by the Danish State would fail to meet this standard.\textsuperscript{70} Instead, the Commission appears to have adopted an interpretation whereby considerable weight is attached to the Member State’s need to preserve market stability. Therefore, what level of support falls under the “minimum necessary” criterion very much depends on the prevailing context at the time of the State aid application. One of the central aims of this Thesis will be to establish new criteria for what exactly constitutes the “minimum necessary” in the context of both non-blanket and blanket guarantee schemes. Such a new benchmark should seek to strike the balance between short-term stability needs and reducing longer-term costs for Member States. An issue which will be further discussed in respect of deposit guarantee schemes in Chapter 4.

3.3.8. Emergency Liquidity Assistance and State aid

The final section of the Guarantee Communication examines the interaction between the emergency State aid policy and the monetary assistance provided by a Member States’ Central Bank. Market wide measures such as short-term lending programs and collateralised agreements are not considered State aid under the 2008 Communication.\textsuperscript{71} However, if a Central Bank provides a specific program to an individual financial institution then this may constitute State aid unless a number of conditions are satisfied. These conditions mirror to some degree the Bagehot principles which govern the liquidity relationship between a Central Bank and a bank in times of crisis.\textsuperscript{72} For instance, a financial institution availing of a liquidity support must be (a) solvent, (b) provide collateral in exchange for this assistance, (c) pay a “penal interest

\textsuperscript{69} Ibid at para.82.
\textsuperscript{70} This is further examined in Chapters 4-6.
\textsuperscript{71} N.30 at para.51.
Yet if the above ELA conditions were applied to Anglo Irish Bank and to other insolvent financial institutions which availed of ELA, then according to the qualifying criteria set out in the Guarantee Communication such support would constitute State aid. Another aspect of the Anglo Irish Bank liquidity assistance programme was the financial instrument used to facilitate this arrangement, a promissory note guaranteed by the Irish State.\(^7\) Thus in at least one case an emergency support program for an Irish financial institution satisfied two of the four State aid conditions. Yet in this case the Commission was more concerned about the recapitalisation by the Irish State of Anglo Irish Bank rather than that this support may be used to compensate the Irish Central Bank for the ELA provided. Although a detailed examination of ELA is beyond the scope of this Thesis, the above issue highlights the general lowering of criteria that the Commission applied during the 2008 financial crisis. In the wider State aid field, the Commission also failed to apply restrictive criteria and so State resources continued to be injected into the Union banking sector. A problem that a new State Aid Crisis Framework will have to address.

3.4.1. Recapitalisation Communication: Fundamentally sound and unsound institutions

It was not just guarantee schemes that the Commission had to introduce guidance that Member States could apply in their intervention measures. Recapitalising financial institutions also became a key response mechanism for Member States. Therefore, Recapitalisation Communication sets out three aims of recapitalisation programs undertaken by a Member State, these include ensuring financial stability, promoting lending to the “real economy”

and “dealing with systemic risk of possible insolvency”. Obvious contradictions exist between the first two objectives. For instance, financial institutions availing of State support are unlikely to increase lending to customers where this further undermines their financial position. Financial stability and addressing the risk of systemic risk, may require a multifaceted response rather than just through State recapitalisation in isolation from other intervention steps. In respect of competition distortion, the Recapitalisation Communication notes how any “public scheme which crowds out market-based operations” and “frustrate[s] the return of normal market functioning” should be avoided.

The Commission originally proposed that this balance could be best struck by differentiating between “fundamentally sound well performing banks on one hand and distressed well-performing banks on the other”. A task both the Irish and German policymakers failed when assessing the long-term viability of both Anglo Irish Bank and Hypo Real Estate respectively. Perhaps in a systemic crisis a more practical benchmark to apply is that of a systemic-importance test followed by an assessment for long-term viability or insolvency. In this way Member States would not then have to categorise all financial institutions as fundamentally sound from the onset of the crisis but could instead recognise their systemic importance without this resulting in State resources being misallocated under an unrealistic restructuring plan.

Under the Recapitalisation Communication the importance of aligning the cost of any State aid intervention with market-based prices and return is evident. This “[c]loseness in pricing to market prices is the best guarantee to limit competition distortions”. In certain cases a Member State may decide to apply a rate of return below market rates. While the Recapitalisation Communication did allow for this, the Member State in question still had to
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ensure that any rate of return below the market price was in line with the recipient financial institution’s risk profile and possible competition distortions that may arise.\textsuperscript{79} Thus any recapitalisation scheme which did diverge from current market pricing structures should remain “not too distant” from the latter.\textsuperscript{80} As noted above, establishing a price threshold for recapitalisation schemes in times of crisis may prove somewhat futile depending on the underlying financial position of the recipient institution in question. Normal market benchmarks may not provide a realistic threshold in times of systemic crisis. This again highlights one of the main failings of the Commission’s response to the crisis in that there remained a reliance on a non-crisis market environment as a form of comparison even though such a comparison has limited value in a crisis where market prices and values become distorted.

3.4.2. Exit Strategies and Behavioural Constraints

The Recapitalisation Communication encompasses a number of possible incentives which could be adopted to accelerate the repayment of State aid. These include restricting dividend payments for non-State shareholders and imposing a punitive rate of return on any State recapitalisation.\textsuperscript{81} A recapitalisation programme must “be limited to minimum necessary” while any recipient financial institution should be subject to strict behavioural and structural constraints.\textsuperscript{82} Russo argues that the absence of a “one-time last time principle” under the crisis framework fails to sufficiently protect against moral hazard concerns.\textsuperscript{83} However, applying such a principle in a financial crisis may have a limited creditability as ultimately Member States may need to provide continuous support to recipient institutions if the crisis in question worsens as noted above. What does become evident however when examining the Commission’s decisional practice during the crisis is the failure to ensure that behavioural constraints are tailored to reflect the
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possible “too-big-to-fail” threat that a recipient financial institution may pose in future.

Certain financial institutions have sought to challenge the imposition of the behavioural constraints applied by the Commission. For instance, the Dutch lender ABN AMRO contested the acquisition ban placed on it by the Commission as a condition of State aid support from the Netherlands. The Dutch lender ABN AMRO contested the acquisition ban placed on it by the Commission as a condition of State aid support from the Netherlands. As part of this constraint ABN AMRO was not be able to acquire businesses of a certain size for a period of three years extending to five years if the Dutch State retained its position as the majority shareholder after the initial three year ban. An intriguing aspect to this case was ABN AMRO’s position that, as the State aid provided to the bank was not necessarily due to poor management, the acquisition ban was “excessive”. The General Court dismissed the challenge, placing particular focus on the fact that the Commission’s ban was not punitive but rather a practical measure to ensure that the support provided to the bank remained “limited to the minimum necessary”. In effect the Commission sought to ensure that the recipient financial institution did not use this aid for purposes other than for maintaining its long-term viability. The applicable behavioural safeguards for financial institutions during the crisis will be examined in more detail in Chapters 5 through to 7. However, a new State Aid Crisis Framework will need to strike the balance between maintaining the viability of certain recipient institutions and also ensuring that these same financial institutions do not continue to pose a too-to-big to fail threat in future as noted above. An issue that has not been adequately addressed under the current Commission framework.
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3.5.1. Viability and Restructuring Communication

Although not directly following on from the Recapitalisation Communication, the Viability and Restructuring Communication again charts the same course as previous banking crisis communications.\(^88\) A number of options for policymakers are set out. These include preserving an institution as a standalone entity after an in-depth restructuring or merging with a more efficient undertaking, depending on which option is “less costly” or “less distortive”.\(^89\) As noted above in respect of Anglo Irish Bank and Hypo Real Estate, it may not always be easy for policymakers to ascertain whether a financial institution may return to long-term viability. The Restructuring Communication addresses this problem by setting out a definition for what constitutes long-term viability. According to the Commission, “[l]ong-term viability is achieved when a bank is able to cover all its costs including depreciation and financial charges and provide an appropriate return on equity, taking into account the risk profile of the bank”.\(^90\) Viability may ultimately depend on the “internal measures” taken by the institution but also the “external factors” which may impact the operations of the institution in question.\(^91\) Through the prism of the Irish financial crisis institutions such as Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society would clearly fall foul of this definition.

But long-term viability is not a goal easily pursued without State aid intervention even for banks which perform day-to-day economic functions, such as Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland. In the case of both of these institutions, especially so in the case of Allied Irish Banks, long-term viability was only achieved by the Irish State injecting up to €24 billion into both undertakings.\(^92\) Any State intervention which benefits potential long-term
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viable financial institutions also seeks to induce a form of equilibrium in the market place during economic instability. This intervention is designed to return the recipient financial institution to a pre-crisis condition. The Restructuring Communication vaguely addresses the intervention costs on financial stability grounds. Where Member States have “recapitalised banks on terms chosen primarily for reasons of financial stability rather than for a return which would have been acceptable to a private investor” then this State aid must be “redeemed” in such a manner as counters any additional State aid element.93 However, in the case of insolvent but systemically important financial institutions the continuing presence of this bank in the market place due to State aid does constitute a competition distortion that requires specific responses. These will be discussed further in Chapter 5.

3.5.2 Mergers and Viability

Under the Restructuring Communication, stability via bank merger is considered as a possible alternative response provided that any post-merger “integrated entity will be viable” and any aid for funding this merger is accompanied with “appropriate remedies”.94 Some form of State aid based incentive may be required in order to facilitate the purchase by a viable institution of an insolvent competitor. For instance, the Belgian government provided a guarantee to Fortis Bank in order to complete the merger with the French institution BNP.95 While in Spain a number of Cajas savings banks were also merged with the support of State aid via recapitalisations and guarantee schemes but in some cases these proposed mergers were more difficult to implement than others.96 After Lloyds Banking Group purchased Halifax Bank of Scotland, the financial losses in the latter undermined the

93 N.88 at para.14.
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financial position of the former. The only way in which to prevent the newly merged entity from collapsing was for the United Kingdom to provide further financial support via State aid recapitalisations and guarantees.\(^97\) During the Japanese financial crisis of the early 1990s a number of so-called mega-mergers were also rushed through in order to prevent a banking collapse.\(^98\) But recourse to State support was still necessary to “strengthen the capital base” of the newly merged financial institutions.\(^99\) One possible negative consequence of this merger policy is the possibility that the merged financial institutions may constitute a “too big to save problem” over time.\(^100\) This again illustrates the balance both Member State and Commission must strike to ensure that short-term stability measures do not result in longer-term costs.

A merger may be done via an “open and unconditional competitive tender and the assets go to the highest bidder [and] the sale price is considered to be the market price”.\(^101\) In these cases there is no provision of State aid as the sale has followed normal market procedures. Where there is a “negative sale price”, that is the acquiring financial institution appears to be purchasing the bank in question at below market price, this may not constitute State aid if the alternative of liquidation poses a substantial cost for the Member State.\(^102\) One example of a “negative sales price” was the sale of the German bank Sachsen LB to Landesbank Baden-Württemberg.\(^103\) The final sale price paid by Landesbank Baden-Württemberg was €328 million rather than the initially listed price of €900 million but this sale price did not constitute State aid.\(^104\) In any case Landesbank Baden-Württemberg itself would need access to
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State support as the financial crisis deepened. An example of how the concept of long-term viability may become difficult to determine in times of financial crisis.

3.5.3. Orderly Liquidation

If distressed financial institutions cannot be restructured to either minimise future losses or return to the path of profitability, then an “orderly winding-up” is proposed under the Commission’s Communications. The aim of implementing an “orderly winding-up” remains twofold: (a) to accommodate the exit of a non-viable financial institution; but also (b) to ensure that the exit of this market participant does not trigger further stability concerns. However, the key challenge for Member States during the financial crisis was the fact that orderly liquidation could not be implemented without triggering further instability. A future State Aid Crisis Framework for the banking sector will not alone resolve this issue and specific systemic resolution tools may need to be introduced also. An issue examined in Chapter 8.

An “orderly winding-up” mechanism may also encompass the establishment of a “good/bad bank” solution by the relevant Member State. Under this scenario the good parts of the financial institution are either supported as an independent entity or merged with a competing financial institution while the loss-making units are wound down. Laprévote and Paron note how the difference between a restructuring plan and a liquidation plan may not always be easy to ascertain. They comment on how the break-up of the Spanish institutions BFA Bankia, NCG and Catalunya based on the establishment of both a Core and Non-Core Unit for each bank contains a resolution strand as the latter unit will in time be wound down. Laprévote and Paron also question whether the Core-Unit part of the restructured entity will remain
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subject to the behavioural constraints which applied to the Legacy Unit once the latter has been successfully wound down.109

3.5.4. Contribution of Recipient Financial Institutions

Under the Restructuring Communication, financial institutions should use both own funds and subordinated debt to meet their associated restructuring costs.110 From an Irish perspective, imposing losses on subordinated bondholders was a difficult task due to the initial blanket guarantee.111 In certain cases imposing losses on creditors may prove a more attractive option for a State aid recipient rather than divesting of business lines and units. Soltësz and Von Köckritz note how in most cases the Commission will increase the level of divestment in line with the level of support the financial institution in question has received.112 Thus prior to the financial crisis a recipient financial institution was in most cases subject to a balance sheet reduction of roughly 20% to one third of their total business.113 In contrast, under the crisis framework the level of balance sheet reduction has been even more substantial, with financial institutions such as WestLB and BayernLB having to reduce their balance sheets by up to 50%.114 Similarly, the Commission has imposed considerable behavioural constraints on large recipient financial institutions. For example, Polito comments how Commerzbank was subject to “stringent behavioural conditions” mainly due to the market share of the bank and the level of aid it received.115 These constraints included the financial institution limiting its market growth both internally and via an acquisition ban on certain market segments where it already had more than 5% of the market.116 While divestment plans are a routine response by competition enforcement bodies to counter the possible
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competition distortions that may arise from State aid, in the banking sector divestment plans may result in unintended consequences.

For example, as part of its State aid application Allied Irish Banks agreed to dispose of its Polish subsidiary. Yet the sale of Bank Zachodni WKB has further consolidated Allied Irish Banks’ domestic focus while the fact that this sale was part of a Commission imposed divestment strategy may have undermined the final price agreed with Santander. As Heimlar comments if divestment conditions curtail “the competition possibilities of the restructuring firm, the possibility for it to successfully restructure is being reduced”. In a similar vein if a financial institution has to divest of profitable non-core market business lines this may reduce its long-term viability as well as undermine an open and competitive pan-EU banking market.

In contrast, no such divestment conditions applied to either Allied Irish Banks or Bank of Ireland in their domestic core Irish market. Government policy remains firmly based on a “two pillar bank” market within the Irish banking sector. McCloughan suggests that this, “pillar-bank model might (inadvertently) constitute a significant barrier to new competition”. The Irish authorities did have an opportunity to open up the Irish banking sector to competition via the sale of Educational Building Society. But the building society was instead merged with Allied Irish Banks so that the “new merged entity will become a stronger and more domestically focused institution which will leave it better placed to service the needs of the Irish economy”. In certain cases the Commission may authorise a “consolidation process”

---


whereby a recipient institution acquires another bank if the objective is to “restore financial stability”. But this consolidation should also “ensure effective competition” and there should be an “equal opportunity” for other possible institutions to acquire the bank in question. However, it appears from the Educational Business Society case that these steps were not taken by the Irish authorities and so an opportunity to open up the Irish banking to additional competition was missed. A future State Aid Crisis Framework will need to ensure that where possible Member States’ domestic banking sectors can be opened to new market entrants so that existing market operators do not retain a position of too-big-to-fail. A matter addressed in Chapter 6.

3.6.1. State support package set out in the 2011 Communication

Under the 2011 Communication the original two track process for State aid applications, where fundamentally and unsound financial institutions were subject to either a viability or restructuring plan, was set aside. This former approach where a financial institution received State aid of more than “2% of the bank’s risk weighted assets” a restructuring plan was then required. Conversely, banks not falling under this category were subject to a viability plan. However, under the 2011 Communication the Commission considered that a restructuring plan should now be submitted for all financial institutions.

The Commission appears to have concluded that applying this distinction was no longer necessary yet other than oblique references to the general improvement in market conditions the exact reasons behind this decision remain unclear. Conflating restructuring with viability and vice versa perhaps hints at the difficulty for both the Commission and the Member States in
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ascertaining which financial institutions are fundamentally sound or not. Quigley states that the reason behind this development was mainly due to the fact that the wider EU banking sector had stabilised to some degree so that viable banks could now meet their obligations without the need for State aid. Yet instead of the 2011 Communication equating “significant… reliance on State aid” with the need for a liquidation plan, an in-depth restructuring was the preferred response. During the Irish financial crisis two banks in particular became overly reliant on State support, namely Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society. The initial Commission decisions assessing the State aid advanced to Anglo Irish Bank endorsed continued support in exchange for an intensive restructuring plan which was considered sufficient to restore viability. But the initial perception of the Irish authorities that Anglo Irish Bank could be resurrected and generate a return for the Irish taxpayer is a costly example of how what qualifies as a “fundamentally sound” or “distressed bank” may alter over time and how Member States can fail to anticipate these developments. In retrospect, no matter how intensive the restructuring plan was for Anglo Irish Bank fundamentally the bank did not have a viable business model in a post crisis environment. This then illustrates a key problem when Member States and the Commission respond to a banking crisis where a financial institution may be systemically important but not a long-term viable bank. A future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to establish new criteria so that the difference between systemically important but a non—long-term viable financial institution can be applied by both the Commission and Member States. Only then will policymakers be better able to ensure short-term stability but not at any costs to the taxpayer.

3.7.1. Communication on Pricing
In January 2012 the Commission issued a new Communication on Pricing, setting out how any shares issued to a State in exchange for State aid should

128 N.123 at para.15.
have a reduced price as a form of *quid pro quo* between the parties. Where the shares in question are non-listed then a “market-based evaluation approach” should be applied for valuing these shares. The 2012 Communication also established a new pricing level based on a financial institution’s credit default swap over a longer timeframe rather than over the initial years of the financial crisis. One of the reasons behind this particular development was the fact that current market instability at the time of a State guarantee support could potentially penalise prudent financial institutions and the related current credit default spread may then represent wider market concerns rather than underlying problems with the financial institution in question. Although this Communication was primarily focused on pricing there was no effort to link pricing of guarantee schemes with the actual systemic threat a financial institution may have posed. This will be further examined in Chapter 4 as a new State Aid Crisis Framework should be designed so that financial institutions that pose the most risk to Member State resources and indeed the wider banking sector discharges a fee that represents this risk.

3.8.1. Banking Communication 2013

The 2013 Banking Communication restates the importance of imposing restructuring costs on creditors and shareholders via burden-sharing before State aid may be provided. Following developments in the EU bank resolution domain, the Banking Communication also exempts “other senior creditors”, including uninsured depositors from burden-sharing.
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intriguing facet though to this provision is the reference to both insured and uninsured deposits as “senior debt”. Under Irish law deposits rank as unsecured debt rather than senior debt thus the Commission appears to be re-classifying deposits at least at a supranational level as senior debt.\(^\text{135}\) Yet this extension to uninsured depositors was not followed during the Cypriot banking crisis where uninsured depositors of Bank of Cyprus were “bailed in” via a “deposit-for-equity conversion”.\(^\text{136}\) This again shows how the steps Member States will take in response to a bank failure will vary depending on the wider context that is prevailing at the time. In some cases, imposing losses on depositors may trigger instability but in times of greater market calm the imposition of losses on depositors may not trigger a contagion effect. What this also indicates is the need for a future State Aid Crisis Framework to have some flexibility so that State support may extend to a wider range of creditors.

Under the Banking Communication, burden-sharing will occur where a financial institution is unable to raise fresh capital via a new plan and if this bank has already fallen below “minimum regulatory capital requirements” then “subordinated debt must be converted to equity”.\(^\text{137}\) Only after these circumstances have occurred may State aid then be provided. A Member State may avoid imposing bail-ins on creditors in cases where it may “endanger financial stability or lead to disproportionate results”.\(^\text{138}\) Alternatively a bail-in may not be required where the requested level of State aid remains low and other capital raising measures have reduced the financial institution’s capital shortfall.\(^\text{139}\) Presumably these measures involve the disposal of business units, halting dividend payments and other steps that do not require some form of contribution on the part of creditors. The 2013 Communication also prohibits a recipient financial institution from engaging in share dividend or share buy-back schemes, undertaking aggressive commercial practices or
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repurchasing hybrid capital instruments where these actions would undermine the financial position of the recipient financial institution in question.\textsuperscript{140} Acquiring a stake in another undertaking should also be refrained from unless this transaction relates to the management of existing claims, meets a \textit{de minis} criterion, or the acquisition has received authorised from the Commission.\textsuperscript{141}

The 2013 Communication places considerable emphasis on the need for burden-sharing to adhere to the “no creditor worse off principle”.\textsuperscript{142} Thus the 2013 Communication aims to re-position the State aid regime in line with market realities where there is no State aid cushion. An effective policy in ensuring that subordinated creditors are not excessively compensated from State aid resources. In certain cases, there may be no scope for imposing losses on subordinated creditors, and so shareholders may have to carry the financial burden of restructuring. For instance, when assessing the State aid provided to the Cypriot bank, Cooperative Central Bank, the Commission noted that as there was no outstanding junior or subordinated creditors only existing shareholders could be subject to burden-sharing.\textsuperscript{143}

3.8.2. Guarantees under Banking Communication

Under the Banking Communication a distinction has been introduced for guarantee supports which may cover financial institutions with or without a capital shortfall. In the case of the latter an individual notification must be submitted to the Commission rather than this institution availing of a general scheme designed primarily for more viable undertakings.\textsuperscript{144} Under this procedure Anglo Irish Bank would not have been subject to the general Irish banking sector guarantee scheme but instead a separate specific scheme applicable to just this institution. The Banking Communication follows the
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same restrictions as applied to guarantee schemes under previous Communications. Guarantee schemes should only cover newly issued debt, not have a retroactive effect and also preclude subordinated liabilities. An explicit limit applies to the level of long-term debt a financial institution may issue under a guarantee scheme, namely only one-third of guarantee maturities in excess of three years may be authorised. Where a financial institution issues guaranteed debt of more than “a ratio of 5% of total liabilities and a total amount of €500 million” then a restructuring plan must be submitted. If a guarantee scheme is triggered then a restructuring or wind-down plan “must be submitted within two months” to the Commission.

3.8.4. Liquidation aid under the Banking Communication

Under the Banking Communication orderly liquidation is referred to as a way to facilitate the exit of a non-viable institution from the wider banking sector without triggering further instability. The disposal process or any business the financial institution undertakes while subject to liquidation should also contribute to the costs of liquidation. When developing a liquidation plan for the financial institution in question, a Member State must be cognisant of the fact that the same conditions that apply to restructuring aid as set out under the Restructuring Communication will also apply to any provision of liquidation aid.

Therefore any liquidation aid provided must be limited to the “minimum necessary” but sufficient to maintain the operations of the financial institution before final closure. During the liquidation process the relevant financial institution should not engage in any competitive behaviour and instead focus on gradually reducing its market presence and its customer base. Parties
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such as shareholders and subordinated creditors should not have any legal claims against any new institution arising post the liquidation.\textsuperscript{154} Any sale process of the financial institution’s subsidiaries or businesses should be “open, unconditional and non-discriminatory”, “takes place on market terms”, and the sale price should be the “maximum” sale price for the “assets and liabilities involved”.\textsuperscript{155} For example, during the liquidation of the non-core part of MKB Bank in Hungary, the Commission considered the sale of the bank’s car fleet business and leasing division as sufficient to reduce the required level of State aid.\textsuperscript{156} It appears that the Commission also favours a sale process where different bidders acquire different parts of the liquidated financial institution.\textsuperscript{157} These conditions are similar to those set out under the Restructuring Communication.\textsuperscript{158} Normal competition and State aid rules apply in cases where the purchasing financial institution may need State support to acquire the business unit or subsidiary in question or this business unit or subsidiary has received State aid.\textsuperscript{159} Assessing the viability of the acquiring financial institution may also be necessary depending on its “size and strength” vis-a-vee the business acquired.\textsuperscript{160}

Most of the above conditions set out under the Banking Communication are in many ways simply restating the practical implications for when a financial institution enters liquidation. There may also be circumstances where an open and transparent sales process may not be possible especially if the selling financial institution is in the process of being liquidated which may entail an accelerated disposal to protect customers and other market participants. Another example of possible divergence between the Commission’s preferred position during the disposal process, namely that there be multiple purchasing financial institutions, may not be possible if the market in which these assets
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are located remains unattractive for most financial institutions. Thus a domestic rival may remain the only viable option during the sales process. As noted above, new market entrants should be considered by the Member State and Commission as a preferred option yet if this is not possible then perhaps dividing the relevant institution designated for disposal among a number of domestic financial institutions may constitute a better response rather than one existing market operator increasing their market share further. Therefore, a new State Aid Crisis Framework will need to introduce a number of different disposal options tailored to reflect the relevant internal dynamics within different Member State’s banking sector. This will be further discussed in both Chapters 5 and 6.

3.8.5. Orderly Liquidation Schemes
To facilitate the liquidation of a financial institution, “liquidation aid schemes for institutions of a limited size” may be authorised by the Commission provided that there are safeguards in place to prevent any “negative spillovers” for the wider economy and both shareholders and creditors are subject to burden-sharing.\textsuperscript{161} For financial institutions of a certain size, “with total assets of more than €3000 million” an individual notification may be required due to the possible competition distortions that may arise if liquidation aid is provided.\textsuperscript{162}

It appears that the Commission may be introducing some form a de minims exception for liquidation aid under the Banking Communication. The problem with authorising general schemes is that individual factors for different beneficiary financial institutions may require a response which diverges from the provision of the scheme in question. Therefore, the level of liquidation aid may vary from one financial institution to another. To resolve this problem, the Commission should require Member States to categorise the financial institution designated for liquidation either as (1) systemically important but not long-term viable, (2) systemically important and long-term
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viable (3) not systemically important or viable and so can be liquidated immediately without wider market consequences. In this way a Member State would have to ascertain how much aid may need to be provided for financial institutions under these different categories. For instance, a systemically important but non long-term viable bank may need to be liquidated over a longer timeframe to minimise market instability. This in turn would require substantially more liquidation aid than a financial institution with a relatively small market profile and few if any inter-bank relationships that could trigger instability. A new State Aid Crisis Framework will need to encompass the above proposals so that in a future crisis State resources are utilised in a more effective and efficient manner to support actual systemically important financial institutions.

**Conclusion**

Although the Commission did seek to establish some specific controls for the banking sector, in most cases the reality of market pressures ensured that these controls were simply not-viable (divestment programmes for financial institutions with an already limited balance sheet being a key example). Another obvious problem with this crisis framework has been the lack of critical assessment into how to differentiate effectively between a systemically important bank and a bank that actually has a long-term market future. The parameters in place for determining the remit of guarantee schemes while flexible, failed to provide sufficient grounds for when a Member State may be able to introduce a blanket guarantee scheme. It is noticeable as the framework evolved over the crisis period that there was more of an emphasis on burden-sharing and liquidation. Yet if these twin concerns were adopted as a central plank of the framework at an earlier date then both Member States and taxpayers would have been spared further expense. If bank creditors realise that Member States are restricted in the level of support they can provide to a failing institution then arguably these parties, even during a systemic crisis, may be more willing to accept limited compensation rather than risk further loss. In conclusion, the problems raised in this Chapter in respect of the Commission’s State Aid Crisis Framework for the banking sector highlights the need for a new approach, one where the
complex questions such as systemic importance and long-term viability amongst others, are properly resolved. These are issues which will now be discussed in the following Chapters.
Chapter Four: The Scope of Bank Guarantee Schemes under Article 107(3)(b) TFEU in times of financial crises

Introduction

The central research question of this Chapter is to tease out what exactly constitutes “appropriate” and “necessary” aid in respect of bank guarantee schemes. One way of addressing the complexities of establishing an “appropriate” response and “necessary” level of State aid in respect of bank guarantee schemes is to develop a new State Aid Crisis Framework for bank guarantee. This proposed framework should in turn seek to resolve the adverse consequences arising from the sovereign-bank link that can occur when a Member State seeks to introduce a sector wider guarantee scheme for their domestic banks. In order to provide a coherent overview of State aid law in this area the Commission practice pre-crisis will be examined. This includes an examination of both the guarantee schemes falling under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines and more specific public guarantees provided to State owned banks such as the Landesbanken in Germany. The decisional practice of the Commission is then assessed under Article 107(3)(b) TFEU and the crisis framework. Throughout the Chapter a distinction is drawn between “blanket” guarantee schemes and those schemes that did not entail all-encompassing creditor protection.

However, the “appropriate” and “necessary” strands of State aid do not exist in isolation from related competition factors. Therefore, the “proportionate” strand of State aid criteria applied by the Commission will also be critically assessed and new a “proportionate” criterion proposed for bank guarantee schemes. This new proposed criterion will aim to strike a balance between the need for State intervention via a guarantee scheme and the need to limit possible adverse competition distortions arising from this intervention within a Member State and the wider Union banking sector. Competition distortions also arising from bank guarantee schemes are examined and proposed safeguards set out.
4.1.1. Background to guarantees as State aid: German Landesbanken and State Guarantees

The response by Member States during the 2008 financial crisis to introduce banking sector guarantee schemes was not a new departure for State-bank State aid engagement. Prior to the financial crisis of 2008 guarantees had already been provided by certain Member States to financial institutions. In the case of the German Landesbanken, each Federal State within Germany provided a guarantee for the local Landesbank. This “State guarantee” was established for German Landesbanken due to the role such banks perform in providing lending to local businesses and consumers within each individual German State. Certain commentators have suggested that this guarantee was in fact an equivalent form of intervention that a private market investor would have made as an alternative for providing capital.¹

To resolve the State aid concerns related to these public guarantees for Landesbanken a compromise position was agreed between the Commission and the German authorities whereby the Landesbanken could continue to avail of this State support until 2005.² Up to that time the Landesbanken could still issue bank debt subject to the pre-existing guarantee.³ In effect these institutions did not have to operate in similar manner to private market operators in the German banking sector. Ilako does question though whether one can really compare the business operations of the Landesbanken with say private Germany banking groups such as Deutsche Bank.⁴ The former operates in different market segments than the latter.⁵

Although Ilako does raise an interesting point about whether there was any actual practical competition between public and private banks in Germany, it seems both arms of the German banking sector invested in US subprime
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mortgages. The total value of impaired securities held by German financial institutions in 2008 was estimated to be €230 billion a figure which included the security portfolios of eight different Landesbanken. Prior to the phasing-out of the Government guarantee scheme Landesbanken increased their capital reserves and “used these funds to invest abroad with the amount of assets in foreign securities doubling in size from mid-2005 to mid-2008” (from an excess of €50 billion to over €150 billion). Hence the legacy effect of the Landesbanken guarantee was to undermine prudent management within this market segment of the German banking sector. Other Member States also supported public sector banks via State guarantees, in Austria, Landeshypothekenbanks were subject to a sovereign guarantee applicable to all liabilities in the event of an insolvency. This State support was also subject to a phasing-out period agreed between Austria and the Commission. Yet the adverse consequences of such a guarantee became clear when the regional bank, Austrian Bank Burgenland, was subject to an internal fraud which threatened the long-term viability of the bank. To ensure that the public guarantee was not invoked the regional authority had to introduce a new guarantee to specifically cover the losses arising from this fraud. An illustration how when regional or State authorities establish
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guarantee schemes other steps are then to ensure that these schemes are not triggered.

In France, Caisse des Depots et Consignations were established to provide State support to French businesses but were also active in commercial banking activities. However, the State guarantee in the 1990s supporting the operations of the Caisse des Depots et Consignations also included commercial banking liabilities. This clearly constituted an unnecessary extension of the State support provided to this institution. The Commission was willing to accept that Caisse des Dépots et Consignations was “a very important borrower on financial markets” function which may have warranted some level of State support. But the unlimited nature of the proposed guarantee was considered “disproportionate”. One can thus see how in the past Member States had intervened in their domestic banking sectors via the provision of guarantee schemes. However, in the above cases the guarantee schemes introduced were not to resolve a financial crisis but rather to meet certain economic goals. During the 2009 financial crisis, guarantee schemes would be introduced with the economic goal of maintaining economic stability.

4.1.2. Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines and Bank Guarantees

The Landesbanken guarantee scheme did not fall under the State aid exemption as set out in Article 107(3)(c)TFEU. For this provision to be applicable the institutions in question would have to have fallen under the “failing firm” defence. Instead the State support provided to Landesbanken
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fell under a more complex sphere of competency conflict between Member State and the Commission. The central issue revolved around the level of discretion available to a Member State in providing State support to public financial institutions and the distinction between a bank’s “commercial business and activities in the public interests from a State aid point of view”.19

However, other Member States did invoke the Rescue and Restructuring framework to stabilise and restructure banks with precarious financial positions. In most cases this support entailed not just State recapitalisations but also State guarantees. For example, in the case of Credit Lyonnais the French authorities sought to guarantee the financial institution’s liabilities in order to prevent its exit from the market place.20 In this case the French State agreed to underwrite certain losses on the financial institution’s balance sheet in order to facilitate the transfer of assets from the bank to a “hive-off” vehicle.21 According to the Commission this support, in conjunction with the other rescue measures provided to Credit Lyonnais satisfied the then Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines.22 Therefore, the aid in question was deemed to not only restore the institution to long-term viability but was also proportionate to the restructuring costs and contained sufficient competition safeguards. Interestingly, the Commission expressly stated in its Credit Lyonnais decision that the principles of the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines could be applied to the financial services sector provided that “any undesirable negative effects of applying them” are considered in light of the central role of the banking sector.23 A precursor perhaps of what was to come with the onset of the 2008 crisis where the Commission realised that the
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existing Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines were not adequate to address the problems facing the Union banking sector.

A bank guarantee has a dual effect and purpose, firstly, to ensure that the recipient financial institution continued to operate and secondly to contain wider financial instability. This approach obviously has advantages in cases where the underlying problem rests in just one financial institution. However, during the 2008 financial crisis more than one financial institution may require State support or the inter-linkages between domestic financial institutions is such that even an insolvent bank must be subject to a guarantee scheme in order to prevent contagion. The nature of the 2008 financial crisis was such that industry wide guarantee schemes were introduced in a number of Member States. Thus the scope of banking guarantees developed overtime from an individual form of State aid tailored for one specific financial institution to that of wider industry support. The question must then be asked how the Commission responded to this development.

4.2.1. Crisis Framework and Bank Guarantees

Prior to the financial crisis of 2008 if a financial institution required State support the applicable criteria was set out under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines. Under these Guidelines guarantees could be provided to failing firms so long as the rate of return charged was sufficient to incentivise early exit from the guarantee in question.\(^\text{24}\) The new crisis framework also included specific references to the level of remuneration a financial institution should pay for availing of a State guarantee. Under the Guarantee Communication guarantee fees were to, if possible, reflect market prices and distinguish between the different financial profiles of each participating financial institution.\(^\text{25}\) Similarly, a DG Staff Competition Working Paper from 2010 proposed that guarantee fees should be gradually increased to ensure that the
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beneficiary institutions were charged in line with normal market conditions. While pricing should be in line with European Central Bank recommendations, thus for “a bond with maturity over one year, the fee comprises a flat charge of 50 basis points augmented by each bank’s median five-year senior debt CDS spread observed in the period 1 January 2007 to 31 August 2008”. Yet again the Commission’s parameters were based on trying to establish an adequate fee for beneficiary institutions to discharge. But the underlying question of what scope a guarantee scheme should encompass was not examined in detail.

The DG Staff Competition Working Paper also notes that “while access to market financing has generally improved, banks which have been downgraded are still benefiting from their pre-Lehman credit rating and perceived creditworthiness”. In effect, guarantee schemes may distort capital markets as even banks with low-credit ratings are able to access funds at a reduced rate by virtue of a government-backed guarantee. Another step the 2010 Working Document proposed was placing an obligation on Member States to submit a viability plan for any beneficiary financial institution where this bank had become overly reliant on guaranteed debt. The threshold set by the 2010 Working Document was “a ratio of 5% of outstanding guaranteed liabilities over total liabilities and at a total amount of guaranteed debt of €500 million”. While the Commission was correct to link the use of bank guarantee schemes to possible viability plans for participating financial institutions, the actual question of whether a guarantee scheme was a proper crisis measure was not addressed.

Therefore, both the 2010 Working Document and the Commission’s Communications sought to establish a fee for State guarantees and also link
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an institution’s reliance on a guarantee with further restructuring and viability plans. However, from the onset the key problem with adopting a framework for bank guarantee schemes during a crisis scenario is how to strike a balance between immediate financial stability and longer-term costs for the Member State providing the guarantee. Setting guarantee fees for banks based on a market that was not actually functioning due to the crisis and then attempting to address the complex question of viability, show in many ways how the Commission had adopted a default position that guarantee schemes were an appropriate response. But the question remains how the Commission got this position. Examining the Commission’s decisional practice should provide some answers to this question.

4.2.2. From Communication to Decisional Practice

Under Article 107(3)(b) TFEU the Commission applies three conditions for examining whether or not aid is compatible or not with the EU Treaty. These conditions include whether the aid is “appropriate”, “necessary” and “proportionate”. The first condition refers to the State aid is required to meet the objectives in question, the second condition to the amount of aid provided and the final strand relates to the competition distortion effect the aid may have on the wider market place. If one examines the Commission’s decisional practice in respect of guarantee schemes during the 2008 financial crisis a picture is quickly drawn which shows a failure on the part of both the Commission and Member States in appreciating the adverse consequences associated with State-backed guarantee schemes for the financial standing of a sovereign. This will be further examined below.

4.2.3. “Appropriateness”

An obvious example of where the Commission failed to apply a more rigorous assessment is the initial decision approving the Irish blanket guarantee scheme. According to the Commission the response by the Irish authorities met the “appropriateness” standard as the context prevailing at the time required an immediate form of intervention. “Thus, the Commission considers that the guarantee is an appropriate measure to remedy a serious disturbance of the Irish economy”.33 In this regard the Commission appeared to have conceded that, “systemic banking difficulties demand a systemic solution through industry-wide schemes”.34

A similar position was also adopted in respect of the guarantee schemes introduced by other Member States such as the United Kingdom and Italy. In respect of the United Kingdom the Commission considered the introduction of a Wholesale Guarantee Scheme an appropriate measure to ensure that credit constraints in the inter-bank markets were alleviated.35 For the Italian guarantee scheme the Commission also had no difficulty in finding a similar intervention to be an “appropriate” measure. Although all three measures satisfied the “appropriate benchmark”, all three schemes had distinctive features. The Irish scheme was a wide-ranging measure, as nearly all banking liabilities were included, in contrast the United Kingdom scheme only applied to wholesale funding. Under the Italian scheme a number of conditions applied to the eligible financial institutions, as indeed were such conditions applied to Irish institutions, but the Italian scheme was limited to solvent financial institutions.36 The initial Irish decision failed to specifically
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establish an eligibility framework based on whether or not the participating financial institutions in question were solvent as a presumption or mistaken diagnosis had found these financial institutions to be solvent but illiquid. Thus even though each of the three schemes contained key differences and, in the case of both the UK and Italian scheme more limited than the Irish response, the Commission nonetheless considered all three schemes “appropriate”. In time the Commission’s Communications would apply additional limitations to guarantee schemes introduced by Member States.\(^{37}\) However, a retrospective examination of the Commission’s initial decision-making when determining State guarantee schemes does indicate a rather broad interpretation of the “appropriate criterion”. This will now be illustrated in the below section.

4.2.3.1. “Appropriateness” in other contexts

The Commission’s role as a State aid gatekeeper should extend beyond merely endorsing a “State aid” solution to systemic banking crisis. Prior to the financial crisis, State aid law revolved mainly around the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines for firms in difficulty and industry-specific State aid exemptions for public services or infrastructure projects. In these cases, the equivalent “appropriate” provision may be more easily ascertained by both policymakers and the Commission. Under these Guidelines, aid may be authorised so long as the intended recipient is a “firm in difficulty”.\(^ {38}\) For Public Service Obligation Contracts, the central basis for the financial support provided to the undertaking performing the service in question depends on whether or not there is a public service to satisfy.\(^ {39}\) In both of these State aid domains the focus of the State support remains limited to just a single
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recipient or a particular service. But the Commission has an underlying benchmark for assessing whether the aid in question is “appropriate” or not. During the financial crisis no such benchmark existed for determining the “appropriateness” of bank guarantee schemes. As noted above different Member States introduced different schemes all of which were considered “appropriate” by the Commission. Instead of the Commission adopting a uniform set of principles to ascertain what constitutes an “appropriate” guarantee scheme in times of crisis, the crisis itself was the sole qualifying criterion. “Appropriateness” largely depended on the wider economic context at the particular time of the State aid application in question.

In one study undertaken to assess whether or not aid should be provided to firms in difficulty, the wider macro-economic effects of a firm’s collapse were examined. When addressing this complex question, three key factors were considered. Firstly, the firm’s characteristics, secondly the sector’s characteristics and thirdly the workforce and labour market’s characteristics. The first category relates to whether or not the demise of the firm in question will trigger wider externalities. This in turn relates to whether or not the sector the firm operates in will itself undermine wider regional growth in cases of internal market disruption. The final category addresses the adverse effect on regional employment should the firm or sector in question become vulnerable to market pressures. If one was to apply this approach to bank guarantee schemes then arguably the “appropriateness” benchmark would easily be met. As discussed in Chapter 1 the potential contagion effect of one financial institution entering bankruptcy required Member States to adopt preventive measures during the financial crisis. One can also see how the above criteria are similar to the proposed systemic
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importance test for financial institutions. This will be discussed later in Chapter 5.

Bolsa Ferruz and Nicolaides when examining the economic factors affecting State aid applications under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines, suggest that Member States should advance a “credible counterfactual” indicating the likely outcomes should no aid be provided. Although the authors confine their studies to non-banking institutions, arguably during the initial phases of the financial crisis Member States could provide the Commission with sufficiently adverse counterfactuals to warrant the application of wide-ranging guarantee schemes. This in turn laid the ground for extending the scope of the “appropriate” criterion. However, a new State Aid Crisis Framework will have to establish new qualifications for what the “appropriateness” encompasses in respect of bank guarantee schemes. Closely related to the question of what is an “appropriate guarantee” scheme for the banking sector is what constitutes the minimum necessary level of aid. A matter now examined next.

### 4.2.3.2. Necessity provision: guarantee schemes and the minimum amount of state aid possible

The second strand of the Article 107(3)(b) TFEU test is the necessity provision, namely whether the intended State aid constitutes a value which is the “minimum necessary” to meet the objective in question. An overview of the guarantee schemes introduced during the financial crisis provides an insight into how the Commission applied this test. Different Member States adopted different policies in respect of guarantee schemes with some, such as Ireland, introducing a wide-ranging guarantee scheme while others relied on a more nuanced approach.
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For example, the Danish guarantee scheme was targeted specifically at depositors and senior debt holders, this position struck the correct balance between countering a potential bank run but also facilitating some level of access for Danish banks to tap inter-bank markets.\footnote{Commission Decision NN 51/2008 of 10/10/2008 Guarantee Scheme for banks in Denmark, OJ C(2008)6034 at para 50 available at \url{http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/227716/227716_876335_14_2.pdf} [last accessed on 07/11/2018]} However, another key feature of the Danish guarantee scheme was the involvement of Danish banking sector in financing a proportion of the guarantee costs. A substantial contribution up to a maximum of DKK 35 billion could be levied under the guarantee scheme from the Danish banks.\footnote{Ibid at para.10.} This sum had been paid into the Danish bank resolution fund prior to the outbreak of the 2008 crisis. Further, the Danish scheme was part of dual-fold package also containing a specific framework for resolving insolvent banks.\footnote{Ibid at para.37.} When assessing the potential State aid element of this bank insolvency process the Commission again placed particular focus on the “minimum necessary” principle. Applying this to any efforts to resolve an insolvent bank would entail the Danish authorities firstly examining whether a private solution could be implemented.\footnote{Ibid at para.57.} If not, then Danish policymakers would have to pursue the “least costly solution” and this may have precluded the winding-up of a bank if selling it to the private sector remained more advantageous.\footnote{Ibid.}

A number of points may be extrapolated from the Commission’s oversight of the Danish guarantee scheme. Firstly, unlike the Irish response the Danish one was grounded in a wider banking reform agenda. The Danish guarantee scheme was not a measure aimed at reinforcing the status quo in the Danish banking sector but designed to align stabilisation with bank restructuring. Although it must be pointed out that Irish policymakers did seek to restructure the Irish banking sector in time as will be discussed in Chapter 8 with the passage of the \textit{Credit Institutions (Stabilisation) Act 2010} and associated policy efforts such as the merger between Educational Building Society and Allied Irish Banks, and the establishment of the National Asset Management
Agency. Secondly, unlike the absence of any bank resolution or banking insurance fund in the case of Ireland, Denmark could leverage the utilisation of a pre-existing industry fund. These two distinguishing features perhaps underline the main difficulties facing the Commission as a State aid supervisor when different Member States have distinct bank resolution policies in place. Thus one could submit that in the Danish case the “minimum necessity” principle does appear to have been met. However, in the case of the Irish scheme one could in hindsight conclude the opposite. The contrast between the Danish and Irish guarantee schemes also illustrates the overlap between bank resolution schemes and State aid. Instead of the Commission having to determine the Danish guarantee scheme application in isolation, the pre-existing bank resolution architecture could be used as benchmark when applying the “necessity criterion”.

In the case of the United Kingdom, the Commission again endorsed European Central Bank guidance on the matter of subordinated debt which the UK guarantee scheme excluded. But the Commission considered the prospective nature of the guarantee, only covering future debt and not pre-exiting liabilities, as another factor in line with the “minimum necessary” principle. The UK scheme also only applied initially for a six-month period, a short-time frame in which potential recipients could avail of the State guarantee. Thus in different Member States different forms of guarantee schemes were enacted and in most cases unlike the all-encompassing nature of the Irish scheme, these measures had more restrictive limits in relation to value of the guarantees. For instance, under the German scheme the then newly established Financial Market Stabilisation Fund would guarantee up to €400 billion of future liabilities for German financial institutions. But this scheme was part of a wider financial support package introduced by the German State. Similar to the Danish scheme, the Commission again
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considered the German scheme to satisfy the “minimum necessary” criterion due to the restrictions applicable to this State intervention.\(^{55}\) Although Pleister correctly predicted that this guarantee would not be triggered in its entirety one could still question how the Commission could find such a contingent liability for a Member State to fall within the range of “minimum necessary” State aid intervention.\(^{56}\)

Thus an obvious problem does remain when comparing the Commission’s decisional practice for different guarantee schemes. Even though a Communication on this matter provided some guidance for Member States, the different levels of instability throughout the Union made it difficult to adopt a uniform standard. What may have constituted the “minimum amount of aid necessary” in respect of the Irish scheme may have been excessive in the context of the Danish financial crisis. Under the Rescue and Restructuring framework, the central consideration for both the Member State and the Commission prior to the financial crisis was whether or not this form of support was the “strict minimum necessary” to restructure the beneficiary in question.\(^{57}\) Aid limited to the minimum necessary entails the recipient firm providing at least 50% of the restructuring costs.\(^{58}\) In past cases though the Commission adopted a more flexible approach when ascertaining what constitutes the minimum level of aid necessary. For instance, in the case of Bankgesellschaft the Commission authorised a “risk-shield”, in effect a tiered form of State support whereby losses up to a certain threshold are met by the financial institution with the rest then met by the Member State in question, for the recipient institution even though a competitor raised concerns over the scope of this intervention.\(^{59}\) According to a submission from Berliner Volksbank this risk shield “constitutes an unlimited additional funding
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commitment since the Land of Berlin’s associated liability cannot be estimated at present and is therefore a ‘blank cheque’ for future losses”.  

The Commission though placed significant weight on the fact that this “risk shield” was only designed to resolve losses from a pre-existing asset pool rather than aid Bankgesellschaft to expand its business lines and market presence. In contrast, the Commission adopted a far more restrictive stance when assessing the State guarantee implemented by the French State for Credit Foncier de France. Although, the Commission conceded that the decision of the French State to introduce an institutional guarantee was “understandable-to prevent the bankruptcy of CFF (a very important borrower on international financial markets) and a general crisis — its intervention would seem to be disproportionate”. The “disproportionate” nature of this guarantee was mainly due to the unlimited scope both in time and level of debt covered. Thus, in both the Bankgesellschaft and Credit de Foncier de France State aid applications the “minimum criterion” was applied an inconsistent manner. Despite the market dominance of Bankgesellschaft in the regional banking sector, the Commission deemed the substantial guarantees granted by the German authorities as falling with the “minimum necessary” criterion. Yet the possible systemic threat posed by the collapse of Credit Foncier de France was considered insufficient to warrant a de facto “unlimited” guarantee.

This in turn though raises issues as how the Commission can apply a more balanced and critical overview of national guarantee schemes in times of financial crisis. If in times of financial crisis, the Commission ultimately applies varying standards dependent on the circumstances of each Member State then this poses problems in respect of the internal market and competition policy. Perhaps comparing the responses of the Irish and Danish authorities fails to address the different economic issues facing both Member
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States. But even in other Member States that were later subject to IMF/EU Memorandums of Support, the guarantee schemes introduced by these sovereigns did not encompass blanket support. The Greek authorities placed a number of limitations on the initial guarantee scheme, including the central allocation of debt guaranteed under the scheme, the level of guaranteed debt each institution could issue and the class of liabilities covered. Similarly, the Spanish authorities also introduced a guarantee scheme which precluded inter-bank deposits, subordinated debt and “other instruments for which the amount of risk might be difficult to assess for the guarantor”. What the above cases illustrate is the need for a more detailed and coherent set of criteria for both determining the appropriateness of a guarantee scheme but also for applying the minimum necessary criterion for guarantee schemes.

4.3.1. Appropriate and Necessity Criterion: A new standard for bank guarantee schemes

Under the Commission’s Communication for Guarantee Schemes certain specific limitations were set out such as the duration of these schemes and the exclusion of subordinated liabilities. However, a more nuanced approach may need to be developed by the Commission when applying the Article 107(3)(b)TFEU exemption when assessing bank guarantee schemes during financial crises. The threshold for the “appropriateness” and “minimum necessary” criteria for guarantee schemes were applied in a flexible manner but with this flexibility may come at the expense of addressing the possible adverse consequences that may impact a Member State. Therefore, a new test needs to be established that strikes the correct balance between the short-term needs of stability and the longer-term needs of the Member State in question.


68 N.25 at paras.23-24.
From an Irish perspective stability trumped any concerns over the underlying financial position of the domestic Irish financial institutions. However, this short-term focus resulted in longer-term costs. Determining what constitutes an “appropriate” guarantee scheme depends on the individual factors present in each Member State. One way to address these factors in each Member State is to establish a series of conditions which the Commission could then apply to determine whether the guarantee invoked by domestic authorities qualifies as “appropriate”. In State aid law certain commentators discuss the need for competition authorities to apply a counterfactual scenario when assessing a State aid application.\(^6\) A counterfactual test entails the Commission considering the consequences for the proposed recipient undertaking if no aid is forthcoming.

In a systemic crisis applying a counterfactual test may encompass considerable risks due to time restrictions. But as was evident during the financial crisis not all domestic banking sectors were equally affected. Therefore, some differentiating benchmark must be developed by the Commission when ascertaining whether or not a banking sector guarantee scheme falls within the exemption under Article 107(3)(b) TFEU. A counterfactual test should provide this benchmark and not only address State aid concerns but also economic and social considerations within a Member State. In general, such a counterfactual test should be based on the following three tests:

1. Is there a viable alternative option to the guarantee scheme in place?
2. Is the aim of the guarantee scheme regulatory forbearance or to restructure the domestic banking sector?
3. Is there an effective exit strategy for institutions subject to the guarantee scheme?

4.3.2. Alternatives to guarantee schemes

During a systemic crisis assessing whether there is an effective alternative in place to introducing a guarantee scheme may appear an obvious starting point for any future “appropriateness” test. This relates to the wider question of how Member States may then further proceed in recapitalisation or purchasing assets from financial institutions as will be further discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. It also addresses the question of whether the wider context prevailing at the time of a proposed bank guarantee scheme is such that an alternative to a guarantee scheme may or may not be a viable option.

As noted in Chapter 1 the Irish authorities considered a number of different options rather than a blanket guarantee scheme but these options were not considered conducive to financial stability at that particular point in time.\(^70\) During the 2008 financial crisis the Commission placed considerable weight on the submissions from various Member States on what State aid measure should be adopted. Ultimately, this reliance on Member State input will not be diminished in the event of a future banking crisis. However, instead of the Commission applying a rather open-ended “appropriate” criterion a more substantial qualification framework should be applied. When considering whether a banking sector guarantee scheme constitutes an “appropriate” response the Commission should examine possible alternatives that the Member State could pursue. Therefore, the Commission should consider whether the applicant Member State could avail of alternative solutions such as bank resolution, recapitalisation or disposal to a viable competing financial institution. The Member State should then consider each of these alternatives and set out why these alternative measures do not suffice. When assessing different policy responses the Commission could then adopt a tailored set of principles which apply to operating aid under Article 107(3)(a)TFEU for undertakings located in certain disadvantaged regions within the EU.\(^71\) For a firm to qualify successfully for operating aid under this particular State aid

\(^70\) Chapter 1 at pp.9-10.
exemption three steps must be met (1) the aid must contribute to regional
development, (2) the aid must be proportionate to any handicaps sought to
alleviate and (3) the aid in question must be reduced over time.\textsuperscript{72}

A similar test could be developed by the Commission when assessing whether
or not there are viable alternatives to a proposed banking sector guarantee
scheme. Each of the possible alternative options could be viewed through a
similar prism as the “operating aid” criteria above. The three conditions for
operating aid could be tailored to reflect the wider economic rationales for
State aid intervention in a Member State’s banking sector. For instance, the
intervention in question should: (1) contribute to regional or economic
development, that is in effect maintain a functioning economy, (2) the
intervention in question should be proportionate to resolve the relevant
instability or market failing in question and (3) the intervention must be
withdrawn overtime.

Both the proposed intervention, the bank guarantee scheme, and the possible
alternative options should then be considered in light of these three tests by
both the applicant Member State and the Commission. For instance, if
liquidating a bank triggers further instability then this option would fail to
meet the first test. Nicolaides examines the application of a “counterfactual
test” in the context of environmental State aid, where the Commission must
in effect determine whether the provision of this aid will result in the
beneficiary undertaking adopting a more environmentally friendly form of
production.\textsuperscript{73} However, counterfactual tests may not be a reliable form of
criterion to apply in certain circumstances. For instance, the counterfactual
may if actually applied in a given context trigger an internal failing within an
undertaking not considered in a theoretical argument. In the example of
supporting environmentally sustainable production it may be that new
production techniques will undermine the profitability of the recipient
undertaking. From a banking stability perspective, the absence of a guarantee
may trigger an adverse “incentive” on the part of depositors and other
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creditors to withdraw their funds from the Member State banking sector in question.

In contrast, a State recapitalisation scheme may satisfy the first test but fail to qualify as a sufficient response in isolation to resolve the instability or market failure in question. Waiving merger controls, which was allowed for under the Irish Credit Institutions (Financial Support) Act 2008 s.7(2), to enable a viable financial institution to acquire a failing bank or banks may also satisfy tests one and two but the requirement for possible further State aid would fall foul of test three. However, depending on the wider economic environment pertaining at the time of the State aid application, a guarantee scheme may also fail to meet these three tests. A Member State may fail to sufficiently prove that the proposed scheme will actually promote economic development or that this support will be withdrawn within a set timeframe. Conversely, the circumstances within a Member State may be such that individual recapitalisation schemes for individual financial institutions may prove a more viable alternative than a sector wide bank guarantee scheme. For example, in the case of Banesto in Spain, a sector wide guarantee scheme was not required for this financial institution to be restructured and then sold to Banco Santander.

4.3.3. Blanket Guarantee Schemes and Appropriateness

In certain circumstances though a Member State may seek to introduce a blanket guarantee scheme to contain instability in their domestic banking sector. However, from a State aid perspective should all “crisis containment” steps automatically qualify as an “appropriate” remedy? The “post-Lehman syndrome”, where the demise of Lehman Bros. triggered such a negative reaction across financial markets that any subsequent financial institution that
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had financial difficulties was now considered too-big-to-fail, and the banking collapse in Iceland would provide substantial negative counterfactuals for both domestic and EU authorities when assessing whether a Member State should introduce a blanket guarantee scheme. Therefore, an additional criterion may need to be developed to support both Member States and the Commission in determining whether a blanket guarantee is the correct response rather than a guarantee scheme with a more limited scope. If one considers the *raison d’être* for a bank guarantee scheme is to stabilise the funding base for financial institutions, then it stands to reason for the Commission to question whether this necessitates a Member State introducing a blanket scheme covering all bank liabilities.

The introduction of the Bank Resolution and Recovery Directive should to some degree reduce the need for a Member State to invoke a blanket guarantee scheme. However, if in a particular circumstance a bail-in policy for creditors or depositors may offset further instability then the Commission may authorise a blanket guarantee scheme provided certain measures are met. According to a report by the London School of Economics, industrial sectors in decline can be identified by a number of factors. These include, a decrease in the volume of production over a certain timeframe, an increase in production value that remains “lower than the general price increase over the reference period”, and decline in production represents a continuing trend rather than a one-off occurrence. Although there are obvious problems when seeking to apply industrial benchmarks to the banking sector, one could extrapolate from the above characteristics a specific set of provisions for determining whether the banking sector in a Member State has entered into a
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sharp structural decline. A decline which may warrant State intervention in the form of a blanket guarantee scheme.

For instance, if a Member State’s domestic banking sector experiences a substantial outflow of funding over a sustained period of time this results in a sharp contraction in the provision of credit thereby reducing the potential profitability of the banking sector. This outflow in turn results in a sharp reduction in the provision of credit in the wider economy thereby decreasing the sector’s profitability. Hence the value of the sector is subject to a share depreciation. These three factor combined will then arguably constitute an industry in decline or a sector under temporary distress and mirror the criteria for categorising industries in decline. A decline in the volume of production ultimately triggers an associated decrease in the value a sector can generate further entrenching the market status quo. Similarly, if the capital base of a Member State’s banking sector in effect collapses then both value and market share will further decline necessitating some form of exceptional support by the State in question.

One could also compare a systemic crisis within the banking sector as a similar form of destabilisation that arises in the oil market. Whenever there is a sharp increase or decrease on the international price of crude oil market participants, investors, buyers and sellers, in effect have to reconsider their long-term market price forecasts.81 The “anchor point” for price determination has been lost and as such some form of intervention is required to stabilise the oil market.82 This intervention may take the form of better information provision for market actors, better flexibility in supply and demand to offset market spikes or falls and market innovation and diversification.83 However, if one was to set out equivalent intervention measures to re-establish an “anchor point” in the banking sector, such as market innovation and restructuring, these measures may take time to
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implement. Immediate intervention requires some form of “insurance” or backstop that realistically only a State may be able to provide. In these cases, a blanket guarantee scheme may be required as the only option to restore some form of market equilibrium where possible.

4.3.4. Objective of the guarantee scheme: regulatory forbearance or resolving a market failure

From examining the State aid applications for bank guarantee schemes it becomes evident that policymakers at Member State level presumed that the crisis would quickly abate and that the guarantee could then be revoked in an orderly manner. However, revocation may need to be delayed due to wider economic factors, for example the Irish authorities renewed the Irish scheme after the initial two years lapsed. In cases where this arises the Member State in question may still adopt a default policy of regulatory forbearance rather than implement an in-depth restructuring of the “guaranteed” financial institutions. Honohan and Klingebiel discuss how there are three degrees of regulatory forbearance, the first entails “banks that are generally known to be insolvent are allowed to remain opened”. Alternatively, an intermediate form of forbearance may be evident where banks with an “undercapitalised” base are allowed to remain open for a limited timeframe. A “less-accommodating” form of forbearance is where policymakers allow for a financial institution to circumvent certain market regulations and allow for the possibility that this bank may open new business lines. Lumpkin also cites these three degrees of forbearance when examining regulatory responses. In cases where “macroeconomic misalignments or shocks” arise, then “forbearance can be used under such circumstances to buy time until
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conditions normalise”.

Thus fundamentally sound banks may then be able to return to profitability.  

The pre-existing State aid framework does encompass a requirement for financial institutions to undergo a restructuring program as a condition of this support. However, when assessing an application for a sector wide guarantee scheme the Commission should seek further clarification from the Member State in respect of the short and long-term aims of this scheme. The short-term aim of the scheme will obviously include stability grounds but the longer-term objectives should include a set of coherent steps to restructure not just the financial institutions subject to the guarantee but the wider banking sector. If the underlying pretext of the guarantee scheme rests on regulatory forbearance, then the Commission may by default endorse the pre-crisis market environment. Where the provision of State aid equates to regulatory forbearance then this in turn may accentuate the “market failure” necessitating the initial State intervention. Where State intervention results in “capital misallocation” within a particular industry this may result in the continued presence of inefficient undertakings and also trigger wider inefficiency in the sector in question. From a banking sector perspective a parallel argument can be drawn whereby a bank guarantee scheme may represent a misallocation of capital whereby the participating banks continue to operate in an imprudent manner and fail to restructure their business models.

The initial effect of any proposed guarantee scheme is to “rescue” the domestic banking sector from collapse. Yet once this is achieved the Member State in question should be required to submit macro reforms. This may include a cap on certain types of lending, ensuring financial institutions place additional capital aside over and above pre-existing regulatory levels, and
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establishing limitations on these financial institutions’ reliance on wholesale funding. If a new crisis framework includes a “macro-reform” strand as part of the “appropriate” criterion, then this in turn should act as sufficient counter to the market status quo under the guise of regulatory forbearance. This could also align with bank resolution objectives to ensure that financial institutions do not remain too-big-to-fail and also further curtailing where possible the interconnectedness between financial institutions and also act as safeguard against the need for possible future State aid intervention.

4.3.5. Exit Strategy: Revoking the guarantee scheme

A future State Aid Crisis Framework should have specific provisions in place to ensure the gradual revocation of a State guarantee so that the sovereign-bank link can be easily disentangled. An effective exit strategy should aim to restore the financial institutions covered under the guarantee to long-term viability or if necessary facilitate a controlled exit from the banking sector. Establishing whether a financial institution may fall under the classification as a long-term viable bank is discussed further in Chapter 7. In any case even if a bank fails to meet the long-term viability benchmark a systemic threat may still apply. Teasing out the nuances on what may constitute a systemically important financial institution falls within the confines of Chapter 6. However, in respect of guarantee schemes a parallel question also arises.

To ensure that State resources are targeted effectively and efficiently the scope of a guarantee scheme should be tailored where possible to reflect the market position of each financial institution in a Member State’s banking sector post the crisis. Efficiency in State aid law mainly relates to the need to ensure that any aid that is provided to an undertaking remains well-targeted for the objective in question. Verouden and Werner discuss this efficiency concept in respect of services of a general economic interest and how a tendering process for these services should counter overcompensating the
contracted undertaking.92 Other commentators, such as Friederiszick et al., have discussed how efficiency and equity may overlap with one another. For example, they note how Besley and Seabright see an interdependency between equity and efficiency where the relocation of a company to an economically disadvantaged region may trigger wider economic benefits.93 The regions that would have the greatest spill-over benefits should, from a pure efficiency perspective, then be able to provide the largest financial support to entice this firm.94 But this may preclude poorer regions from the bidding process thereby requiring some form of “redistribution” so that not all the development becomes clustered in already well-developed areas.95

One may question how the efficiency and equity aspects of State aid law may relate to formulating a bank guarantee scheme. However, there are a number of key issues that a future crisis framework will need to address that relate to the question of “efficiency”. In particular, in the context of a bank guarantee scheme, not all participating financial institutions will have similar business lines or models. Therefore, in order to ensure that State resources are not utilised in an inefficient manner the coverage of a guarantee scheme should reflect the viability of each financial institution. The level of assessment may need to be compromised in particularly severe circumstances even necessitating the inclusion of financial institutions close to insolvency if this means wider stability being safeguarded. A limited timeframe may impede this assessment but at least ensure that some form of demarcation between financial institutions is implemented by Member States during a crisis scenario so that the sovereign-bank link does not become all-encompassing like that of the Irish banking sector and the Irish State. In this way, imprudent and inefficient financial institutions would not in effect be “overcompensated” if the scheme were to be applied in a blanket manner.

95 Ibid.
Similarly, one could view this tailored approach as a form of “redistributing” State resources based on the viability of a financial institution rather than the weakest financial institutions in effect availing of this support the most to the detriment of more prudent competing banks.

The new criteria envisaged in both Chapters 5 and 6 mainly refer to specific State aid applications for individual financial institutions rather than sector wide schemes. However, a similar exercise could also be applied by domestic authorities when submitting a State aid application to the Commission. These factors should include whether the financial institutions in question remains active in more than one business line, the funding balance of each institution in respect of retail or wholesale funding and the maturity of the financial institution’s debt profile.

In effect, “[s]ome kind of selectivity is almost always necessary as there are no market failures from which all firms suffer to the same degree”. 96 Therefore the incentive measures applicable to financial institutions that fall within the long-term viable criteria will differ from those for insolvent financial institutions. For instance, in order to incentivise long-term viable financial institutions to exit the guarantee scheme the pre-existing measures such as penal guarantee fees and narrow timeframes for issuing guaranteed debt should be complemented by additional behavioural incentives to ensure a prompt exit from the guarantee scheme. 97 These additional incentives should be primarily designed to promote private investment but also structural reforms. Divestment plans should be in place whereby if a financial institution does not exit the scheme within a given timeframe then certain business lines should be disposed to either a domestic rival or a new market entrant. 98

---


97 See Chapter 3 at Table 1..

Alternatively, the financial institution may be liable to re-purchase shares at a penal rate held by the State in order to re-issue these to private investors. These incentives may need to be curtailed somewhat if such measures actually pose further problems for the underlying financial position of the financial institution in question.

Including an insolvent financial institution in a guarantee scheme with limits on the level of support may strike the correct balance between financial stability and countering moral hazard concerns. It also addresses the possible time constraints Member States may be under when introducing a guarantee scheme while also having to determine the solvency or insolvency of financial institutions with limited information available and the threat of a bank collapse imminent. This delineation between solvent and insolvent financial institutions would provide sufficient grounds for Member States to adopt effective exit plans for each of the covered financial institutions subject to the guarantee scheme. For solvent financial institutions, an extended maturity timeframe for newly issued guaranteed debt would apply, thereby providing a timeframe for both management and policymakers to adopt a restructuring plan. In contrast, an insolvent financial institution would not be able to issue new debt subject to the guarantee. Instead this financial institution would remain reliant on debt retrospectively guaranteed under the scheme while a liquidation plan be put in place.

There are obvious limitations to this proposal not least the fact that retrospectively guaranteeing bondholders in an insolvent financial institution raises both competition and moral hazard concerns. The recently enacted Bank Resolution and Recovery Directive should now ensure that certain ex-ante measures are in place to impose losses on creditors. However, any new Commission Communication for Bank Guarantees may still need to address the problem posed by an insolvent but systemically important financial institution. In exceptional circumstances such financial institutions may need


\[100\] N. 77 at art.44.
to be subject to a guarantee scheme. However, the above proposals should ensure that even within the confines of a guarantee scheme there is a degree of differentiation between the level and scope of support provided to long-term viable and insolvent financial institutions.

4.3.6. Counterfactual test

The above three tests should provide some level of guidance for both Member States and the Commission when assessing whether a guarantee scheme, including in some cases a blanket guarantee scheme, falls under the Article 107(3)(b) TFEU exception. During the 2008 financial crisis the prevailing environment at the time meant that undertaking an in-depth investigation into each State aid application was not possible. In future financial crises, this time constraint will still remain present. The limited conditions applied by the Commission as the EU State aid regulator, when authorising guarantee schemes, it is submitted failed to balance short-term objectives of stability with longer-term implications. The proposed counterfactual test for guarantee schemes, will at the very least entail the Commission examining in greater detail the grounds behind the application, while also ensuring guarantee schemes do not become a default response in times of financial crisis.

While this “counterfactual” test may raise the threshold for Member States seeking to introduce sector wide support for financial institutions, in practice such a test only remains effective if wider steps are implemented within the applicant Member State’s banking sector. For instance, the first test may only be deemed relevant if the Member State in question has a robust bank resolution and deposit protection regime in place. If this is not the case then the “alternative” test is easily overcome.

The third test may also appear somewhat contradictory when viewed in conjunction with the proposed second test, as in effect guaranteeing an insolvent financial institution does constitute a form of regulatory forbearance. However, in practice the contagion threat posed by the liquidation of an insolvent financial institution may still require some form of temporary guarantee until market conditions are more conducive to liquidation. This position follows the same reasoning as the “failing firm”
defence in merger control law, where allowing the acquisition of a failing firm by a rival may raise competition issues but these are outweighed by the benefits of this firm’s business remaining present in the relevant market place.\(^{101}\) In effect allowing an insolvent financial institution access a guarantee scheme may trigger competition concerns but any exclusion from this scheme may offset further instability which negatively affects long-term viable financial institutions.

If the proposed three step counterfactual test is satisfied, then a Member State may invoke a guarantee scheme. In order to satisfy this proposed test, the Commission would have to agree with the Member State’s position that there is no viable alternative to the introduction of a bank guarantee scheme, that the objective of the scheme is for restructuring the covered financial institutions not for regulatory forbearance purposes and finally that there is an effective exit plan in place so that the covered financial institutions are able to access non-guaranteed funding. But this proposed test must be applied in a restricted manner, for instance an all-encompassing guarantee scheme such as the one adopted by Ireland would presumably fail the “viable alternative” test.\(^{102}\) Even if the Commission in times of systemic crises did lower the threshold for the “viable alternative” strand, a more stringent application of the “necessity” principle should act as an additional safeguard in insulating sovereign resources from the needs of domestic financial institutions.

4.4.1. Necessity proviso: A new minimum criterion for bank guarantee schemes

Establishing a new “minimum necessary” criterion may prove somewhat difficult where the Member State in question seeks to introduce a blanket guarantee scheme. But as noted above even in these cases a new test to determine where such a course of action is indeed “appropriate” should

\(^{101}\) Roundtable on Failing Firm Defence, OECD Competition Committee, Note by the Services of the European Commission, Directorate-General of Competition, at pp.2-3 available at [http://ec.europa.eu/competition/international/multilateral/ec_submission.pdf](http://ec.europa.eu/competition/international/multilateral/ec_submission.pdf) [last accessed on 07/11/2018].

\(^{102}\) Although such a scheme is possible if the proposed test in this Chapter is met.
encompass certain safeguards to counter the adverse effects of the sovereign-bank link. As noted above time constraints may pose a threat to a Member State applying a proper demarcation between solvent and insolvent financial institutions. An additional safeguard may include a parallel “minimum necessary” test whereby the level of support under a guarantee scheme is subject to specific caps related to the value of the guarantee. Therefore, any efforts to develop an “appropriate” standard for bank guarantee schemes should also align with any new “minimum necessary” criterion.

4.4.2. Deposit Protection and State Aid

It may seem that deposit protection and State aid are divergent strands of policy however, in times of crisis a Member State may seek to guarantee bank deposits. When this occurs, the exact parameters of the term “minimum necessary” and how it applies to bank deposits then becomes a pertinent issue for policymakers. Currently under the Deposit Protection Directive Member States introduced deposit protection schemes for their domestic banking sectors. During the initial phases of the crisis certain Member States unilaterally extended depositor protection under the pre-existing Deposit Protection Directive. For instance, the blanket guarantee introduced by the Irish government extended a sovereign guarantee to all deposits even those above the new limit set by the updated EU directive. Both the United Kingdom and the German governments also introduced blanket deposit protection, the former in the case of Northern Rock and the latter for all deposits held in German financial institutions. The possible competition distortion effects of Member States introducing different levels of deposit
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protection will be discussed further below. For present purposes the key issue examined here addresses the application of the “minimum necessary” criterion in respect of deposit protection schemes. Yet even in a non-crisis context the minimum necessary may apply differently in different jurisdictions.

If one examines surveys of different Member State deposit protection schemes before the 2008 crisis it becomes evident that despite the drive towards “harmonisation” key differences remained between the actual coverage levels under different schemes.\textsuperscript{106} For example, one study found that imposing a set deposit guarantee at €20,000 across all EU Member States would result in a sharp decrease across the EU of covered deposits.\textsuperscript{107} Similarly, if an inflation-based approach was applied to deposit protection levels then this would only increase the scope of the deposit threshold in countries with an already high coverage ratio.\textsuperscript{108} From these examples one can posit that even applying a set deposit protection threshold across the EU may have varying affects in each Member State as ultimately the pre-existing level of protection may be lowered in some cases. Therefore, a depositor may seek to transfer funds from a Member State where any new harmonised threshold actually reduces the existing coverage level. This in turn suggests that setting a uniform standard based on deposit value remains the best safeguard against a capital flight from one Member State to another. However, in a financial crisis this uniform threshold may not be sufficient for some Member States trying to prevent capital flight. A uniform standard may act as a pull incentive for depositors in Member States with vulnerable financial institutions to another Member State’s financial system perceived as more stable. In these cases, a Member State, such as Ireland, may seek to

\textsuperscript{108} Ibid at p.33.
extend their domestic scheme further for financial stability reasons. But this response may then constitute State aid.

When assessing the Irish Credit Institutions Financial Support Scheme (CIFS), the Commission found that the “appropriate”, “minimum necessary” and “proportionately” conditions under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU were met.\(^\text{109}\) The Commission placed considerable emphasis on the stability grounds advanced by the Irish authorities as any measure taken to reduce the level of deposit outflows from the Irish financial system would obviously stabilise the funding position of Irish financial institutions. But the one underlying adverse effect of increasing the level of deposits placed with Irish financial institutions would be increasing the contingent liability the Irish State would have to meet in the event of a bank collapse. While such a scenario also arises in other State deposit insurance schemes the problem with such an outcome during a financial crisis within an EU Member State is that this may result in a State aid race among Member States and possibly trigger a distortion of deposit flows within the Union banking sector.

As Article 107(3)(b) TFEU provides for an exception to the State aid bar under the EU Treaties, it must like all exceptions be applied in a narrow manner.\(^\text{110}\) If one examines the Commission’s role in assessing the guarantee schemes introduced by Member States the only substantial restriction applied was the timeframe a guarantee scheme could be in place. But an obvious difference arises if one compares the “one-time-last-time” doctrine under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines and the timeframe limits placed on bank guarantee schemes. Instead of the Commission adopting a restrictive prolongation policy, guarantee schemes were continually approved for prolongation. There is a difference between simply extending pre-existing aid and authorising repetitive aid. However, one could posit that once the Commission authorised a bank guarantee scheme incorporating additional protection for depositors, that in effect there arose an “implied” form of future

\(^{109}\) N.33 at para.74 (although the Commission refers directly to the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines despite applying Article 107(3)(b)TFEU.)

protection. In other words, prolongation could be presumed on the part of creditors and depositors especially if one Member State were to revoke their scheme without other Member States also doing so at the same time thereby resulting in a possible capital drain from the latter’s banking sector. Whether a guarantee scheme should be removed or extended ultimately depends on a number of factors ranging from banking sector reform, wider economic stability and a new robust financial regulatory environment.\textsuperscript{111} In summary a guarantee should be revoked if “removal is a non-event”.\textsuperscript{112} Yet for the Commission and Member States the process of removing an expanded guarantee scheme, be it for depositors or bondholders, remains a complex one.

This is particular evident if one examines recent decisions by the Commission to authorise the continuation of the Polish bank guarantee scheme.\textsuperscript{113} Initially introduced in 2009, this scheme has been prolonged in total thirteen times.\textsuperscript{114} Although the scheme remains limited to just solvent financial institutions and only applies to newly issued senior debt, the underlying fact remains that despite the relevant stability of the wider banking sector within the Union, Polish banks were still dependent on a State guarantee up to June 2016.\textsuperscript{115} In a similar vein, the Commission authorised the prolongation of the Cypriot guarantee scheme for a seventh time in 2016.\textsuperscript{116} Yet again the focus on this prolongation remained on senior bank debt rather than depositors or subordinated creditors.\textsuperscript{117} Therefore while one response to the Cypriot

\textsuperscript{112} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{114} Ibid. at paras.2-4.
\textsuperscript{115} Ibid. at paras.26 and 30.
\textsuperscript{117} Ibid at para.27.
banking crisis was to impose losses on uninsured depositors, another response was to provide a State guarantee for other senior creditors.  

What the above examples of prolongation highlight is that each Member State’s banking sector has specific challenges and obstacles that may require the continuing presence of some form of State guarantee. In this way the concept of “minimum necessary” may not necessarily be uniformly applied when determining how many times a guarantee scheme should be extended. A new State Aid Crisis Framework for the banking sector will need to address the exact parameters of the term “minimum necessary” both in respect of deposit protection and wholesale funding. Both of which will now be discussed below.

4.4.3. Statutory deposit protection versus blanket coverage

One could argue that extending the scope of deposit protection reduces the problems associated with inadequate ex ante or ex post deposit protection funds. According to research undertaken by Cariboni et al. in respect of deposit protection schemes, “in the great majority of cases, funds are sufficient to face intervention of small size”.  

Whereas during systemic events funds would struggle to “protect consumers”. As noted by Campbell et al., “[i]t is necessary to consider the proportion of depositors and the proportion of deposits that need to be protected” to prevent a bank collapse and protect small depositors.

But the fact remains that during the financial crisis the Commission failed to adequately tease out the actual boundaries of what falls within or outside of the “necessity” proviso. Neven and Verouden discuss the concept of “public goods” in respect of EU State aid law. According to the authors, “public goods represent an extreme case of

120 Ibid.
externalities, as suppliers of these goods cannot appropriate the benefits that people derive from it”.122 This dichotomy between the demand for the product or service in question and the level of remuneration expected from the provision of this “public good” ultimately results in the State stepping in as an alternative provider.123 Although financial institutions provide retail services such as deposit taking on a commercial basis, there is an obvious “public good” element in this relationship between bank and depositor, and indeed the wider payment system. Therefore, in cases where the normal functioning of this relationship between bank and depositor fails, the State may need to step in and provide additional protection. But the question then arises as to how one can accurately ascertain the “minimum” amount of aid sufficient to maintain this particular “public good”.

A new crisis framework for guarantee schemes should dovetail with any pre-existing deposit protection scheme in a Member State. If a Member State seeks to extend the scope of a deposit protection scheme, then the Commission should ensure that this increase in scope remains limited to certain depositors. A principle of co-insurance should be applied to the extended deposit protection so that depositors remain liable for some degree of loss if this extended guarantee is triggered. Applying a co-insurance strand to any extended deposit protection scheme would not only ensure that depositors are not provided with a blanket State subsidy, it should also act as a limitation on the level of State support provided under a deposit protection scheme.

This approach aligns with the BRRD, where a number of liabilities are subject to a bail-in.124 In exceptional circumstances these categories can be exempted but from a State aid perspective the number of creditor classes subject to such a proposal should remain limited.125 One way of ensuring that the “bail-in” of

---

123 Ibid.
124 N.77 at art.44.
125 Ibid at art.44(3).
certain liabilities is not circumvented in times of systemic crisis is by the Commission applying an additional criterion whereby the covered financial institutions must impose losses on subordinated and other junior creditors before availing of the guarantee scheme. Such a step would not only lower the contingent liabilities of the sovereign, it should ensure that both financial institutions and creditors are not subject to a systemic crisis subsidy as was particular evident in the case of the Irish banking sector. The same challenges facing deposit protection and guarantee schemes however also arise in respect of wholesale funding.

4.4.4. Wholesale funding

If one casts the actions of certain Member States in extending the scope of domestic deposit protection schemes during the 2008 crisis as in effect maintaining the provision of a “public good” then one could also examine the introduction of State support for the inter-bank funding market through an “essential facilities” prism. Under competition law, the “essential facilities doctrine” precludes one undertaking from barring a competitor from some product or service in a related market thereby undermining the latter’s position vis-a-vee the former. For example, in one European case a shipping line could not preclude a competing undertaking from using its port infrastructure. There are obvious limitations with invoking the “essential facilities doctrine” which falls within the market abuse domain of competition law rather than EU State aid law. However, one could posit that for certain Member States’ domestic banking sectors the inter-bank funding market constitutes a parallel form of an “essential facility”. An obvious benchmark may be extrapolated for determining the “minimum” amount of aid by applying a similar set of conditions as those used to determine whether the “essential facility doctrine” applies in certain cases or not. Particular focus here is on the following three “essential facility” conditions. First, can the “buyer obtain the goods and services elsewhere”, second are “there other

downstream competitors” and third how important are “the goods and services to the buyer’s business”. All three of these conditions could be tailored to apply in a State aid context when exceptional State support is required to resolve a market externality. This proposal ensures that State resources are provided to the financial institutions that require this support the most from the perspective of maintaining a competitive banking sector while also ensuring that the wider economy of a Member State does not experience a credit crunch. Another key advantage of this proposal is the fact that policymakers at both EU and national level would have to examine in greater detail the exact inter-bank funding needs of applicant banking sectors. This would then provide them with the information needed to apply more complex qualifications such as those proposed in this Thesis.

For instance, in the case of a guarantee scheme designed to alleviate the liquidity strain on financial institutions, the level of this support could be determined by applying a tailored form of the above three criteria. Thus adhering to the above three principles for the “essential facilities doctrine”, the scope of a guarantee scheme for inter-bank liabilities should depend on the following three principles. First, can the relevant financial institutions access funding from an alternative source or without the need of a guarantee scheme? Second, if these financial institutions are unable to access inter-bank funding will this undermine their position vis-a-vee competitors? Third, how important is it for these financial institutions to access inter-bank funding? Even in cases where the Commission finds that a Member State’s financial institutions do not have a viable alternative to inter-bank funding, and so require State support in doing so for competition and business purposes, certain restrictions should still apply. These will now be discussed below.

4.4.5. Contribution from banking sector and breaking the Sovereign-Bank Link

As noted in Chapter 3, Voszka discusses how the Commission failed to apply an effective limitation on the level of support Member States could provide to their domestic banking systems.\textsuperscript{128} Focus on competition distortion safeguards meant that the Commission failed to successfully “stem the tide of aid” and “contributed to the accumulation and growth of state deficits”.\textsuperscript{129} However, one way in which this “tide of aid” may be successfully curtailed in respect of State guarantees is by placing a structural measure in place under the “minimum necessary” criterion. One possible structural measure may include a banking sector guarantor. For example the French guarantee fell under the remit of a banking fund.\textsuperscript{130} Similarly in the case of Germany the bank guarantee was placed within SoFFin.\textsuperscript{131} In both cases these funds were extensions of the State apparatus, both vehicles were State emanations and had recourse to State resources.

Developments at EU level have seen the establishment of the Single Resolution Mechanism and the introduction of the Banking Recovery and Resolution Directive. How these particular initiatives overlap with guarantee schemes will be discussed in Chapter 9. But one salient feature of this effort to harmonise bank resolution regimes within the common market is the focus on \textit{ex-ante} resolution funding. Establishing domestic resolution funds which will over time merge to form one pan-EU fund should break the sovereign-bank link. Yet this model may also provide a useful benchmark for how to fund future bank guarantee schemes. In conjunction with establishing a bank resolution fund, Member States would, in order to satisfy the Article 107(3)(b) TFEU exemption for a future crisis, create a new guarantee fund

\textsuperscript{129} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{131} N.59.
which would be primarily based on the contribution of the participating financial institutions. This condition should not only address the issue of ring-fencing both the credit rating and financial resources of the Member State; it should also ensure that domestic financial institutions contribute to the cost of stabilising the wider banking sector. Another advantage of establishing a guarantee fund is that the scope of the guarantee would remain subject to a pre-defined limit. The contributions of the participating financial institutions would form the baseline of any guarantee provided with the Member State agreeing to advance an additional backstop. In effect this proposal would closely mirror that of the bank guarantee enacted by German policymakers.\textsuperscript{132} This will be further discussed in Chapter 8.

4.4.6. Guarantee Funds and Financial Institutions’ Contribution

The above proposals have obvious limitations as, ultimately, such funding depends on the structural form of a Member State’s banking resolution architecture. In some cases, a Member State may not have the guarantee scheme fund in place although a bank resolution fund may be able to provide some form of guarantee support in times of financial crisis. Therefore, establishing a test to determine the level of contribution via a guarantee fee, financial institutions within a Member State should provide to a guarantee fund will be necessary. Chan-Lau et al. have examined the inter-linkages between banks and how this may spread contagion from one banking sector to another. The authors found that for banks based in London competitive strengths such as “accessibility, innovation and integration” also expose these banks to contagion risks.\textsuperscript{133} Market integration and financial innovation may result in a confluence of risks where the financial position of one bank adversely affects another. From the perspective of a bank guarantee scheme, the participating fee should reflect not just the contagion risks a bank may


pose to other domestic financial institutions but also the wider banking system. A two pronged test should be developed to determine the level of contribution a guaranteed financial institution should pay. The following two questions may perhaps provide the best way to determine the level of contribution an individual financial institution should provide in exchange for availing of this State support. First, what market-share does the financial institution in question have in respect of lending and banking services? Second, what level of interconnectedness does the financial institution in question have with other institutions both domestically and throughout the Union via wholesale funding markets?

Depending on the answers of the first two questions, the level of contribution a bank may be liable for could be increased to reflect the contagion risk posed. Market share should determine the possible systemic footprint of the financial institution in question. Thus in the case of Irish financial institutions, both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland would have to discharge a higher guarantee fee than a financial institution such as Irish Nationwide Building Society, if an equivalent financial institution is active in a future Irish banking market.

To examine further how one would answer the second question, an overview of how the Commission enforces the concept of market dominance in EU competition law will need to be discussed. In this field, the Commission has established a definition for a relevant market in respect of “dominance” when determining whether or not an undertaking has “abused” their market position.\textsuperscript{134} In the case of \textit{Hoffman-La Roche}, the then European Court of Justice set out a detailed definition of market dominance.\textsuperscript{135} Thus market dominance was based on the capacity of a market operator to utilise its market


strength so as to impede possible competition from other market operators.\textsuperscript{136} If one examines the Commission’s decisional practice in the abuse of dominance arena, then it becomes clear that market share and dominance depends on the fragmentation of the market in question. For example, in its General Electric/Honeywell decision, the Commission found that a market share of 51\% in the manufacturing of narrow-body commercial aircraft was sufficient to exercise a dominant position.\textsuperscript{137} In general the Commission is unlikely to deem a market share of 40\% as a dominant market share.\textsuperscript{138} However, the relationship between market share and market dominance will clearly remain dependent on the specific characteristics of the market under examination. For example, in the BA/Virgin case the dominant market actor had a market share of 39.7\%.\textsuperscript{139} There are limited cases of the Commission examining abuse of a dominant position in the banking sector. In the case of Clearstream Bank, the Court of First Instance upheld the findings of the Commission that the bank “held a de facto monopoly” and was an “unavoidable trading partner” on the clearing and settlement of German securities.\textsuperscript{140}

Related to market share is the question of relevant geographic market.\textsuperscript{141} For the purposes of this proposed test, the geographical market would reflect not just the actual physical market setting of the financial institution in question but also the inter-Union footprint in other Member States via inter-bank funding markets. In this example, a financial institution such as Allied Irish Banks would meet this strand of the test due to its reliance on inter-bank

\textsuperscript{136} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{138} “Competition: Anti-trust procedures in abuse of dominance”, at p.1 available at 
\textsuperscript{141} N.134.
funding prior to the financial crisis. However, while Anglo Irish Bank would also have met this second strand of the test it would not have met the first due to its relatively limited market share in the Irish banking sector. Therefore, at first glance this test may seem fallible as an imprudent bank such as Anglo Irish Bank would not have to discharge a higher contribution level than that of Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland, actual long-term viable financial institutions. Yet, as will be further discussed in Chapter 5, a third strand could be applied to the contribution test so that even though a financial institution may not meet the first criterion, but does satisfy the second strand, then the Member State in question must determine whether the financial institution falls within a position of “dominant failure”. If this is the case, then the additional contribution level will also apply.

By assessing these two factors, market share and geographical footprint, the Commission should be able to calculate the level of contribution each covered financial institution should be liable for. If one financial institution benefits more from a State guarantee scheme due to over-reliance on wholesale funding than other covered financial institutions, then the applicable fee should represent this fact. In certain cases, a financial institution may only meet the second strand but not the first and so an additional third criterion could then be applied based on the question of whether the bank is in a position of dominant failure.

4.4.7. Blanket Coverage and Minimum Necessary: Entry and Exit Fees

The above section discusses what level of contribution fees financial institutions may have to discharge under a new State Aid Crisis Framework. However, the need for a Member State to introduce a blanket guarantee scheme means that a different contribution criterion may need to apply to financial institutions availing of this support. In previous financial crises, a guarantee scheme was sufficient to allay depositor concerns, for instance after announcement of the Japanese blanket guarantee scheme deposit withdrawals decreased. But holders of foreign liabilities may still decide to exit from a distressed financial sector even post the introduction of a blanket guarantee.

142 N.104 at p.9.
As noted succinctly by Laeven and Valencia, “[i]n virtually all cases examined, an interesting pattern that arises is that foreign liabilities seem largely insensitive to the announcement of guarantees”. Therefore whether the “minimum necessary” criterion in the context of guarantee schemes should extend to wholesale funding, depends on the reliance a financial institution may have on this market for its operations. For example as Shin comments, Northern Rock’s over-reliance on wholesale funding posed a central threat to the bank’s long-term viability once international bank funding markets became constriicted. As wholesale debt began to mature Northern Rock was unable to issue new short-term debt. One could also posit that long-term viable financial institutions, such as Allied Irish Banks and Royal Bank of Scotland, required wholesale funding during the crisis to maintain their market position against other competing banks. There are certain positives for banks and the wider the banking sector for accessing wholesale funding, such as the role wholesale investors play in monitoring the financial performance of banks. Equally there are a number of adverse consequences that arise from wholesale funding as these same investors have the capacity to withdraw their funding and may have an incentive to liquidate a financial institution to recover their funds ahead of normal retail depositors. Despite these negative aspects of wholesale funding, in order to prevent the disorderly collapse of a bank, a sovereign guarantee may be required to cover these liabilities.
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Although Member States intervened in the wholesale bank funding market by introducing State guarantees, this intervention did not necessarily result in an increase in wholesale debt issuance in the long-term.\textsuperscript{149} This was mainly due to an increase in the “uncertainty and fears regarding the solvency sovereigns increased”.\textsuperscript{150} Therefore while a State guarantee for inter-bank funding may not actually prove to be a long-term solution the question remains whether such guarantees can meet the “minimum necessary” criterion where the Member State in question has introduced a blanket scheme for all bank liabilities.

One possible approach to curtailing the scope of the “minimum necessary” criterion in respect of blanket guarantee schemes is by applying tailored entry and exit fees. Such fees should only be repaid by the relevant financial institutions once normal market conditions have returned. Furthermore, the level of these fees should correspond to the total liabilities each financial institution had at the time the blanket guarantee was introduced. In this way the financial institutions which posed the greatest burden under the blanket scheme would pay the largest entry and exit fee once in a position to do so. This would constitute a form of claw-back mechanism so that the costs of providing a bank guarantee to the sovereign can in time be compensated in the longer-term. There are though limitations to imposing additional charges on participating financial institutions. Wehinger notes how any market-driven exit from State aid should not entail any “undue risk” and that any State support should be replaced by high-quality capital. This too would align with Basel III requirements that financial institutions have increased buffers of capital in case of a future financial crisis.\textsuperscript{151} But attracting private market investors may proof difficult if such additional charges and fees apply to State supported financial institutions.

\textsuperscript{150} Ibid.
4.4.8. Minimum Necessary Criterion for Wholesale Funding and “Essential Facilities Doctrine”

The current basis for the essential facilities test in EU competition law is to determine whether a market operator is preventing access to an essential facility it controls in another market to impede competing undertakings. Although, the financial crisis of 2008 was a market failing from a macro perspective rather than one market operator attempting to distort the market itself, the impact of this failing on inter-bank markets was such as to undermine the market position of European financial institutions. The “essential” nature of inter-bank funding to certain financial institutions, meant that some new test needed to be established as how best to allow for these institutions avail of funding via State support.

Applying a tailored version of the “essential facilities doctrine” as a way of assessing the “minimum necessary” criterion in the case of bank guarantee schemes, should align with the above contribution and entry-exit fees conditions. For instance, in the first strand of the above counterfactual test for determining the “appropriateness” of a State guarantee scheme, the Commission should assess whether the Member States’ financial institutions have access to alternative funding other than wholesale funding. However, if there are no alternative funding options in place there should still be some form of bank fund in place that can perform the role of guarantor before the State then has to step in. In this way the initial risk of default is to some degree internalised within a Member State’s domestic banking sector before the State itself is called on to commit contingent or actual funds.

Any State guarantee scheme that extends to wholesale funding and indeed may cover all liabilities should realistically only be invoked if the remaining strands of the tailored “essential facilities doctrine” test are met. For example, if a Member State’s domestic financial institutions are placed in a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vee other European financial institutions then blanket coverage may be a necessary response. Further, access to inter-bank funding may remain “essential” for certain Member States’ financial institutions. However, if these last two strands are met then a claw-back entry and exit fee
should be charged on the participating financial institutions. This fee should in turn reflect the level of liabilities each financial institution has guaranteed under the blanket guarantee scheme. Although this may be based on the actual liabilities falling under the State aspect of the dual bank-State guarantee fund as set out above.

These proposals will ensure that at a macro level the Commission applies a more detailed investigation as to whether or not a State bank guarantee should extend to inter-bank funding. However, even where this three step test is satisfied there should remain structural measures in place to constrain the possible exposure a Member State may face from providing an inter-bank guarantee scheme. Applying a delayed entry-exit fee should strike the correct balance between ensuring that a Member State is reimbursed adequately for the support provided to domestic financial institutions and allowing these same institutions to compete with other European financial institutions as per the tailored “essential facilities doctrine”.

4.5.1. Bank Guarantees and Competition Distortion Safeguards

A future State Aid Crisis Framework will also have to tackle the possible competition distortion effects that may arise when a Member State introduces a blanket guarantee scheme for its domestic financial institutions. The final test the Commission applies when assessing State aid applications is whether or not the proposed measures are “proportionate” in respect of the possible competition distortions which may arise. A new State Aid Crisis Framework will have to also include new proportionately measures to ensure that competition distortions are minimised within the Union banking sector. During the financial crisis most Member States, including Ireland, failed to distinguish between insolvent and long-term viable financial institutions. Therefore imprudent market operators were allowed a “continued presence” in the market place and possibly undermined other firms in the market to the “detriment of consumer welfare”.152 This may engender a scenario where
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both prudent and imprudent operators have an adverse incentive to engage in high risk trading as there is no sanction for such conduct. A “moral hazard” that is not just confined to one sector or industry but to others as well. For example, in the context of regional aid programmes, Friederiszick et al. note how in regional aid, poorer regions may fail to take corrective fiscal measures if this reduces their access to State aid support.\(^{153}\) One could also argue that a sector wide guarantee scheme causes an equivalent problem in that an imprudent bank has no incentive to restructure its business where this restructuring may result in exiting a State guarantee scheme.

Yet the problem with applying the ordinary tenets of competition distortion to the banking sector in times of systemic crises is the level of interconnectedness between both insolvent and solvent financial institutions. The continued presence of an insolvent competitor may actually engender wider benefits for a prudent market operator as the adverse consequences of a banking collapse are circumvented.\(^{154}\) This argument has particular cognisance when one examines the relationships between individual financial institutions within a Member State. However, from a wider pan-EU perspective competition concerns still remain evident where a guarantee scheme either distorts the flow of deposits or reduces the rate of interest for guaranteed bank bonds.

### 4.5.2. Proportionality safeguards and Guaranteed Bonds

A common safeguard imposed by the Commission on financial institutions under a guarantee scheme was a ban on these banks from publishing this very scheme.\(^{155}\) But such a ban remains limited in effect as in most cases Member States made public announcements about the introduction of bank guarantee schemes. Furthermore, in respect of insolvent financial institutions the level of remuneration imposed for access may not act as sufficient counter against

---


\(^{155}\) See Chapter 3 at p.29.
the distortion posed by these same institutions’ continued market presence. Another failing of the competition distortion safeguards applied by the Commission is the absence of any prior examination as to how a sovereign guarantee would impact on the functioning of the bond market for guaranteed financial institutions.

According to Schich, research has indicated that the value of a sovereign guarantee for a financial institution ultimately depends on the financial position of the sovereign itself rather than the underlying financial position of the relevant financial institution.¹⁵⁶ For example, Grande et al. note how in one case a Spanish bank with a higher credit rating than a German competitor was still required to pay an increased interest rate as the value of the Spanish sovereign guarantee was viewed as inferior to that of the German one.¹⁵⁷ The authors came to the conclusion that in some cases, “the spreads at launch were not monotonically related to bank ratings: better rated banks in some countries paid larger spreads than banks in weaker countries”. More succinctly, “the spreads seemed to reflect the nationality of the banks rather than their underlying soundness”.¹⁵⁸ This in turn relates to the wider question of whether some form of pan-EU guarantee scheme may need to be implemented to alleviate these price differentials between financial institutions operating within the single monetary Union which will be examined in Chapter 8.¹⁵⁹ The reflection of nationality rather than soundness in spread prices also aligns with the findings of Estrella and Schich that the financial strength of the guarantor ultimately remains the most important determinant when credit rating agencies set credit default swap prices for guaranteed bank debt.¹⁶⁰ The better the financial position of the sovereign the

¹⁵⁸ Ibid at p.12.
¹⁵⁹ Chapter 8 at p.254.
higher the value of the bank guarantee. In Chapter 3 we also saw how Latvian banks were liable for a higher guarantee fee than larger German banks.

Therefore, in certain cases a situation developed whereby different guarantee schemes in different Member States ultimately distorted the price of inter-bank debt to the benefit of more vulnerable financial institutions but at the expense of more prudent competitors. Both Estrella and Schich propose a number of possible solutions to this particular problem of sovereign-support distortion. These include ensuring that “strong sovereigns” charge a higher guarantee fee to their domestic banks for availing of this indirect subsidy. As will be further discussed in Chapter 8, establishing a centralised guarantee fund may resolve a number of these problems at pan-Union level. Other options include ensuring that sovereigns extend their scheme to international banks, which was actually a policy adopted by the Commission, or the establishment of an international body that could issue guarantees for banks across multiple sovereigns. Yet each of these proposals have their flaws, as a “strong sovereign” may undermine its own banking system with excessive charges while other sovereigns may not be in a financial position to extend a guarantee to non-domestic financial institutions. While politically there remains an unwillingness from certain stronger sovereigns to share banking liabilities with weaker sovereigns such as Greece.

One possible option to counter this competition distortion is to impose a claw-back mechanism whereby the Commission re-examines the price of debt issued by financial institutions and then determines the level of discrepancy between the market price for the guarantee debt and the parallel price for non-guaranteed debt. The difference in pricing could then provide the basis for a penalty payment by the relevant financial institution to the Member State post
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the financial crisis. Schich also suggests that guarantee fees should be altered
where possible to reflect market prices while a penalty charge could then also
apply to incentivise a bank to exit the State guarantee scheme in question.168
The above proposal is similar to Schich’s position except that it would apply
retrospectively.

This retrospective penalty payment should serve two purposes. Firstly, it
would remove the additional subsidy the financial institution in question
availed of during the crisis and ensure that such a subsidy is not used to extend
business lines or market share at the expense of less subsidised rivals.
Secondly, this payment should ensure that the Member State in question
receives adequate recompense for providing the guarantee scheme once the
crisis abates in line with the repayment condition established under the
proposed new “minimum necessary” criterion above.

4.5.3. Competition Distortion and Deposit Protection

Guarantee schemes that affect the normal market flow of deposits between
different banks and different Member States during financial crises also
trigger competition concerns. In other jurisdictions there have been examples
of certain banks leveraging deposit guarantee schemes to improve their credit
rating and thus expand their deposit base. Mayes cites the example of South
Canterbury Finance which, after joining the New Zealand deposit protection
scheme, “raise[d] considerable new finance from depositors and was able to
increase its loan portfolio by a third”.169 Although if one examines the sharp
decline in deposits within Anglo Irish Bank between 2008 and 2009 post the
introduction of the Irish guarantee scheme then it may that depositors will not
always accept a guarantee scheme at face value if the guarantor in question is
perceived as financially weak.170 In order to liquidate South Canterbury

168 N.156 at p.29.
169 D.G. Mayes, “Government guarantees and contingent capital: Choosing good shock
absorbers” in John Raymond LaBrosse, Rodrigo Olivares-Caminal and Dulvinder Singh
ed., Financial Crisis Containment and Government Guarantees (Cheltenham: Edward
170 As of September 2008 total customer deposit in Anglo were €51.5 billion whereas on
31st December 2009 post the introduction of the Irish guarantee scheme customer deposits
stood at €27.2 billion albeit retail deposits in Ireland grew within this period international
deposits in the UK and Isle of Man did not. See Anglo Irish Bank Annual Report 2008 at
p.8 available at https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/284225/index.pdf [last
Finance the New Zealand authorities had to step in and pay out to depositors in full.\textsuperscript{171} Even in cases where a deposit protection scheme is primarily designed to remain defensive, that is to retain deposits, rather than offensive and used to entice depositors from other jurisdictions, increasing the threshold for deposit protection may still give cause to competition distortions.

Although a financial institution availing of a blanket deposit guarantee remains liable for participating fees under the crisis framework an additional competition safeguard should apply. This may take the form of an \textit{ex post} penalty applied to all financial institutions availing of a blanket guarantee for deposits once the crisis has abated so that any increase in deposits is not used to expand growth at the expense of competing banks within the Union. This charge should be based on the increase of deposit levels in financial institutions after the introduction of the blanket guarantee scheme for deposits. Each of the domestic Irish banks would be liable for such a charge but if foreign banks also availed of the Irish guarantee scheme they would remain exempt in cases where their domestic sovereign did not provide an equivalent guarantee scheme. In this way a longer-term competition equilibrium may develop between domestic financial institutions and foreign financial institutions. If the latter are not subject to an additional penalty charge this should in theory, ensure their continued market presence in the Member State in question and ensure that the domestic deposit market does not become subject to oligopolistic behaviour. Rosenberg and O’Halloran describe an oligopolistic market as one “where market power is concentrated among a small number of firms”.\textsuperscript{172} In these markets there are usually high barriers to market entry due to the “scale” of the incumbent market operators.\textsuperscript{173} In some Member States, such as Ireland, a small number of

\textsuperscript{171} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{173} Ibid.
banks may in effect determine the pricing of products and the interest rates to charge in a non-collusive but oligopolistic manner. Therefore, imposing these financial institutions to some form of penalty charge may fetter this market discretion if a foreign financial institution remains unencumbered by the same penalty charge. Alternatively, financial institutions subject to a blanket guarantee scheme for deposits could provide an undertaking to retrench from certain retail markets in order to allow non-guaranteed financial institutions, be they domestic or foreign, a market entry or expansion opportunity.

Table 1: Guarantee Communication and Future Proposed Guarantee

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guarantee Communication provisions related to guarantee schemes</th>
<th>Appropriate Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-may include deposits under guarantee scheme</td>
<td>-Is there an alternative to the guarantee?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-should exclude subordinated liabilities but if included certain restrictions must then apply</td>
<td>-Is the aim of the guarantee scheme regulatory forbearance or to restructure the domestic banking sector?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-general schemes should be limited in scope beyond the initial six month timeframe and may extend to 2 years</td>
<td>-Is there an effective exit strategy in place for banks subject to this guarantee scheme?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-guarantee fees should reflect the market price where possible</td>
<td>Blanket Guarantee Scheme Proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-guarantee triggered contribution should be provided by financial institution including via possible clawback mechanism</td>
<td>-there is a sector wide downturn then a blanket guarantee may be introduced by a Member State rather than falling under the above three tests for a non-blanket guarantee scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-restriction on promoting guarantee scheme and balance sheet growth</td>
<td>Minimum Necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-Deposit Protection Perspective-apply a form of co-insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wholesale Perspective-Three test step-alternative funding/unable to access undermine competitive position vis-a-vee international competitors/ how important is the access to wholesale funding for these financial institutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

The effectiveness of the pre-existing State aid architecture, whereby the Commission determines whether the aid in question meets the “appropriate”, “necessity” and “proportionate” criteria by reference to the applicable Crisis Communications remains questionable. A divergence has evolved between the actual guidelines established under the Crisis Framework and precisely what constitutes “appropriate”, “minimum necessary” and “proportionate” aid. This Chapter has teased out the complexities evident in each of these State aid conditions and proposes new sub-criteria for determining the parameter of these terms in respect of bank guarantee schemes. For instance, when determining whether or not a guarantee scheme is an “appropriate” aid measure, the Commission should consider whether viable alternatives exist. Where a Member State wishes to introduce a blanket guarantee scheme, the Commission should adopt an additional test to ascertain whether this response is required depending on the underlying financial position of the Member State’s banking sector. The actual scope of this guarantee scheme should also be subject to additional qualifications. In respect of deposit guarantees the Commission should invoke financial regulation and ensure that some form of co-insurance is introduced to counter moral hazard concerns. For wholesale funding, the Commission should examine how reliant a Member State’s banking sector is on inter-bank funding in order to determine the coverage of a bank guarantee scheme. Where appropriate additional penalty fees should
be applied either via claw-back mechanisms or a retrospective entry-exit fee based on the level of liabilities held by the financial institution when entering the guarantee scheme.

In respect of competition distortions, the Commission should apply additional safeguards that aim to establish some semblance of competitive balance between financial institutions subject to different State guarantee schemes. Most of these measures may be applied _ex-post_ but at the very least these would ensure that recipient financial institutions could not use what in effect constitutes legacy aid to further distort future market practices. Imposing penalty charges on financial institutions’ for availing of a blanket guarantee on deposits may appear at first glance as yet another drain on the future revenue of such banks. But by basing this charge on the level of deposit increase post the introduction of a blanket guarantee scheme ensures that there is a direct link between possible market distortion and the applicable competition distortion safeguards. Where no such deposit increase has arisen then this charge will not apply as by extension there has been no competitive distortion effect arising from the Member State’s blanket guarantee for deposits.

A proposed new framework for guarantee schemes should not necessarily prohibit the introduction of blanket guarantee schemes. In future, a Member State may need to invoke an all-encompassing guarantee due to a systemic banking crisis. But any new crisis framework should have measures in place to better counter the toxicity of the sovereign-bank link which arises under such guarantee schemes. One must also be cognisant of developments at EU level in respect of bank resolution and depositor protection. These developments will be further discussed in Chapter 8, but for now suffice to say _ex-ante_ resolution schemes, bail-in of certain creditors, and more substantial deposit protection funds should reduce the need for Member States to rely on blanket guarantee schemes in future crisis. The above proposals should though provide an effective benchmark for both Commission and Member States when applying more limited guarantee schemes. Furthermore, by establishing a coherent guarantee crisis framework for Member States to adhere to in times of crisis, a better balance should be struck between
maintaining economic and financial stability within a short-timeframe while also ensuring that Member States such as Ireland do not become tethered to their domestic banking sector at the expense of their wider economy and society. The same problems though the Commission had to overcome in respect of guarantee schemes were also evident when trying to determine what was or was not a systemically important financial institution. This will now be examined in the next Chapter.
Chapter Five: State aid support to financial institutions and the question of systemic importance

Introduction

The central research question in this Chapter revolves around what should constitute a systemically important bank for the purposes of applying EU State aid law in a future financial crisis by using the past as a guide to future practice. This question requires examining the Commission and Member States’ responses to the financial crisis during its initial phases and teasing out the exact parameters of what banks may fall under the systemically important category. Hence the application of EU State aid rules prior to the crisis will be assessed and then compared with the application of Article 107(3)(b) TFEU.

The key question of what constitutes or does not constitute a systemically important bank is mainly assessed via the example of Anglo Irish Bank. Other European examples are also assessed such as Hypo Real Estate and the Fortis Banking Group. While objective benchmarks from the banking industry may provide an indication as to what is or is not a systemically important financial institution, in times of a systemic crisis these benchmarks may not suffice. Therefore, what is required as part of any future State Aid Crisis Framework is a specific ‘systemic importance’ test that addresses the contagion threat a financial institution may pose. Furthermore, the question of systemic importance is not necessarily related to the question of long-term viability as an insolvent financial institution may also pose a systemic threat were it to enter liquidation during a systemic crisis.

Once the question of systemic importance has been addressed the next question is to determine what level of State aid such a financial institution should then receive. This particular challenge is addressed by proposing a new “minimum necessary” requirement for systemically important financial institutions. Thus this Chapter follows the same structure of that of the previous Chapter but tailored to reflect the specific complexities of assessing what constitutes a systemically important financial institution and what level
of aid such an institution should then receive. Following this structure, the final section of the Chapter examines the possible competition distortion effects that may arise from any support provided to an insolvent but systemically important financial institution. This again aligns with the Commission’s own assessment process where aid is considered first via an appropriate framework then a minimum necessary one followed finally by an examination of the possible competition distortion problems that may arise from the State aid in question.

5.1.1. Commission and Member State’s State aid responses in the crisis: from guarantee to recapitalisation

The Commission performed a key role during the initial stages of the financial crisis as Member States sought authorisation for bailing-out domestic financial institutions. When the financial crisis arose Member States sought to apply the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines when providing State aid to failing financial institutions. However, these guidelines were not designed for a systemic crisis in one particular economic sector let alone a pan-EU banking crisis. Furthermore the Commission was not designed to act as a crisis resolution authority.¹ Yet due to the wider economic challenges facing Member States, the Commission could no longer assess bank State aid applications in isolation from these very same challenges. Although commenting from an anti-trust perspective Jenny states that a competition authority, such as the Commission, has three options in times of economic crisis. These include applying competition rules as normal, no longer applying these competition rules for the duration of the crisis, or striking a balance between ensuring economic stability while also imposing some form of tailored controls on any anti-competitive conduct.²

From a wider State aid perspective, which encompasses competition concerns but also questions of appropriate intervention and the level of support provided, the Commission’s practices fell under the final option. State aid rules were still applied during the financial crisis, initially these encompassed the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines, but later included specific Communications as discussed in Chapter 3. In many ways the Commission’s 2008 response followed the same course of action as that post the September 11th terrorist attacks.\(^3\)

For example, post September 11\(^{th}\), the Commission was willing to authorise two categories of State aid for the airline industry. Under Art.107(3)(b) TFEU, due to the exceptional nature of the attacks, the Commission allowed Member States to compensate airlines for the costs directly related to the closure of US airspace.\(^4\) Yet the Commission’s sole focus remained on the airline sector rather than how this event may have impacted on the wider economy. Therefore, in this case the “serious disturbance” in question remained rooted in one isolated sector rather than pose a systemic threat to the wider Union economy.

As discussed in Chapter 3, Member States sought to provide State aid to financial institutions during the 1990s, while the example of Credit Lyonnais will be discussed further below, a number of other banks also availed of State assistance. In most of these cases the level of support was sufficient to fund the restructuring of the bank until a private sector solution could be implemented. Thus in the case of Banco di Napoli, the final outcome saw the beneficiary being acquired by an insurance group and a banking competitor.\(^5\) Similarly, post the support provided to the French institution Societe Marselliaise de Credit, Banque Chaix purchased this bank.\(^6\) In both cases the Member State in question could in effect act as a stop-gate investor until a
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private party could step in and continue the operations of the recipient financial institutions. However, the systemic nature of the 2008 financial crisis meant that even financial institutions unaffected by the wider instability were unwilling to acquire other banks in the absence of State aid support.

In cases where a systemic threat may arise if one market participant fails then “there is a clear and significant social benefit to the grant of aid”. However there is also a related cost when aid is granted in these cases, as Beck et al. note, when financial institutions avail of State aid this may trigger an associated increase in fees and lower interest rates. A result which adversely impacts not only taxpayers but consumers namely, “borrowers and depositors”. Another adverse consequence of providing State aid to the banking sector is the fact that the level of aid provided may undermine the position of sovereign. Therefore, the Commission had a difficult balance to strike when assessing State aid applications as the 2008 crisis began, between engendering short-term stability and ensuring that short-stability did not trigger longer-term consequences for taxpayers.

There was a previous case of State aid intervention in the French banking sector that did provide a pointer for the Commission when assessing State aid applications in 2008. In the case of Credit Lyonnais, the French State sought to in effect bail-out this financial institution as liquidating the bank would trigger wider economic instability. Yet the Commission’s position was that despite this threat of economic instability normal State aid rules should continue to apply. In addition, the Commission also refused to consider the support provided to Credit Lyonnais under Article 87(3)(b)EC as the aid in
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question was designed “to resolve the problems of a single recipient, CL [Credit Lyonnais], as opposed to the acute problems facing all operators in the industry”.

Therefore, even though the demise of Credit Lyonnais would have potentially impacted on the wider French economy and by extension other French banks, the Commission was unwilling to apply the “serious disturbance” State aid exemption.

As will be discussed further below, in some of the earlier State aid applications in 2007 the Commission would also refuse to apply Article 107(3)(b)TFEU on the same grounds in Credit Lyonnais. However, as the crisis developed Article 107(3)(b)TFEU became the only practical provision to authorise State aid under. But this in turn raises other questions as to whether the Commission lowered the threshold raised high in Credit Lyonnais, to include financial institutions that did not even pose a systemic threat. To answer this question, the business models of these financial institutions before the crisis will now be examined and whether these models posed a systemic threat to the wider pan-EU banking sector. This relates in turn to the question of systemic importance and whether the concept of systemic importance may be defined in a broader manner in times of financial crises.

5.2.1. Business models of certain European Financial Institutions and Systemic Importance: From Ireland to Germany

As examined in Chapter 1, Irish financial institutions sought to increase their market share by accessing wholesale bank funding rather than relying on their domestic deposit base. Therefore instead of Irish financial institutions only having domestic creditors, such as Irish depositors, they increasingly became reliant on European based funding from other financial institutions. According to the Central Bank of Ireland the United Kingdom represented the primary source of this wholesale funding, “[t]hroughout the 2000s the UK remained the predominant source of funding for the Irish banking system,

\[11\] Ibid at 65.
\[12\] See Chapter 1 at p.6.
representing 77 per cent of foreign funding by mid-2008”.13 Financial institutions from other EU Member States also invested in Irish bank bonds. For example, German financial institutions alone had inter-bank investments in Irish banks of €135 billion in September 2008.14

Post the demise of Lehman Brothers this source of funding for Irish banks became increasingly difficult to access as the “credit crunch” took hold. Three months prior to the introduction of the Irish blanket guarantee “foreign funding withdrawals amounted to €8 billion”.15 Certain Irish banks were more reliant on wholesale funding than others, both Anglo and Irish Nationwide Building Society had a limited deposit base on which to base further business growth.16 Both financial institutions had over exposure to the property development sector.17 Unlike the practice of securitisation in the United States Irish financial institutions such as Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society retained loans on their balance sheet. Thus the increase in non-performing property related loans would directly impact on the repayment capacity of these banks to finance inter-bank funding as it matured. To further examine the question of systemic importance the business models of other European banks will now be considered.

5.2.2. Other European Banks

Although Irish financial institutions had become vulnerable due to the increasing reliance on wholesale funding, in other jurisdictions financial institutions had also made similar market missteps. For example the Benelux

15 N.13.
17 Ibid at pp.20-22.
lender Dexia, via its US subsidiary FSA, had considerable exposures to the US subprime market. 18 Similarly, in Belgium the Fortis Group had direct exposure to the US subprime market and had further over-extended its financial position by purchasing a stake in ABN AMRO. 19 German banks had also become active in the subprime market while other more specialised lenders, such as IKB Deutsche IndustrieBank, were adversely affected by the wider economic downturn. 20

In the United Kingdom financial institutions such as Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley had placed excessive reliance on wholesale funding in order to sustain mortgage lending rates. For Northern Rock “by the end of 2006 75 per cent of funds came from sources other than retail deposits, primarily wholesale funding”. 21 This corresponded with an erosion in the retail deposit base of the bank which decreased from €19.2 billion in December 2006 to just €9.39 billion in December 2007. 22 Financial institutions such as Royal Bank of Scotland and Halifax Bank of Scotland also had difficulty accessing funding. The former had failed to foresee the financial problems facing ABN AMRO, which it had purchased as part of a wider banking consortium. 23 While the latter become overly reliant on
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wholesale funding to increase customer lending resulting in a total customer loan portfolio of some £456 billion.\textsuperscript{24}

The above cases illustrate that prior to the 2008 crisis, financial institutions across the Europe Union had engaged in market expansion either via increasing credit provision or by acquiring other financial institutions. Yet both strategies reinforced the financial links between different financial institutions across different EU Member States. These links in turn raised additional complexities for policy makers in times of crisis as even a peripheral financial institution with a small market share may have had a financial relationship, via interbank lending, with a financial institution in either the same or different jurisdiction. A future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to address how exactly to identify these connections between financial institutions and whether these connections or overlaps then make a financial institution systemically important.

5.3.1. Bank Failure and the Question of Systemic Importance

Where financial links between financial institutions form and develop over time this in turn raises questions as to how the failure of one bank may impact on other financial institutions. Jenny notes that there are three types of bank failures, one where the failure of the financial institution may engender a systemic crisis such as AIG in the United States, two is when the failure of the financial institution is not related to mismanagement on the part of the executives but simply a result of another institution’s failure, and three, the failure of the financial institution rests solely with the internal decisions by management.\textsuperscript{25}

If one was to apply Jenny’s three possible reasons for bank failure to the above financial institutions, it is not hard to come to the conclusion that most would fall under the last category. Management in a number of financial institutions such as Anglo Irish Bank, Royal Bank of Scotland and Dexia
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made strategic decisions which ultimately jeopardised the long-term viability of the bank. However, on closer inspection this may appear a somewhat simplistic argument as financial institutions such as Northern Rock and Anglo Irish Bank may have maintained their market presence had it not been for the sudden restriction in the inter-bank funding market. One could posit that management in both Anglo Irish Bank and Northern Rock adopted aggressive market growth strategies. These financial institutions were profitable before the crisis and both performed key roles in the provision of credit to the property development and residential mortgage sectors respectively. Therefore in the market environment prevailing before the crisis a financial institution such as Anglo could easily have been considered systemically important. As Svvides and Antoniou comment “allowing a facilitator of the economy to fail” triggers further “concerns for dislocation of efficient credit allocation to firms and individuals”. In the pre-crisis banking sectors of both Ireland and the United Kingdom, both Anglo and Northern Rock were arguably key economic “facilitators”. In effect this means that both financial institutions did play an important role in the wider economic landscapes of both Ireland and the United Kingdom prior to the crisis in property development and mortgage provision respectively. A “facilitator” in a banking sector context may not necessarily be confined to those banks that have wide market footprints via retail branch networks.

From a non-banking perspective, if a firm that plays a dominant economic role in a specific region then enters financial difficulty the adverse consequences will then spread to other firms. Suppliers or customers of the failing undertaking may have to find new business partners while competing


undertakings may be adversely affected by a possible contagion effect. These wider consequences from the failure of an undertaking have arguably influenced the Commission’s practice in assessing Rescue and Restructuring applications to non-bank undertakings. For example, Hancher et al. notes how in the 1990s the Commission authorised rescue and restructuring aid to Portuguese chemical producers. The aid was used for a wide variety of productivity and modernisation improvement programmes but was considered “appropriate” due to the serious issues facing these undertakings. Therefore, the Commission has recognised the possible systemic impact of a failing undertaking under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines. It is then not surprising that in a banking crisis that the Commission may not apply and develop a new crisis framework initially but adopt a rather broad interpretation of the systemically important concept.

Returning to Savvides and Antoniou’s bank as a “facilitator” argument, if one considers that Anglo was a “facilitator of the economy”, albeit a facilitator of one particular sector, then one can indeed argue that this financial institution qualifies as a systemically important undertaking. But there are counter-arguments to the proposition that both Anglo and Northern Rock were economic facilitators as neither financial institution exercised an exclusive monopoly position within their respective Member State’s banking sector. Both Bank of Ireland and Allied Irish Banks could have performed Anglo Irish Bank’s role in as “economic facilitator” were the latter to collapse as indeed could other financial institutions within the United Kingdom absorb the market position of Northern Rock.

However, from a wider perspective the main grounds for supporting Anglo and indeed other non-viable financial institutions was to maintain financial stability rather than whether the recipient in question was or was not an economic “facilitator”. What illustrates this best is the first recapitalisation decision for Anglo Irish Bank where the Commission approved the Irish State
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injecting some €1.5 billion into the bank in exchange for a “non-cumulative perpetual preference share”. But the underlying incentive for this intervention was to “ensure that Anglo is adequately capitalised to preserve financial stability”.

Beck et al. state that bank failure resolution has three primary *ex post* objectives: protect depositors and avoid bank runs; to maintain borrower-lender relationships; and to avoid any disruption of the payment and clearing system. Goals one and three demand “rapid intervention”. If one considers the stability grounds for State aid intervention under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU then one can see a direct correlation between the bank resolution objectives as set out by Beck et al. and the State aid advanced to financial institutions such as Anglo and Northern Rock. In the case of Anglo periodic injections of State aid may to some degree invoke wider stability in the short-term and protect affected parties such as depositors, but in the longer-term, as evident in Ireland, this exacerbates the crisis. Gort and Galand note how “[i]nitially the Irish authorities expected that a limited recapitalisation and a guarantee covering, its (Anglo’s) liabilities would be sufficient to save the bank and to keep it operating”.

In effect both Member States and the Commission utilised State aid as a means of preserving financial stability. However, it is submitted that the Commission failed to adequately address the question of whether financial institutions, such as Anglo, were or were not systemically important. Hence the threshold for invoking Article 107(3)(b)TFEU was lowered without resolving this particular question. This despite the fact that the Commission had initially proven reluctant to apply Article 107(3)(b)TEFU in the earlier stages of the crisis.
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5.3.2. State aid to banks under Article 107(3)(c)TFEU: Pre-Lehman Brothers response

The first European financial institutions to require State aid during the financial crisis were German banks such as WestLB and Hypo Real Estate. Both financial institutions had invested in complex financial instruments in order to generate better financial returns. As Hellwig comments certain German banks sought to increase their investment yields by investing in mortgage-backed securities from the United States. But these investment decisions on the part of WestLB, while not unique to this financial institution meant that for the Commission the application of the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines would suffice.

For example in the case of WestLB, the Commission rejected the German authorities stance that the aid provided to the recipient should fall under the Article 107(3)(b)TFEU exemption. Instead the Commission, following its position in Credit Lyonnais, held that the problems facing WestLB were in many ways specific to the bank in question rather than as a result of wider market conditions prevailing at the time. Similarly, in relation to Sachsen LB, the Commission considered the State aid application under Article 107(3)(c) TFEU and the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines, rather than the wider “economic disturbance” exemption as set out in Article 107(3)(b)TFEU. Other applications also were considered in this manner.

The initial Northern Rock State aid decision was also subject to the parameters set under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines. For the Commission, Northern Rock’s “business model” with its “heavy dependence
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on wholesale funding”, pointed to an internal failing within this financial institution and so was best addressed under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines.\(^{41}\) Interestingly, the Commission did not dispute the grounds put forward by the UK authorities that the demise of Northern Rock “would have affected other banks and created a systemic crisis”.\(^{42}\) Although the Commission conceded that the evidence of the UK authorities was sufficient to indicate a systemic crisis from Northern Rock’s collapse such evidence did not necessarily extend to “constituting “a serious disturbance in the economy” of the UK within the meaning of Article 87(3)(b)”.\(^{43}\) Even though Northern Rock did pose a contagion threat for the wide UK banking sector the Commission was unwilling to apply the exemption under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU. Therefore, the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines were considered more than adequate to resolve the problems facing both WestLB and Northern Rock. A wider systemic crisis had not yet developed, and so the long-term future of both WestLB and Northern Rock could be determined overtime under the 2004 Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines. If the initial rescue aid was successful than the recipient financial institutions could be restored to long-term viability, if not than both could be resolved in a controlled manner.\(^{44}\) However, in time the Commission would assess further State aid applications for both banks under the Article 107(3)(b)TFEU exemption which illustrates the wider context of when an application for State is submitted remains a key external factor influencing the Commission’s decision-making process.\(^{45}\) The wider environment may have changed to such a degree that an “economic facilitator” with a limited business model, such as
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Anglo Irish Bank, may have been a deemed viable undertaking in the absence of wider contagion fears. However, once the crisis hit the key consideration for policymakers at both national and EU level was to buttress the financial institutions on stability grounds rather than on actual viability grounds.

For example, by the time the Commission had to assess the restructuring plan for Northern Rock economic conditions had deteriorated further and a new crisis framework had been put in place specifically tailored for banks seeking State aid support. Lyons and Zhu argue that “[Northern Rock] was not a systemically important bank in the sense that even if it had collapsed, it would probably not have brought down other banks”.\(^{46}\) In effect the problems undermining Northern Rock were due to internal failings namely “a fragile funding model and risky loan portfolio”.\(^{47}\) While Lyons and Zhu’s comments may have proven correct in the absence of a wider systemic crisis, the post-Lehman Bros. environment after September 2008 meant that even banks with internal mismanagement may have posed a systemic threat to rival prudent financial institutions. This becomes evident if one examines the Commission’s subsequent decision-making in respect of WestLB. Despite WestLB having a history of repeated State aid support, the Commission now placed considerable emphasis on the role performed by the bank in “specific regional markets” as well as “its cross-border operations and its integration and co-operation with other public sector banks”.\(^{48}\) The diverse nature of the recipient’s business model was, it seems, sufficient for the Commission to deem WestLB as “systemically relevant bank”.\(^{49}\)

Gebski suggests that the principle of non-discrimination may provide a reason as to why the Commission had in effect lowered the threshold for what constitutes a systemically important bank post the collapse of Lehman
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Bros.. “In consequence, all banks seem to qualify as “systemic”’ due to the central role performed by the banking sector in the wider economy. Policymakers too were in a difficult decision-making environment with limited knowledge as to the scope of bank interconnectedness across jurisdictions. If one was to apply one of the Hofstede cultural principles in this context, a form of “uncertainty avoidance” may have arisen whereby the key “uncertainty” to avoid in this case was the possible market response to the collapse of another financial institution. Just as “a firm or a household” may have sought to retrench from spending until stability returned, policymakers sought to engender stability by stabilising financial markets rather than risk the uncertainty of non-intervention.

For instance, Gebski notes the example of Kaupthing Bank which despite a balance sheet of just “€2.3 billion and 23,000 depositors” was still deemed systemic. A similar point is also raised by Fossmark Pedersen who examines the Commission’s response in the case of Max Bank AS of Denmark. Despite the market profile of Max Bank, a financial institution only operating in the south and south-western regions of Denmark and with a deposit based of only €580 million, the Commission still found the bank to be of systemic importance. The Commission found that the demise of even a small market operator in the Danish banking sector could have undermined consumer trust in other Danish banks.
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There are other examples of where the Commission altered its stance in respect of reassessing subsequent rescue aid decisions, such as BAWAG-PSK of Austria and Roskilde of Denmark, under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU. According to Schiavo these cases illustrate “how necessary a broader interpretation of Art 107(3)(b) TFEU was”. But this again raises questions as to how exactly one can objectively determine what is or is not a systemically important bank. If pre-Lehman Bros a bank did not qualify as systemically important but post-Lehman Bros this qualification is met then this may indicate the Commission’s capacity to change course in response to market developments. Yet this “flexibility” should not equate to an open-ended State aid policy where the interconnectedness of financial institutions trumps any other considerations. For instance, if an institution such as Anglo Irish Bank, with an imprudent lending policy, poses a wider threat to market stability then the actual underlying rationale for allowing this financial institution to fail is replaced by economic considerations. Therefore, in these cases the recipient financial institution is in effect is awarded aid not necessarily on the merits of a viable restructuring plan but on the basis of ensuring the viability of competing undertakings. While the wider economic considerations may have justified the aid in this case, the fact remains that some form of restriction should have applied to the level of aid provided. Anglo Irish Bank’s systemic importance was in effect based not on whether it was an actual “economic facilitator” whose business lines could not be transferred to other financial institutions, but on the basis that its collapse would trigger further instability. But while maintaining stability remains a key consideration for policymakers, this should not mean the adoption of unrestricting and continuing State aid support from a Member State. Such a policy will simply reinforce the sovereign-bank link during times of financial crises.
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In the first Anglo Irish Bank recapitalisation decision the Commission agreed that the intervention by the Irish authorities was rooted in public policy considerations rather than the State acting as a market investor.\textsuperscript{60} The Commission then assessed the breakdown of Anglo’s loan book, noting that the bank’s loan portfolio “is approximately €72 billion and is heavily exposed to commercial investment property (c. €40 billion) and, more crucially, to the development sector (c. €20 billion)”.\textsuperscript{61} Applying the specific benchmarks laid down by the Recapitalisation Communication the Commission disagreed with the Irish authorities and concluded that Anglo Irish Bank was not a “fundamentally sound bank”.\textsuperscript{62} Therefore there was a penalty applicable to the level of remuneration Anglo Irish Bank had to repay to the Irish State.\textsuperscript{63} But this point illustrates a key problem with both the crisis framework enacted by the Commission and the application of Article 107(3)(b)TFEU. Instead of adopting a similar set of principles to the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines where the emphasis is on demarking long-term viable State aid recipients from non-viable undertakings, the crisis framework placed stability as a central policy consideration regardless of the underlying financial position of certain banks. While wider economic considerations may have justified the aid in this case, the fact remains that some form of restriction should have applied to the level of aid provided to Anglo Irish Bank. Anglo Irish Bank’s systemic importance was in effect based on whether or not the bank could be a possible trigger for future market instability. But when seeking to maintain stability policymakers should be able to apply a framework that will not only maintain stability but also ensure that the sovereign-bank link is not reinforced undermining the wider economy of the Member State in question. If a bank is not “fundamentally sound” then realistically a liquidation plan should be implemented which may entail some level of recourse to State aid not a level of aid that may very well undermine the fiscal position of the Member State in question.
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On the other hand if one examines the Commission’s position in the initial pre-Lehman Bros decisions such as Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley and then compare with the later decisions falling under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU the difference in approach is not perhaps as stark. For example, in the case of Bradford and Bingley, the first State aid application which was subject to the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines, was focused on wider concerns as set out under point 25(b). These concerns included protecting jobs at Bradford and Bingley and also protecting depositors. Similarly in its WestLB decision the Commission authorised the implementation of a risk shield for the bank under Article 107(3)(c)TFEU as without this “the total capital ratio of WestLB would have fallen below the minimum quota required by the banking regulator”. This in turn would have presumably triggered resolution proceedings, therefore one could deduce from this decision that the Commission, even when applying the Rescue and Restructuring guidelines to banks, was still willing to authorise State aid intervention rather than allow for the possible liquidation of a bank. All this despite the fact that the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines included grounds for an undertaking to be liquidated and any aid provided to be recovered as part of the liquidation process.

5.4.1. State Aid in times of crisis: Appropriate, minimum necessary and proportionate

The crisis framework adopted to regulate State aid provision to financial institutions in distress contains three provisos which must be met in order for the aid to be deemed compatible under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU. In order to address any State aid concerns the aid must be appropriate for the objective
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intended, the aid must be necessary so that the disturbance in the economy can be abated and the aid must also be proportional so that there are limited negative effects on competition.68 During the peak of the financial crisis though what constitutes “appropriate”, “necessary” and “proportionate” may become open to interpretation. These criteria are in effect the core principles the Commission applies in different State aid contexts as set out in Chapter 2.69 In the previous Chapter each of these strands was examined in the context of bank guarantee schemes and now these strands will be examined and new interpretations proposed as to how these strands may apply in respect of systemically important financial institutions.

5.4.2. Appropriate aid for financial institutions in times of systemic crisis

When assessing the first State aid intervention for Anglo Irish Bank the Commission concluded that the aid advanced was indeed appropriate to “remedy a serious disturbance” in the Irish economy. The main factors which seem to have influenced the Commission’s decision was the reliance of the bank on wholesale capital markets and the fact that Anglo Irish Bank was “one of the six core banks in the State”.70 But it was the threat Anglo posed to the wider Irish banking sector that appeared to be the central reason why the Commission ultimately concluded that the initial €1.5 billion was an appropriate remedy in these circumstances. “Therefore a loss of confidence in Anglo could undermine confidence in the Irish financial sector as a whole, thus entailing a serious risk of a systemic crisis in the Irish financial system”.71 However the problem with applying an “appropriate” benchmark in times of economic crisis is that in effect any level of aid may indeed qualify as an “appropriate” amount. Perhaps one commentator is correct when he states that “rescue aid is appropriate by its very nature” as “[i]t is targeted to
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remedy a serious systemic problem”. Yet this line of reasoning seems to suggest that rescue aid should be the default remedy in times of crisis regardless of the cost. While rescue aid may indeed be necessary in a crisis scenario this should not mean that stability is automatically linked with the continuous transfer of financial support from Member States to their domestic banking sector. If this occurs, then short-term stability trumps longer-term consequences such as a drain on Member State’s resources and an implied reliance on the part of financial institutions that taxpayer funds will be available in a future crisis.

For example, the key aim in respect of the first and subsequent Anglo Irish Bank recapitalisations was to maintain wider financial stability. Therefore, one could argue that the Commission in effect based the “appropriateness” of an aid measure not necessarily on the grounds that the recipient may return to long-term viability but on stability grounds instead. In the case of HSH Nordbank the Commission also deemed a recapitalisation and risk shield as an “appropriate” measure in order not only “to eliminate the threat to the German economy” but also “to prevent an insolvency of HSH by moving the capital ratios of HSH above the required regulatory minimum”. Similarly for Dexia, the Commission accepted that the level of State support provided by Belgium was “appropriate” to maintain the bank as a going concern. This support took the form of liquidity assistance so that Dexia could continue to redeem current funding for continued access to wholesale money markets. Therefore it appears that the Commission adopted in most cases a presumption of systemic importance when it came to assessing the question of whether State aid should be authorised under Article 107(3)(b) TFEU.

---
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Perhaps the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines provide the best benchmark for determining whether State aid is “appropriate” in cases involving financial institutions during times of financial crisis. Yet in the case of Hypo Real Estate the Commission did apply the Rescue and Restructuring Framework in the initial decisions and this did not necessarily diverge substantially from the subsequent application of Article 107(3)(b) TFEU and the crisis framework. One of the conditions for rescue aid under the 2004 guidelines included that the aid in question was “warranted on the grounds of serious social difficulties and have no unduly spillover effects on other Member States”.76 There are a number of other qualifications such as the subsequent need for a Member State to submit a restructuring plan to the Commission within six months after the rescue aid is authorised.77

However, if one focuses on the “social difficulties” condition it is not hard to equate this to the “appropriate” benchmark under the crisis framework. In the case of Hypo Real Estate the Commission accepted that the insolvency of the bank would have resulted in multiple parties facing losses from employees to pension funds.78 Thus in conjunction with the other applicable conditions for rescue aid under Article 107(3)(c) this “social difficulty” criterion was met and so rescue aid could be provided to the undertaking in question. If an undertaking in question does not receive rescue aid then it is highly likely, as a failing firm, to enter insolvency proceedings. In addition, this insolvency is likely to adversely affect related third parties. Yet the initial rescue aid provided to Hypo Real Estate remained substantial as did the subsequent restructuring support indicating that even the pre-existing Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines were not necessarily an adequate response for determining an “appropriate” level of State aid. An appropriate response for
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a failing manufacturing undertaking such as a ship builder, may have at least a “default” value limit if internal restructuring has limited systemic consequences.\textsuperscript{79} For instance, the exit of certain markets may benefit competing undertakings but in a banking context this exist may trigger short-term instability.\textsuperscript{80} In contrast, a financial institution may have contingent liabilities such as deposits and inter-bank loans that if immediately withdrawn could trigger the “insolvency” of the financial institution. Therefore, an all-enveloping form of aid may be required to stabilise this undertaking whereas a lesser amount of aid may suffice for a manufacturing undertaking.

Clearly, both Member States and the Commission remain in a difficult position when ascertaining the level of State support that should be provided to a failing financial institution as the question of systemic importance remains unclear. Even where a financial institution remains insolvent, the threat this bank may pose to other banks means that question of whether State aid is an “appropriate” response or not becomes increasing difficult to answer. Appropriateness is no longer defined purely on the internal failings or successes of the relevant undertaking but on the possible interconnectedness of it to the wider banking system. This will mean that a future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to address how best to redefine appropriateness that not only examines interconnectedness but also different forms of interconnectedness.

5.4.3. State aid test for Systemic Importance

In times of financial crises, it is not hard to envisage both Member States and the Commission adopting a presumption of systemic importance in respect of almost all financial institutions. As noted above, the question of systemic importance remains complex and wider economic factors may further distort the answer to this question. The wider context such as the financial environment prevailing at the time and whether this simply amplifies existing
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failings within a financial institution or is an external shock undermining longer-term viability. In order to rebut this presumption of systemic importance two questions need to be addressed. First, what can be objectively defined as a systemically important financial institution? Second, even if a financial institution is deemed to be systemically important does this necessarily mean that the bank in question can return to long-term viability?

According to the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision the five criteria to assess whether a financial institution is systemically important from a global perspective include, (1) cross-jurisdictional activity, (2) size (3) interconnectedness with the financial system (4) substitutability of the institution’s activities and (5) complexity of this institution.81 If one examines these conditions individually then arguably Anglo Irish Bank, with a limited market presence in other jurisdictions and a monoline business model, failed to meet both the cross-jurisdictional activity and the complexity criteria.82

Furthermore, the substitutability criterion could arguably be said to be redundant in respect of Anglo Irish Bank as the financial institution’s business model was primarily dependent upon an unsustainable property market. However, this bank did constitute a considerable presence within the Irish banking sector, and this presence in turn posed an interconnectedness threat to other Irish financial institutions. Thus while there are obvious benefits to the applying financial industry and regulatory benchmarks to EU State aid rules for the banking sector there are also limitations to applying the above criteria for determining systemic importance. Systemic importance remains rooted on two primary factors that the Basel tests do not address. These are firstly, the context in which a financial crisis may arise and secondly the actual market segment where this instability may occur. Further, in the post Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive and Single Resolution Mechanism regulatory landscape the test for systemic importance may require additional strands.83 A new State Aid Crisis Framework must address these challenges and seek to establish a criterion for what constitutes systemic importance so

81 Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, “Global systemically important banks: updated assessment methodology and the higher loss absorbency requirements” July 2013, at p.5 available at http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs255.pdf [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
82 See Chapter 4 at p.112.
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that not all financial institutions become by default, systemically important in times of crisis.

As noted above under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines the “social difficulty” exemption may provide an equivalent benchmark to possibly establishing a new systemically important test for the purposes of EU State aid control. This proposed test should in effect encompass three different strands of what constitutes a “social difficulty”. In the context of the banking sector there are three primary stakeholders, these include the financial institution itself and the wider banking sector, the external parties reliant on this system, such as consumers, and finally the wider economy that may be affected by a failing financial institution. This in turn aligns with the position of Sjöberg that there are three different types of bank crisis. On “level one” there are banks that are “individual non-systemic banks” whereby if they were to fail this would not “under almost any circumstance, be of systemic relevance”. “Level two” arises when a bank is systemically important but no wider systemic problems may arise so long as “the situation is handled promptly and correctly”. The final type of bank crisis is an actual “level three” systemic crisis whereby “substantial parts of the financial system in a country or, even worse, in the region or even the world are in deep distress”.

Sjöberg also examines what constitutes a systemically important financial institution. According to Sjöberg systemic importance may arise where a financial institution is “so large that its failure will create considerable disturbances to the functioning of the economy as a whole or where there is a risk of contagion”. Contagion may then occur where “difficulties in one bank lead to problems in other banks”. This contagion may spread due to the “direct links (through contractual relationships including credit exposures or the payment systems) between banks and indirect links such as via markets
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and/or rumours that the problems in one bank are also present in other banks”.90 Calomiris actually addresses this latter point when examining past US bank runs and finds that the failure of large banks was not the underlying cause but rather the response of depositors in withdrawing their funds from other financial institutions. In these cases the depositors were responding to the “temporary confusion about the incidences of shocks within the banking system”.91 Yet the Financial Stability Board, has also defined a systemically important financial institution as one “whose distress or disorderly failure, because of their size, complexity and systemic interconnectedness, would cause significant disruption to the wider financial system and economic activity”.92 A cursory glance at Sjöberg’s three level model of financial crises and the Financial Stability Board’s definition of systemic importance would suggest that large financial institutions and systemic importance are one and the same. However, this is not necessarily the case. As the example of US banking set out by Calomiris above shows, confusion among depositors or other market participants may trigger a systemic crisis regardless of the size of the originating financial institution. Some commentators have also stated that the “relationship between bank size and systemic risk is not always clear.”93 Previous banking crisis such as the Savings and Loan crisis in the United States “show that the failure of small banks can create systemic crisis”.94 Once perception forms among depositors that their funds may be threatened a herding mentality may arise which further precipitates other depositors withdrawing their funds from larger financial institutions.95 The financial
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shock that may trigger the collapse of a large bank within a concentrated banking sector may have the same systemic consequences as in a fragmented market where multiple smaller banks face failure from the same shock in question. Such a scenario follows Schwarz’s definition of systemic risk as a risk that arises after an economic shock that triggers market or institutional failure via panic or other means causing a chain of failure thereby resulting in a funding crisis within the wider financial sector. During the opening stages of the 2008 financial crisis, a similar panic had arisen whereby bank depositors and investors attempted to reduce their risk to financial institutions that may or may not have been failing. A new State Aid Crisis Framework will thus have to address how best to define the scope of this panic so that whether a financial institution is or is not systemically important can determined in more coherent manner.

If one again considers the three stakeholders set out above, then arguably examining these strands in isolation may not necessarily account for the threat of contagion. Even where a bank may not objectively have a systemic relevance, as per Sjöberg, and its demise should only impact on the financial institution itself, the second stakeholders, may interpret this collapse as a precursor to other bank failures. This is particularly true where these parties perceive there to be a link or connection between the failing financial institution and other banks. In this way, these stakeholders may then trigger an economic wide credit crunch thereby directly affecting the third stakeholder, namely the wider economy.

In past bank collapses as set out in Chapter 1, such as Herstatt Bank, Continental Illinois and Barings Bank, then arguably these failings only impacted the first strand of stakeholders, the banks themselves and possibly to some degree the wider banking sector. Depositors and other consumers may have been affected but not to the extent where a systemic crisis may have developed. But the question must then be asked whether financial institutions
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such as Anglo Irish Bank, Fortis and Hypo Real Estate would meet this new three stakeholder strand test. Although, Anglo Irish Bank did not have a national retail network, according to the institution’s 2007 annual accounts the bank did hold some €19.4 billion in retail deposits.\textsuperscript{98} Similarly, Fortis had a considerable market presence within the Belgian retail banking sector, holding some 20-30\% of all household deposits in Belgium as of the end of September 2008.\textsuperscript{99} Thus while both Anglo Irish Bank and Fortis may have met all three stakeholder strand tests, Hypo Real Estate arguably would not have due to the absence of any retail presence.\textsuperscript{100}

\textbf{5.4.4. Indirect Effect of Market Exit: A new way of determining systemic importance}

From the above three examples there remains an outlier in the market position of Anglo Irish Bank. As noted above this financial institution did not have a retail presence of any significance but its collapse would have resulted in undermining the market position of both Irish consumers and other market operators. Holding deposits of up to €19.4 billion meant that Anglo Irish Bank had shared a market presence in the same sector as both AIB and Bank of Ireland. In effect, the demise of Anglo Irish Bank may very well have triggered the same reaction from depositors as that discussed by Calomiris above. If one were to examine the developments in other industries that experienced market wide instability, then it becomes apparent that this “indirect effect” is not necessarily unique to the banking sector. For instance, the exit of a key supplier in a manufacturing chain could indirectly impact on consumers and other industry participants. Similarly, if the operator of an infrastructure facility was to collapse then this could also trigger wider market instability even though there is limited if any direct impact on the public at large.
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As noted in Chapter 4, the banking sector falls under the term “essential facilities”, a term used to determine whether or not market operators can access certain infrastructure essential for their operations even though a rival (the owner of this facility) may seek to impede this access.\textsuperscript{101} Although the term itself relates to a form of market abuse by a dominant market operator, the key consideration for present purposes remains the “essential” nature of the facility in question for other market participants. In a similar vein one could argue that a financial institution constitutes a systemic threat if it also performs some form of “essential” role for other financial institutions and consumers. Blair has examined the interventions pursued by the United States post the September 11\textsuperscript{th} terrorist attacks in the domestic airline sector.\textsuperscript{102} One rationale for this intervention discussed is the “network externalities argument” whereby if one link of a transport chain fails then this may have a negative effect for the wider transport network in question. As Blair states “[t]his line of argument suggests that there are positive externalities to each link in a smoothly functioning air transportation system that provides links to many locations” and any government intervention to maintain one link in this chain may be an “efficient” action to take.\textsuperscript{103} This “network externalities argument” ties in with the notion of the indirect systemic effect a financial institution may have on the banking wider market.

For example, the indirect systemic effect of Anglo Irish Bank exiting the Irish banking sector would have resulted in undermining the market perception of other Irish financial institutions which did have retail branch networks. This market perception of the other Irish financial institutions, Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland, may have been largely driven by overlapping “determinants” between Anglo and these two banks. For instance, if one considers the reasons a firm may enter or exit a market place then a number of different “determinants” may be developed that explain the actions of the exiting or entering undertaking in question. According to a study undertaken
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by the Commission’s Directorate General for Economic and Financial Affairs, in most cases firms exiting a market place primarily did so due to their small size both in respect of competitors and the average industry firm size.\textsuperscript{104} New firms also struggled to maintain a market presence due to the deterioration of their funding position.\textsuperscript{105} These were considered to be “firm specific determinants”.\textsuperscript{106} Other determinants include “industry specific” or “country specific”. In respect of the former, there may be certain specific factors within an industry whereby new firms entering and incumbents exiting is a common occurrence.\textsuperscript{107} As for the latter, country determinants could arise depending on how developed the economy of the jurisdiction in question is and whether macroeconomic shocks arise within a country or not.\textsuperscript{108}

Lee et al. have examined whether a firm is more likely to exit a market place where the undertaking in question has simply entered this market due to the similarity with its pre-existing business lines.\textsuperscript{109} According to their findings a firm may be more willing to “abandon” this new business line as the costs to the firm of “redeploying” its resources to existing business lines can be done so relatively cheaply without incurring additional losses.\textsuperscript{110} Thus the level of “relatedness” between a firm’s new business line and existing operations may have a dual entry and exit effect whereby expanding into a new market can be accommodated efficiently. Yet there is also an exit effect as withdrawing from this market can also be achieved without this necessarily jeopardising the entire viability of the firm in question unlike a firm that has spent considerable sunk costs.\textsuperscript{111}
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The above considerations, the three different market exit determinants and the possible link between “relatedness” and market exit on the part of a firm, provide an indication of how best to develop the “indirect” strand of a systemic importance test in the State aid sphere. For example, the three determinants of market exit align with the three possible similarities that may arise between the financial institution subject to a systemic importance assessment and other domestic market operators. In the case of Anglo Irish Bank, the similarities with both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland arose in two primary areas, first, they both operated within the same jurisdiction, and second, both operated within the same industry. Therefore, in this particular example two market determinants were met. Conversely, the firm determinant would not be met as the business model adopted by Anglo Irish Bank was predominantly related to one economic sector. In contrast, both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland had prior to the crisis, and still have post the crisis, relatively diversified business models.

5.4.5. “Relatedness” across firms

Despite these underlying divergences in business models there remained a common link between Anglo Irish Bank, Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland not just in respect of country or industry determinants. This is where the question of “relatedness” becomes a key issue when assessing whether or not there is a possible threat posed by market connectedness. While Lee et al. focused on the question of “relatedness” from the perspective of an individual firm entering and exiting markets, this concept could be applied equally to certain sectors as a whole or across firms. For example, if one firm acts in a particular manner due to certain incentives or rationales that are common to other competing firms then an external party may surmise that these other firms will behave in the same manner and thus exit this market. Ulen comments how there are two circumstances in which the term “rational choice” can be used, one is where an individual may makes a choice that they have made on a “deliberative and consistent” basis.\textsuperscript{112} In other words the

individual in question considers the relevant facts that affect them and then make a final decision based on these considerations. The second circumstance arises where a consumer has a particular preference and will seek to satisfy this preference to the maximum utility possible for their benefit.

A third circumstance in which the term “rational choice” may apply is where an individual investor seeks to maintain their current financial position at all costs rather than to risk a possible loss on their investments. One way to ensure this is to excise any possible exposure to vulnerable shares and corporations including those that may have certain similarities with already known failing firms. This aligns with how market investors respond to financial crises or sudden sharp market downturns by participating in herding behaviour whereby the acts of one investor may trigger similar behaviour from others. This herding behaviour may not just arise in respect of one single undertaking but also to other similar companies or at a macro level the sectors where the initial source of the herding behaviour operates in. Therefore a rational bank investor or depositor may consider the key aspects of a failing financial institution, business model, industry in general and domestic jurisdiction, and conclude that other financial institutions with certain, if not all, of these similarities also pose a risk. In this way a contagion affect can develop even where there is no direct relationship between the initial source of market instability and other market operators. Clerc et al. assess this issue of indirect bank contagion and found that there are two primary “channels” in which this may arise. For instance, where a financial institution has to liquidate all its assets this may result in a decline in asset value that directly affects other financial institutions with the same asset.
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There may also be adverse rumours or information circulating about a financial institution that results in external parties, be these investors or other institutions, seeking to reduce their exposure to this firm and others. A number of proposals are suggested by Clerc et al as to how the threat of indirect contagion can be mitigated against. These include more transparent bank balance sheets so that investors have a better appreciation of an institution’s liabilities, greater capital buffers on the part of institutions and also increasing bank reliance on more stable funding models.

But for present purposes the key point remains that systemic importance ultimately remains contingent on whether other market operators have a number of market exit determinants that align with those of the failing financial institution. Therefore, where these determinants remain key factors for bank creditors then this should provide key grounds for determining whether the financial institution falls under the systemically important criterion.

5.4.6. New Systemic Importance Test: Three Stakeholder Strands and Indirect Effect

Under a future State Aid Crisis Framework for the banking sector both Member States and the Commission will need a more robust test when determining whether or not a financial institution is systemically important. One possible way to answer this complex question is to apply the above three-stakeholder strand test and see whether the second strand of this test indicates that a wider economic disturbance is likely to be triggered. If the second strand of stakeholders, namely depositors and bank investors, consider that other financial institutions have the same, what could be termed, “failing determinants”, then this should indicate that the bank in question does pose a systemic threat. As noted above in respect of herding behaviour, the drop of share value in one undertaking may trigger investors seeking to reduce their exposure to this undertaking as quickly as possible as uncertainty spreads.
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among consumers or investors. Therefore, preventing this financial institution’s collapse should prevent a contagion effect from spreading. It must also be pointed out, that the first stakeholder strand may encompass financial institutions that will come to the same conclusion as those in the second stakeholder strand. In these circumstances, the perception of a failing financial institution may extend from the first strand to the second and thereby impact the third. For these reasons, the question of systemic importance will not just revolve around the size of a financial institution but also the wider market context prevailing at the time. In this way the Commission should be able to apply a test that addresses the immediate concern of financial stability. However, the related question of how much support a systemically important financial institution should receive will also need to be re-examined. An issue addressed next in this Chapter.

5.5.1. Minimum Necessary and Insolvent Financial Institutions

The second criterion under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU revolves around the “necessity” of the aid or more precisely that the level of aid provided must be the “minimum amount necessary” to meet the objectives of this intervention. A new State Aid Crisis Framework will have to include new parameters for what constitutes the “minimum necessary” in case where a financial institution may be systemically important but is not actually a long-term viable financial institution. At first glance this criterion appears to complement the “appropriate” benchmark. For example, the initial State aid recapitalisations provided to Anglo Irish Bank were deemed to meet this “necessity” standard. Yet the cumulative State aid costs for Anglo Irish Bank equated to €29.440 billion. Over time repetitive applications for State aid would become common occurrence during the initial years of the financial

---


crisis. If one considers the application of the “one-time last-time” principle under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines, then clearly a similar restriction was absent from the Commission’s crisis framework particularly in a financial crisis where continued uncertainties make the concrete application of such a rule difficult to apply in practice. Yet applying this principle to the banking sector remains a complex task. For example, when assessing the Commission’s application of this qualification in the case of Credit Lyonnais and the GAN Group, Schütte observes that “the higher amounts concerned are, the easier it is to overrule the principle”. Albeit the author does concede that the Commission may be able to consider “new circumstances” when assessing a new State aid application. In the context of a failed restructuring plan what is a “new circumstance” and whether there is a failing on the part of the recipient financial institution to implement this plan may not always be clear.

A closer look at the earlier Anglo Irish Bank recapitalisation decisions illustrates this point further. The first recapitalisation for Anglo Irish Bank was €1.5 billion, a sum the Commission considered more than sufficient to “remedy concerns about the Anglo Irish Bank and thus the Irish financial system”. However this support did not prevent the need for the bank to access a further recapitalisation of €4 billion. In effect the Commission accepted the Irish authorities’ stance that this second amount was required to ensure that wider banking sector measures could proceed namely the Irish banking guarantee schemes and the establishment of the National Asset Management Agency. Furthermore, the Commission accepted the absence of any specified return on this recapitalisation in line with the Recapitalisation Communication as this intervention was viewed “solely as a temporary urgent
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relief on the assumption and condition that in the longer term the costs of public intervention in Anglo Irish Bank’s favour will be reflected in the in-depth restructuring plan which must be submitted”. 128

If one further traces the Commission’s decision-making process in respect of Anglo Irish Bank this contradiction between “necessity” and actual long-term viability becomes more evident. For example, in one decision the Commission deemed an enhanced recapitalisation of €10.44 billion to be compatible with the crisis framework but questioned the restructuring plan for the bank. 129 Under this plan Anglo Irish Bank would be split into an Old and New Bank, the Old bank would be used as a resolution vehicle while the new bank would enter new markets such as the German bank deposit market. 130 For the Commission these proposals remained contingent on a number of variables mainly related to the funding and liquidity profile of the new bank. 131 However, when assessing the compatibility of the recapitalisation with Article 107(3)(b) TFEU the Commission examined this support via a regulatory prism. The recapitalisation was considered “necessary” in order to ensure the recipient financial institution could meet the applicable regulatory capital adequacy ratios. 132 This was sufficient for the aid to fall under the “emergency aid” umbrella and so remain authorised for a six month period. 133 The final recapitalisation for Anglo Irish Bank would also be deemed “necessary” under the Banking Communication in order to ensure that the bank could continue as a going concern and also discharge deposits. 134 By this stage Anglo Irish Bank was subject to a resolution plan but despite this a further State aid recapitalisation was deemed “necessary” to conclude this plan. 135 Therefore the Commission’s application of the “serious disturbance” exemption during the 2008 financial crisis, failed
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to place adequate restrictions on the concept of “minimum necessary”. This failure led to Member States becoming the only source of funding for struggling financial institutions at the expense of Union citizens and competing undertakings.

The level of State intervention in respect of Hypo Real Estate also mirrors that of Anglo Irish Bank. Initially the support provided was a loan of €35 billion from the Federal Government of Germany in order to facilitate wider banking sector support for the real estate lender.\(^{136}\) This support met the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines criteria for rescue aid, namely, the aid was provided under market conditions, was aimed at addressing a social difficulty, was limited in both duration and amount and the financial institution had not received aid within the prior ten years.\(^{137}\) Subsequent aid provided to Hypo Real Estate in form of recapitalisations and additional guarantees was, as in the case of Anglo Irish Bank, deemed to meet the “necessity” criterion even though the underlying question of long-term viability was still unanswered.\(^{138}\) A parallel line seems to have developed during the interaction with the Commission and Hypo Real Estate whereby continued State support in various forms was considered compatible despite the successful restructuring of the recipient financial institution remaining uncertain.

The key question that arises when rescue aid is provided to an undertaking is whether this support merely facilitates the continuation of the firm’s own internal failings. In effect the rescue aid, at least from an initial perspective, simply reinforces the *status quo* position of the recipient undertaking in question. Although this *status quo* position may in time be altered via the acquisition or liquidation of the recipient firm. The fact remains that rescue aid does have conflicting objectives between maintaining the short-term market survival of the recipient undertaking and the longer-term objective of
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market equilibrium. In this context market equilibrium refers to a market where there has been no form of State aid intervention in question. Both objectives may in certain occasions overlap and align with each other. For instance, if the causes of a firm’s failure remain exceptional in the context of the firm itself or the wider industry then intervention is objectively justified. The amount of rescue aid should then reflect the “exceptional” basis of the financial challenges facing the firm. In effect the possible failure of the firm is not due to consistent mismanagement or imprudent market behaviour but instead caused by some external or indeed internal anomaly.\textsuperscript{139} In these circumstances rescue aid should not only meet the short-term interests of the recipient undertaking but also restore the longer-term objective of a competitive market place. In contrast with the above, the underlying basis for why a firm is failing may not be due to any external or internal anomaly but due to consistently poor market performance and lack of product innovation.

When researching the various causes behind an organisation’s failure, Mellahi found a number of different schools of thought as to what could trigger a firm’s collapse.\textsuperscript{140} Some scholars place weight on external issues facing the firm while another branch of research examines this failure via an organisational studies angle.\textsuperscript{141} For the latter branch the possible failure of a firm may be “linked with internal inadequacies in dealing with external threats”.\textsuperscript{142} Soltész and Lyons also comment how when a firm becomes loss-making that this constitutes a “market signal that resources are better used elsewhere”.\textsuperscript{143} The market has changed in line with “customer preferences” but the firm in question has failed to respond to these changes in its production lines.\textsuperscript{144} This failing to respond effectively to customer preferences could also undermine the innovation strategy of the firm particular where the short-term
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costs of innovation remain considerable for the undertaking in question. Market innovation failures may therefore arise where management is unable to develop an exclusive means for innovation due to financial constraints and a lack of expertise.\textsuperscript{145}

If this is the case, then any rescue aid provided not only prolongs this failure but may also constitute an artificial non-market led impetus for this firm to restructure its business lines at the expense of market rivals. This aid may indirectly subsidise the recipient undertaking’s future product or market innovation which may also undermine the market position of non-aided competitors. But for present purposes the key question is how best to frame the “minimum necessary” provision of aid where the recipient may not be long-term viable but poses a systemic threat. Market equilibrium may not necessarily be achieved via determining a financial institution’s long-term viability in this context but via assessing the level of support required to protect the wider public and economic interests of the Member State in question. Without this support the wider instability may spread and a market without the presence of some form of State support may trigger a complete collapse. Thus a market may only function with State intervention but the question then arises as to how much should this support encompass?

\textbf{5.5.2. Time for a new approach: From minimum necessary to operational necessity}

On a related to note to that above, how one can then apply the term “minimum necessary” during a systemic crisis? If one considers the application of this State aid limitation in other markets or sectors a similar issue also arises. For example, in the case of a failing airline or car manufacturer the “minimum necessary” may constitute a considerable injection of State aid. Nicolaides and Bolsa Ferruz have both examined the level of State aid advanced to various undertakings between the years of 2000-2013.\textsuperscript{146} As part of this study
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a number of substantial supports provided by Member States to non-financial undertakings under Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines were critically assessed, these include the UK’s support to Continental Railways, France’s support to Alstom and Greek aid to Trainose.147

In all three cases the aid was provided to an undertaking with responsibility for a crucial piece of national infrastructure, be it a railway network or the maintenance of nuclear power stations. The level of support in each case ranged from €1 billion to €6 billion, thus making these three examples the “largest interventions” recorded by the authors.148 What each of these examples illustrate is how the level of aid can in effect wax or wane depending on the level of economic importance the proposed recipient undertaking poses. For instance, the French authorities raised the possible direct and indirect job losses arising from the liquidation of Alstom while another possible adverse consequence was redacted.149 Although it may be difficult to ascertain what this redacted comment related to, it could presumably have touched on issues of energy security for the wider French economy.150 In any case as Galand et al. comment applying the “limitation of aid to the minimum represented a challenge for the Commission as the financial needs of Alstom were huge”.151

Therefore, the underlying business or impediments to viability are such that only the provision of substantial rescue and restructuring aid is sufficient to ensure the continued operation of the undertaking in question. In a similar
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manner, the level of rescue aid to a financial institution in times of wider market instability may extend the parameters of the “minimum necessary” criterion. Wood and Ali Kabiri discuss the complexities inherent in trying to remove and replace a failing financial institution from the wider banking sector.\textsuperscript{152} They place significant emphasis on the fact that in other lines of business it may be particularly easy for a new entrant to acquire another firm if the former already has a “well-known” name.\textsuperscript{153} In some cases this acquisition may see a joint-name being established as in the case of Abbey- Santander in the United Kingdom in 2004.\textsuperscript{154} However, in the case of Northern Rock an immediate solution had to be arranged in order to ensure that a contagion effect did not arise.\textsuperscript{155} Therefore in the absence of another market operator taking on the liabilities of Northern Rock the State had to step in and in effect finance the bank’s operations. What Wood and Ali Kabiri propose as a solution to the complexities of bank resolution is that financial institutions adopt “living wills”.\textsuperscript{156} This refers to the need for financial institutions to have detailed resolution plans in place so that regulators and policymakers will be able to take prescribed steps of gradually resolving the bank with the aim of not triggering further market instability. Although this is now part of the European bank resolution landscape the fact remains that before a determination may be made as to the long-term viability of a financial institution some form of State support may be necessary to meet the needs of customers and depositors.\textsuperscript{157}

Therefore, any future State Aid Crisis Framework should consider altering the “minimum necessary” criterion with a new “operationally necessary” strand. Although in general operating aid is not authorised by the
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Commission, there are circumstances in which this form of support may be found compatible with the EU Treaties. For instance, under the Commission’s Guidelines on State aid to Airports and Airlines, Member State are able to advance operating aid to certain airports provided that this support meets wider Community interests.\(^\text{158}\) Therefore in 2014 the Commission approved operating aid to Groningen Airport so that the recipient in this case could continue to provide a transport route for a geographically isolated area of the Netherlands.\(^\text{159}\) In a similar vein under Regional State Aid Guidelines support can be provided to certain undertakings so that the costs associated with operating in an economically disadvantaged region can be alleviated.\(^\text{160}\) This aid does not extend to large undertakings but only Small and Medium Sized Enterprises.\(^\text{161}\) Operating aid to financial services and insurance undertakings is also prohibited under the new Regional State aid Guidelines.\(^\text{162}\) The definition of “operating aid” set out in these Guidelines includes costs associated with the day-to-day management and operations of the recipient undertaking.\(^\text{163}\) Costs associated with employees, material and communication all fall under the term “operating aid”.\(^\text{164}\) When authorising “operating aid”, the Commission has the advantage of examining the exact needs of the applicant undertaking. Applying a similar approach to financial institutions even those that are insolvent may act as a counter to the need for a Member State to keep providing repetitive aid to a financial institution.
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5.5.3. Operationally Necessary Aid and Financial Institutions

If one was to consider the value of “operating aid” from the context of consumer choice and economic development in peripheral regions of the Union, then clearly there are wider benefits from the provision of this aid. Equally, providing some form of operating aid to financial institutions in times of systemic crisis ensures that the interests of consumers, in this case not only depositors but also commercial undertakings, can be protected, while the wider payment system of a Member State can be maintained. The question remains though as to what degree this support should be limited so that the sovereign-bank link is not further entrenched during the initial phases of the crisis.

One possible benchmark that should be used to determine the level of support provided under the “operationally necessary” criterion is assessing the wider role of the recipient financial institution. If the financial institution has an active retail branch network and performs a key role in the Member State’s payment system architecture, then the initial provision of “operationally necessary” aid should reflect this. In contrast, as noted above a systemically important financial institution may not necessarily have a retail branch network but due to certain overlapping determinants with other domestic financial institutions fall within the systemically important threshold. Therefore, a low level of operating aid may be sufficient to maintain the day-to-day business of this financial institution particularly where the level of deposits with the bank remain stable and other business lines can be gradually wound down without triggering wider systemic affects. If the core operations of the financial institution include the provision of credit to consumers and processing payments, then clearly a more substantial injection of operating aid may be required.

Further, the “operationally necessary” criterion could remain restricted in time to a 6 month period as under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines.\(^{165}\)

Examining the financial institution’s previous balance sheets and current costs base should ensure that an accurate level of aid for meeting the operating costs of the recipient can be ascertained. This figure may need to be inflated due to the wider market instability that may be pertaining at this point in time which should also reduce the need for repetitive applications for operating aid. In this way the Member State in question can ensure that it has additional discretion if the operational costs increase due to some further unforeseen disturbance.

But determining where best to utilise this aid may need to be further assessed by the Commission and Member State. Therefore, a targeted approach should be adopted whereby the initial operating aid is divided into two core strands. These should encompass consumer service provision and inter-bank processes. In the case of the former, operating aid should be aimed at ensuring that consumers have continued access to essential banking services and are able to access their funds where possible. The second strand may arise where the recipient financial institution maintains an essential part of payment system infrastructure or engages in processing transactions that involve other financial institutions. This second strand should then ensure system wide stability.

If during this six-month period the financial institution has to meet other costs such as the repayment of bondholders, then these debts should still be discharged by the institution’s own resources and not via any operating aid provided by the Member State. This requirement should ensure that the operating aid provided is then targeted specially for meeting the needs of depositors or the maintenance of a specific part of banking infrastructure. The positive of a new “operationally necessary” test is that it provides the Commission and Member States with a concrete basis for determining the level of aid an insolvent but systemically important financial institution may require rather than applying a “minimum necessary” criterion that could remain open ended as per the last financial crisis.

[Link to CELEX website content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52014XC0731%2801%29&from=EN] [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
5.6.1. Competition Distortion Safeguards and Insolvent Financial Institutions

In order to cover all aspects of how a future State aid crisis framework will apply to insolvent financial institutions, possible competition distortion controls should be considered and set out. The possible competition distortion controls that may apply to an insolvent financial institution may not necessarily be the same as those that apply to a long-term viable financial institution. Such nuances will now be examined below. When considering State aid applications under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU during the financial crisis the Commission appeared to view actual competition issues in a rather narrow light. Werner and Maier note how the accelerated procedure adopted by the Commission during the initial phase of the financial crisis may have resulted in competitors having less of an opportunity to challenge the terms of State aid provision.166

The prevailing environment at the time was such that stability appeared in most cases to trump competition considerations. As noted earlier, a firm may require recourse to State aid due to the behaviour of the undertaking in question or due to “[m]arket or sector specific factors”.167 For instance in certain industries the price increase of raw materials and relocation of key customers may trigger financial difficulties for those engaged in this sector.168 Alternatively an undertaking may struggle after an industry wide shock, which may be exacerbated by the failure to diversify its business lines.169 A similar issue may arise in the banking sector, as seen during the 2008 financial crisis, where a financial institution may struggle for survival due to external shocks but these shocks may actually further highlight internal weaknesses.170
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Certain banks such as Anglo Irish Bank and Northern Rock would fall under this category.

According to the Commission there are three forms of competition distortion.\footnote{Common Principles for an Economic Assessment of the Compatibility of State aid under Article 87.3. at para.44 available at \url{http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/reform/economic_assessment_en.pdf} [last accessed on 07/11/2018].} Firstly, State aid may dis-incentivise other competing undertakings from actually investing in research and development if these efforts are in effect countered by an inefficient rival accessing State support to maintain the status quo.\footnote{Ibid.} Secondly, State aid may affect the “product market” as competitors respond to any moves made by the supported undertaking.\footnote{Ibid.} Thirdly, State aid may impact on capital inputs and the location of investment.\footnote{Ibid.} If one examines these three different strands of competition distortion it may appear at first somewhat difficult to apply these to the banking sector more generally.

Investment in research and development in the banking sector may not necessarily result in savings for consumers but may increase profits. The final strand is more difficult to assess in a banking context as “input markets” are not easily reconciled with structure of the financial industry. However, one can see a correlation between the second strand and competition within the banking sector. For instance, if a recipient financial institution increases deposit interest rates in order to attract funding then competing undertakings will have to respond to this new price threshold established by the bailed-out bank. In the case of the Dutch financial group ING, certain Italian banks argued that its Italian subsidiary, ING Direct Italia, had increased its deposit interest rate from 3.50% to 4.20% for new customers.\footnote{Commission Decision SA.33305 (2012/C) and SA.29832 (2012/C) of 16/11/2012 State aid implemented by the Netherlands for ING, OJ C(2012) 8238 at para.30 available at \url{http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/244692/244692_1419091_108_2.pdf} [last accessed on 07/11/2018].} In response to this deposit rate increase another Italian bank, Banca Sistema had to raise its
deposit rate above the new benchmark set by the State supported ING group.\textsuperscript{176}

In this example one could argue that an artificial price has been set for deposits as if the price-leader was not “bailed-out” then efficient market operators would set a more realistic, undistorted, rate of return. In addition to this adverse effect on the “product market” one could posit that there is an adverse consequence for competitors as the “bailed-out” financial institution continues to utilise resources and assets that could be deployed more productively elsewhere. One positive outcome of when an inefficient undertaking exits a market is the disposal of under-utilised labour and assets to more efficient rival undertakings.\textsuperscript{177} The EU State aid regime though seeks to alleviate the effects of State support on the wider market through either structural or behavioural constraints. Zimmer and Blaschczok comment how behavioural constraints mainly focus on restricting the recipient’s behaviour from activity that is directly related to the aid in question.\textsuperscript{178} In contrast, structural constraints such as the disposal of business units or subsidiaries “constitute significant intervention both in entrepreneurial freedom of the undertaking and the structure of the affected market”.\textsuperscript{179}

5.6.2. State aid and Regulatory Capital Ratios

A recurring feature evident in the State aid applications for financial institutions such as Anglo Irish Bank and WestLB is the fact that these banks had breached or were on the threshold of breaching regulatory capital ratios.\textsuperscript{180} In the 1998 Credit Lyonnais decision the Commission again reiterated that State support provided to meet regulatory standards was not exempt from State aid oversight.\textsuperscript{181} During the financial crisis the Commission has accepted that State aid may be provided on the basis that the
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recipient financial institution needs to meet regulatory capital ratios. If these ratios are not met, then the bank may enter insolvency. In the case of Northern Rock the UK financial regulator agreed to waive a restriction on a bank including Tier-2 capital as part of capital resources.\textsuperscript{182} Gebski comments that during the mid-1990s up to 2008, the main form of State aid intervention for banks was to ensure that the recipient met “the minimum solvency ratio required by the EC Solvency Banking Directive”.\textsuperscript{183} In Credit Lyonnais the Commission viewed competition policy in the banking sector and prudential regulation as two sides of the same coin. According to the Commission both policies “are designed to achieve a common end, namely the development of a competitive, healthy banking sector”.\textsuperscript{184}

However, an obvious moral hazard concern arises if financial institutions are able to avail of State aid in cases where these banks are likely to breach capital ratios under financial regulation control. While no financial institution may deliberately aim to breach capital ratios, there may be cases where over-expansion undermines capital ratios substantially which in turn require a State bail-out. This becomes particularly evident in cases where the recipient financial institution has actually eroded their capital base in order to increase lending. A situation which arose in the case of Northern Rock as the bank came to the conclusion that, “under current Basel II capital requirements it was overcapitalised and proceeded to reduce its capital accordingly, so as to increase lending”.\textsuperscript{185} This example illustrates the limitations of capital requirements namely, that the adequacy or not of capital buffers depends on wider financial circumstances.\textsuperscript{186} Although since the financial crisis new Basel III requirements have been implemented, with adverse scenarios
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included in the risk weighing for counterparty links.\textsuperscript{187} Nevertheless, the practice of Member States intervening and utilising State resources to ensure that domestic financial institutions meet regulatory capital standards illustrates the problems posed when State aid and financial regulation overlap. If financial institutions are able to access further funding after breaching capital ratios, then there is no effective deterrent to operate in a prudent manner. This in turn may raise the spectre of a future banking crisis as past intervention measures are seen as indicative of future ones.

As noted above other banks also received substantial State aid even though the management policies prior to this support were a contributory factor giving rise for this intervention in the first place. If one considers the cases of both Fortis and Royal Bank of Scotland, then a conclusion can quickly be drawn that the internal decisions made by management in these financial institutions was the key factor behind the subsequent decline in the financial performance of both. Although the Commission acknowledged in the case of Fortis that the problems facing the lender were due to a number of different factors, one such problem included the bank’s participation in the purchase of ABN AMRO.\textsuperscript{188} In respect of Royal Bank of Scotland, not only did the bank adopt an aggressive expansion policy via acquisition it also engaged increasing credit provision.\textsuperscript{189} In certain cases financial institutions that had availed of State aid in the past to invest in high risk products now had to access further State support. One stark illustration of this was certain German Landesbanken which utilised a pre-existing State guarantee to access increased funding at a reduced price.\textsuperscript{190} However this funding was then used to invest in high-risk financial instruments such as sub-prime mortgages.\textsuperscript{191}
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The Commission’s application of Article 107 (3)(b) TFEU during the 2008 financial crisis thus failed to distinguish adequately between financial institutions that had entered difficult due to wider market pressures and those that had engaged in imprudent behaviour prior to the crisis.

Whenever a failing undertaking receives State support the question of moral hazard remains a complex issue. At first glance during the financial crisis it appeared that exceptional support was required in order to engender wider stability. In effect, a presumption arose that the financial system as whole was liable to fail. This presumption in turn propagates a wider stance among competition authorities that despite the internal failings within a recipient financial institution moral hazard becomes a peripheral concern due to wider market instability. Certain policymakers such as Timothy Geithner believed that moral hazard concerns could be set aside or were peripheral as the wider financial sector was in danger of collapse.\textsuperscript{192} Moral hazard may also difficult to counter in an environment where multiple financial institutions are receiving financial support from governments and States. For example, in the second Anglo Irish Bank recapitalisation decision the Commission concluded that the aid advanced to Anglo Irish Bank did not give rise to moral hazard concerns as other financial institutions within the Irish market were also beneficiaries of State aid either from Ireland or other Member States. Further State aid conditions aimed at minimising competition distortion were deemed unnecessary.\textsuperscript{193} Even though the Commission would also note in the same Decision that Anglo Irish Bank “will receive the larger recapitalisation than most of the other aided banks” and this “aid” can result in a “serious distortion of competition even in an environment where many banks are in receipt of state aid”.\textsuperscript{194} As will be discussed further below, in certain cases there will be a default form of competition distortion where an insolvent institution
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receives aid even if more prudent rivals have also received some level of assistance.

5.6.3. Default competition distortion versus competitor’s stability

If a market environment functions correctly, then an insolvent financial institution or undertaking should be subject to an exit policy so that viable competitors can then absorb the valuable parts of the failed entity. Unfortunately, if an insolvent undertaking remains in situ via the intervention of State aid then this continued presence by itself constitutes a competitive distortion. Instead of the customer base and assets of an insolvent undertaking been re-allocated to more prudent and efficient rivals the undertaking in question remains active on the market. For example, prior to the financial crisis, all three Irish financial institutions charged similar deposit interest rates. According to one report from the now defunct Irish Financial Regulator examining deposit rates from 1998 to 2003, each of the above institutions paid within interest to customers within a similar interest range across different deposit products. Due to the credit crunch in late 2007, Anglo Irish Bank introduced a new deposit rate for savers in 2008, with an average interest of 8%, the highest available and one that remained in place post State recapitalisation.

However, there are other commentators who argue that in the case of banking the continued presence of an insolvent financial institution in the market place may engender positive externalities. As Savvides and Antionou comment, “[w]hile in non-financial industries the collapse of a competitor would be welcomed by rival firms, the collapse of a financial institution propagates and amplifies shocks throughout the entire sector”. For instance, in the first Credit Lyonnais decision the Commission also considered the adverse effect
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on the recipient rivals should the bank enter insolvency. Notwithstanding this the Commission was still unwilling to accept that aid to Credit Lyonnais constituted a “common European interest”. This illustrates the complexity that the Commission must overcome when deciding whether or not to set aside competition distortion safeguard measures in times of a bank failure. If a bank collapses and this triggers further instability, then this instability may have a more detrimental impact on a rival financial institutions then the ongoing presence of a bailed out imprudent competitor.

Other commentators also touch on how if one financial institution is rescued from collapse then the obvious positive effect this has on recipient’s competitors may suffice as an alternative form of “compensation” for these other institutions. “One important implication is that rivals benefit from the stability created by bailouts, so it is no longer obvious that rivals need ‘compensating’”. If one follows this line of reasoning then the “bailed-out” institution should then be immune from further behavioural or structural quid pro quo measures. These measures will be discussed further below. Perhaps this stance is correct and undermines somewhat the default distortion argument outlined above of where an insolvent financial institution remains active as a market participant. It may also be the case, as with Anglo Irish Bank, that the insolvent recipient is removed in time from the banking sector which thus counters any competitive distortion posed by the initial State aid intervention. Although, according to Gerard non-aided banks have performed better than aided financial institutions, one must still consider the adverse competitive imbalances where an institution on the threshold of insolvency with recourse to State aid continues to operate. In these cases one must then assess the level of behavioural or structural conditions the recipient must meet in order to counter any market distortions. The pre-
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existing Communications applied by the Commission during the 2008 financial crisis, show the Commission applying established competition distortion safeguard measures. However, a new State Aid Crisis Framework will have to encompass tailored measures that better strike the balance between engendering stability and maintaining a competitive banking sector undistorted via the presence of insolvent rivals.

5.6.4. New Competition Distortion Safeguards for Insolvent Institutions: New behavioural obligations and liquidation fees

The Irish authorities and Commission’s response to Anglo Irish Bank illustrates the conflict between maintaining financial stability while also applying some form of effective competition distortion safeguards. One way to resolve this contradiction in times of financial crises would be to apply a graduated approach when applying competition protections in the banking sector. Under this approach, an insolvent but systemically important financial institution could be provided with State support for a short period of time prior to liquidation. However, this institution would be subject to strict behavioural controls and should promote, where possible, the business lines and services of its market rivals.

Deposit interest rates should be subject to a strict cap while the resource of the financial institution should be specifically focused on maintaining existing business until a liquidation plan can be implemented. Implementation would be overseen by both the relevant Member State and the Commission via the appointment of a trustee which is already common practice within the State aid domain. However, as noted above State aid intervention for an insolvent financial institution may provide an indirect benefit to market rivals by preventing the spread of market contagion. Thus one way to strike a balance between the indirect benefit of this State aid intervention would be to apply a liquidation surcharge on any businesses or subsidiaries disposed of by the insolvent bank. Under this proposal the disposal would not only resolve any competition concerns related to an insolvent financial institution continually operating as market actor but also the additional costs would help fund the liquidation process. In this way
further State resources would not be required during the liquidation process while viable banks would be able to grow their market share without the competitive distortion of an insolvent bank continuing to operate in this market. The purchasing undertaking is in effect repaying a contribution via this surcharge to the Member State for the indirect benefit of the support provided to the insolvent institution.

**Conclusion**

As can be seen the Commission and Member States’ response to the 2008 financial crisis was such that almost all banks were deemed systemically important. In reality, in times of financial market distress even peripheral financial institutions may become systemically important if they have some form of interconnectedness with other banks. However, clearly there needs to be a new State Aid Crisis Framework with specific reference to what does or does not constitute a systemically important institution. In this way a Member State’s resources can be then utilised in a more efficient and effective manner while market discipline is not subverted. Where intervention is required then this can be done in balanced manner in way that does not reinforce the sovereign-bank link. The current crisis framework provides a limited basis on which to address the question of systemic importance whereby a default presumption arose that almost all financial institutions were systemically important. A future crisis framework will need to establish a set of criteria whereby the question of systemic importance is not simply based on wider prevailing environmental factors but entails an assessment of the specific internal factors affecting a financial institution. However, during a financial crisis these internal factors may become fused with parallel characteristics that other market participants also share with the failing financial institution. Where this arises then the systemic importance threshold becomes lower as the possibility of contagion via the collapse of one financial institution increases. Where the possible overlap between a Member State’s domestic financial institutions does not constitute a negative market perception and so the systemic test is not satisfied the next question for both the Commission and domestic authorities is whether this undertaking actually has a long-term viable business model. Alternatively, a bank may indeed be systemically
important but still retain long-term viability rather than enter a controlled systemic importance liquidation process as set out in this Chapter. This will be examined in Chapter 6.

Once the new proposed test for systemic importance is applied the Commission should then apply the next test which relates to the level of aid that a Member State should provide to a non-long-term viable but systemically important bank. This level of aid should reflect the basic operational needs of the recipient financial institution so that the financial institution can be resolved in a controlled manner. Thus operational aid will be primarily focused on discharging operational needs of the bank in question including repaying depositors so as to contain possible contagion.

To address the possible competition distortions that may arise from a Member State providing funding to a non-long-term viable bank this Chapter sets out a proposed liquidation surcharge and the recipient financial institution actively promoting the business lines of its competitors. The first safeguard acts as a counter measure to a possible wider market benefit that arises from the “bail-out” of the systemically important financial institution that derives to other market actors within the banking sector. The second safeguard ensures that a non-long-term viable financial institution does not continue to act as a market distortion via its continuing presence within the banking sector. Further competition safeguard measures for long-term viable financial institutions will be discussed in Chapter 6.
Chapter Six: State aid and Long-term Viable Banks: The need for a new approach?

Introduction

In response to the financial crisis of 2008 the EU Commission adopted State aid framework to establish boundaries on how exactly Article 107(3)(b) TFEU could be utilised to stymie the collapse of financial institutions. This Chapter seeks to critically assess how the Commission and Member States applied the crisis framework in respect of long-term viable banks and from this then establish new rules for a future framework. As noted in Chapter 5 the Commission adopted a somewhat lax approach when determining what constituted a systemically important financial institution during the initial phases of the financial crisis. A financial institution may fall within the scope of the term “systemically important” even though the long-term viability of this bank remains circumspect. One way to resolve this complex problem is for the Commission to adopt dual-fold questioning when assessing State aid applications for financial institutions during financial crises. If the Commission and Member State conclude that a financial institution is systemically important then some form of State support will be required. However, it is the second part of the question that this Chapter seeks to address, namely, whether a systemically important financial institution is also in fact a long-term viable financial institution. This Chapter aims to establish a new test for policymakers to apply so as to ensure that State resources are appropriately targeted to financial institutions that remain, and will retain long-term viability in times of a future financial crisis. But, this test will be multi-faceted as the question of how much State aid should be provided to a long-term financial institution will also need to be addressed. Establishing a new test for long-term viability cannot be done in isolation from addressing possible competition distortion threats that may arise from providing financial support to such a financial institution. Therefore, the final part of this Chapter sets out new competition distortion safeguards that not only aim to tackle
current distortions within a Member State’s banking sector but also possible future ones that may arise.

A new State Aid Crisis Framework will need to establish a set of criteria for determining what is or is not a long-term viable financial institution. These new criteria will then need to ensure that Member States utilise limited resources in an efficient and effective manner. Thus the above steps will seek to address how the Commission applied the three conditions for State aid under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU for long-term viable banks following the same structure of the two previous Chapters for establishing a new approach to bank guarantee schemes and how a new State Aid Crisis Framework should address the question of systemic importance.

6.1.1. Irish Financial Institutions and the question of long-term viability

To establish a new test for what is or is not a long-term viable financial institution one must first examine the business models of financial institutions that were deemed long-term viable under the existing State aid framework. If one first examines Irish financial institutions prior to the financial crisis it becomes clear that there were two different categories of banks. As noted in Chapter 1, the Irish banking sector went through a period of considerable growth prior to the 2008 financial crisis. In some cases, this growth was focused on property related lending, particular by financial institutions such as Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society. While the other two Irish banks, Bank of Ireland and Allied Irish Banks, also engaged in high risk lending to property developers, both banks also expanded their credit provision in the mortgage sector. For instance, according to the financial reports of both banks from the years 2004 to 2006, mortgage lending became a key driver for market growth.¹ However, in parallel to this excessive concentration on mortgage lending both financial institutions also maintained a substantial branch network throughout Ireland and provided a range of core

banking services such as payment processing, overdraft facilities and provision of current and deposit accounts.\textsuperscript{2} As discussed in Chapter 5, both Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society did not have the same deposit and retail base within Ireland as Allied Irish Banks or Bank of Ireland. The former financial institutions did perform key roles in one particular sector of the Irish economy namely property development as discussed in the last Chapter but their domestic competitors had more diversified and sustainable business lines. Thus one could posit that Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland had a stronger basis for falling under the long-term viable category than Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society. However, in a financial crisis the question of long-term viability becomes difficult to ascertain as is seen from the last Chapter. In fact, the question of long-term viability may become confused with the question of systemic importance. Both though remain separate considerations. For example, Irish Life and Permanent prior to the crisis had also become overly exposed to mortgage lending with a loan book of €27.9 billion.\textsuperscript{3} But unlike both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland did not have a strong retail network. Although one could describe Irish Life and Permanent, now rebranded as Permanent TSB, as a peripheral market operator the financial institution was also supported by the Irish State. This bank will though be examined in Chapter 8 as a case study in the difficulty of ascertaining the related questions of systemic importance and long-term viability.\textsuperscript{4}

6.1.2. Other European Banks and the Question of Long-term Viability

If one is seeking to develop a long-term viability test as part of a future State Aid Crisis Framework, then the business models of other financial institutions in the Union must be examined. This should then provide a better basis for understanding how long-term viability may arise in different contexts. For

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{2} \textit{Ibid} at p.14; \textit{Ibid} at p.19.
\item \textsuperscript{3} Irish Life and Permanent Annual Report 2008 at p.22 available at http://www.permanenttsbgroup.ie/~/media/Files/I/Irish-Life-And-Permanent/Attachments/pdf/annual-and-interim-reports/2008/arep08.pdf [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
\item \textsuperscript{4} See Chapter 8 at p.290.
\end{itemize}
instance, a number of financial institutions in the Netherlands were subject to substantial restructuring programmes in line with the crisis framework. In contrast with Irish banks, Dutch financial institutions had adopted an international focus in their business investments. As Masselink and Van den Noord note the “[t]otal financial claims of Dutch banks amounted to 300% of GDP”.⁵ A considerable proportion of these claims in turn were related to the American financial sector.⁶ Irish financial institutions also had international subsidiaries but not to the same extent as their Dutch peers.⁷

As noted in Chapter 5, a number of financial institutions formed a consortium to acquire ABN AMRO.⁸ For Dutch policymakers this particular factor represented an additional challenge in devising a crisis response for ABN AMRO. In order to insulate ABN AMRO from the wider pressures of the parent financial institution, in this case the Fortis Group, the Dutch authorities decided to acquire ABN AMRO and divest it from the wider banking group.⁹ Separating ABN AMRO from the wider Fortis Group placed considerable strain on the financial resources of the Dutch unit of the business. Therefore the short-term viability of ABN AMRO became dependent on the provision of State aid and liquidity support from the Dutch authorities.¹⁰

In contrast, the State intervention devised for the ING banking group followed a more routine path. This second Dutch State aid recipient was not part of a wider EU banking group but did encompass a diversified business structure. For instance, ING not only engaged in retail banking but also the sale of insurance products and asset management.¹¹ According to the State aid
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applications submitted to the Commission by the Dutch authorities ING is the nineteenth largest institution in the world.\textsuperscript{12} Hence in many ways ING provides yet another example of the “too big to fail” problem evident throughout the Union during the financial crisis. While ABN AMRO was previously part of a wider banking group, ING itself, was prior to the crisis, a considerable market presence in its own right both domestically and internationally.\textsuperscript{13} However, both financial institutions required the support of the Dutch State in order to remain active market operators. The examples of these Dutch financial institutions illustrate the problem when trying to determine what is or is not a long-term viable financial institution. Both ING and ABN AMRO had diversified business lines, strong market shares within their domestic market and in the case of ING, an international presence. Yet despite all of these factors both financial institutions still required State aid during the 2008 financial crisis.

An interesting facet to the ABN AMRO State aid application was the fact that two of its parent institutions also required State aid from their respective Member States. In the case of Fortis, this support was at least partly tempered by the presence of private sector participation in the form of BNP.\textsuperscript{14} In contrast, Royal Bank of Scotland required support which only the UK authorities could provide.\textsuperscript{15} The latter had positioned itself as a dominant presence in the UK domestic banking sector from retail banking to corporate finance.\textsuperscript{16} In effect Royal Bank of Scotland adopted a universal banking model similar to both ING and Lloyds Banking Group. Yet despite this universal business model, Royal Bank of Scotland also required State aid

\textsuperscript{13} \textit{Ibid} at para.7.
\textsuperscript{15} \textit{Ibid} at para.7.
\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Ibid} at para.10.
support just like other UK financial institutions with more limited business models such as Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley. Although a larger financial institution than Northern Rock and Bradford and Bingley, this did not necessarily mean that it had a more robust position to withstand the 2008 financial crisis. If anything the financial institution may have fallen under the “too-big-to-fail” category.

Yet State aid was not just advanced to financial institutions falling within the scope of the “too-big-to-fail” label. In other jurisdictions smaller banks were also provided with State aid but only after a consolidation strategy was adopted by policymakers. For example, a number of Spanish savings institutions also received State support even though the level of contagion threat posed by such institutions remained localised in particular regions of the Member State in question. Cajas were an integral part of the Spanish banking sector prior to the financial crisis, yet a number of these regional banks have now been merged to form larger financial institutions.\textsuperscript{17} Despite the limited focus of Cajas on providing credit to local markets, this did not result in these financial institutions adopting a prudent approach to lending.\textsuperscript{18} Cajas developed a reliance on wholesale funding which in turn placed these regional institutions in a vulnerable position once the financial crisis developed.\textsuperscript{19} Devising a restructuring plan for Cajas entailed the formulation of a unique legal arrangement so that individually each Cajas would still exist as a separate foundation.\textsuperscript{20} However, under an “institutional protection scheme” a number of Cajas agreed to form new consolidated banking corporations which could then avail of State support.\textsuperscript{21} In this way new financial institutions such as Bankia and Caixabank were established.\textsuperscript{22} Both these financial institutions now engage in different business lines, for

\textsuperscript{18} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{19} Ibid at p.189.
\textsuperscript{20} Ibid at p.190.
\textsuperscript{21} Ibid at p.191.
example Bankia undertakes both retail and business banking along with other more specialised functions such as asset management. 23 Caixabank has adopted a similar multi-faceted business plan which encompasses both personal and corporate banking lines. 24 Instead of applying a diffuse State aid intervention for individual savings institutions the Spanish authorities adopted a policy of consolidation as a means of engendering long-term viability in the sector via the emergence of new national financial institutions.

The Icelandic authorities also adopted a similar policy of consolidation. For example, to prevent the disorderly collapse of BYR Bank State support was provided so that Islandsbanki could merge with this failing financial institution. 25 Islandsbanki itself had been established from the division of Glitnir Bank into a “good bank-bad bank”. 26 The Icelandic authorities would need to provide additional support to the acquirer of BYR Bank, further undermining the financial position of the sovereign. 27 Therefore, consolidation may not always be an effective policy in times of financial crisis. For the Spanish authorities Bankia required a continued level of support, such support triggered the Member State’s subsequent entry into a Memorandum of Understanding with the International Monetary Fund and the EU Commission. 28 This indicates the need for a new State Aid Crisis Framework to have a specific “minimum necessary” condition in place to
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ensure that even in the case of a long-term viable bank State resources are subject to some form of protection. An issue further discussed below.

Both the Spanish and Icelandic responses mirror and contrast with the policies implemented in respect of the Irish banking sector. All three States applied recapitalisation schemes to strengthen their domestic banking sector. But both the Spanish and Icelandic authorities adopted a more intrusive form of market restructuring, via the emergence of new banks, than their Irish counterparts. This is evident by the emergence of new financial institutions such as Bankai and Islandsbankia.29 Although these were continuations of pre-existing banks, no similar effort was undertaken in the Irish banking sector to establish new financial institutions from the original market incumbents. For example, no proposals were discussed about possibly establishing new financial institutions from merging different business lines from across Bank of Ireland and Allied Irish Banks.30 The establishment of NAMA was designed as an asset management company rather than a new financial institution with a wider economic basis in retail banking and non-property related lending. Across these jurisdictions, different approaches to maintaining a financial institution’s long-term viability were adopted either by recapitalising existing market operators or merging and consolidating smaller banks into new banking groups. But the underlying question of what actually constituted a long-term viable bank prior to these measures were taken was not itself adequately addressed.

The Greek authorities also adopted an initial policy of strengthening the financial position of pre-existing market operators rather than undertake more substantive banking sector reform. For example, under a national recapitalisation scheme both National Bank of Greece and Piraeus Bank received financial support. One of the primary grounds for this support arose from the fact that both financial institutions were required to exchange Greek

29 N.26.
30 As was discussed in Chapter 1 merging Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society to form a new financial institution was discussed but this proposal was not proceeded with.
sovereign bonds for new liabilities of a lesser value.\textsuperscript{31} Thus the exposure of both banks to Greek sovereign bonds gave rise to a rather contradictory scenario where the only source for recapitalisation purposes was the Greek sovereign itself.\textsuperscript{32} This illustrates the complexities that may arise in times of systemic crises and how the current State aid framework failed to effectively disentangle Member States from their domestic banking sectors.

According to a 2011 IMF report, Greek banks held an aggregate of Greek government bonds valued at €45 billion.\textsuperscript{33} The report further notes that the six largest Greek banks hold 97\% of this debt.\textsuperscript{34} Both National Bank of Greece and Piraeus Bank appeared to follow wider market trends within the Greek banking sector by investing in sovereign debt. However, notwithstanding the failure of National Bank and Piraeus Bank to diversify their sovereign debt holdings both financial institutions also performed central roles in the wider Greek economy. Before the crisis Piraeus Bank had a substantial presence in the retail banking sector.\textsuperscript{35} Similarly, National Bank of Greece has a universal banking model encompassing not just retail services but also more niche markets such as asset management.\textsuperscript{36} For the Bank of Greece both of these financial institutions were considered to meet long-term
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viability criteria along with Eurobank and Alpha Bank. Yet the Bank of Greece also cautioned that the level of non-performing loans in the Greek banking sector was particularly high and that the Greek banking sector would require an additional €40.5 billion in recapitalisations for the period 2012-2014. Therefore, the question of long-term viability in the context of Greek banks was not one that could be easily determined due to the considerable exposure to Greek sovereign bonds and wider economic downturn. A new State Aid Crisis Framework could potentially resolve this question by adopting a counterfactual test which will be further discussed below.

A comparison can be drawn between the Greek banks and with certain German Landesbanken which appeared to follow prevailing market patterns prior to the financial crisis to invest in subprime loans. As noted in Chapter 5 some of these financial institutions such as Hypo Real Estate and WestLB fell into insolvency and required the support of the German authorities during the initial phase of the crisis. In contrast, other German financial institutions which also had exposure to subprime loans were deemed to be fundamentally sound. For example, the German lender IKB required a bailout five times the value of its own equity value in order to meet contractual obligations arising from subprime investments. But unlike Hypo Real Estate and WestLB, IKB bank was provided with substantial State aid so as to return to long-term viability rather than enter liquidation. The above examples illustrate how long-term viability within a banking context may depend on different markets and business lines. Irish financial institutions such as Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland had retail networks as did Dutch financial institutions but these Dutch banks also had significant international presence.
financial institutions, such as National Bank of Greece and Piraeus Bank also had retail networks but following Basel II rules became overly exposed to sovereign debt holdings.\textsuperscript{41} However, both these financial institutions also went through considerable restructuring programmes. For instance, Piraeus Bank and National Bank of Greece were in effect used as consolidation vehicles by the Greek authorities as smaller domestic banks were assimilated into their operations.\textsuperscript{42} In a German context, specialisation in a specific field was considered sufficient for IKB to fall under long-term viable category despite Irish financial institutions with the same level of specialisation in the property sector not falling under the long-term viable category. However, it is posited that the consolidation and specialisation of certain financial institutions does not necessarily constitute an effective test for determining whether or not a financial institution is a long-term viable one. Delving further into the Commission’s decisional practice during the last financial crisis when applying the “appropriate” criterion, may point to what test a future State Aid Crisis Framework may adopt.

\textbf{6.2.1. Commission Decisional Practice}

As noted in earlier Chapters, the three conditions for authorising aid under Article 107(3)(b) TFEU are (i) is the aid in question “appropriate”; (ii) is the amount of aid the “minimum necessary” to achieve the objective of the support provided, and (iii) is the aid in question “proportionate” considering the possible adverse impact on competition. In previous Chapters how the Commission applied each of these criteria in respect of guarantee schemes and insolvent financial institutions was examined and new criteria proposed for future financial crises. In this Chapter the above three criteria will again be examined but this time in the context of the Commission’s decisional practice for long-term viable financial institutions. The first criterion the


“appropriateness” of the aid provided by a Member State, will now be discussed and assessed next.

6.2.2. Appropriate aid and long-term viability

If one examines the Commission decisions in respect of Irish financial institutions such as Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland similarities with the Commission’s stance on Anglo are evident. The Commission initially considered Anglo Irish Bank to fall under the long-term viable strand and so a restructuring plan was put in place to achieve this objective. For all three financial institutions, Anglo Irish, Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland, the primary reason for the State aid was based on “public policy grounds”, the Irish State was in effect seeking to counter further deterioration in the institutions’ balance sheets. Therefore, one could posit that in the initial decisions for all three Irish financial institutions the “appropriate” benchmark was met as short-term considerations took primacy over possible longer-term problems within the recipient banks. This aligns somewhat with the proposed test for “systemic importance” as outlined under Chapter 5 whereby in times of systemic crisis the threshold for what constitutes a systemically important financial institution may be lowered due to the threat posed by contagion. The second strand of this test is then determining whether the “systemically important” financial institution in question is either a long-term viable institution or an insolvent one.

6.2.2.b. Restructuring and Viability

Under the crisis framework the Commission had established a set of factors to distinguish between fundamentally sound and distressed financial institutions. The former had to submit a viability plan while the latter had to
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develop a restructuring plan.\textsuperscript{45} Post the Recapitalisation Communication, all State aid beneficiaries had to submit a restructuring plan rather than just distressed financial institutions.\textsuperscript{46} As noted in Chapter 5, the distinguishing factor for determining whether a financial institution was fundamentally sound or not was dependent on the level of recapitalisation this bank required.\textsuperscript{47} But the Commission decided to revoke this distinction between viability and restructuring plans and instead apply a uniform condition whereby all recipient financial institutions submitted a restructuring plan.\textsuperscript{48} This particular amendment to the Commission’s oversight of State aid applications during the financial crisis highlights the complexity involved in demarcating the line between insolvent and long-term viable financial institutions. For instance, what are the exact differences between a restructuring plan and a viability plan if both essentially entail the same degree of restructuring? If the Commission authorised the restructuring plan for Anglo Irish Bank that saw the financial institution divided into two separate banks, would this then be retrospectively viewed as a merely a restructuring plan rather than a viability one?\textsuperscript{49} If one considers that the Spanish banking group Bankia was subject to a similar restructuring programme with the establishment of a new Steady Bank Unit and a Legacy Bank Unit, this again raises the reverse question as to whether the level of restructuring is not necessarily related to whether the bank is fundamentally sound or distressed during a crisis but rather does this undertaking have some underlying business model that denotes long-term viability?\textsuperscript{50} This also

\textsuperscript{47} Ibid at para.12.
\textsuperscript{48} Ibid at para.14-15.
\textsuperscript{50} Commission Decision State aid SA.35253(2012/N) of 28/11/2012-Spain Restructuring and Recapitalisation of the BFA Group, OJ C(2012)8764 at paras.68-73 available at
relates to the question of whether devising a benchmark for distressed financial institutions based on the level of aid in proportion to risk weighted assets is an accurate way to determine whether a bank is either distressed or sound? Furthermore, should a new State Aid Crisis Framework adopt the same risk weighted assets based test or a new test that better reflects the nuances of long-term viability during times of systemic financial crises?

As noted in Chapter 3, the Viability and Restructuring Communication sets out the parameters for what constitutes a long-term viable financial institution. Under this Communication long-term viability arises where a bank is able to discharge all costs associated with depreciation and other financial charges and generate a sufficient return on equity. A circular argument though may arise whereby a financial institution may fall under the long-term viable category not necessarily due to the inherent strengths within this bank but due to the substantial recapitalisation provided by the Member State in question. This will now be examined below

### 6.2.2.c. Appropriateness of State aid recapitalisations for Irish and other financial institutions

When applying the “appropriateness” criterion, the Commission appears to have during the initial phases of the crisis, placed considerable value on the need to engender wider economic stability via the increase in regulatory capital ratios. Both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland received initial State aid recapitalisations of €3.5 billion each. The central purpose of both recapitalisations was to increase the capital buffers of both so that regulatory capital thresholds could be met. A similar problem arose in respect of Anglo Irish Bank whereby the erosion of capital buffers triggered a State aid response instead of resolution measures on the part of the Member State. Yet the grounds of these three recapitalisations were not solely justified on
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stability grounds but also on the need to extend credit to the wider economy. The Commission was willing to place considerable weight on both of these factors in respect of both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland. Therefore, in this light the initial State aid granted to both financial institutions was deemed “appropriate” under the Article 107(3)(b) TFEU exemption.

Another interesting aspect of the first State aid application for recapitalising Allied Irish Banks was the acceptance of the Irish sovereign that the primary reason for this intervention was based on stability grounds rather than as an investment strategy. A similar position was adopted when Anglo Irish Bank received initial State aid support. Therefore, despite the underlying differences between Anglo Irish Bank and Allied Irish Banks, both applications expressly failed to raise such differences. From this one could extrapolate that during the initial stages of the crisis the distinction between insolvent and long-term viable banks was, as noted in Chapter 5, not clearly considered. However, some form of “appropriate” benchmark is required to distinguish between banks such as Anglo Irish Bank and long-term viable banks such as Allied Irish Banks, one a financial institutions with a significant retail network and a presence within the wider Irish economy, the other a “monoline” lender with limited links to the Irish payment system via retail branches and providing retail banking services. A new State aid Crisis Framework will have to include a test for what constitutes a long-term viable financial institution. In the context of other European financial institutions, the question of long-term viability can also be seen to raise certain complex issues. This will now be examined next in the context of two German financial institutions where the question of long-term viability was answered in the affirmative in both cases despite inherent differences between the business models of both financial institutions.

56 Ibid at para.43.
57 N.44 at para.47.
58 N.43 para 23.
6.3.1. Appropriateness of State aid support for other European banks: NordLB and IKB

As can been seen from the case of the Irish banks Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland, the Commission considered the initial State aid support on the grounds of financial stability rather than as a normal rescue and restructuring application. Similarly, in the case of a number of German banks, while the Commission did consider the various different market operations of each State aid applicant, long-term viability was arguably not critically assessed.

For example, a State bond guarantee scheme provided to the specialised lender NordLB was authorised to ensure that this bank could continue to operate. In this case NordLB was not seeking to access the pre-existing Federal German State guarantee scheme but sought to avail of regional State support in order to compete with other State supported German financial institutions for the issuance of inter-bank finance. A substantial State aid guarantee scheme was established whereby NordLB could issue up to 75% of guaranteed debt for a five year maturity. The maturity timeframe for the debt issued in turn primarily corresponded with the refinancing cliff then facing the financial institution between 2009 through to 2014. Despite NordLB’s substantial market presence in certain niche areas of finance lending, such as aircraft and logistics, this financial institution also performed a key role “as a Landesbank for Lower Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt and acts as central bank for 58 savings banks in Lower Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania”.

The particular market characteristics of NordLB raise a number of interesting points in respect of long-term viability and financial institutions. Firstly, this financial institution required some form of external support in order to compete with other State support provided to German and EU financial
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institutions in the inter-bank market. Secondly, although NordLB does perform a wider market role for other financial institutions and regional banking markets in Germany, the focus of the Commission remained primarily on the commercial lending business of the bank. Thirdly, at the time of the first NordLB State aid application, the Commission was informed by the German authorities that the existing shareholders in the bank were not willing “to recapitalise the bank under the conditions prevailing on the market”. 64

If one considers these three factors, then the issue of long-term viability becomes even more complex. The vulnerable market position of other market operators had undermined the sustainability of NordLB to access capital markets without some form of State aid support. Therefore, the underlying financial position of the recipient financial institution was largely dependent on also accessing State funding due to wider market instability. In respect of NordLB’s market activities, as noted above, the lending and financial services with a wider economic scope were considered more important for policymakers than the non-performing business lines of the bank. But the question remains whether a wider examination of the bank’s activities would have raised questions as to NordLB’s long-term viability. For example, was the position of NordLB as a clearing bank for other savings institutions one that could have been transferred to another financial institution? While NordLB’s reliance on wholesale funding should have raised the related question as to whether or not this financial institution had a sustainable business model in the absence of this funding source? Finally, there was the reluctance of existing shareholders to invest further in the financial institution. Although shareholders were unlikely to invest in NordLB in times of market turmoil this still raises the question as to why no private market investor was willing to step in and provide a capital injection if the firm was considered to have a long-term market future. This relates back to the question of how intensive the Member State’s and Commission’s review of NordLB’s business lines was if private market investors were unwilling to

64 Ibid at para. 18.
provide capital to this financial institution. In contrast to NordLB, private
market investors had no reluctance in acquiring equity in Bank of Ireland.65

Similarly, in the case of IKB the Commission and German authorities placed
considerable emphasis on certain aspects of the financial institution’s
business models while failing to address others. Despite IKB’s substantial
exposure to subprime mortgages, this did not act as a barrier for this financial
institution accessing State support.66 In both the case of NordLB and IKB the
German authorities and the Commission were of the view that a State aid
solution was “appropriate” to restore these financial institutions to long-term
viability. But this still raises questions about whether State aid should
realistically be used to resolve the problems facing a financial institution
when a market based solution may be more appropriate. But if the market has
failed then determining whether or not an undertaking is a long-term viable
one becomes a difficult task.

6.3.2. Market Failure as an external or internal factor and the question
of long-term viability

As noted in Chapters 1, 4 and 5, systemic financial crises will require some
form of response by policymakers so that the market failure triggered by a
restriction in credit supply can be alleviated. These responses may include
bank guarantee schemes, and bank recapitalisation schemes. However,
market failure can take many different forms. According to Bacon, there are
a number of reasons as to why governments may wish to grant State aid to an
undertaking.67 For example, in certain cases the market alone may fail “to
provide the optimal level of good or service”.68 More generally market
failures may arise due to “externalities” and “asymmetric or imperfect

65 “Wilbur Ross sells €477 million Bank of Ireland stake” at para.2, RTE news, Updated
Tuesday, 10 June 2014 18:58, available at
01/07/2017].
para. 3 available at
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/228885/228885_1034463_25_1.pdf [last
accessed on 07/11/2018].
67 K. Bacon, European Union Law of State Aid 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University
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information” failings.\textsuperscript{69} The former does not necessarily refer to market instability but to how the conduct of certain market actors may affect those in the wider economy.\textsuperscript{70} Asymmetric or imperfect information refers to the reaction of market actors where they have insufficient information to determine how to respond to consumer wants and needs.\textsuperscript{71}

Both strands of market failure relate to some degree to the problems facing the banking sector post the sub-prime crisis of 2008. For example, the inter-bank funding markets contracted as there was a lack of accurate information available to market participants as to the viability or otherwise of financial counterparties. Central banks may provide emergency liquidity as a short-term measure but State aid measures may also be required. However, the question remains how these responses tie in with the question of long-term viability both at a macro and micro level. This raises a related question as to whether the overall problem facing an undertaking or market sector is solely an internal development or associated with other external factors. A future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to resolve this particular question in order to ensure that limited State resources are utilised effectively either to liquidate a financial institution or to return one that has an underlying long-term viable model to financial health.

A similar question arose in the European airline sector. Since 1994 there have been a number of cases where the Commission has decided to waive a restrictive application of the “one-time last-time” principle as established under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines and industry specific Communications. For instance, Lykotrafiti examines how the Commission addressed the problem posed by applying the Market Economy Investor Principle and the “one-time last-time” principle in the airlines sector.\textsuperscript{72} In the case of Sabena, the Commission was willing to authorise a second State aid injection to the failing airline on the basis that this second measure was

\textsuperscript{69} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{70} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{71} Ibid.
provided to a subsidiary of the original State aid recipient. Thus the Commission adopted a rather nuanced position whereby the loan provided by the Belgian State to Sabena could be transferred to Delta Air Transport and used as rescue aid so long as the recipient continued to adhere to the conditions applicable to the initial rescue aid decision addressed to Sabena.

However, this “rescue aid” could not be used as “restructuring” aid as the Belgian government had agreed under the original State aid programme for Sabena in the 1990s not to provide further support to the undertaking. Yet how one can exactly distinguish between “rescue” and “restructuring” aid in this instance? This is especially the case where the rescue may very well have facilitated the subsequent restructuring of the airline. For example, an undertaking receiving rescue aid that then is in a position to utilise their post-rescue aid revenue for restructuring may not be in this position to begin with had it not been for the rescue aid in the first place. As Lykotrafiti states, “[t]he fungibility of money makes the distinction between rescuing with public funds and subsequent restructuring with the beneficiary’s own means difficult”.

As noted in Chapter 5, during the financial crisis the Commission did not apply the “one-time last-time” principle to financial institutions. However, a similar stance also appears to have been adopted in respect of non-banking State aid recipients. Although, the Commission did not explicitly discount the principle, in certain cases it sought to recast certain multiple State aid provisions as part of the same rescue package or invoked a de minis State aid doctrine as an exemption. Instead of applying a strict application of this principle the Commission adopted a flexible approach whereby certain support could be construed as a continuation of existing aid rather than a new tranche of aid. But such an approach fails to address the underlying question
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whether the recipient does actually have a viable future without recourse to
State support.

In the context of the financial crisis, certain commentators, such as Kavanagh
and Coppi, argue that State aid to the financial sector during the crisis was an
efficient remedy as “it returns “perturbed markets” to a normal state”. They
also comment that a counterfactual may need to be applied when assessing
the grounds for State aid to the banking sector. But ideally any such
counterfactual does not preclude an examination of any possible internal
failings evident within certain financial institutions. It is only by examining
the internal business models of recipient financial institutions that
policymakers, it is posited, can effectively determine whether a financial
institution is or is not a long-term viable undertaking. Such an examination
however may need to be preceded by assessing possible external factors that
may blur the line between insolvency and long-term viability.

6.3.3. External Factors and Long-term viability

If one considers the market failures arising from the sub-optimal provision
of goods or services or asymmetric or imperfect information, then arguably
such failures could be said to constitute internal market failures. In other
words, the undertaking in question has failed to innovative, has failed to meet
the demands of customers or has not responded effectively to market signals
to expand or reduce production. These failings arise from internal shortfalls
within this undertaking. In contrast, an alternative argument could be posited
that external factors such as financial regulation and political measures
contributed to the behaviour of both US and EU financial institutions prior to
the 2008 financial crisis. Across different industries a PEST analysis may be
performed that seeks to assess the political, economic, social and
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technological threats a firm may face. From a systemic crisis perspective, as will be examined below, two main external factors may be evident if one were to develop and apply a tailored PEST analysis. These include regulatory factors and the market actions of other competing financial institutions. This is not to say that multiple causes may arise at the same time and these may be inter-related. For example, there may be a cross-convergence between external, such as the lowering of capital adequacy thresholds, and internal factors, for instance a financial institution that already has an aggressive business model that will be amplified by this external development, that make ascertaining the sole cause of a financial institution’s failure difficult for policymakers.

According to Tarr, financial institutions in the United States adopted high risk business models mainly due to the adverse effect of US public policy. For example, under the Community Investment Act US banks were incentivised to “lower mortgage standards”. Promoting home ownership became a central tenet of US law makers in Congress. Similarly, Irish government policy adversely influenced the decision-making of Irish financial institutions. The Irish financial regulator failed to apply specific controls to restrict property related lending on the part of banks to safeguard against a property collapse. As a result of this failure Irish financial institutions became over reliant on one particular market segment for their business growth. One could also posit that the decision of the Länders in Germany to provide a public guarantee to Landesbanken such as WestLB and SachsenLB distorted the investment decisions made by these financial institutions prior to the 2008 financial crisis.
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guarantee certain Landesbanken lowered investment due diligence and thus began to purchase complex sub-prime mortgage backed securities. Although one could submit that the failure of Landesbanken management to consider the risks associated with these products constituted an internal failing, the incentive to purchase these securities derived from an external source.

These examples provide evidence that the market failure triggered from the 2008 financial crisis was not necessarily due solely to the misaligned internal incentives of US or EU financial institutions. In certain cases, there were external factors that may have induced certain financial institutions to behave in an imprudent manner. Past banking crises illustrate to some degree a causal relationship between the market performance of the relevant banking sector and wider public policies pursued by financial regulators and governments. For example, the Japanese banking crisis of the 1990s was mainly caused by the Bank of Japan’s decision to increase liquidity to counter the increasing value of the yen. As a result of this market intervention equity and property markets in Japan continued to rise, posing a profitable investment for Japanese financial institutions. Once the Japanese stock market collapsed Japanese financial institutions were exposed to loans where the underlying collateral had decreased to below the value of the principal loan. Regulatory oversight was also inadequate as “[d]isclosure rules were lax and takeover bids difficult to implement”. Japanese financial institutions “did not behave as profit maximizers” as their lending policy became extended beyond “the profit maximising level”. Therefore one could submit that the financial
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profile and performance of Japanese banks became adversely affected by wider economic factors. Similarly, the Swedish banking crisis of the late 1980s through to the early 1990s was mainly triggered by the deregulation of the Swedish financial sector resulting in the abolition of “liquidity ratios”, “interest ceilings” and “lending ceilings”. There was also a related external economic shock in the form of the European Single Exchange crisis. The risk-weighting attached to sovereign bonds under Basel II would also constitute a regulatory development that resulted in financial institutions becoming overly exposed to the debts of economically vulnerable sovereigns prior to the financial crisis.

Hence the sub-prime crisis of 2008 and other past financial crisis illustrate how external factors remain a considerable trigger for banking sector instability. If one applies this factor to State aid control, then the basis of a long-term viability benchmark can be established. For instance, in order to properly extrapolate whether a financial institution can be restored to long-term viability a central and related question must be whether the market growth and overall business strategy of this bank was affected by external events. In the Irish banking sector both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland were influenced by the low interest rates determined by the European Central Bank and the failure of the Irish domestic authorities to restrict the growth in property prices. While Anglo Irish Bank and Irish Nationwide Building Society had exceptionally high loan to deposit ratios prior to the 2008 crisis, Allied Irish and Bank of Ireland also had excessively high loan-to-deposit
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According to the annual reports of Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland, the value of their mortgage loan books was roughly €27 billion each in 2009. Wider market developments such as increasing property prices and aggressive market moves by new competitors, meant that both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland reacted to these factors by increasing their lending. An irrational form of bank lending had become the rational form of banking for these two financial institutions. Status quo bias had developed within these financial institutions whereby reducing their balance sheets at the expense of market share would have been perceived as a loss best avoided by meeting the market expectations derived from this status quo bias.

When status quo bias arises, a common position or thought process becomes the core practice of those within the industry or group in question. In effect, this means that these same undertakings or individuals are then reluctant to depart from this common position for fear of producing a loss that will greatly exceed any possible gain that might arise from leaving the accepted status quo. The causal factors leading to this status quo bias in a banking context may be another financial institution performing the role of “guru” which will be discussed below or other factors such as the growth in the availability of wholesale funding or political factors such as the promotion of home ownership. Therefore, it may be the case if a status quo bias becomes evident.
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within a market that this becomes an external factor to undertakings within this market.

For example, Allied Irish Banks sought to compete aggressively with Anglo Irish Bank in the provision of property development lending and finance.\(^{103}\)

By the end of September 2008 Allied Irish Banks had a property development loan book of €23.7 billion.\(^{104}\) In contrast, Bank of Ireland only had a property development loan book of €13.1 billion at the same point in time.\(^{105}\)

The Commission did not seem to place any substantial weight on the different levels of development lending between both banks. When assessing both the first and second recapitalisations of Allied Irish Banks the Commission failed to assess the underlying reasons as to why the bank had engaged in an aggressive lending policy. A critical question also absent from the Commission’s decisions in respect of Bank of Ireland.

In both cases the Commission applied the question of long-term restoration via a restructuring prism. Therefore the considerable restructuring of Bank of Ireland was authorised by the Commission even though this entailed “a substantial deleveraging of the bank’s balance sheet by reducing the assets in the non-core loan portfolios”.\(^{106}\)

Similarly, in the Commission’s most recent Allied Irish Banks decision, the benchmark to determine whether the bank could be restored to long-term viability was the test adopted under the Restructuring Communication.\(^{107}\)

However, the obvious failing with this
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approach is the *ex-post* analysis of the bank in question. A recipient financial institution may very well be “able to cover all its costs and provide an appropriate return on equity, taking into account the risk profile of the bank” post the provision of State aid.\textsuperscript{108} But the question remains whether this State aid in question should be provided in the first instance. This again relates to the issue of whether a financial institution becomes subject to status quo bias due to a number of external factors that gave rise to the crisis and whether in the absence of these external factors the financial institution would not require State aid. This in turn provides the Commission with benchmark that could be applied in times of future financial crises under a new State Aid Crisis Framework.

For German banks such as IKB and NordLB, a similar issue arises as to whether or not State aid was provided on the basis of actually returning these institutions to long-term viability. While, the *ex-post* effect of the various State aid recapitalisations was to return these financial institutions to some form of long-term viability. But the underlying question remains as to whether this aid should have been provided in the first case. Unlike other German banks that have a diversified range of services and business lines, IKB primarily engages in niche securities and complex financial trading. The financial institution’s exposure to the subprime mortgages sector, necessitating both a State guarantee and capital injection, provides further evidence that this bank was not a prudent market operator. This becomes even more evident if one examines the restructuring plan submitted by IKB to the Commission. It seems that, unlike other financial institutions, IKB did not have a credit risk committee.\textsuperscript{109} Further, the bank it seems initially entered into the international securities market in order to diversify its market base which itself provides an indication, albeit not concrete evidence, that the institution was not generating sufficient revenue from its core business...
Although, IKB also provided structured finance for corporations and lending products for SMEs, there is evidence to suggest that the bank failed to match the maturity between assets and liabilities for its other business lines.  

Therefore, one could conclude that IKB was not necessarily a long-term viable bank due to the inherent risk control failings within this financial institution. Also unlike NordLB, the other markets the bank operated in could easily be served by competing financial institutions. Whereas NordLB prior to the financial crisis performed a central role in clearing transactions for other regional banks, IKB had a relatively narrow business model limited to providing finance to the SME sector. If one proposes that external factors should be used as a guide as to whether or not a bank is actually a long-term viable financial institution then where a financial institution, such as IKB, has internal failings simply accentuated by these external factors the question of long-term viability is then not satisfied. These external factors should include regulatory developments and the behaviour of competing financial institutions. However, in terms of the latter factor yet another question must then be asked, namely did the financial institution in question adopt a position of “dominant failure” as the internal failings within this bank were the dominant reason for this failing position? Indeed, the financial institution in question could be said to have engendered the status quo bias of imprudent behaviour within the market place. A future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to include some criterion so as to determine whether or not a financial institution can be said to have established a market status quo bias. If this is then possible, both EU Member States and the Commission should then be better able to distinguish between insolvent and long-term viable financial institutions.
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6.3.4. Position of Dominant Failure and State aid

To determine what constitutes a position of dominant failure, one may need to consider the approach to dominance as applied in both the EU and the US. In EU competition law and US anti-trust law a key consideration when assessing possible mergers between rival undertakings is how the new entity will impact on competition. Both jurisdictions apply different tests to assess this impact, the Commission applies a “significant impediment to competition test” while in the United States the test is whether the merger “substantially lessens competition”.\(^1\) Although this issue will be discussed further below, from a pure competition perspective one can draw a parallel between the question of market dominance an undertaking may pose and the question of “dominant failure” for the purposes of a banking crisis. Market dominance as established under the EU Merger Regulation follows a test known as the “significant impediment to effective competition”.\(^2\) Under this test the Commission will assess a proposed merger to determine whether or not the newly created undertaking will undermine competition in the relevant market place.\(^3\)

A similar approach could be adopted in respect of assessing whether a financial institution can be said to fall within the parameters of a position of “dominant failure”. Whereas the above test focuses on the effects, if any, on the wider market that a merger may cause, this “dominant failure” test may be used as a benchmark to determine whether a financial institution’s business model is such as to be an impediment to long-term viability. Furthermore, the financial institution in question itself may constitute an external factor that adversely impacts on other market participants. Coppi states how the Commission has failed to place sufficient consideration on the notion of

market power as a form of market failure.\textsuperscript{116} Although not directly relevant \textit{per se} to the proposed concept of “dominant failure”, arguably there are certain parallels. For instance, Coppi suggests that market power results in a reduction to competition within a given market place and that wider market efficiency is less likely to be reached as a result.\textsuperscript{117} One can draw a parallel from what constitutes market power from a competition perspective and the concept of a financial institution in a position of “dominant failure”.

In most cases a financial institution in this particular position will have attained some level of market power, for example in the case of Anglo Irish Bank this market power was evident in the property development banking sector. However, this particular position may not have not been attained via product innovation or business efficiencies but by a high risk market strategy that did not necessarily lend itself to long-term viability. Similarly, in the case of Halifax Bank of Scotland group in the United Kingdom, this institution had adopted a business strategy primarily based on international expansion, cost leadership and capital discipline.\textsuperscript{118} But this business strategy was flawed as diversification was mainly dependent on expansion into the Irish market place, “over-reliance on wholesale funding” and “lack of sufficient credit risk capabilities”.\textsuperscript{119} Although Halifax Bank of Scotland management sought to further expand the bank’s market presence and diversify its product range, this was not necessarily an expansion based on prudent internal management. In both of the above cases one can see how Anglo Irish Bank and Halifax Bank of Scotland exercised a market power in certain banking sectors based on an imprudent business model. However, the market power exercised by these financial institutions did not only impact on just these financial institutions.

\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Ibid} at p.78.
\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Ibid}.
\textsuperscript{118} The Failure of HBOS plc (HBOS) A report by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and the Prudential Regulation Authority, Bank of England Prudential Regulation Authority, November 2015, at p.57 available at \url{http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/pru/Documents/publications/reports/hbos.pdf} [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
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The actions of these financial institutions, it is posited also triggered the “guru effect”. As noted above, Irish financial institutions such as Allied Irish Bank and Bank of Ireland reacted to the market growth and aggressive lending policies of Anglo Irish Bank within the Irish banking sector. In this case, Anglo Irish Bank had adopted the role of the “guru”, that of market leader and thus entrenched the status quo bias of increased lending related to the construction and property sectors.

6.3.5. Counterfactual test and existing State aid principles

One possible way to formulate a new long-term viable test for financial institutions under a new State Aid Crisis Framework is to utilise a counterfactual test with the counterfactual scenario absent the external factors as discussed above. Counterfactual tests are regularly applied in different domains of State aid law, for instance under the Commission’s guidance on State aid to the aviation sector, a Member State must provide evidence that the proposed infrastructural investment will not be undertaken in the absence of State support. Conversely, in respect of the car manufacturing sector in the EU, Grigolon and Leheyda suggest that due to the public support provided to this particular sector, possible in-depth market restructuring was deterred. Further, they found that while State aid to Opel may have benefitted consumers throughout the Union, aid provided to both Peugeot and Renault realistically only benefitted French consumers. In certain cases the absence of State support may not actually impact on the wider market or indeed the consumer’s interest. The presence of aid may actually undermine market incentives on the part of recipients to restructure and innovate. Thus in the latter case above, the absence of aid may have disadvantaged French
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consumers but presumably both Peugeot and Renault would have still released new models in the absence of this State support in any case. Similarly, when determining whether or not a financial institution qualifies as a long-term viable institution a counterfactual test should be utilised. Under this test possible external factors should be assessed to determine whether in the absence of these developments the financial institution in question would have required State support. For example, it may be that without the effect of regulatory developments or political objectives, the financial institution in question would still have required State aid.

If this conclusion is drawn by the Member State and the Commission, then the first strand of the updated “appropriateness” test is satisfied. However, this particular strand becomes more difficult to apply in cases where a bank may hold a position of “dominant failure” in the relevant banking market. In these cases, the Member State and Commission must apply a slightly different test, mainly whether the financial institution in question would have still required some form of external assistance regardless of wider market factors. Therefore, in order to determine whether a financial institution actually falls within the position of “dominant failure” one must first determine whether the internal failings are such within the bank that they outweigh the wider macro factors. In effect the counterfactual question in this case is whether even in the absence of external factors the financial institution in question would still have required some form of support due to the internal failings within this bank.

The positives of applying a counterfactual test of this nature mainly relates to the “efficiency” argument and competition distortion grounds. Under the “efficiency” principle of State aid law, State support should only be deployed to resolve a market failure. However, where a recipient is intrinsically a poorly managed and imprudent market operator then the failure in question is not market related but based on internal institutional factors. This aligns with
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Jenny’s categorisation of different types of failures.\textsuperscript{126} If a financial institution’s failing remains based on the poor internal management of said bank then clearly the proposed counterfactual is not met.\textsuperscript{127} There of course limitations to applying a counterfactual test particularly in light of a crisis where multiple factors may be the underlying cause. For example, in the case of Anglo Irish Bank, while there where external factors including lax oversight from the Irish financial regulation, there were also internal failings within this bank. However, under the external factor test Anglo Irish Bank would fail due to these latter failings placing it in a position of dominant failure and as a “market leader” or “guru” that helped form a status quo that other competing financial institutions were reluctant to depart from.

From a competition distortion perspective ensuring that inefficient undertakings do not avail of State support should reduce the implicit support certain financial institutions seek to leverage due to their size rather than their underlying business model. Most State aid commentators have highlighted the need for both Member States and the Commission to apply a balancing test in respect of State aid provision. In effect this test refers to the need to assess whether the positive effects of any aid provided will counter any possible negative consequences of the aid.\textsuperscript{128} Therefore to counter these possible negative effects of State aid intervention, support should only be limited to financial institutions with an actual long-term basis of market survival. This does not necessarily preclude the use of State aid to finance the controlled liquidation of a systemically important but insolvent financial institution. However, the above proposal should ensure that State aid is properly utilised for supporting actual long-term viable financial institutions rather than initially deployed to support non-long-term viable financial institutions followed by these banks then being liquidated.

\textsuperscript{127} N.115 at p.65.
\textsuperscript{128} Ibid at p.68.
6.3.6. Past State Aid Intervention and the question of long-term viability

Establishing a long-term viable test for financial institutions under a new “appropriateness” benchmark, is just one strand that may need to be included in a future State Aid Crisis Framework. Another strand may need to address the problem posed where a financial institution falls under the long-term viable benchmark but has a history of receiving State aid in the past. As noted in Chapter 5, during the financial crisis the Commission did not apply “a one-time last-time” principle to financial institutions that required external assistance due to wider market instability. However, in certain cases a financial institution may have had a history of seeking State support which would provide some indication that the bank has certain internal failings that may be best resolved via a market exit rather than continuous State aid.

There are a number of examples where a Member State may seek to evade the “one-time last-time” principle in order to maintain the market presence of a national champion or State owned entity. For instance, in the European automobile manufacturing sector figures from 2010 indicate that there was overcapacity of between 20% and 30%.129 Yet despite this, certain Member States, such as France, sought to commit public funds to domestic car makers such as Peugeot Critéon (PSA Group) which had a market share of some 10.2% of the EU car market in 2016, the second largest market share.130 Although not directly related to the “one-time last-time” principle, this does show how Member States remain unlikely to avoid State aid as a response even when there may be overcapacity in a given market sector. This ties in with Member States also seeking to overcome the “one-time last-time” principle, where an undertaking of national consequence requires additional aid despite already receiving financial support from the Member State in question. For example, in the airline sector certain European carriers have had

to rely on continued State support due to the failure of the initial restructuring plans.\textsuperscript{131}

Chari has examined past State intervention in the European airlines sector in respect of two particular State owned airlines, namely Iberia and Aer Lingus.\textsuperscript{132} The initial State support advanced to Iberia did qualify as compatible State aid under the then applicable Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines. However, subsequent support from State resources was deemed not to constitute State aid as this particular support was in line with the investment decisions a normal market economic investor would have made.\textsuperscript{133} The Commission adopted a similar position when assessing yet further State support in the form of the Spanish State injecting an additional 20 billion pesetas into the airline in 1999.\textsuperscript{134} Yet again the Commission considered this support to be in line with the Market Economic Investor Principle as at this point in time new private investors were willing to inject substantial funds into European airlines.\textsuperscript{135}

The key consideration from this case is the fact that the Commission was willing to in effect waive the “one-time last-time” principle due to the subsequent support qualifying as normal market economic investment. But the question must then be asked why these private investors did not provide the capital injection from their own resources in these cases? A point also raised by Chari who notes that “[o]ne might argue that this may have been a ‘sleight of hand’, considering that we do not know if either AA or BA [the proposed investors in this case] would have actually effected the injection if the Commission had refused to allow the aid to go through”.\textsuperscript{136} Instead of past State aid interventions acting as a bar for further State investment in this case
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the Commission simply applied a rather lax interpretation of the Market Economic Investor Principle. In contrast, the Commission adopted a far more restrictive approach when assessing any possible State support, be it via actual State aid or investment, to Aer Lingus post the September 2001 terrorist attacks.\(^{137}\) It must be pointed out that this particular position was taken by the then Commissioner for Transport and Energy and a formal decision by DG Competition was not issued as no official application was made by the Irish authorities.\(^{138}\) Therefore, it seems the Commission is flexible when determining whether more support should or should not be provided to an undertaking. But should this flexibility be allowed when determining whether or not a financial institution that meets the long-term viable criteria also has a history of State aid support?

The above two examples illustrate the problems posed by the question of long-term viability and intermittent, if not regular forms, of State intervention. If an initial rescue and restructuring process ultimately fails, then this should indicate that the firm in question should exit the market place. In certain cases, a State aid recipient may though become a dominant market player within the industry in question. This is not only a European problem, for example the Japanese government provided a substantial capital injection to Japan Airways in order to allow for this undertaking to exit bankruptcy.\(^{139}\) Thus Japan Airways may now be considered a long-term viable undertaking but only due to the support provided by the Japanese State, and is in fact a dominant market operator in the Asian airline sector.\(^{140}\) Japan Airways has now superseded its’ nearest rival Allways Nippon Airways by generating a

\(^{137}\) Ibid at p.29.
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higher net capital ratio.\textsuperscript{141} But subsequent efforts to minimise the competition
distortion arising from this support to Japan Airways, by the relocation of
landing slots, are now considered too “late to undo the competitive advantage
the carrier enjoys”.\textsuperscript{142} An alternative option, and one more conducive to
market efficiencies, would have seen a viable competitor purchasing the
remaining business units of the airline during its financial difficulties. In cases
where a past recipient of State aid becomes a key market operator in a sector
then this may trigger future market competition distortions. This in turn
relates back to whether or not a financial institution meets the long-term
viability benchmark under the new State Aid Crisis Framework, but does have
a history of receiving State aid. The Commission will have to determine
whether the “one-time, last-time” principle should be set aside in these
circumstances. Thus a new State Aid Crisis Framework will also have to
address this complex issue as the non-application of the “one-time, last-time”
principle may either trigger future competition distortions or buttress pre-
existing ones within the banking sector in question.

6.3.7. Past State aid intervention in the Banking Sector and Market
Presence

There are cases when certain Member States have provided past financial
assistance to domestic financial institutions. As examined in previous
Chapters, both German and Austrian Ländesbanken were subject to a State
guarantee scheme as they were publicly owned institutions.\textsuperscript{143} Some of the
financial institutions subject to this guarantee required additional support post
the lapse of these schemes.\textsuperscript{144} Examples of State support of this nature may
raise certain complexities in the context of determining long-term viability.
For instance, prior to their entry into the then Common Market, both the
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Swedish and Spanish States provided substantial support to their banking sectors.\textsuperscript{145}

There are though limitations to applying such a past State aid intervention test. For example, in the case of the 2008 financial crisis, a number of non-long-term viable financial institutions would have actually satisfied this particular criterion. Financial institutions such as Anglo Irish Bank and Hypo Real Estate, did not avail of past State aid support while other market actors such as Allied Irish Banks do have a record of some form of State assistance.\textsuperscript{146} Thus a balancing test may need to be applied between how much emphasis should be placed on the past State aid support advanced to a domestic financial institution and the future needs of the wider economy.

If one was to apply the position of “dominant failure” to both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland, then arguably both would not satisfy this test. The key reason why neither financial institution falls under this category is due to their diversified business lines, and the fact that both banks were not solely engaged in property related lending. Further, both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland had a number of profitable units and a wide retail network which could easily be leveraged to return these banks to long-term viability. For example, even at the beginning of the crisis Allied Irish Banks could list a number of different income streams in addition to mortgage or property related lending.\textsuperscript{147} In contrast, in its 2008 annual report Anglo Irish Bank’s results further illustrated the limited range of income generated from actual banking business conducted by that institution.\textsuperscript{148} For the former, there were a number of different revenue generating businesses such as investment banking and asset management fees.\textsuperscript{149} While for the latter, income mainly
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derived from leveraging revenue from existing outstanding bank loans rather than a diversified revenue base. In the above cases, Allied Irish Bank clearly has a more diversified business model and will retain a key role in the future needs of the Irish economy. Therefore, the importance of this role outweighs the past State aid intervention received by the Irish State. Furthermore, a new State Aid Crisis Framework can also leverage the pre-existing criteria for setting aside the “one-time, last-time” principle as under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines 2014. Both of these measures should then ensure that conflict between providing additional State aid to a financial institution that meets the long-term viable criterion but that has received State aid in the past is resolved.

6.4.1. Minimum Necessary Criterion and Long-term viable banks

The above proposal for establishing a new long-term viable test for what constitutes a long-term viable financial institution cannot be applied in isolation from the need to develop a new “minimum necessary” principle. A new State Aid Crisis Framework will have to encompass a new formulation for what level of State aid should be provided to a long-term viable financial institution. In the cases of Anglo Irish Bank and Hypo Real Estate, the Irish and German authorities failed to appreciate the inherent insolvency of both financial institutions. Hence, from an economic efficiency perspective the capital provided to these banks did not only fail to provide a return, this capital also constituted a de facto sunk cost for both State budgets. Both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland have also received substantial State support from the Irish State since the 2008 financial crisis. Although the latter has since repaid most of the State aid advanced, Allied Irish Banks still remains unlikely to discharge the €20.8 billion recapitalisation in full for a considerable period of time. As of August 2018 Allied Irish Banks has
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repaid the Irish State just €10.05 billion of this sum including the proceeds of a recent share issues.\(^{154}\)

Other financial institutions throughout the Union have also struggled to generate sufficient revenue to be in a position to repay the recapitalisations granted by Member States. In the United Kingdom, the total financial support provided to Royal Bank of Scotland exceeded £45 billion.\(^{155}\) According to the National Audit Office of the UK if the State’s shares were disposed of in March 2016 this would have resulted in a cash loss of some £23 billion for the UK taxpayer.\(^{156}\) The sale of 7.7% of its shareholding for £2.5 billion saw the UK lose £2 billion in June 2018.\(^{157}\) Yet in contrast, Lloyds Banking Group has repaid the UK Treasury the full recapitalisation costs of £20.3 billion with an additional £900 million also returned to the State.\(^{158}\) Similarly, the Dutch financial institution ING has repaid in full the crisis support provided by the Dutch taxpayer at the end of 2014.\(^{159}\) While ABN AMRO has still to repay a considerable remainder of the €21.6 billion provided by the Dutch State.\(^{160}\)


As noted in Chapter 5, the “minimum necessary” criterion in respect of systemically important, but non-long-term viable financial institutions, may be applied in an overly flexible manner by both Member States and the Commission. A parallel issue arises in respect of the level of support provided to financial institutions that are deemed to have a viable market future. For instance, if State aid rules fail to link possible long-term viability with the return on investment for Member States then State resources are not efficiently utilised and competition distortions arise.

6.4.2. State Investment and the Market Economic Investor Principle

To formulate a new benchmark for what constitutes an appropriate level of State aid to a long-term viable financial institution one must first consider if an existing benchmark may point a way forward. One possible pointer is the market economic investor principle. As noted in Chapter 2 of the Thesis, the market economic investor principle allows for a Member State to act as a normal market operator without falling foul of European State aid controls. Under the market economic investor principle State support provided by a Member State to an undertaking is compared with how an actual private market operator would have responded. In cases where this benchmark is met then the support in question does not fall under the State aid regime as there is no aid in question. During the financial crisis, most Member States were willing to concede that the support provided to domestic financial institutions did not satisfy the Market Economic Investor Principle mainly due to the substantial resources a State has over private investors and the wider economic concerns facing Member States that a normal market investor does not have to consider. ¹⁶¹

Throughout different economic sectors the Commission has applied the Market Economic Investor Principle. For present purposes certain specific infrastructural projects may constitute the best form of comparison with the banking sector. First, certain infrastructural projects may entail some degree

of “sunk costs” that investors may not be able to recover during the lifetime of the initial investment. These costs refer to the level of investment that investors must expend at the preliminary stage of a project such as planning permission, engineering surveys and possible reports that will not on their own generate a return for the investors in question. Second, infrastructural projects may meet two objectives, from the State’s perspective a social utility may be established which improves the standard of living for the population overall but may also constitute an investment opportunity for private market operators.

One example of this particular overlap between social utility and investment opportunity is the broadband infrastructure sector in different Member States. Under the Commission guidelines Member States are allowed to provide substantial financial assistance to certain providers seeking to extend broadband reach to isolated locations. However, there are also cases where a State emanation may decide to invest in commercially profitable broadband markets, such as the city of Amsterdam’s investment in one broadband provider. In this case the Commission found that the support provided by this State body was in line with normal market considerations. The financial commitment by the Amsterdam municipality was undertaken with the aim of ensuring that any return generated would be divided up equally among the investing parties and that any initial investment costs met by the State body would be reimbursed after a certain period of time by the other investors in question. Although Gaal et al. note how State aid in the
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broadband market in Amsterdam may crowd out private investors, this concern should not be dismissed simply due to the fact that the support in question does not constitute State aid.\textsuperscript{167} But this raises additional questions in respect of whether this particular joint venture would have occurred even in the absence of the Amsterdam municipality participating in such a project. Presumably there was some key advantage for private investors by participating in an investment opportunity with a State body.

The above case illustrates how the Market Economic Investor Principle may not always be a concrete principle to apply in cases where investment return may conflate with social need. For instance, did the Amsterdam authority actually behave as a normal market economic investor when determining whether or not to commit funds to the broadband project? For example, would not a normal economic investor sought to invest funds in a project that might have yielded a better financial return? A similar issue may also be extrapolated in respect of when a Member State seeks to provide State aid to a long-term viable financial institution. Would for instance, a Member State recapitalise a long-term viable financial institution regardless of the level of funding required? Would not an actual market operator seek to place a limit on the level of recapitalisation that this investor may be liable for? How these questions are answered will depend on what the exact long-term objectives are for both a Member State and a private market operator. The former may have social and economic objectives that the latter does not need to address as this party remains active for the purpose of a return on its investment.

\textbf{6.4.3. State’s role and the minimum necessary}

In the above case of the Amsterdam broadband network, the Commission arguably failed to sufficiently demark the line between the State’s role in providing for certain public services and its role as a private market operator. Therefore, the exact line between the acts of a private market operator and the

State performing a number of different functions has become blurred. For example, when assessing the capital support provided by the French State to the energy giant EDF, the CJEU appeared to endorse a position that even where a Member State performs its role as a public authority, the application of the Market Economic Investor Principle may still apply.\textsuperscript{168} As Thomas succinctly sets out while “it was settled case law… that the State when the State acts as a public authority (by using its fiscal prerogatives for example), this test cannot be applied as there is no private investor to which the State can be compared to”.\textsuperscript{169} However, the EDF case saw the CJEU try and distinguish between when the State acts as a shareholder and a public body exercising “public power”.\textsuperscript{170}

The key issue in this case was whether or not the accounting record of a debt EDF owed to the French State constituted an advantage granted to the energy firm.\textsuperscript{171} For the Commission the central question was whether one could apply the test in a case where the actual conduct of the State fell more within the remit of regulatory action rather than that of a shareholder.\textsuperscript{172} The French State argued that in effect this support should be seen as an investment in line with the Market Economic Investor Principle. But the Commission dismissed this position as “[w]hile a “Member State may act as a shareholder in addition to exercising its powers as a public authority, it must not combine its role as a State wielding public power with that of a shareholder”.\textsuperscript{173} In other words, the Commission was not willing to accept that the French authorities could utilise a regulatory power in favour of an undertaking and claim that this
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complied with the Market Economic Investor Principle as no market economic operator could exercise an equivalent regulatory function. The CJEU though adopted a contrasting position, “the possibility that there might be a difference between the cost to the private investor and the cost to the State as investor does not preclude application of the private investor test”. Therefore, even though there are obvious differences between the role of a State and a private investor in terms of both regulatory power the former can apply and resources the latter has at its disposal, the CJEU held that the Market Economic Investor Principle could still apply. Although this case delves deep into the exact parameters of what constitutes a market economic investor and how the principle interacts with how the State exercises its various functions. This case does illustrate how a State may utilise its functions and resources in a combined manner. Similarly, during a financial crisis, a Member State may seek to provide State aid to a long-term viable bank not just on the basis of possible future returns but for other considerations as well.

6.4.4. Long-term viable banks and the minimum necessary: The Rational State Actor

An overview of the above Commission decisions and the CJEU judgment in EDF, illustrate how the role of the State as an investor remains multifaceted. When investing in broadband infrastructure, a State body may act as a normal market investor, but the State may also straddle two roles at once. For instance, in the EDF case the State could utilise its regulatory responsibilities as a private investor even though such an investor in the private sphere remains a hypothetical undertaking. These examples do though provide a context for formulating some form of “minimum necessary” criterion in respect of State aid provision to long-term viable banks under a future State Aid Crisis Framework for the banking sector.

In certain circumstances the State may provide services and products to meet a public demand private actors are not willing to satisfy. Tanzi cites economists such as Paul Samuelson and Richard Musgrave who both argue
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that in certain cases the State may need to intervene in order to provide public goods.\(^{175}\) Private actors supplying this demand may also receive some form of subsidy from the State.\(^{176}\) The same author also notes how as a legislator the State may pass regulations seeking to curb the excesses of the market economy.\(^{177}\) Therefore the State may fulfil a dual role of service provider and of market regulator. Arrowsmith when discussing public procurement law and State aid also touches on this issue of what role the State may take.\(^{178}\) For example, in a Public Private Partnership, the State may transfer land to an investor but the *quid pro quo* from this investor may be any number of acts. For example, the State may require the investor to provide building services for a reduced price, or for the investor to pay an annual fee to the State.\(^{179}\) Alternatively, the State may simply seek an improvement over this land that a private investor can undertake which has a wider public policy benefit.\(^{180}\)

Other commentators have also examined the role of the State as an agent for economic development and growth.\(^{181}\) This is clearly seen in EU State aid policy where Regional Guidelines allow Member States to in effect subsidise development for the wider good of an economically marginalised community.\(^{182}\) Yet the State also has a central role in maintaining market stability in certain key sectors of the economy. Prior to the “public goods” position developed by both Samuelson and Musgrave, there was the co-ordination principle.\(^{183}\) In effect this relates to the willingness of individuals
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to concede certain powers to the State in exchange for security and protection. In a similar vein, the State itself may have to strike a balance between the different needs and wants of its citizens. With limited resources, a State may need to forgo certain projects to meet certain term emergency costs.

Specifically, in the context of a banking crisis, the State must ensure the provision of banking services, protect the wider public interests and coordinate the various responses. The first task not only protects the wider economy it also helps meet the second task as individuals within the State are still able to access banking services and so this reduces the risk of social disruption. Co-ordinating the various responses to the financial crisis, is also a role that the State is best suited to perform due to its regulatory powers and resource base. One could posit that these roles represent what a “rational” State actor may perform in times of banking instability. Yet the next question relates to the level of State resources a State actor may be willing to provide to a long-term viable financial institution. As noted above, a State will have limited resources and from these limited resources, decisions will have to be made as to which projects will have to be forgone to meet the stability costs of the financial crisis. This becomes even more important where the possibility of financial return from the intervention taken by the State remains unlikely. While a rational market investor, in line with the Market Economic Investor Principle, will seek to provide funds in order to generate a return, a rational State actor has wider considerations and objectives to consider. These include: (i) restrictions on available resources; (ii) the limited possibility of a full return on any capital provided, (iii) the opportunity costs of arising from any funds provided to the banking sector.

Hence to determine what the “minimum necessary” amount of aid should be for a long-term viable financial institution, a rational State actor test should be formulated. Under this test the above considerations should be applied as to whether a hypothetical rational State would provide the proposed funds in question to the financial institution in question. These include the available
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resources of the State, the opportunity costs of providing funds to this financial institution and finally whether there will be an underlying return from this investment. For instance, if the proposed financial institution’s recapitalisation or guarantee is beyond the actual resources of a hypothetical rational State in the same position as that of the Member State, then this test is not met. However, it may be that a Member State does have the resources in place but that the likelihood of full repayment remains unlikely thus the level of aid should be reduced to reflect this.

Where the above two criteria, that of the possible restrictions on available resources and the limited possibility of a fully return on capital provided, have been satisfied, an additional penalty for any “opportunity costs” the State has forgone due to this intervention should apply to the recipient financial institution to meet the third criterion.\textsuperscript{185} This additional charge could be determined by calculating the possible alternative social and infrastructure expenditure a State has possibly forgone against the benefit of maintaining a stable and functioning banking sector. In this way the “minimum necessary” criterion would then not only be met it would also further incentivise financial institutions to seek alternative funding sources in order to avoid additional costs associated with this “opportunity cost” charge. Nicolaides and Schoenmaekers discuss the notion of the State as a consumer in the context of public procurement law.\textsuperscript{186} In these cases the State has needs that in most cases no normal private consumer requires, such as the construction of bridges or motorways.\textsuperscript{187} Further, the State is subject to certain restrictions that a private consumer is not, these include tender conditions which preclude cheaper suppliers and acceptance on the State’s part that suppliers may charge a premium.\textsuperscript{188} In a similar vein, a hypothetical rational State actor may be willing to forgo the opportunity costs associated with any recapitalisation or
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guarantee provided to a financial institution if this engenders financial stability. Hence there may be cases where this proposed additional recapitalisation threshold may not be applicable due to the wider economic factors prevailing at the time of the recapitalisation or guarantee in question.

6.5.1. Commission Decisional Practice: Proportionality of State aid measures and Competition Distortions

A key aspect of EU State aid control is ensuring that any aid an undertaking receives is offset against certain *quid pro quo* measures. These measures may include disposing of business units in other jurisdictions, exiting certain markets or facilitating the entry of new market competitors. As noted Chapter 3 in certain cases the recipient financial institution may have to divest of a profitable business unit or subsidiary as was the case with Allied Irish Banks’ disposal of its Polish subsidiary. Therefore, the Commission has a difficult balance to strike between ensuring that sufficient competition distortion safeguards are applied while also ensuring that these measures do not jeopardise the long-term viability of the financial institution in question.

6.5.2. Competition Distortion Safeguards for Long-term Viable Banks

Discussed in the previous Chapter was the need for a new State Aid Crisis Framework to encompass specific competition distortion measures for insolvent but systemically important financial institutions. However, a future State Aid Crisis Framework will also have to include specific competition distortion safeguards for long-term viable financial institutions. In many ways these competition distortion safeguards will have to address far more complex issues than ones adopted for an insolvent financial institution that will exit the banking sector overtime. As evident in the proposals set out in the previous Chapter, policymakers may be able to apply competition distortion safeguards that specifically facilitate the gradual liquidation of an insolvent but systemically important financial institution. However, in the context of long-term viable financial institutions competition distortion measures will need to designed in a way that reflects the impact on future economic stability, competitors and also bank consumers. The reason for this remains twofold. First, unlike an insolvent financial institution that will exit the market in time,
a long-term viable financial institution will continue to operate and as such may constitute a future systemic threat to a Member State’s banking sector. Second, a long-term viable financial institution may acquire considerable market share either due to acquiring other financial institution’s business lines or by the exiting of other financial institutions in the last crisis. This may result in competition distortions that impact on consumers and competing institutions. Therefore, a future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to address these challenges. Challenges that were not, it is posited adequately tackled by the Commission during the financial crisis.

The financial crisis represented an insight as to whether or not the Commission would lower the “proportionately” threshold in respect of financial institutions availing of State aid in times of a systemic crisis. There are two forms of competition safeguards the Commission may apply, these are either behavioural or structural. For the purposes of establishing new competition distortion safeguards, the difference between these two measures will be set out. The former includes placing a cap on executive remuneration and for Irish banks also encompassed complying with a Corporate Social Responsibility programme initiated by the Irish government.189 Irish financial institutions were also subject to certain management controls such as seeking government approval before raising inter-bank deposits and undertaking risk management arrangements to ensure that these institutions did not trigger the guarantee scheme.190 In contrast with behavioural safeguards, the latter structural safeguards are designed to reduce the market presence of a recipient financial institution via the disposal of business units or subsidiaries. For example, in the case of Bank of Ireland this entailed the bank’s withdrawal from its insurance business.191 While for Allied Irish Banks these structural
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measures included the disposal of both Allied Irish Banks Jersey Trust and shares in foreign banks in both Poland and the Baltics.\textsuperscript{192}

One of the key issues with imposing competition distortion safeguards on a recipient undertaking is whether or not this measure is a genuine penalty for accessing State support or simply a step the recipient is likely to take in any case so as to return to long-term viability. Franchoo et al. comment how in the case of the Hungarian Bank MKB, the disposal of that financial institution’s “noncore car fleet management business” was “presented as a viability measure even though it did not seem to have caused losses to the bank”.\textsuperscript{193} The authors posit that the disposal of this particular business line was more of a penalty than a viability measure to reflect the fact that only two Hungarian banks received State aid including MKB.\textsuperscript{194} In contrast, Greek financial institutions were subject to less intrusive safeguards as most of the domestic banking sector received State support.\textsuperscript{195} But the greater the number of financial institutions in one jurisdiction that have received State aid does not necessarily preclude the application of aggressive competition distortion safeguards.

For example, in the case of Commerzbank the German authorities agreed to a balance sheet reduction from €1.100 billion to €600 billion, a balance sheet reduction of some 45%.\textsuperscript{196} This despite the fact that at least seven other German banks also received State support. Although one could consider such an extensive balance sheet reduction as indirectly resolving the “Too-Big-To-Fail” problem posed by Commerzbank. The level of this reduction as a direct
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quid pro quo for the State recapitalisation provided to Commerzbank, €18 billion, still seems questionable. While €18 billion is indeed a large sum of aid, the markets Commerzbank operates in are varied, and not necessarily solely focused on the domestic German market. Even if one considers Deutsche bank as a competitor to Commerzbank, the former as of 2017 had total assets on its balance sheet of €1.475 billion therefore arguably the State aid provided to the latter does not necessarily constitute a major competition distortion.\textsuperscript{197} It also remains questionable whether imposing market divestments on Commerzbank will improve competition in these markets.\textsuperscript{198} Presumably, Commerzbank could be restored to long-term viability without the need for such a substantial balance sheet reduction. This conflation between viability measure and competition distortion safeguard is also seen in the Commission’s assessment of BayernLB’s restructuring programme.\textsuperscript{199} In this case the closure of BayernLB’s Asian business, the closure of branches in key markets and the downsizing of its London and New York branches were deemed to be “viability measures”.\textsuperscript{200} Although referring primarily about the price leadership bans and restrictions imposed on management remuneration, Dewatripont’s comment that the Commission in effect “‘tied the hands’ of bailout recipients” also rings through in respect of BayernLB.\textsuperscript{201}
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If financial institutions are subject to both excessive behavioural and structural conditions then this in turn may make it more difficult for these financial institutions to regain viability and profitability.

Soltész and Von Köckritz also address the Commission’s competition distortion safeguard policies and question whether these measures strike the correct balance between penalising State aid recipients while also ensuring that these banks are able to retain long-term viability.202 Wider economic considerations may also be impeded by the nature of the safeguards imposed on recipient financial institutions. For example, if efforts to comply with a balance sheet reduction measure result in credit restriction then this will impact the wider economy.203 In a similar vein, a non-price leadership clause may adversely affect consumers.204 Therefore, a number of conflicting and overlapping objectives remain in play when the question of what form competition distortion safeguards should take when applied to the banking sector. These conflicting and overlapping objectives will need to be teased out as part of a new State Aid Crisis Framework. For example, should a financial institution that meets the above proposed long-term viability test then be subject to over burdensome competition distortion safeguards that then undermine its long-term viability? If not, then what measures can be put in place as an alternative response so that the needs of both the financial institution itself and the wider considerations such as consumer interests and future economic stability be met? This will now be further examined below.

6.5.3. Financial Stability and Competition in the Banking Sector

As noted above the consequences of competition distortion safeguards when applied to the banking sector may be varied and complex. One area in particular where these complexities lay is in the interaction between suit. See J. Gray and F. de Cecco, “Competition, stability and moral hazard: the tension between financial regulation and State aid control”, in Francois Laprévote, Joanna Gray and Francesco di Cecco, ed., Research Handbook on State Aid in the Banking Sector (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2017) p.20 at p.43.
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competition and financial stability in banking. A report by the International Competition Anti-trust Network on the interaction between financial regulation and competition published three years prior to the 2008 financial crisis, set out a number of recommendations for policy makers to promote competition in banking.\(^{205}\) Thus, jurisdictions should, “promote an open and competitive banking environment without unjustified restrictions on entry, ownership or exit” while from a competition perspective, “agencies should” ensure that the banking sector is not exempt from competition rules and that depositors are able to switch without additional costs.\(^{206}\)

One can clearly see a possible link between promoting unrestricted market access on competition grounds and the possible adverse effect this may have for consumer interests and market stability. For example, as noted in the opening Chapter, the emergence of Icelandic bank subsidiaries in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands may have initially benefited consumers, especially retail depositors, but the subsequent demise of the Icelandic banking sector meant that these same consumers were vulnerable to losing their savings.\(^{207}\) On a similar theme, if one examines the pre-crisis banking sectors of a number of Member States, one common theme is the fragmented nature of various domestic banking markets. For example in Spain, the emergence of the Cajas savings banks resulted in an expansion of credit, a positive for Spanish consumers, but not necessarily from a financial stability perspective.\(^{208}\) Although, in some cases certain Cajas may have behaved in an imprudent manner due to political factors rather than competitive market
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pressures, the underlying point remains that a disparate banking market may undermine wider market stability.\textsuperscript{209}

In contrast, the Dutch banking sector prior to the financial crisis was considered by both domestic regulators and the OECD to lack sufficient competition.\textsuperscript{210} According to the latter the absence of new market entrants could be due to “low profitability”, “entry barriers” or costs related to the establishment of a market presence.\textsuperscript{211} However, though the Dutch banking sector, unlike the Spanish one, had in effect three dominant financial institution groups, ABN AMRO, ING and Fortis, this market also experienced a substantial loss of value and business during the financial crisis. In many ways the Dutch market mirrors the Irish banking sector, where two financial institutions currently dominate the retail banking sector.

Even though a number of UK based banks did enter the Irish banking market prior to the crisis, these new market participants did not necessarily erode the pre-existing market dominance of either Allied Irish Banks or Bank of Ireland. Yet the presence of these new market entrants may have resulted, according to Hanley and Rae, in competition being “misdirected towards the more attractive profit margins available in commercial property lending”.\textsuperscript{212} Banks such as HBOS Ireland, also introduced hundred per cent mortgages, a promotion soon followed by Irish financial institutions.\textsuperscript{213} Yet Hanley and Rae do state that the problem facing the Irish banking sector “was not competition per se, but the institutional framework that provided a weak constraint on the worst excesses of increasingly reckless banks”.\textsuperscript{214} A position also taken by the OECD, which found that oligopolistic, rather than
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In these circumstances incumbent banks are considered to be systemically important, leading to moral hazard, perceived guarantees and excessive risk taking”. If one examines the current banking sector in Ireland then it is clear that the two remaining pillar banks, Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland, remain systemically important. In effect a presumption of State support in a future crisis applies to these financial institutions. Yet prior to the financial crisis where a Member State’s banking sector was subject to more competition such as the United Kingdom, this did not prevent such jurisdictions from experiencing a financial crisis. In the Irish banking sector, competition within the mortgage lending sector by foreign banks had the effect of triggering imprudent behaviour by incumbent financial institutions. In effect the above examples illustrate that whether competition is or is not conducive to banking sector stability is not a clear cut answer for regulators and policymakers to answer. These nuances will have to be addressed under a new State Aid Crisis Framework when the Commission seeks to apply either behavioural or structural measures to a long-term viable financial institution. However, the macro question of stability is not the only nuance that will need to be addressed. How competition impacts on the consumer will also be another strand that will need to be unknotted by the Commission and Member States. This will now be examined below.

6.5.4. Competition in the Banking Sector and impact on the Consumer

In different markets and industries competition can reduce prices for the final end user be they a commercial, industrial or personal customer. However, in the banking sector as noted above, competition may not necessarily be conducive to wider market stability or beneficial for consumer interests. Under Minsky’s second theorem of the financial instability hypothesis, instability arises after a period of prolonged prosperity when financial relationships that once engendered a stable economy start to become
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relationships that trigger instability.\textsuperscript{217} For instance, in a competitive marketplace banks may not engage in prudent lending to their customer base but instead lower lending standards to increase market share and counter the market growth of a rival. This also follows Stücke’s suggestion that in some cases “[r]ather than compete to build consumers’ trust in their business, firms instead compete in devising better or new ways to exploit consumers”.\textsuperscript{218} One example Stücke refers to is the credit card industry where companies may abuse consumer trust in order to increase profits.\textsuperscript{219} Therefore in certain cases increased competition among firms may result in firms having a “greater incentive to engage in unethical behaviour that improves their costs (relative to competitors)”.\textsuperscript{220} This example illustrates how in the context of banking, competition may not necessarily be a positive for consumers. The incentive to increase sales or increase lending on financial institutions via the actions of rivals, including a possible guru institution as discussed above, may result in adverse consequences for the consumer. Although examined under the prism of financial stability, one could also posit that the entry of Icelandic banks in the UK deposit market did not necessarily engender long-term positives for consumers availing of higher interest rates. Had it not been for the intervention of the UK authorities in protecting these deposits, then British banking consumers would have experienced losses related to competition in a Member State’s banking sector.

From an Irish perspective, the increase in the number of financial institutions operating within the domestic banking sector, did not necessarily align with the interests of consumers. Inappropriate lending was a common feature across the Irish banking sector with both established and new entrants adopting aggressive business models.\textsuperscript{221} To resolve the possible adverse

\textsuperscript{219} \textit{Ibid}.
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effects competition within a Member State’s banking sector may trigger for consumers, a new State Aid Crisis Framework will have to include specific measures to address such possible effects. This is particularly the case for when applying competition distortion safeguards to long-term viable financial institutions as these banks will continue to operate in this sector whereas a systemically important but insolvent financial institution will be gradually wound down as per the proposals in Chapter 5.

6.5.5. Competition and Market Concentration and Too-Big-To-Fail

Another facet of competition in the banking sector of any Member State is the effect competition may have on individual market operators. As noted above the Commission usually seeks some form of structural or behavioural controls imposed on a State aid recipient in exchange for authorisation of this support. However, such controls may not necessarily resolve the competition constraints or challenges facing individual market participants or the sector as a whole. For instance, in the case of Irish banks, both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland have an-inbuilt dominance within the Irish market that few if any competition safeguards can resolve. This dominance in turn raises further problems when these financial institutions require State support. In other economic sectors market operators may have to become more efficient and engage in research and development in order to counter the developments of rivals. But in the banking sector the same competitive pressures do not necessarily arise. For example, in the retail sector consumers may still be loyal to one particular bank simply out of habit or due to convenience. A 2008 report from the Office of Fair Trading examining the British market for personal current account found that 47 per cent of consumers did not consider switching from their account provider.222 The Cruickshank Report also found that in most cases a consumer would purchase a product from their current

bank rather than considering other providers, resulting in a “trade-off between convenience and value for money”.\(^{223}\)

Market infrastructure is yet another example of where normal competitive safeguards do not apply in a banking context. If a financial institution has built up a traditional banking network in a particular region or jurisdiction, then it may be hard for new entrants to compete due to this “trade-off between convenience and value for money” as referred to above. Further, a pre-existing market operator may have certain payment processes or information systems that new a market entrant may need to gain access to. For instance, one of the key barriers of entry for the UK retail banking market found by the UK Office of Fair Trading was the access to IT information systems for new entrants.\(^{224}\) Another problem for any new entrant in the UK banking sector highlighted by the OFT was the limited capacity for these parties to attract customers and thus in time achieve market scale.\(^{225}\) For the OFT, the scale that a new financial institution should seek to achieve is one which allows it to “recover costs, many of which are sunk”.\(^{226}\)

Similar studies conducted by other bodies within EU Member States have also found market barriers. In one study undertaken by the Dutch Consumer and Markets Authority, potential new entrants to the Dutch retail banking market placed particular emphasis on the “initial investments” for both IT systems and “marketing costs” as substantial barriers for establishing a presence in the personal accounts business line.\(^{227}\) Although the Consumer and Markets Authority concludes, that while profit margins are low in this particular strand of banking sector, current accounts do have “an important
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gateway function” and thus “[l]owering the barriers to entry is therefore also important in this market, in part to encourage the competition in other banking markets”. 228

A report by the Irish Competition Authority examining competition in the Irish banking sector, found that there was a marked concentration within the Irish personal accounts market segment. 229 As of 2005 both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland shared a 70% market share in the personal accounts market within Ireland, thus as the report notes from a competition perspective it becomes even more important for consumers to have the capacity to switch account providers. 230 Although, the Report proposes a number of recommendations to better facilitate consumers switching accounts, such as “increasing the ease and speed” of the switching process, the underlying barrier to competition, namely the dominant position of two banks in this sector is not addressed. 231 However, any wider competitive benefits for consumers arising from improving the switching process will ultimately remain limited where the actual market options are few in number. Unfortunately, the post-crisis banking environment within Ireland remains subject to similar concentration levels as those found by the Competition Authority in 2005 within the personal accounts business line across the sector more generally. A recent report from 2017 has also sought to promote the switching of mortgage providers among consumers and ensuring that this option is not subject to any barriers. 232 In fact since the financial crisis the Irish banking sector has seen the market exit of a number of foreign financial institutions such as Danske Bank and RaboDirect resulting in a further market concentration for Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland. 233 This
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concentration has resulted in Irish consumers having to pay one of the highest interest rates in the EU according to Central Bank of Ireland figures.\textsuperscript{234}

In most cases, the competition safeguards applied as part of the State aid authorisation process were not necessarily specific to resolving the dominant position a financial institution may have held in a Member State. A similar failing also arises in respect of the Commission’s merger control policy during the crisis. For example, even though the OFT in the UK concluded that the merger of HBOS with Lloyds Banking Group would result in a “substantial lessening of competition” within both the UK wide market for personal accounts and the Scottish small and medium sized enterprise lending market, such a merger was waived through on public interest grounds.\textsuperscript{235} Despite the issues raised by the OFT, the then UK Sectary for Trade and Industry utilised a legislative exception under the \textit{Enterprise Act 2002} to waive through the merger on public interest grounds.\textsuperscript{236} Stephan suggests that one of the primary benefits of exercising this provision under the \textit{Enterprise Act} was to avoid the merger possibly falling under the scope of the Commission’s merger control review.\textsuperscript{237} Although the newly established Lloyds Banking Group had to divest of certain divisions and business lines in order to avail of State support from the UK, the adverse effect such a merger may have had on both market rivals and consumers was deemed less important than stability.


\textsuperscript{235} \textit{Anticipated acquisition by Lloyds TSB plc. of HBOS plc.}, Report to the Secretary State for Business Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, 24\textsuperscript{th} October 2008, Office of Fair Trading at p.5 available at https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5592bba440f0b6156400000c/LLloydstsb.pdf [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
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Similarly, when imposing structural conditions on a recipient financial institution, the Commission adopts a policy whereby the wider effect on consumers and the market in general are not examined or addressed. Therefore, in certain cases a recipient financial institution, such as Allied Irish Banks in Ireland may have to dispose of profitable subsidiaries as a *quid pro quo* measure for competition distortion concerns. Yet the effect of these divestments may be to further consolidate the position of financial institutions that already have a substantial share of the Union wide banking market. This in turn may not only further undermine the growth and viability of competing financial institutions but also increases the possibility of the acquiring financial institutions becoming “too-big-to-fail”. Ratnovski notes how the “ability of modern banks to easily increase scale leads to a more acute TBTF problem”. The same author also comments how “[c]ompetition policy tools might need to be used to restrict the size of large banks”. However, the Commission’s application of competition distortion controls actually provides an example of how competition policy may inadvertently accentuate the too-“big-to-fail problem”.

### 6.6.1. Compensatory Measures: a new approach

If one examines the competition distortion safeguards imposed by the Commission during the financial crisis on both insolvent and long-term viable financial institutions, it becomes clear that the multi-faceted nature of competition within the banking sector is not adequately addressed. Instead, the Commission has adopted a policy whereby the compensatory measures applied to banks correspond with those applicable to other economic sectors. Yet this approach fails to sufficiently resolve the possible stability, consumer protection and wider market problems that may arise within a banking market. While compensatory measures will in most cases have an effect on the
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recipient’s market, as both the recipient may lose market share and a rival may gain it via a divestment policy, in most markets the wider economic effects remain limited. The wider effect on the public in general may remain imperceptible in cases where the recipient in question remains active in a specialised market with limited if any direct contact with consumers.

In contrast, any market developments in the banking sector are likely to have considerable impacts on both consumers and the public interest more generally. Therefore, any competition distortion measures should reflect these related factors in times of systemic crisis. As Kokkoris comments there are negative consequences when imposing competition distortion safeguards on a State aid recipient such as a restriction on lending to the real economy. Furthermore, the “imposition of significant divestments may lead to systemic effects and distortions of competition”.241

6.6.2 Stability Concerns and Too-Big-to-Fail

Any structural constraints imposed on a State aid recipient, be it the closure of certain business lines or the divestment of business units or subsidiaries should be tailored to reflect longer-term market considerations. The recently enacted Bank Resolution and Recovery Directive sets out possible impediments to bank resolvability.242 Therefore this provides a benchmark to some degree for possible compensatory measures that should apply to recipient financial institutions. In effect any business unit or subsidiary disposed of should be done so in order to reduce the market presence of the recipient not only as a form of penalty but as a measure to counter future possible market instability. Yet even aligning competition distortion measures with bank resolution objectives still raises other complexities. If a bank’s retail network branch constitutes an impediment to bank resolution but also remains the recipient’s primary business line, then a compromise

position may have to be adopted. This may entail the recipient selling certain regional networks to a new market entrant. On the one hand this compromise may result in undermining the financial viability of the recipient financial institution in question. On the other, such a divestment policy should reduce the threat of “too-big-to-fail” as the market of the recipient bank will become more fragmented as other banking options become available. This in turn should also improve the position of consumers as more options should develop for credit provision, personal accounts and residential mortgages.

6.6.3. Market Concentration from a Pan-Union perspective

Although the disposal of part of a financial institution’s domestic business may reduce the threat of “too-big-to-fail” within the relevant Member State. The same concerns remain from a pan-EU perspective if conversely a recipient bank has to dispose of its foreign business lines. Thus a financial institution with an already considerable pan-Union presence may further expand their market share and so pose a Union-wide systemic threat in a future crisis. Although EU merger controls should ensure that market concentrations are prevented, as seen from the Lloyds-HBOS merger such controls may be easily circumvented. To ensure that any new crisis framework adequately addresses future “too-big-to-fail” concerns at a pan-Union level, restrictions should be placed on the purchaser of a recipient financial institution’s divested business. The application of these restrictions should also be supervised by the Commission rather than at a domestic level. This ensures the Commission remains the central authority when determining whether or not these competition safeguards will be adhered which is currently a role performed by the Commission in the competition field. Furthermore, placing this responsibility with the Commission aligns with the proposal for placing oversight of the proposed future crisis framework with this supranational body as set out in Chapter 8.

Such restrictions may entail the purchasing financial institution having to in turn divest of certain business lines and units within their own primary market or agreeing to further dispose of specific sections of the newly acquired business unit. Alternatively, they may encompass certain behavioural...
safeguards such as the acquiring financial institution refraining from below-cost selling or price leadership in designated business lines or products. The scope of these restrictions will ultimately depend on the balance sheet size of the acquiring financial institution. Thereby the larger the financial institution the more considerable the applicable restrictions should be.

6.6 4. Compensatory Measures and Consumer Interests

A final consideration that any compensatory measures should address under a future State Aid Crisis Framework is the possible impact on consumers these measures may cause. The decline in market share of one market actor and the entry of a new undertaking may not have any tangible effects on the relevant consumer market segment. However, there may be certain circumstances where divestment may negatively affect the consumer in question. This may arise due to the specialised nature of the service or products provided by the relevant business line that may require wider institutional support that a new market entrant may not be able to provide. Similarly, there may be cases where the possible divestment from one financial institution simple concentrates the market shares of a rival domestic bank and so poses a long-term risk to banking competition within the Member State in question. In these particular circumstances an exception to divestment should be considered if consumer interests are best served by the future banking market remaining the same as the market environment *ex-ante* the crisis.

Consumer welfare is a key aspect of anti-trust enforcement and merger control in both the US and the EU. Pera and Auricchio note how Posner’s position on anti-trust enforcement was that if a firm’s acts benefitted the consumer then no violation had occurred.\(^{243}\) US anti-trust enforcement has evolved primarily on the basis of this principle, so that if a monopolists’ behaviour is in line with “normal market practice” then no anti-trust issues arise.\(^{244}\) In contrast, under the EU approach specific prohibitions were
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established to ensure that smaller competitors could continue to compete.245 Daskalova comments how for the EU authorities “[h]arm to producers or sellers, is also considered important for the purposes of EU competition law, regardless of the final effect on consumers”.246 Thus one could argue that this proposed safeguard constitutes an exemption to divestment in line with Posner’s position of anti-trust enforcement. However, if this exemption is applied there may still be a need for imposing behavioural constraints on the recipient financial institution so that longer-term new market entrants are able to enter the market place. A reverse price leadership measure could also be imposed whereby the recipient financial institution is barred from increasing their charges or fees without financial grounds for doing so. In this way the consumers in question should then be protected from possible price gouging on the part of the recipient.

Conclusion

The central research question of this Chapter was to determine how best the Commission and Member States can utilise a State aid solution in respect of long-term viable banks. During the 2008 financial crisis the boundary between insolvency and long-term viability was not always easily determined due to wider economic and market factors pertaining at the time. Therefore, any future State Aid Crisis Framework must first, after applying the systemic importance test as set out in Chapter 5 determine whether a financial institution meets the criteria for a long-term viable financial institution. The first part of this Chapter thus sought to develop a specific State aid test for a financial institution’s long-term viability. This test seeks to root the question of long-term viability on a counterfactual analysis of whether in the absence of wider market instability the financial institution in question would still have entered financial difficulty. Such an analysis in isolation however will not suffice to encompass the nuances of the financial sector. Therefore, two additional strands are also proposed to complement this counter-factual
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analysis. First if in certain cases, the financial institution in question is in a position of “dominant failure” and so would still require State support in the absence of the proposed external factors then this financial institution falls outside of the long-term viability criterion. Second, if the financial institution under consideration has a history of State aid intervention this may not fall foul of the long-term viability test provided the financial institution in question has a diversified business line and the reasons for the past State aid intervention have been addressed.

The next step in formulating any new State aid framework for long-term viable banks includes setting a threshold for the level of aid such financial institutions are able to receive from Member States. The role of the State varies from that of regulator to consumer, and so with this in mind the level of support provided to long-term viable banks should reflect the incentives of a rational State actor. If one is able to formulate the actions of a rational State actor, then this in turn should meet the new “minimum necessary” criterion. Furthermore, in light of the different roles of the State and the different social roles it performs, recipient financial institutions should be liable for an opportunity cost penalty when repaying the recapitalisation funds. This fee may be waived though if the benefits of recapitalising the bank or banks in question outweigh the negative costs for the State.

A future State Aid Crisis Framework will also have to address the possible competition distortion safeguards that might arise when providing support to long-term viable financial institutions. However, competition within the banking sector is not a binary issue but instead encompasses a number of different factors which any future safeguards should also address. Therefore, proportionality measures should first seek to remove any barriers to resolving any future “too-big-to-fail” financial institutions. This may require a recipient financial institution dividing up its domestic business structure and selling this to a new market entrant. In this way the recipient financial institution should in theory no longer pose a “too-big-to-fail” threat to the Member State in question. From a pan-EU perspective, where a financial institution seeks to purchase a recipient firm’s foreign business this purchase should come with restrictions in cases where the former already has a large market share within
the European market banking sector. Finally, in some cases the interests of consumers may be adversely affected by a recipient financial institution having to dispose of their domestic business lines. In these circumstances, divestment as proposed above may be set aside on these grounds, although the recipient financial institution will remain subject to behavioural safeguards.

This Chapter has sought to address the question of what constitutes a long-term viable financial institution as part of a future crisis framework. In this way Member States and the Commission will be able to apply a two stranded test to first determine whether or not a financial institution is systemically important as set out in the previous Chapter and then determine if this financial institution has a long-term viable future. If the proposed test set out in this Chapter is not met, then the suggested market exit steps and minimum operational aid in the previous Chapter should be applied by the Member State in question so that this systemically important but non-long-term viable bank can be wound down in a controlled manner. The last two Chapters have thus been focused on how a future crisis framework will apply to individual financial institutions. However, the next Chapter will address the second market wide response undertaken by Member States after guarantee schemes, namely asset relief measures.
Chapter Seven: Asset Relief Schemes and State aid: a critical evaluation of the Commission application of the Impaired Assets Communication and possible future developments

Introduction

The purpose of this Chapter is to examine the application of the Impaired Assets Communication by the Commission and Member States. As part of the Commission’s response to the financial crisis a specific Communication setting out the parameters of State aid for asset relief schemes was issued. When the financial crisis struck, Member States were considering different tools and responses for engendering financial stability. One possible option was the establishment of “bad-banks” or other forms of asset relief schemes so as to transfer non-performing bank assets from financial institutions and place these with a specialised undertaking. Another possible option considered by Member States was the use of “risk-shields” whereby a Member State would meet the losses arising from non-performing losses up to a certain level with the participant financial institution covering the remaining loss. As these measures would require recourse to State aid, the Commission’s Impaired Assets Communication established a number of criteria for these interventions to fall within the scope of Article 107(3)(b)TFEU.

When applying this Communication, the Commission has had to balance a number of competing and at times conflicting objectives. These range from ensuring financial institutions subject to an asset relief scheme are in a position to return to viability to also ensuring that these same financial institutions do not become focal points of moral hazard abuse. The central research question throughout this Chapter is whether the Impaired Assets Communication and its application suggest the need for a new asset relief scheme Communication as part of a wider future State Aid Crisis Framework. To achieve this objective, the Chapter starts with an overview of the Irish application of the Impaired Assets Communication in the form of the National Asset Management Agency. Following on from this there is then an examination of past bad-bank schemes from previous financial crisis, with
particular focus on the Nordic crises of the early 1990s. While this Communication was specifically aimed at establishing State aid parameters for asset relief schemes during the 2008 financial crisis, there were past examples of bad-bank schemes under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines. These past cases are examined to provide a wider context to the subsequent asset relief schemes introduced by Member States during the 2008 crisis.

The Commission’s decisional practice under the Impaired Assets Communication is then critically evaluated to set the ground for possible new proposals that may be required in a new Impaired Assets Communication. In particular, there is critical assessment of the long-term economic value criterion applied under the existing Communication and whether this benchmark should be altered to reflect better the impact asset relief may have on both individual financial institutions and the wider banking sector. The possible competition distortion that may arise from an asset relief scheme is also examined and new safeguards proposed as part of a future State Aid Crisis Framework.

7.1.1. National Asset Management Agency: Ireland’s bad bank, a background

Before one can delve into the Commission’s application of the Impaired Assets Communication to the Irish National Asset Management Agency one must first examine the background to this bad bank and why the Irish State chose this particular resolution response. As noted in Chapter 1, the Irish banking crisis mainly revolved around non-performing loans in the property development and construction sectors. For Irish policymakers the key question was how best to preserve the unaffected business lines and units of Irish banks by addressing these problem loans. Policymakers began to focus on past financial crises, in particular how the Nordic countries removed non-performing loans from their financial institutions. These loans were then placed in specialised asset management companies. Therefore, in past financial crises, as will be further discussed below, the establishment of bad banks was considered a viable crisis management solution.
To assess this possible solution in detail a report was commissioned by the Department of Finance so that the nuances of this possible “bad-bank” option could be teased out. Alternative responses were also considered such as an asset guarantee scheme whereby the non-performing loans would remain on the banks’ balance sheets but certain losses would be met by the Irish State. The benefits of this latter approach for the Irish State included the fact that there would be no immediate adverse impact on the Irish Exchequer. While the relevant banks would retain exposure to any subsequent losses and there would be no immediate effect on the banks’ equity capital. Though it must be pointed out that continuing losses in the Irish banking sector from 2009 to 2010 may very well have triggered in any case such asset guarantee scheme. In contrast, under a proposed asset sale, the Irish State would purchase bank assets at a significant initial outlay and be liable for any subsequent loss in value that may arise. Although the Irish State would via its asset management company purchase these assets at a discount, a loss could still occur if the relevant property market for these loans entered a prolonged period of price depression. The Irish State would also be liable to recapitalise the Irish banks to meet any capital shortfall arising after this asset transfer from their balance sheets. Despite these adverse outcomes the Bacon report concluded that due to the “characteristic features of the Irish situation it appears that the Asset Management approach has the potential to offer greater assistance to achieving resolution and transparency.”

The report also set out the best process for establishing an asset management company and what powers this body would require to acquire transfer the assets and manage their eventual disposal. Most of these recommendations
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were incorporated in the *National Asset Management Agency Act 2009*, the legislation used to establish the Irish asset management company.\(^\text{10}\) Hence the 2009 Act includes provisions for designating the relevant assets for transfer and the effect of this transfer on these bank assets and the banks holding these assets.\(^\text{11}\) This Act also allows for NAMA to appoint receivers to bank assets, compulsorily purchase land and undertake certain functions in respect of the development of land.\(^\text{12}\) The ECB found that the provisions of the 2009 Act were sufficient to ensure that participation in the scheme remained voluntary and that the asset class in question could be expanded if so required.\(^\text{13}\) But the ECB also raised concerns over the propose valuation process, as banks could be over-compensated, and whether there would be sufficient incentives in place to ensure that any over-compensation could be recovered at a later date.\(^\text{14}\) An issue that will be returned to later and provides the central State aid strand when it comes to assessing asset relief schemes not just in respect of NAMA but also how other Member States operated their own asset relief schemes.

On a similar vein, Noussia comments how “bad-banks” have a number of “challenges” to address ranging from ensuring that the assets in question are removed in a transparent manner, minimising the costs for the taxpayer, while also curtailing against any future “opportunistic behaviour” on the part of the participating banks.\(^\text{15}\) It remains difficult to determine whether NAMA has actually overcome these obstacles. The transparency of the asset removal process remains difficult to determine when there is a price–uplift applied to bank assets designated for transfer.\(^\text{16}\) For example, a participating financial institution may have failed to undertake loan due diligence on a non-
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performing asset yet still apply a valuation in line with the uplifted benchmark. This in turn makes it difficult to determine whether or not the taxpayer’s exposure to the “bad-bank” process has actually “minimised” the costs to the taxpayer. On a related note, although outside the scope of this Chapter, there have been a number of concerns that the NAMA process has been subverted by third parties for their own benefit at costs to the Irish State.\textsuperscript{17} In some cases employees within NAMA have allegedly utilised confidential information within the agency for their own and others benefit or have subsequently left the agency to pursue employment with property investment firms despite an obvious conflict of interest.\textsuperscript{18}

Ingves et al. also examine the advantages and disadvantages of a centralised asset management process like that of NAMA.\textsuperscript{19} While the advantages include centralising the bank sector restructuring process within one State agency and setting a uniform price for the assets designated for transfer.\textsuperscript{20} There are also a number of potential disadvantages with a centralised asset management company from a crisis resolution perspective, including the possible exercise of political pressure on the work of the company, the possible drop in asset prices once removed from the banks in question, while agreeing a transfer price with private banks may be difficult.\textsuperscript{21} Therefore, there were not just State aid related complications and concerns that applied to the Irish asset relief scheme.

Although these potential pitfalls are addressed under the 2009 Act, in practice some of these issues remain difficult to guard against in practice.\textsuperscript{22} Similarly, there are a number of State aid issues that the 2009 Act fails to address in detail. For example, in respect of asset price, ultimately the long-term value
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calculation depends on a number of factors that may fail to encompass moral hazard considerations or the efficient use of State resources. This question in turn affects how one may view the effectiveness or not of the NAMA process as a bank restructuring tool. How other jurisdictions exercised this “bad-bank” solution may provide a benchmark for assessing the Irish authorities own tailored solution which gave rise to NAMA.

7.1.2. Past Asset Relief Scheme and Financial Crises

As noted above, establishing a bad-bank to hold the non-performing loans of banks became a central tenet of financial crisis management in a number of different jurisdictions. Holding non-performing loans and managing the incremental sale of these loans over an extended period allows policymakers to not only control the gradual sale of these assets it also ensures that banks are then unburdened by non-performing loans. In a number of cases governments have established a bad-bank scheme as one of the central planks of their crisis response. These different schemes will now be set out below starting with the different Nordic bad-bank schemes and then an overview of the Japanese and United States responses. By examining these past examples one can see how State aid remains a key factor on how these schemes operated. Furthermore, certain differences become evident between the wider economic environment that was present during these past examples and the one that existed when NAMA was established along with other asset relief schemes post the 2008 financial crisis.

7.1.2.1. Swedish response

In Sweden banks such as Nordbanken and Gota Bank had considerable exposure to the Swedish property sector during the 1980s. By 1985 Nordbanken had total loans valued at SEK84.2billion while Gota Bank had some SEK29 billion in outstanding loans.\(^{23}\) The sharp downturn in Swedish property prices and a currency crisis meant that both banks required State


A total of SEK67 billion of bank loans were transferred to Securum from Nordbanken, constituting 4.4 per cent of the latter’s total banking assets. Of this portfolio 87 per cent were related to real estate lending. According to Schafer and Zimmerman, this figure could be further broken down into “[s]ome 3,000 non-performing loans that had been extended to 1,274 troubled companies”.\footnote{D. Schafer and K. F. Zimmerman, “Bad Bank(s) and Recapitalisations of the Banking Sector”, IZA Policy Paper No.10 June 2009 at p.7 available at \url{http://ftp.iza.org/pp10.pdf} [last accessed on 07/11/2018].} The same commentators note that Retriva received “over 45% of Gota Bank’s assets shortly after the bank was nationalized”.\footnote{Ibid at p.8.} While there are certain similarities with the approach taken by the Swedish authorities and those pursued by their Irish counterparts, there are key differences. For example, the Swedish bad-bank scheme included two bad-banks rather than one central asset management company. Further, both Swedish bad-banks were not just resolving property related loans but also other corporate and business loans. In contrast, the Irish scheme is primarily focused on property based loans. Another key difference between the Irish and Swedish asset relief schemes relates to the wider financial climate at the time of both these responses. In the case of Ireland, the global financial sector was also entering a period of instability. However, during the Swedish crisis, the wider European economy was stable and so external investors were more likely to either invest in the assets held by the Swedish bad banks or to provide capital to Swedish banks. An advantage neither NAMA or Irish financial institutions had during the earlier phases of the asset relief scheme. This meant that the
Irish State then had to not only fund the asset relief scheme itself but also provide the resulting recapitalisation needs post the transfer of these assets to NAMA.

7.1.2.2. Asset relief schemes in Finland and Norway

Sweden was not the only Nordic country to experience a financial crisis during the 1990s. Finnish banks also required State support via a bad-bank scheme due to their exposure to non-performing property related loans. The Finnish authorities established a single bad-bank, Arsenal, where 34% of the loans transferred were related to real estate while the remainder were across other industries. Unlike either NAMA or the Swedish bad banks, the loans transferred to Arsenal were not subject to a value threshold. The ownership structure of Arsenal also differed from that of both Securum and Retriva in that the Government Guarantee Fund was the ultimate parent company of the bad-bank. 28 Thus, to some degree the Finnish approach married a novel solution with the pre-existing bank intervention architecture.

In contrast, policymakers in Norway decided against establishing a bad-bank scheme as the capitalisation costs involved were considered excessive. 29 There was also considered to be a lack of legal and accountancy expertise required to facilitate the transfer of non-performing loans from financial institutions to an asset management company. 30 Despite the three largest Norwegian banks, DnB, DNK and Fokus, exposure to substantial loan losses, recapitalisation without the transfer of bad loans was the preferred option taken. 31 Therefore the Norwegian authorities adopted a position where resolving these problem loans internally was considered a better and more cost-efficient response than the establishment of a bad bank. Irish

30 Ibid.
31 Ibid.
policymakers had also examined this option but ultimately decided to adopt the asset relief scheme option instead. One could submit that the Norwegian authorities avoided the problem of double-recapitalisation whereas the Irish authorities embraced the need for double-recapitalisation almost by default.

7.1.2.3. Bad-banks in non-European Jurisdictions: Japan

Outside of the European dimension of past asset relief schemes, there were other examples of policymakers adopting bad-banks as response to banking crises. Both the Japanese and United States authorities had to tackle non-performing loans in their banking sectors. An interesting feature of the Japanese crisis is the diverse nature of the Japanese banking sector. For instance, Jusen banks are mainly involved in the provision of credit to the real estate sector, while, a specialised group of co-operative banks are also active to provide financial support to farmers. In many ways a segmented banking sector remains more susceptible to a bad-bank solution as the non-performing loans in each specific sector can be consolidated into one institution and managed more efficiently rather than resolved by each specialised lender individually. For example, in the Savings and Loans Crisis in the United States discussed below, non-performing loans were consolidated into specialised resolution vehicles. Therefore, assets can be pooled and resold in bundles rather than assets entering the market place in an uncoordinated manner resulting in possible loss of value.\(^{32}\) In the Jusen crisis of the mid-1990s the Japanese government established the Home Loan Administration Corporation to hold the bad loans of mortgage lenders.\(^{33}\) This work-out vehicle purchased loans valued at ¥6,094.4 billion from seven Jusen.\(^{34}\) In this particular transaction the Japanese State was liable to compensate the bad-bank for any loss over a set threshold.\(^{35}\) Koo and Sasakai assess this financial link between the Resolution and Collection Corporation and the Japanese
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treasury and found that overall the exposure to the Japanese State came to some ¥1,159 billion.\(^{36}\) In this case, the Japanese authorities had managed to place a floor on the losses that Jusen banks were facing. But the crucial difference between the Jusen crisis and the Irish one was the fact that Japan was not subject to any pan-Asian State aid control measures. The question of whether the level of aid provided in this context was “appropriate” or indeed the “minimum necessary” was thus not required.

The Japanese authorities also established another bad-bank specifically designed to address the non-performing corporate loans held by Japanese banks. The Industrial Revitalisation Corporation successfully worked-through these loans and paid a final surplus to the Japanese State of ¥43.28 billion.\(^{37}\) Nanto sets out a number of lessons from the Japanese banking crisis, albeit few if any directly relate to the Japanese bad-bank strategy, there are some that do touch on how policymakers should respond to non-performing loans.\(^{38}\) For instance, despite the establishment of different asset relief schemes, the Japanese authorities were reluctant at first to resolve the problems posed by non-performing loans for “zombie firms”.\(^{39}\) Although loans were transferred to bad-banks, actually working-through these distressed assets was not a policy aggressively pursued for fear of wider economic instability.

7.1.2.4. United States Savings and Loans Crisis

During the Savings and Loan Crisis in the United States a specialised resolution company was set-up in conjunction with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation in order to address the financial problems facing thrift institutions. Originally thrifts were established to provide real estate mortgages. For example, under the Garn St-Germain Depository Institutions Act thrift institutions were no longer statutorily barred from investing in other

\(^{36}\) Ibid at p.11.  
\(^{37}\) Ibid at p.12.  
\(^{39}\) Ibid at p.12.
sectors such as corporate and commercial debt. Unfortunately, management within these institutions had little if no experience of how to prudently invest in these new sectors. This management inexperienced combined with fraudulent activities triggered a funding shortfall for US thrift institutions necessitating some form of government intervention.

This intervention took the form of an asset disposal body named the Resolution Trust Corporation where the non-performing property based loans of thrift institutions were transferred to, and gradually disposed of once the market improved. Yet for US lawmakers other concerns also arose so that this central objective of the Resolution Trust Corporation became surmounted with other considerations such as the provision of social housing and market stability in certain “distressed areas”. As Davison comments this resulted in the resolution vehicle becoming burdened with a “far more complex decision-making process and hence a more complicated bureaucracy”. An assessment of the Resolution Trust Corporation’s performance from 1991 found that the resolution body had a “disappointing” record in selling and marketing distressed assets. Difference sales strategies, such as selling assets in bulk, and via auctions, failed to elicit a positive market response although wider economic issues also played a part.

In some cases, the establishment of asset management companies did aid the recovery of a State’s banking sector. In Sweden the presence of two asset management companies resulted in a floor price being established for property based assets thereby triggering further market activity. The
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surpluses generated from both Swedish asset management companies also offset the costs of State intervention. But Klingebiel strikes a more cautious tone when assessing the impact if any of the Finnish bad-bank Arsenal, questioning whether this body had any real effect on corporate restructuring within Finland. Furthermore, “[r]eal lending to the private sector remained strongly negative in real terms in the years after the establishment of Arsenal”. In contrast, despite criticism during its lifespan, the same author concludes that the RTC could be described as “successful” as “[o]verall [the] RTC recovered 87 cents to the dollar”.

The bad-bank strategy adopted by the Japanese authorities appears to have achieved the objective it was supposed to, namely, to restructure certain segments of the Japanese banking industry. But even then this solution was not an isolated response but part of a wider set of measures such as bank recapitalisation, bank mergers and bank resolution. Fujii and Kawai in particular note that how “recapitalisation and asset purchases can be mutually complementary measures to restore a resilient capital base and banking sector health”. Yet one obstacle in the Japanese bad-bank policy was ensuring that banks would transfer their non-performing loans to a national bad bank. As Nakaso comments the transfer of these loans at a deep discount “must have discouraged Japanese bank from disposing of bad loans on a large scale”.

Therefore, what the above cases illustrate is the success or not of an asset relief scheme ultimately depends on a number of different factors. It may be that leaving non-performing assets on a bank’s balance sheet may remain possible if the downward price pressure for the loans in question lapses after
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a short period of time. In some cases, a bank may be best placed to work through non-performing loans rather than a newly established asset management company. While in other circumstances the only way long-term recapitalisation plans may be pursued may require as Fujii and Kawai suggest some form of bad-bank scheme.

7.2.1. Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines and Asset Relief Schemes: The pre-crisis environment and a sign of things to come

Prior to the financial crisis as noted in Chapters 3 and 5, Member States had previously intervened via State aid under the Rescue and Restructure Guidelines to support a failing financial institution. For example, the French State provided repeated and substantial State support to Credit Lyonnais. However, the form of these interventions was not just restricted to recapitalisations and guarantee schemes but also the financing of asset relief schemes. A review of how the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines were applied to asset relief schemes is required to provide a complete picture of how these measures remain an important feature of the bank restructuring process. This also illustrates the importance of ensuring that a future State Aid Crisis Framework has a specific provision for asset relief schemes.

In certain cases, the mechanism used to relieve a recipient financial institution did not directly mirror those introduced by Member States during the 2008 crisis, but there are certain similarities. For example, the restructuring programme for Credit Lyonnais entailed the establishment of a hive-off vehicle where certain non-performing assets of the bank were placed in a new legal entity. The total value of assets transferred to this “hive-off” vehicle amounted to FRF 190 billion. As a result of this intervention the recipient financial institution was able to reduce the level of capital required to offset losses associated with the transferred assets. Furthermore, the actual statutory basis of the entity charged with managing the hive-off vehicle was
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such that in effect the French State had provided an unlimited guarantee against these assets.\textsuperscript{58} A related factor in this particular restructuring process were the costs associated with the loan provided by the recipient to fund the hive-off entity which the French authorities now sought to reduce in order for Credit Lyonnais to improve its financial position.\textsuperscript{59}

When assessing this \textit{de facto} additional aid provided to Credit Lyonnais the Commission did not delve into complex issues of whether this support could be considered an “appropriate” form of intervention or not. The key concern for the Commission was the level of aid associated with this State intervention. According to the Commission in its 1998 decision, the support provided by the French State to Credit Lyonnais was “the largest ever in the history of the Community concerning a single undertaking”.\textsuperscript{60} Further, the level of financial support from the State remained “disproportionate” to the “modest return” likely to be generated once the restructuring phase concluded.\textsuperscript{61} Interestingly, the Commission considered the level of losses generated by the hive-off undertaking to constitute direct aid to Credit Lyonnais.\textsuperscript{62} Despite these concerns the aid associated with this particular restructuring process was deemed compatible under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines so long as the required competition safeguards were invoked.\textsuperscript{63} What this case illustrates though is how complex an asset relief scheme may be when applied to a financial institution such as Credit Lyonnais. In effect Credit Lyonnais was subject to a form of double State aid intervention. First, via the reduction in the capital provisions against the assets transferred to the hive-off vehicle. Second, by the actual losses this vehicle then was potentially exposed to if these assets were to remain non-performing.
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In a similar manner, the Berlin Länder sought to support the restructuring of the regional lender Bankgesellschaft Berlin AG via a risk shield whereby the loans provided by private market participants were in effect State guaranteed.\(^{64}\) This particular risk shield was designed to facilitate the disposal of the recipient’s real estate business unit and as such mirrors the approach later adopted by Member States during the 2008 crisis. Despite the possible competition distortions associated with such a State support raised by a competing undertaking, namely Volksbank, the Commission found that the purpose of this shield was simply to ensure that the “bank does not disappear from the market altogether”.\(^{65}\) Thus the value of aid related to this risk shield was considered to be the “minimum necessary”.\(^{66}\) This response from the Commission harks back to Chapter 5 and the question of what is or is not “minimum necessary” to ensure that a financial institution remains in situ. However, it also highlights how asset relief measures may pose competition distortion threats if these schemes facilitate the continued presence of an imprudent market operator. An issue that will be discussed further below.

These two cases illustrate how past State aid intervention in the banking sector by Member States did encompass some of the same features of asset relief schemes. But in both the case of Credit Lyonnais and Bankgesellschaft the level of support provided remained substantial. Yet wider market considerations appeared to have trumped any competition distortion or moral hazard concerns. The value of asset relief schemes and the potential for any associated competition distortions would thus remain issues to address under the Impaired Assets Communication.

\(^{64}\) Ibid at para.208.
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7.3.1. Overview of Impaired Assets Communication

To fully assess how the Commission applied State aid rules to asset relief schemes during the financial crisis, one must examine the related provisions of the Impaired Assets Communication. In particular, the question of how this Communication addresses the costs of asset relief schemes. For instance, in the Irish case the transfer of property-related loans to a specialised asset management vehicle would entail a considerable cost for the Irish State and the Irish banking sector. The Impaired Assets Communication includes a series of provisions which address the question of cost. These include the Commission assessing whether the scheme in question is indeed “appropriate” in identifying the problems facing the relevant banking sector. An ancillary strand is that there is full disclosure in respect of the relief scheme. Thus participating financial institutions must disclose the level of impairment effected by this measure and be subject to a long-term viability review.

However, there are a number of flaws with the above disclosure and review conditions. Firstly, “disclosure” remains a vague term in respect of the banking sector. In a number of cases the nature of the asset relief scheme itself may be such that determining the value of the relevant assets or liabilities may not be easily achieved. Secondly, any review which aims to specifically assess the participant institution’s long-term viability may remain contingent on the success of the asset relief scheme measure itself. Thus one problem with adopting a market wide asset relief scheme, as with the case of the NAMA, is while this form of intervention may benefit certain institutions it may actually undermine others. In effect some financial institutions may receive a substantial capital increase from the transfer of bad-loans while a more prudent competitor may in relative terms not receive as substantial a price premium due to having a lower number of bad loans on its books.
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Whether or not participating financial institutions volunteer or are involuntarily required to participate may also indicate whether the measure remains objectively beneficial or not for a financial institution. This will be discussed further below in respect of the proposed cost-benefit analysis benchmark.

In a similar vein, whether the scheme aligns with the identified problems in the Member State’s banking sector, may remain subject to wider market considerations. If one class of assets are adversely affecting a bank’s balance sheet and solvency, then transferring such assets or providing some level of State insurance may seem a reasonable and “appropriate” counter-measure. But this presupposes that national authorities remain best placed to determine what support scheme should be adopted. The Impaired Assets Communication does state that “all possible alternatives” should be considered by the Member State in question. In the case of NAMA the Irish authorities did undertake a detailed study of possible alternative measures but ultimately the effectiveness or otherwise of one scheme over another is difficult to ascertain from \textit{ex-ante} perspective. Wider economic factors may affect whether a particular scheme is better tailored for engendering economic stability or not.

\textbf{7.3.2.1. \textit{Ex-ante} transparency and viability review}

One of the key conditions under the IAC is the need for there to be full \textit{ex-ante} transparency in respect of how much value the transferred assets have depreciated before transfer. In this way some form of objective price floor can then be calculated and from this how much of a State aid subsidy may be required. The participating financial institutions must also be subject to a viability review in line with other pre-existing Commission Communications. In most cases there should be some degree of symbiosis between the impairment a financial institution must account for on its balance sheet and the viability of the bank in question. Presumably, the greater the
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financial loss generated by participation in the asset relief scheme the more material the question of viability becomes.

### 7.3.2.2. Burden-sharing under the Impaired Assets Communication

Under the Impaired Assets Communication, the burden-sharing objective should in theory be easier to meet as the underlying mechanism of an asset relief scheme is to divest impaired assets from a bank’s balance sheet below book value. However, there are a number of different parties affected by an asset relief scheme. The financial institution itself does not exist in isolation but may remain subject to shareholder control. Thus if the transfer of assets from the financial institution undermines the financial position of the bank then this will also erode shareholder value. In cases where the transferring financial institution has already been nationalised or remains under majority State ownership then in effect the State may not only have to fund the costs of the scheme but also fund the costs of further recapitalisation. The Communication does allow for *ex-post* burden-sharing which entails the institution in question repaying the State some degree of compensation under a claw-back mechanism.\(^{74}\) Another alternative is a loss-share policy whereby the institution agrees to discharge the first 10% of the loss generated by the asset relief scheme and a lower level of loss once this threshold has been met.\(^{75}\) But of these reimbursement safeguards may only be applicable if the financial institution in question has the capacity to repay any claw-back amount or is in a position to meet the first 10% loss generated from the asset relief scheme.

### 7.3.2.3. Behavioural Constraints

In order to align the asset relief scheme with other banking sector State aid interventions, the Impaired Assets Communication also provides guidance on the behavioural conditions which may be imposed on the beneficiary institutions. These conditions may be either positive or negative, for instance, the institution in question may have to ensure that credit is advanced to the wider economy rather than used to pursue market share at the expense of
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competitors. Alternatively, the participating financial institution may be required to implement a dividend ban or place a cap on executive compensation. In effect these constraints mirror those also set out under previous crisis Communications and are not necessarily tailored to reflect the specific nuances of asset relief schemes.

7.3.2.4. Eligibility of assets
The Impaired Assets Communication does not establish a narrow definition for what constitutes an impaired asset in line with “Eurosystem guidance on asset support measures for banks.” A pan-EU definition for what constitutes an eligible asset may fail to address the problems in a specific Member State. For example, in Ireland the main grounds for an asset relief scheme were the level of non-performing loans related to the property sector. In contrast, the German banking sector was overly exposed to the subprime securities and so in most cases the asset relief schemes employed by the German authorities revolved around isolating these liabilities from a financial institution’s wider balance sheet via a risk shield. Hence different categories of assets may require different forms of asset relief schemes and a wide range of discretion on a Member State’s part.

7.3.2.5. Value of assets subject to transfer under asset relief scheme

A central aim of asset management programmes is to remove non-performing loans from a financial institution’s balance sheet. When establishing an asset relief scheme policymakers have two conflicting aims to meet. Firstly, there is the need to disentangle a financial institution from any loans or assets which may act as a deterrent for future investors and depositors. Secondly, there is the need to ensure that the State does not by default over-compensate or under-compensate the relevant financial institution when ascertaining what compensation should be applied to the transfer in question. However, if the
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level of compensation is set at low level then this in turn may require the State having to engage in an additional recapitalisation programme in order to bolster the institution’s balance sheet. Conversely, where the level of compensation is excessive then the vehicle established to manage these assets may generate a loss. Therefore the contingent liability posed by the asset management company for the Member State becomes an additional cost associated with supporting the wider banking sector. The Commission appears to have adopted a flexible solution for this particular problem by formulating a “real economic value” for the relevant liabilities designated for transfer.

Yet whether an asset appreciates or depreciates in value is largely contingent on wider economic factors. In a volatile market environment establishing either a baseline or worst case scenario price benchmark may prove a difficult exercise. Even performing loans may lose value after being transferred to an asset management company due to failure on the part of the new vehicle to retain the underlying value of the loan. In previous financial crises policymakers also had to address the issue of transfer price. If one examines asset relief schemes both within and outside of the EU, in general two contrasting positions were adopted by policymakers. For example, in Mexico the relevant loans “were transferred at book value as assets were not valued prior to transfer” and undertaking a new valuation process would have further slowed down the asset relief scheme. This decision to transfer the loans at book value was perhaps due to time constraints rather than a concern over the capitalisation needs of the participating banks.

In both Finland and Sweden the loans in question were also transferred at book value to the relevant asset management companies. There are associated benefits with transferring assets at book value under an asset relief scheme as the participating financial institutions do not have to immediately
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crystallise any losses. Hence there is no immediate requirement of possible State recapitalisation for the participating banks in question. Furthermore, transferring assets at book value may allow for participating financial institutions to continue lending to the real economy rather than to immediately absorb the losses if the assets were moved at real market value prices.

However, a counter view may be advanced in that transferring the assets at book value undermines efforts to accurately ascertain the recapitalisation needs of the financial institution in question. In some cases, where the book value remains only marginally less than the actual current market value then the bank may not need to raise additional capital. But in times of financial crisis it seems unlikely that an impairment will be of marginal value. Another adverse consequence of transferring assets at book value is the moral hazard effect on the wider banking sector. This will be discussed further below, in summary though if an asset relief scheme simply places the financial institution in the financial position ex-ante the financial crisis then the internal failings of the relevant bank are not subject to market discipline. In effect the asset relief scheme becomes a de facto insurance policy against future asset price collapses for a Member State’s banking sector.

In contrast, transferring the eligible assets at a price below book value resolves to some degree any associated moral hazard concerns. Yet if the transfer price is set below book value then this may engender further problems both for the relevant financial institution and the wider banking sector in question. For instance, if a financial institution records the actual loss of value arising from the transfer of assets to the asset management company then an immediate capital shortfall arises. Further, if this financial institution has a similar asset portfolio to other domestic banks then the latter may be left holding assets with a decreasing value. This becomes particularly evident in banking markets where property bubbles have formed and most banks have increased their exposure to property related assets. If the transfer price reflects current market values, then this may increase the capitalisation needs of the participating banks. But if external investment remains difficult to access then...
the Member State remains liable for providing additional aid to each of the participating banks in question.

The method of valuation will ultimately depend on a number of wider issues. In times of systemic crises transferring assets at market value may simply invoke further market instability. Conversely, a number of positives may be deduced if assets are subject to a realistic price benchmark. It may for example, help establish a floor price for the relevant assets and this may in turn attract investment from private market operators. Klingebiel notes that accelerating the sale of assets “rapidly establishes floor prices that will promote a speedier recovery from the economic crisis”.87 The same principle could be applied in respect of a transfer price set at current market values as this may also invoke further market activity.

7.4.1. Long-term Economic Value: NAMA Act 2009

As noted above under the 2009 Act a long-term economic value price was set for the eligible assets designated for transfer to NAMA. One of the central aims behind a long-term economic valuation is to alleviate the effect of the wider market environment prevailing at the time of the asset relief scheme. A number of valuation benchmarks are established under s.72(1) of the Act. “Market value of a property” is defined as “the estimated amount that would be paid by a willing buyer to a willing seller in an arm’s length transaction” and “where both parties act knowledgably, prudently and without compulsion”.88 The same definition applies in relation to the “market value of a bank asset”.89 A more nuanced asset valuation measure is also set out, namely “the long-term economic value of property”. In effect this valuation refers to what sale price an asset may make once the financial crisis had abated.90 A parallel definition applies in respect of the “long-term economic value of a bank asset”.91
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Establishing the long-term economic value of a bank asset is based on a series of factors, ranging from the market value of the property to long-term economic value of a “similar property or bank asset”. Further guidance on calculating the long-term economic value was provided for in Ministerial Regulations such as the price and value of land related to the loan or asset, between land prices and interest rates, and the price and value of the related asset class.

7.4.2. Impaired Assets Communication and Long-term Economic Value

The Impaired Assets Communication also applies a long-term economic valuation for any assets transferred under an asset relief scheme. Under Annex 3 of the Impaired Assets Communication, the assets possibly subject to transfer, such as residential mortgage backed securities (RMBS), commercial mortgage backed securities (CMBS) or credit default swaps (CDOs) indicate the complex nature to developing a transfer value. To resolve these complexities the IAC places importance on using expert valuers to determine what constitutes a long-term economic value. But even this dependency on a panel of experts has obvious limitations as certain assets may simply continue to lose value and have little if no long-term price uplift. Therefore, the Commission needs to strike the correct balance between the need for “counterbalancing current market exaggerations fuelled by current crisis conditions” via asset relief measures while also ensuring that these schemes do not act as de facto subsidies for imprudent financial institutions.

To determine whether such a balance has been struck one must examine the Commission’s decisional practice when assessing State aid applications under the Impaired Assets Communication.
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7.4.3. Commission Decision on NAMA and Long-term economic value

When assessing the State aid application for NAMA, the Commission accepted the long-term economic market valuation methodology formulated by the Irish authorities. To determine the “real economic cash flow” of an asset, the Irish authorities developed three different categories of loans. The cash flow values for assets with a low recovery rate were subject to an uplift factor relevant to the current market value of 10% or less. For assets with medium recovery prospects the uplift factor was set at between 10.0% and 15.0%, while the final category of assets was subject to an uplift in excess of 15%. Each of these categories was then subject to a different time period for valuation. For example, assets with the lowest uplift were valued over a three year period while assets subject to the highest uplift were valued over an eight year timeframe. Therefore, the Irish authorities had developed a nuance benchmark for establishing the different cash flows for different asset classes. The key failing with this approach however was the fact that the Irish authorities had adopted an asset focused approach to determining value as opposed to one that focused on both the positive and negative effects on the participating financial institutions.

7.4.4. Transfer process: From tranches one to three

The actual transfer of assets from the participating Irish financial institutions to NAMA was via a number of tranches. For instance, in the first tranche of assets removed from the participating Irish financial institutions loans valued at €15.284 billion were placed with NAMA. Portfolios from Anglo Irish Bank and Allied Irish Banks constituted more than half of the total transfer value.
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The current market value of the loans at the time of transfer was €5.856 billion while the actual transfer price subject to the long-term economic value uplift was €7.532 billion.\(^\text{102}\) Therefore the discount applied to the first tranche equated to 49% of the original book value of the loans.\(^\text{103}\) The values of the underlying properties were also set out, with a current market value of €7.454 billion and a long-term economic value of €8.275 billion.\(^\text{104}\) This difference in consideration constituted an “average uplift of 11.01% above the market value”, slightly above the projected 10% uplift under the IAC.\(^\text{105}\) The breakdown of the properties transferred in tranche one mainly consisted of development land under different phases of construction and investment property.\(^\text{106}\) Similarly, the geographical spread of the transferred properties remained concentrated in the Irish and UK market place rather than more diversified locations.\(^\text{107}\)

In the second tranche of loans transferred to NAMA, the breakdown of loans again mirrored that of the first tranche. Both investment and development property constituted the largest segments of the tranche combined (47%).\(^\text{108}\) Half of the property interests in Tranche 2 were located within Ireland.\(^\text{109}\) The book value of the loans transferred in Tranche 2 was €11.93 billion while the current market value of the underlying property was €5.41 billion.\(^\text{110}\) In the second tranche the long-term economic value for the relevant properties was calculated at €5.94 billion.\(^\text{111}\) Thus the second tranche was subject to a total uplift of 9.8%, an increment below both the previous uplift under Tranche 1 and the recommended uplift under the IAC.\(^\text{112}\)
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The final tranches transferred to NAMA mainly consisted of either investment property or development land. As in previous tranches, loans associated with development land were divided into two categories, land that was less than 30% developed and land that was at least 30% developed. The book value of the transferred loans was €46.958 billion, with the current market value of the loans estimated to be €15.86 billion. For the last loan tranches the long-term economic uplift constituted a State aid payment of €3.239 billion. Clearly, the approach adopted by the Irish authorities was one that followed the previous rationale behind asset relief schemes and that was embraced under the IAC’s criteria. But this approach was not necessarily one that addresses the actual effects of the financial institutions participating in asset relief schemes. By adopting the same formula as when asset relief schemes were applied under the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines, both the Commission and Member States fell for the same problems as those experienced during the Credit Lyonnais and Bankgesellschaft asset relief schemes. Namely, the substantial level of aid required and also the fact from a competition distortion perspective that in most of these cases, with the exception of Anglo Irish Bank, the participating financial institutions would remain active on the Irish market place.

Certain commentators such as Quigley remain sceptical of the long-term economic value concept in the context of a sector wide scheme such as NAMA. According to Quigley the “toxicity of the impaired assets taken over by the State is such as to eliminate any realistic long-term valuation”. Thus the very “notion of ‘real economic value’ becomes merely
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NAMA has subsequently made profits from the disposal of the transferred distressed assets. A profit which Medina Cas and Peresa link to the “factory approach” of NAMA that has helped increase the value of the agency’s assets. Quigley’s point does remain however, as ultimately the accuracy or otherwise of a long-term economic value benchmark depends on a wide range of factors that neither the Commission nor Member State can adequately forecast. While this remains true of all economic forecasts, it may be possible to formulate a different valuation process which is not as dependent on unpredictable factors.

Further, the profit that NAMA has made must still be considered in the wider context of the total recapitalisation costs the Irish State had to meet after the transfer of assets to the agency. Therefore, unless NAMA generates a profit that at the very least matches these recapitalisation costs the benefits of applying a long-term economic benchmark remains open to criticism as indeed does NAMA’s continued asset disposal programme rather than utilising these assets to resolve the current housing crisis. For instance, the projected surplus the agency seeks to return to the Irish State of some €3.5 billion is some way off the total costs of recapitalising the four core Irish financial institutions that has come to €39.9 billion. The costs of asset relief schemes will obviously remain high for Member States, particularly so when most of the domestic financial institutions participate in such a scheme. However, there may be an alternative method to applying these schemes that is not necessarily linked with the value fluctuations of the underlying assets designated for possible transfer. But to determine whether this is necessary, one must next examine how other Member States applied asset relief schemes
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to their domestic banking sectors and whether these schemes also raised the same problems as the Irish one.

7.5.1. Other asset relief schemes and assets values: From Spain to Germany

There were a number of different asset relief measures implemented by Member States during the financial crisis. Some of these interventions followed that of the Irish State via the establishment of a centralised “bad bank” to purchase assets from financial institutions. For example, the Spanish authorities created a specialised vehicle to purchase assets from Spanish banks as a form of recapitalisation tool.\(^\text{123}\) However, unlike NAMA, the Fund for the Acquisition of Financial Assets [hereinafter FROB] was designed to purchase “high quality” assets from Spanish banks rather than distressed loans.\(^\text{124}\) Another difference between NAMA and FROB was the process used to transfer assets from financial institutions. Unlike the tranche-transfer mechanism utilised by NAMA, the FROB performed a reverse auction whereby the participating financial institutions offered “pre-specified asset classes” for sale.\(^\text{125}\) The assets subject to this “reverse” auction included both covered bonds and asset-backed securities.\(^\text{126}\)

An interesting aspect to the Spanish asset relief scheme is that the Commission decision authorising this measure was prior to the introduction of the IAC. Hence the Commission applied the three principles as used when assessing State aid recapitalisations for banks under Article 107(3)(b) TFEU namely, “appropriateness, “necessity” and “proportionality”.\(^\text{127}\) The Commission found that FROB was an “appropriate measure” to remedy a serious disturbance in the Spanish economy. To alleviate the liquidity
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constraints facing Spanish institutions some form of intervention was required. Although at a later point during the crisis the Spanish authorities adopted a consolidation and recapitalisation plan for the Cajas savings institutions, the aim of FROB was similar to NAMA. Participating institutions transferred assets in exchange for financial support rather than dilute the pre-existing equity by issuing new shares as a quid pro quo for State support.

The Commission also considered whether the Fund met the “minimum necessary” criterion. As the assets subject to the FROB auction were high quality and not impaired this meant the “minimum necessary” criterion had been met. Further, once the wider financial market stabilised these assets could then be resold for a profit. Therefore in the case of the Spanish asset relief scheme it appears that the level of return generated under FROB would discharge any initial acquisition costs.

Following the same approach as both the Irish and Spanish Member States, the Lithuanian government adopted an asset relief scheme whereby certain assets from the Lithuanian banking sector would be exchanged for capital injections and government securities. A number of assets subject to transfer were impaired loans and other financial instruments. The level of discount imposed by the asset relief scheme was set at 20% but this could be lowered depending on certain factors. These included the reliability of the collateral for the transferred assets, the financial position of either the borrower or the bank in question and “any other significant factor which may affect the value of the bank’s assets”. As the Lithuanian scheme was submitted post the introduction of the Impaired Assets Communication, the Commission did not

---
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assess the scheme via the “appropriate” and “necessity” criteria.\textsuperscript{137} In this case the 20\% discount and the possible decrease in the asset transfer price where necessary were both sufficient to meet the valuation benchmark under the Impaired Assets Communication.\textsuperscript{138}

Similarly, the asset transfer scheme for the Danish bank FIH Group entailed an asset relief scheme whereby the Danish State would establish and provide financial support to a new bad-bank for the financial institution’s non-performing loans.\textsuperscript{139} Under this scheme FIH Group would provide a loan to the bad-bank which would only be recoverable if adequate resources were in place post the resolution of the bad-bank.\textsuperscript{140} In addition a further loan would be provided by FIH Group which would finance the day-to-day operations of the bad-bank.\textsuperscript{141} Further support from FIH Group included an “unlimited loss guarantee” to recompense the State authority with oversight for the bad-bank, the Financial Services Company.\textsuperscript{142} The Commission adopted a critical stance when assessing this form of asset relief scheme as the process did not necessarily sever the financial link between the assets and liabilities of the new bad bank and the FIH Group.\textsuperscript{143} In effect the Commission questioned whether a market investor would deem the bank in this case “relieved from its worst assets”.\textsuperscript{144}

The Commission also raised concerns about the level of aid provided to the FIH Group and whether this met the “minimum necessary” criterion.\textsuperscript{145} Although the wider FIH Group remained financially liable via the “unlimited loss guarantee” for the possible costs associated with the new bad bank. The Danish State had to pay a guarantee fee was to the FIH
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Furthermore the Commission noted how there was a strong possibility that the FSC would not receive any return from managing and finally winding down FIH’s bad bank. Despite these concerns the Commission did authorise the relief scheme temporarily for six months before issuing a final decision. To resolve the Commission’s concerns the Danish authorities applied a number of additional measures designed to increase the level of contribution from the FIH Group. The latter now had to pay a new annual fee of “€1.61 million” to the Financial Services Company until the resolution of the bad bank, repay existing management fees back to the bad bank agreed under the previous proposals and adopt a number of behavioural constraints.

In a similar response to the Irish authorities, the German State sought to transfer impaired assets from the balance sheet of Hypo Real Estate. This entailed the transfer of €30 billion of commercial property loans while the remainder encompassed financial instruments and public sector bonds. The Commission found that the transfer price of these assets was in excess of the “real economic value” as established under the Impaired Assets Communication. Therefore under this scheme, the level of restructuring in this case had to be substantial for Hypo Real Estate in order to constitute an effective quid pro quo measure against the over-valuation of the transferred assets.
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7.5.2. Risk Shields

Another form of asset relief measure that some Member States adopted were risk shields. A risk shield in effect contains both a guarantee strand and a recapitalisation strand. Therefore, a Member State will agree to guarantee the first loss in a portfolio of assets in return for a fee while the financial institution itself will then meet the remaining losses. In most cases the Member State will also provide some level of recapitalisation to further strengthen the balance sheet of the bank in question. When assessing the asset relief measure adopted by the Belgian authorities for KBC Bank the key issue for the Commission was the transfer value of the assets in question. Under the restructuring plan for KBC, the bank’s collateralised debt obligations would be guaranteed in a tiered process by the Belgian State up to a value of €20 billion.154 For example, the first loss up to the value of €3.2 billion was solely met by KBC while the next tier of losses, a further loss of €2 billion, would then be met by the Belgian State in exchange for new equity in the bank or other market instruments.155 Any loss from the remaining €13.3 billion would then be guaranteed up to 90% of its value by the Belgian State while KBC would cover the residual loss.156 The Commission though was sceptical of the uplift in US residential property markets submitted by the Belgian authorities as part of the State aid application. As the assets in question were mortgage backed securities originating from the United States any price developments in this sector were likely to affect the value or otherwise of the transferred securities.157

Thus the challenge for both the Belgian authorities and the Commission was to find an accurate valuation for these securities. But this actually raises related questions about the internal management within KBC bank itself. When examining the subprime crisis in the United States, Lang and Jagtiani note how “irrational exuberance” on the part of management may have
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resulted in certain banks failing to appreciate any possible price depreciation.\(^{158}\) This means that the market is perceived to be infallible and that value will continue to rise.\(^{159}\) In a similar vein, Minsky discusses how during prolonged periods of economic growth markets tend to move from “hedge finance units”, investments that can meet their financial liabilities from their own cash flow to “units engaged in speculative and Ponzi finance”, investments that can only meet their financial liabilities by selling assets or borrowing capital.\(^{160}\)

Although in some cases the downturn in the US property markets was considered by some banks, the emergence of the originator-to-distribute model meant that banks had a limited incentive to ensure borrowers would not default.\(^{161}\) From a State aid perspective though one could question whether the concept of “irrational exuberance” could be tailored to reflect the final transfer price for mortgage backed securities. If banks such as KBC overpaid for securities and failed to appreciate the risks involved in these investments, then the transfer price should if anything encompass a penalty element that reflects this “irrational exuberance”.

A similar challenge arose in respect of the risk shield put in place for the German lender LBBW.\(^{162}\) This scheme mirrored the asset relief measure adopted by the Belgian authorities. Thus the financial institution’s impaired
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assets would not be transferred to another undertaking but instead subject to a risk shield. Under this risk shield LBBW would meet the first loss of €1.9 billion of an overall asset-backed securities portfolio valued at €17.7 billion.\textsuperscript{163} Any losses after this would then be guaranteed by the Württemberg-Baden State up to a value of €6.7 billion.\textsuperscript{164} For the second portfolio of securities held by LBBW via a special purpose vehicle, the first and second losses met by the financial institution itself and the State were €2.75 billion and €6 billion respectively.\textsuperscript{165} The description provided by the German authorities for both portfolios indicates the exposure of LBBW to both mortgage backed securities originating in the EU and the US.\textsuperscript{166} Therefore the Commission had to determine two related questions. First, was the market forecast provided by the German authorities accurate, in other words would the underlying assets linked with these complex financial instruments increase or decrease in value? Second, were the loans and other debts linked with the transferred securities and credit obligations in default or likely to enter default?

In both the case of KBC Bank and LBBW, the Belgian and Württemberg-Baden authorities sought to address the questions raised by the Commission in respect of the valuation of the shielded asset portfolio. For KBC Bank this entailed the Belgian authorities providing evidence that the “real economic value” of the designated assets for transfer was greater than the transfer value of these assets.\textsuperscript{167} Yet a more detailed study of the proposed LBBW asset relief scheme highlights how certain assets within the asset backed securities portfolio retained a high current market value while others did not.\textsuperscript{168} In effect the Commission found that the baseline valuations provided by LBBW’s own
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assessment were considered inaccurate.\textsuperscript{169} To resolve this concern the Commission proposed a claw-back condition so that adequate burden-sharing could offset any overvaluation applied by the domestic authorities in relation to the portfolio.\textsuperscript{170}

WestLB was also subject to risk shield primarily designed to cover the losses arising from the bank’s portfolio of non-performing securities and other non-core assets.\textsuperscript{171} The initial risk shield for WestLB was to protect the financial institution from losses of the first €5 billion.\textsuperscript{172} The Commission applied a hybrid approach when assessing this support as although Article 107(3)(b) TFEU was the exemption referenced, the framework used to assess the aid was the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines. This was mainly due to the fact that when the initial State aid application was submitted the Germany authorities had failed to prove that the resolution of WestLB would trigger a “serious disturbance”.\textsuperscript{173} In this case the risk shield was initially construed as a temporary measure, a form a rescue aid designed to stabilise the financial institution on a temporary basis until a more permanent restructuring could take place.\textsuperscript{174}

Unlike determining the value of an asset transfer programme, where some form of asset price can be determined and then used as a benchmark for extrapolating the long-term economic value. The market for WestLB’s assets was illiquid thus the Commission held that the level of State aid provided under the risk shield was the full value of the loss guarantee.\textsuperscript{175} This in turn raises another question in respect of asset relief schemes, namely if no market is actually in place for the assets subject to transfer then should the asset relief measure proceed? One possible solution to this question may include establishing a value that is not necessarily rooted in markets that may or may
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not exist at transfer value but on the costs and benefits that affect the financial institution in question. This will be further examined below.

7.5.3. Asset Insurance

Asset protection schemes are another form of asset relief scheme although unlike an asset transfer the assets in question remain on the bank’s balance sheet. However, the participating financial institutions agree to pay a fee to the relevant Member State in exchange for a sovereign guarantee over the assets in question. For example, the United Kingdom established an asset insurance scheme for the Royal Bank of Scotland whereby the former would guarantee the first loss up to £60 billion. The Commission concluded that the scope of this guarantee was adequate given the fact that it was highly likely that this would cover “at least the long-term expected losses on the covered assets”.

7.6.1. Impaired Assets Communication and the level of State aid: Time for a new approach?

Unlike when assessing a recapitalisation or restructuring amount of State aid under the other crisis Communications, the Commission, has not applied the “appropriate” and “minimum necessary” principles when assessing the compatibility of support under the Impaired Assets Communication provisions. While one could argue that both these principles and the Impaired Assets Communication overlap to some degree, there are certain key considerations that this Communication has failed to address. For example, in a number of cases Member States have applied the long-term economic value when determining what level of compensation should be provided to a recipient financial institution. However, this particular benchmark remains flawed for a number of reasons.
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Firstly, calculating the long-term economic value of any asset remains a fraught exercise as wider economic factors affecting this hypothetical price may or may not arise. From a State aid context this exercise may not only over-compensate imprudent financial institutions and raise moral hazard concerns, it may also distort competition within a Member State’s banking sector. The asset class in question may not recover a base line value as the market for these assets may not actually be present post a financial crisis. This runs counter to the concept of “creative destruction” in markets where continuous product innovation will lead to market upheaval and the demise of uncompetitive undertakings. However, there are certain impediments to creative destruction including regulation. In this context the application of a hypothetical long-term economic value constitutes an impediment to creative destruction as instead of the European financial market innovating to overcome the losses associated with subprime loans. The State has intervened to provide an artificial market value for these loans. This also corresponds with the problem outlined above where the IAC and Member States place a focus on the value of the assets designated for transfer rather than focus on the characteristics of the individual participating financial institutions.

Secondly, applying a long-term economic benchmark presumes that there was a market rationale for the purchase of or investment in, the related securities or assets. But this rationale may have developed due to wider economic factors that were not necessarily conducive to market stability. In the case of subprime securities, imprudent behaviour on the part of US and European financial institutions resulted in a market gradually developing for these financial instruments. Yet applying some form of value to these financial instruments as a part of an asset relief scheme should not be based on applying a hypothetical benchmark that may not be applicable in a better regulated financial environment. Van den Hauwe refers to the investment boom under Minsky’s market instability theory and how this had two key “drawbacks”.
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One, as speculation increases in the market then a firm’s debt will exceed profits.\textsuperscript{181} Two, this speculation will eventually lead to market “bottlenecks” or “inflationary pressures” that will require monetary authorities to increase interest rates.\textsuperscript{182} However, the imposition of a long-term economic benchmark is in contrast to an external authority attempting to resolve market failure via interest rate policies that may see a revaluation of a firm’s assets related to actual current demand rather than developing a long-term economic value which suggests that market instability may arise again in future. By establishing a long-term economic value benchmark Member States, such as Ireland, were in effect designing a compensation level that again focused on the up turn on asset values without necessarily examining the benefits and costs of these price increases for the financial institutions in question.

Thirdly, circumstances may arise whereby financial institutions that have invested in these financial instruments or engaged in imprudent lending receive the most compensation under a long-term economic value benchmark. The long-term economic benchmark was applied by the Irish authorities in respect of NAMA however, where other asset relief schemes applied different transfer values questions remain as to what is or is not an “appropriate” scheme and indeed what level of aid is the “minimum necessary”. For instance, should the threshold at which an asset shield is set be lowered or raised depending on the assets or liabilities covered? Should asset insurance be restricted in the range and value of assets subject to this scheme?

If one views other strands of State aid law, there are few if any direct comparisons with the State directly subsidising non-performing assets of an undertaking. One could argue that when a Member State seeks to support a manufacturing undertaking or airline that the aid is primarily focused on the failings within the firm rather than specifically a set of assets or liabilities on the recipient’s balance sheet. However, as is evidenced in Chapter 6 the Market Economic Investor Principle may provide some form of benchmark for how best to determine the value of eligible assets or liabilities under an
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asset relief scheme. In Chapter 6, the suggested proposal was a tailored version of this test in the form of the rationale State actor for ascertaining the “minimum necessary” amount of aid to provide to a long-term viable financial institution.\(^\text{183}\) But applying such a tailored approach for determining the transfer price or risk shield limit for distressed assets may blur the lines between the State as an investor and the State simply acting to resolve a market failure.

Despite the absence of a direct comparative from other State aid regimes there may be an equivalent form of State intervention under the Commission’s State aid and Environmental Guidelines.\(^\text{184}\) Under these guidelines Member States may provide State aid to undertaking’s seeking to reduce their impact on the wider environment or to relocate to a different location where the environmental impact is reduced.\(^\text{185}\) The minutiae of environmental protection safeguards is not the subject for discussion here however suffice to say that there is a parallel objective between both the transfer of distressed assets from a financial institution and the subsidies provided for an undertaking to meet environmental standards. This objective is to resolve wider market failings while also incentivising the undertaking in question to participate in the relevant scheme.

### 7.6.2. Market Failure and Asset Relief Schemes

Market failure has been discussed in detail in Chapter 6 including the different circumstances in which it may arise. However, in the context of asset relief schemes one could argue that such interventions are primarily designed to resolve a specific market failing with two particular dimensions. First, there is the internal dimension within the participating financial institution whereby management failed to assess the possible downside risks associated with the assets in question. Second, there is a wider macro failing whereby the conduct
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of competing financial institutions resulted in these non-performing assets becoming prevalent within the financial system. This market behaviour on the part of financial institutions aligns with Minsky’s theory as set out above that capital flows to high risk Ponzi units in times of market stability.\textsuperscript{186} Therefore an asset relief scheme aims to resolve both of these dimensions from an institutional and market perspective. In a similar vein one could posit that State aid for environmental protection seeks to resolve an internal and external facing market failing. Internally, a firm may not appreciate the wider environmental damage it is causing while the wider market in which this firm operates as a whole adopts the same position.

Yet in both cases the recipient undertakings are in effect awarded for these internal and external failings. For instance, under the State aid and Environmental Guidelines an undertaking may be able to avail of substantial State assistance to finance the costs associated with relocation.\textsuperscript{187} The Commission then applies a cost-benefit analysis of the proposed relocation aid. For example, it may be that the recipient undertaking incurs substantial costs related with the move but these costs are offset by the increased capacity the new site can facilitate.\textsuperscript{188} Thus the relevant level of aid must reflect the balance between costs and opportunity. In contrast, under an asset relief scheme a cost-benefit analysis is not necessarily undertaken by either the Commission or the Member State. As noted above there are also wider market costs that arise with the application of a long-term economic value benchmark. These include the possibility of financial institutions failing to engage in product or service innovation due to subsidy associated with non-performing legacy assets and the possibility that imposing a long-term economic value may result in a future market distortion. Long-term economic value benchmarks in effect link the restructuring of the financial institution under an asset relief scheme with their past market operations. In contrast, a cost-benefit analysis method should not only seek to address current issues that may face the financial institution but also tie in with the other proposals
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as set out in Chapters 4 through to 6 of this Thesis. For example, a long-term viability test should aid the application of a cost-benefit analysis as the possible adverse effects of a long-term viable financial institution may be clearer than if the financial institution remains subject to a blanket long-term economic value benchmark.

An obvious cost is the immediate crystallisation of losses on a financial institution’s balance sheet thereby triggering the need for further capital. Further, the transfer of assets from a financial institution’s portfolio may have longer-term costs for the undertaking such as a reduced market share, a knowledge drain within the institution related to the assets transferred and opportunity costs of any potential future returns from these assets. In contrast, participating in an asset relief scheme encompasses a number of benefits. These include a reduction on the capital the institution has to set aside to buffer against non-performing assets, a balance sheet that should attract new investors and also a freeing of resources to pursue other market activities. In addition, one of the central benefits for a financial institution to avail of an asset relief measure is the fact that the measure should facilitate the continued market presence of the financial institution in question. By applying a cost-benefit analysis for individual financial institutions this should then resolve the wider macro problems arising from applying a long-term economic value benchmark such as the risks to product innovation and the possible link that may be drawn from the causal factors from a past financial crisis to a future one.

7.6.3. Strands of the cost-benefit analysis: retaining market value as a benchmark

The level of aid a financial institution receives should not depend on a hypothetical market value but on the outcome of the cost-benefit analysis. As noted above in certain relief schemes the Member State in question applied a tiered guarantee scheme. Thus a proposed tiered benchmark will be a central component in determining the levels of aid provided to a financial institution under a future State Aid Crisis Framework. In effect a two tiered approach for aid provision is proposed for asset relief schemes depending on the
outcome of the costs-benefit analysis undertaken by the Commission. For example, one of the core tenets of European State aid control is the question of incentive; that is, whether the proposed aid in question will alter the behaviour of the recipient undertaking. As noted above in the context of the State aid and environmental domain, the incentive in question should be designed to subsidise the costs of relocating production for an undertaking. In the research and development domain, the incentive effect refers to any additional research activity the undertaking in question performs due to the provision of State support.189

Similarly, when developing a tiered cost-benefit analysis the value of the assets or liabilities designated for transfer or protection should be contingent on the incentive effect on the recipient financial institution. For example, where a financial institution has an underlying internal objective to remove the assets or liabilities on its balance sheet, but not the resources in place to achieve this objective, then in this case access to an asset relief scheme should be permitted. But the value of the assets or liabilities in question will then be determined on the associated benefits of participation and whether these equal or over-compensate the costs. In this case the behaviour of the financial institution has not necessarily been altered via an incentive but rather facilitated. However, where a financial institution has no internal objective to remove non-performing assets then this bank may require an incentive to participate in an asset relief scheme. Where this arises the cost-benefit analysis may need to reflect the counterfactual where this financial institution did not engage in an asset relief scheme and determine whether or not the “incentive” of asset relief itself should constitute a benefit.

In the above two examples, the first financial institution has pre-existing incentive to establish some form of asset relief scheme. This factor should then determine whether this bank falls under the first or second tier when ascertaining what compensation, it may receive via the transfer price. For this

financial institution a State backed asset relief scheme is simply facilitating a restructuring process that the bank would have to have undertaken in any case. In contrast, the second financial institution may have adopted an alternative restructuring path but has altered this course to participate in the State backed asset relief scheme. Hence for the Commission and Member State the key question for determining which tier this bank falls under, is whether in this counterfactual scenario the alternative restructuring plan would have yielded a better outcome than the asset relief scheme. If not, then this financial institution will fall under the second tier.

The proposed two tiers are as follows. Under the first tier, where the Commission concludes that the benefits for the recipient financial institution considerably outweighs the costs the level of support for the transferred assets should then only correspond to the current market value of the assets in question. In effect this should neutralise the financial benefit the recipient financial institution receives as a *quid pro quo* measure for the fact that this bank will remain an active market participant in the banking market in question. Furthermore, where this financial institution had an internal objective to engage in an asset relief process then this should also be reflected in the cost-benefit analysis. Rather than having to finance its own asset relief programme this bank has benefitted from a sector wide or individual scheme, thereby reducing its own operational costs.

Where the outcome of the cost-benefit analysis suggests that the recipient financial institution will require further support and restructuring as the costs negate any benefits, then the level of aid should reflect the original pre-crisis market value of the assets in question but the scope of the actual assets transferred should remain restrictive. The pre-crisis value in effect is a mechanism to alleviate the underlying costs against the benefits. This proposal would reduce the associated costs of restructuring and recapitalisation facing the financial institution. In effect this proposal acts as an incentive for the financial institution to engage with the asset relief scheme. However, not all assets would be transferred at this pre-crisis value as the position of the financial institution within the Member State’s market would remain the central criterion for determining what percentage of assets
would be subject to this price uplift. If the financial institution is in “a position of dominant failure”, such as Anglo Irish Bank, then the assets that constitute the cause of this position of dominant failure should be subject to the discount price threshold. Assets that are not causal to a financial institution’s position of dominant failure can then be transferred at the pre-crisis value threshold. This also ensures that the Member State in question will not have to provide further State aid as part of a separate capitalisation programme as was the case in Ireland. As the scope of loans transferred will be reduced for financial institutions in these circumstances, applying a pre-crisis value for the loans that are transferred should also help this financial institution offset the costs associated with the loans that remain on its balance sheet.

7.7.1. Competition distortion: Implied asset relief schemes

As in previous Chapters, the final section of this Chapter will focus on the application of the “proportionately” criterion in respect of asset relief schemes. Possible competition distortions may arise in respect of both bank guarantee schemes and bank recapitalisations. However, there are a number of competition distortions that an asset relief scheme may pose. If financial institutions are free to pursue high risk investments or lending strategies with the ultimate loss being borne by the State, then this may cause prudent market rivals to pursue the same strategy. A future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to address these possible competition distortion issues. In the United States, research on the adverse competitive effects on financial institutions within the banking sector has been conducted. For example, how asset relief measures may impact on different financial institutions was examined in respect of the Troubled Asset Relief Programme [hereinafter TARP] in the United States. One study conducted by Black and Hazelwood found that in respect of TARP, the larger recipient financial institutions adopted a lending policy for commercial loans that increased on average their risk rating.\(^\text{190}\) In contrast, smaller TARP recipients had a lower risk-rating for their

commercial lending.\textsuperscript{191} The authors suggest that one possible reason as to the different effect TARP funding had on financial institutions of different sizes was perhaps due to the “conflicting social objectives” of TARP.\textsuperscript{192} These objectives included, recapitalising the relevant financial institutions while also ensuring that these same banks provided lending to the wider US economy. But according to the findings of Black and Hazelwood, the effect of this funding saw smaller banks actually restrict their lending while larger banks increased their scope of lending thereby exposing the latter to further risks. This example illustrates how asset relief measures may facilitate larger banks to engage in imprudent behaviour and so fail to resolve the longer-term systemic threats posed by these financial institutions.

Other commentators found that financial institutions with less stable funding sources availed of more capital from TARP than those banks that relied on deposit based funding.\textsuperscript{193} While Bayazotiva and Shivdasani also found that TARP funding was “directed toward large banks and those with greater derivatives exposures, a pattern consistent with an objective of lowering systemic risk”.\textsuperscript{194} There are two main points that can be extrapolated from the findings of both Black and Hazelwood and Bayazotiva and Shivdasani. First, in times of systemic crisis larger financial institutions are likely to require more substantial State support than smaller financial institutions. Second, in most cases these larger financial institutions are more likely to be engaged in high risk banking markets and business lines and thus will require access to a funding source that can provide the capital for engaging in these activities. This in turn raises considerable questions in respect of competition distortion and asset relief schemes. In effect, the level of support devised under an asset relief scheme will depend on the market size and funding requirements of the applicant institution.

Therefore, such schemes by their very nature will trigger possible competition distortion within a banking market as the larger market participants will avail
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of more support than smaller and more prudent competitors. These possible competition distortions do not just arise between different categories of recipient financial institutions but also between recipient and non-recipient financial institutions. One study undertaken by Berger and Roman found that TARP recipients did receive competitive advantages over non-recipient market rivals.\textsuperscript{195} By utilising TARP funds, these financial institutions were able to increase their market share and also their market power in comparison with non-recipient financial institutions.\textsuperscript{196} Applying a number of hypotheses the authors conclude that although there was a “cost disadvantage” to availing of TARP funds, this particular negative was offset by the “safety channel” associated with an institution participating in TARP.\textsuperscript{197} Where a recipient financial institution succeeded in repaying the TARP funds early then this accentuated the positive effect of this “safety channel”.\textsuperscript{198}

Yet comparing the effects of TARP on the US banking sector with the possible distortionary effect of asset relief schemes adopted by EU Member States may not reflect an accurate benchmark. One clear divergence between the two was the former’s dual role in not just purchasing toxic assets from participating financial institutions but also purchasing equity holdings in these banks.\textsuperscript{199} Hence in many ways TARP was more than a standalone asset relief scheme and if anything mirrored more of a bank recapitalisation fund. But a number of measures under TARP were similar to those adopted by Member States during the financial crisis. For example, an Asset Guarantee Programme was implemented for both Citigroup and Bank of America, while under the Public Private Investment Programme guarantees and funds were provided to any party seeking to purchase mortgage-related securities from participating financial institutions.\textsuperscript{200} Therefore, the adverse competitive

\textsuperscript{196} Ibid at p.29.
\textsuperscript{197} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{198} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{200} Ibid at pp.2-3.
impact of TARP on the US banking sector does provide an illustration of how subsidising banks for non-performing loans may possibly distort the wider banking sector. A future State Aid Crisis Framework will, like the IAC, have to address the possible competition distortion issues that may arise when an asset relief scheme is utilised as a crisis resolution tool by a Member State. In fact, such competition distortions may have arisen in cases of past asset relief schemes within Europe.

For instance, in past European banking crises the adverse competition effects of asset relief schemes have also been subject to examination and comment. For instance, Bergström et al. concede that the State support provided to Nordbanken, the bank that primarily benefitted from the Swedish asset relief scheme, may have exceeded the “minimum necessary” to save this financial institution from collapse. However, this support arguably aligned with the interests of the State as a “rational investor” so that the recipient financial institution could in time generate sufficient value for the Swedish State. Further, the support provided to Nordbanken meant that the Swedish banking sector did not become less competitive with the exit of a market actor. Therefore, for Bergström et al. the asset relief scheme provided to Nordbanken and the related guarantee scheme, was not necessarily a threat to market competition. However, the authors do concede that a State owning a major bank may raise interesting questions in respect of a future financial crisis.

A question not directly applicable to Nordbanken as this bank was later merged with a Norwegian bank to form the Nordea Banking Group. According to a 2006 report published by Nordic Competition Authorities, Nordea Bank had a market share in Sweden of just 16 per cent. Hence, one could argue that any adverse effect on competition within the Swedish
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banking sector were minor as other non-aided financial institutions expanded their market share. For instance, the same report states how both Handelsbanken and SEB had as of 2006 market shares of 27 and 24 per cent respectively. However, there may be cases where asset relief schemes trigger more substantial competition distortions such as a financial institution utilising its unburdened balance sheet to reduce customer fees or increase lending at the expense of a non-aided market rival.

Although there are few studies on the possible adverse competitive effects arising from Japanese asset relief schemes. The subsequent in-depth restructuring of the banking sector as whole may have acted as a sufficient counter to possible competition distortions. A number of financial institutions were merged with market rivals and in certain cases the banking sector itself established asset relief schemes without recourse to State support. Any longer-term competition distortions within the market were likely to be alleviated due to the fact that multiple financial institutions were receiving State support. A similar argument could be posited in respect of NAMA and other asset relief schemes where a Member State’s core domestic financial institutions all participated under these schemes. But there will always be cases from a Union wide perspective where certain financial institutions will not have required access to an asset relief scheme. Therefore, there remains a strong possibility that competition distortions occur where a financial institution is no longer encumbered by non-performing assets and so is free to extend market share at the expense of prudent competitors. A similar issue already arises as noted in Chapter 3 in respect of restructuring plans where the new unit is in effect able to maintain the legacy financial institution’s market share without having to finance the costs now borne by the bad-bank. Implementing an asset relief scheme for financial institutions
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mirrors the moral hazard concerns associated with deposit insurance in respect of financial stability as raised by Dowd.\textsuperscript{210} For instance, where a “bad bank” takes excessive risks, attracts deposits via high interest rates and then subsequently collapses this represents a penalty for both the depositor and the financial institution itself.\textsuperscript{211} However, Dowd argues that the introduction of deposit insurance results in depositors failing to withdraw their funds and therefore a “bad bank” is not penalised for its reckless business strategy.\textsuperscript{212} For Dowd “[t]he introduction of deposit insurance thus subverts the competitive process and makes prudent banking uncompetitive”.\textsuperscript{213} One could easily come to the same conclusion in respect of asset relief schemes where a financial institution receives a price premium for non-performing loans, and further may have access to additional State support if required as part of any wider recapitalisation need. This in turn places greater import on the competition distortion safeguards as set out under the Impaired Assets Communication and applied by the Commission in its decisional practice. By examining these one can then determine whether a new State Aid Crisis Framework should follow the same approach or encompass tailored competition distortion safeguards that better mitigate asset relief scheme related competition distortions.

7.7.2. Competition Distortion Safeguards and Asset Relief Schemes: The Commission’s approach from burden sharing to claw-back mechanisms

A financial institution that avails of an asset relief scheme remains subject to certain behavioural and structural competition safeguards. In most cases these safeguards mirror those applicable to financial institutions subject to guarantee schemes and recapitalisation programmes. But distinguishing between the competition distortion remedies applicable to a financial institution that avails of an asset relief scheme and those applied as part of a recapitalisation plan is not always clear. However, the Impaired Assets
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Communication does refer to two specific forms of competition distortion safeguards. These include claw-back mechanisms and burden-sharing. Both of these safeguards will now be examined below so that the proposed future financial crisis framework addresses specific competition distortion concerns that may arise from the introduction of an asset relief scheme that are not it is submitted sufficiently addressed under the current Impaired Assets Communication competition distortion safeguards. Although the Commission has published an AMC Blueprint for Member States in 2018 this document fails to add anything new to the asset relief scheme landscape for Member States and policymakers. The actual cost-benefits for the participating financial institutions are not examined in detail. This Blueprint accompanies the Commission Communication on the progress made thus far by Member States on reducing the non-performing loans on European financial institutions. Progress that seems to have stalled in recent years and further indicates the need for a new asset relief scheme framework for a future financial crisis. It may also be that such a new asset relief scheme framework will need to incorporate new competition distortion measures. Before one can determine this however the current competition distortion safeguards under the IAC will need to be critically assess.

7.7.3. Claw-back mechanisms as competition distortion remedy

As noted above, one specific competition distortion safeguards that is encompassed within the IAC is a claw-back mechanism. A claw-back
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215 See pp.49-50 where the focus is again on long-term economic value of the transferred assets.


217 Ibid at p.7, note there remains some €910 billion non-performing loans within the EU.
mechanism in effect allows for a Member State to seek some form of additional repayment or compensation for the aid provided at some future point in time. In the context of an asset relief scheme this mechanism allows for a Member State to seek compensation from a financial institution where the value of the transferred assets decreases further in value. From a competition distortion perspective this “remedy” has most to recommend it. On the one hand, not only does it provide some form of additional repayment for the Member State in question it also ensures that the recipient financial institution retains some financial liability for past imprudent behaviour. On the other though, one could posit that a claw-back mechanism does not necessarily act as an effective competition distortion remedy. By the time a Member State may seek to invoke a claw-back mechanism the initial distortive effect of the scheme will presumably have already either lapsed or become ingrained within the wider market. This ingrained effect may take the form of the recipient financial institution engaging in new business lines or simply maintaining its position as a direct competitor to unaided banks. For example, by the time the financial institution has the resources to meet the costs of the claw-back mechanism, without this adversely affecting its wider financial position, then the Member State may be repaid but the position of competitors may not necessarily be improved. A legacy form of moral hazard may remain in place whereby the aided financial institution remains operating in the market place. A new State Aid Crisis Framework will have to address this challenge as otherwise imprudent behaviour may generate benefits for certain financial institutions at the expense of not only market rivals but also taxpayers.

7.7.4. Burden-Sharing and Recapitalisation

Another aspect of asset relief schemes that raises interesting competition distortion issues is the level of burden-sharing imposed by the transfer price for the assets transferred. But the level of burden-sharing between financial institutions even under the same asset relief scheme may vary substantially. For example, in an Irish context loans transferred from Anglo Irish Bank were subject to a higher discount than the loans transferred from Allied Irish Banks.
and Bank of Ireland.\textsuperscript{218} Therefore due to the nature of the Irish asset relief scheme, imprudent financial institutions, such as Anglo Irish Bank, were subject to more substantial burden-sharing and so there was a related competition distortion safeguard. However, the second strand of restructuring for Anglo Irish Bank entailed the Irish State recapitalising the bank for an amount far greater than that provided to either Allied Irish Banks or Bank of Ireland.\textsuperscript{219} Thus a conflict arises where a participating financial institution is able to avail of a State funded recapitalisation that compensates for the burden-sharing strand of the scheme. The current IAC does not address this particular double-effect of asset relief schemes and recapitalisations that both derive their funding from State support and where a financial institution benefits from both forms of interventions. A future State Aid Crisis Framework must seek to resolve the possible competition distortion effects that may arise from this double-effect of asset relief schemes and recapitalisations.

7.7.5. Behavioural and Structural Constraints on Asset Relief Schemes under a new State Aid Crisis Framework

As noted above the two primary conditions the Commission imposes on financial institutions seeking to avail of the asset relief scheme, claw-back mechanisms and burden-sharing, are not necessarily effective competition distortion safeguards. Behavioural and structural measures may not necessarily constitute an effective remedy either depending on how these are applied. Curtailing the market behaviour of a financial institution may simply result in this recipient taking a specific course of action that in the absence of State support would have occurred in any case. Structural measures in a banking sector experiencing a systemic crisis meanwhile may not be possible due to the possible adverse consequences for the financial institution in


question arising from these. For example, Ahlborn and Piccinin note how Commerzbank was required to exit a specialised lending market via the disposal of its Euro-loan division.\(^{220}\) However, as this unit was sold off as a single undertaking the purchasing institution would still have a strong market position in this business line. Thus while the exit of Commerzbank from this market may have off-set any competition distortions arising from the aid provided to the financial institution, from a macro perspective the competition environment within this market as a whole did not alter. Other commentators have questioned the Commission’s stance of imposing behavioural restrictions on recipient financial institutions that may ultimately undermine wider competition.\(^{221}\) If one financial institution is restricted from becoming a price leader than there may be little appetite among other market participants to take this position thus adversely affecting the interests of consumers.\(^{222}\) Therefore new proposed structural and behavioural constraints on asset relief scheme participants should not necessarily seek to mirror those as applied for recapitalisation aid. Rather any new proposals will need to directly address the specific competition distortions that may arise from an asset relief scheme.

If one considers the primary reasons behind an asset relief scheme, the removal of non-performing loans from a financial institution’s balance sheet, then a number of related competition distortion safeguards can then be considered. For example, one proposed behavioural constraint that should be applied to a financial institution availing of an asset relief scheme should include this beneficiary agreeing to a future exit from the loan/asset market necessitating the asset relief intervention for the bank. Yet even this proposal may not represent the best way to effectively safeguard against competition distortion. For example, imposing such a constraint on banks such as Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland may not necessarily affect their long-term


\(^{222}\) Ibid.
viability as both financial institutions were overly exposed to property-development related loans and financing. In effect, this constraint may merely align with how management within these financial institutions have responded post the crisis. Conversely, there may be cases where a financial institution has transferred assets to a bad bank under an asset relief scheme, but this related market may still remain a key area for future growth.²²³

Hence a financial institution may then need to alter its long-term business strategy if barred from engaging in this market segment. Post the 2008 financial crisis, it remains unlikely that any financial institution would develop a long-term business strategy that would encompass the purchase and holding of certain securitised products. However, there may be some cases where a specific market constraint could still constitute an effective competition distortion remedy if the market in question stabilises. In the case of Irish financial institutions such as Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland, property development may in time become a profitable business line both within Ireland and in other jurisdictions. Therefore, a cap on the level of lending to this market may not only prevent a relapse of the past problems facing these financial institutions but also ensure that these banks will not require access to a future asset relief scheme for these very same assets.²²⁴

From a wider market perspective this market constraint should ensure that non-aided financial institutions could enter the market in question without having to compete against the pre-existing barrier to entry posed by the incumbent financial institutions. Further, a new market entrant may develop more efficient and innovative lending techniques and therefore drive now costs for the final consumer. This proposal would also meet wider macro


²²⁴ A similar constraint to that applied to the mortgage lending currently enforced by the Central Bank of Ireland could be used as a basis for this proposed constraint. See Review of residential mortgage lending requirements, Mortgage Measures 2017, Central Bank of Ireland, at p.6 available at https://www.centralbank.ie/docs/default-source/financial-system/financial-stability/macroprudential-policy/policy-documents/2017-review-of-mortgage-market-measures5485cb134644629bacc1f0000269695.pdf?sfvrsn=2 [last accessed on 09/01/2018].
banking objectives such as reducing possible market footprint of a Member State’s domestic banks thereby also reducing the possible financial commitment these banks may require in a future financial crisis. Another wider macro banking objective that this proposal may also help meet is by ensuring that financial institutions may not fall under the position of dominant failure category as examined and set out in Chapter 6. For example, if financial institutions are restricted from lending to one particular sector such as property related lending then these financial institutions may then diversify their business models and thereby not become overly exposed to one specific economic activity. However, the possible competition distortion strands that derive from burden-sharing and recapitalisation when these two interventions are combined will still need to be addressed.

7.7.6. Burden-sharing and resolution funds

As noted above, in most cases when implementing an asset relief scheme, a Member State was also acting as the primary source for recapitalisation. A future Impaired Assets Communications should seek to align the objectives of stabilising a banking sector with those of bank resolution. How the proposed future State Aid Crisis Framework interacts with developments in banking resolution such as the Bank Resolution and Recovery Directive and the Single Resolution Mechanism will be discussed further in Chapter 9. But for the purposes of this Chapter the focus is on how to develop a new form of burden-sharing on financial institutions participating in an asset relief scheme other than a form of burden-sharing that results in the relevant Member State then reimbursing the bank in question. One possible option may be for a bank that receives State recapitalisation post any impaired asset relief scheme to remain liable for an increased bank resolution fund contribution as an additional form of burden-sharing.

Under this proposal participating financial institutions that remain active in a Member State’s banking sector would still be subject to a form of claw-back mechanism once the wider financial sector has stabilised. Adler et al. when discussing the Commission’s response to the financial crisis note how initially this body adopted a more flexible approach to addressing competition
distortion in the initial phases of the 2008 crisis. But “in the long-run a number of competitive distortions would arise, which must take some priority over other objectives” mainly financial stability. In many ways this proposed competition distortion safeguard mirrors the graduated approach to financial crisis State aid enforcement set out Adler et al.. The initial objective of stability that an asset relief scheme is designed to achieve can still be pursued but longer-term competition distortions should then be addressed where possible. In effect the above proposal ensures that once stability has returned to a Member State’s banking sector, that any financial institutions that have not only received a price premium on their distressed assets but also received State recapitalisation post the asset relief scheme, discharge an additional contribution for this double-form of State support. There though does remain one other area of possible competition distortion that a new State Aid Crisis Framework may also have to address. That is the possible competition distortion that an asset management company itself may pose in its primary business lines of asset support and disposal.

7.7.7. Constraints on Asset Management Agencies

Although this may be considered a slightly different issue to address, a future State Aid Crisis Framework will have to encompass specific competition distortion safeguards that relate to the operation of asset management companies.

In certain cases, the management company in question may have a dominant position within a certain market for assets or loans. For example, if one management company holds a substantial number of distressed property related loans then this may distort the market position of non-State owned undertakings also engaged in the disposal of non-performing loans. Where this management company seeks to engage in a fire-sale of assets then this may undermine the financial position of competing market operators. Similarly, the various functions of an asset management company may
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overlap with the market activities of financial institutions. For example, from an Irish perspective the role of NAMA is not simply that of a disposal vehicle but also encompasses a number of quasi-banking functions as set out under the National Asset Management Agency Act 2009.\footnote{N.10 at ss.138-146.} These quasi-banking functions have raised competition issues when NAMA seeks to fund property development schemes within the Irish market with certain NAMA-borrowers or indeed directly which may undermine the position of non-NAMA based property developers. The financial resources of NAMA in effect constitute a competition distortion as private sector developers may not be able to compete.\footnote{J. Brennan, “Vestager says Government must prod EU over to prioritise NAMA complaint”, Irish Times (January 31\textsuperscript{st} 2017) available at \url{http://www.irishtimes.com/business/economy/vestager-says-government-must-prod-eu-to-prioritise-nama-complaint-1.2958420} [last accessed on 01/09/2017].}

In January, 2018, the Commission found that NAMA did not pose a competition distortion on the Irish property market.\footnote{Commission Decision, State Aid SA.43791, Ireland, Alleged aid to and through the National Asset Management Agency, Brussels, 25.01.2018, OJ C(2018)464 final, available at \url{http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/272163/272163_1964479_141_2.pdf} [last accessed on 09/102/2017].} The Commission appears to have based this position on three central grounds. First, the agency only extends new loans to property developers when there is an underlying commercial rationale for doing so.\footnote{Ibid at para.102.} In effect the Commission found that when it comes to operating as a property investment actor, NAMA does so in line with how other private market operators would operate.\footnote{Ibid at para.97.} Second, the pre-existing support provided to NAMA had already been authorised by the Commission and the applicable conditions then established met by the agency.\footnote{Ibid at para.79.} Thus the Commission was not willing it seems to retrospectively reconsider its 2010 decision on NAMA. Third, the Commission found that NAMA’s decision to extend credit to new property developments was in line with its mandate to receive the best possible financial return for the Irish State.\footnote{Ibid at para.92.}
Despite the Commission’s findings in this case, there remains a failure on the part of the Impaired Assets Communication to establish competition distortion measures on asset management companies such as NAMA. Therefore, any future Impaired Assets Communication should contain specific competitive constraints in cases where a bad-bank may seek to engage in activities that undermine non-aided competitors. These constraints should include a hypothetical asset-management company test, whereby if a private asset management company provides support on similar terms to a borrower then no State aid concerns arise. In effect this test mirrors the market economic investor principle but with an additional social objective strand so that if a common good, such as increasing the provision of housing in a constricted market place, is part of this support then the aid should be considered compatible with the internal market provided this aid is not excessive. Under these proposals the onus would be on both the Member State and relevant asset management company to prove that there is a social objective so that any market activities by this asset management company remain compatible with any future Impaired Assets Communication under a new State Aid Crisis Framework.

Conclusion

A future financial crisis is likely to entail a number of different responses from Member States and the Commission. Asset relief schemes will play a key role in future financial crisis along with bank guarantee schemes and recapitalisation programmes. Past financial crises in the Nordic countries, United States and Japan, saw the emergence of bad-bank programmes as a possible crisis response. However, in these past cases the question of State aid was not a factor that had to be assessed as these jurisdictions did not have equivalent controls in place. The 2008 financial crisis saw policymakers in Member States seek to leverage past financial crisis responses and so in some cases bad-bank schemes or similar were adopted. The Commission’s response was then to formulate a specific Communication setting out the restrictions and conditions these schemes would have to adhere to. But the resultant Impaired Assets Communication, while it did set down parameters for the transfer price of impaired assets and the scope of risk-guarantee schemes,
failed to contextualise this for specific participating financial institutions. The actual underlying cost-benefit analysis of participation in an asset relief scheme should be examined to determine the final transfer price a financial institution should then receive. In this way, the level of aid provided should not be subject to an open-ended concept such as long-term economic value but instead based on the underlying benefits and costs for each participating financial institution.

In a similar vein, the competition distortion safeguards under the current Impaired Assets Communication do not effectively counter the possible distortions arising from asset relief schemes. Although, applying a cost-benefit test to the transfer price of impaired assets should to some degree address any possible competition distortions related to this strand of the scheme. The fact remains that in some cases, such as in the case of the Irish banking sector, the participating financial institutions will then avail of State recapitalisation schemes. Therefore, new competition distortion safeguards will need to be established that specifically address this dual State aid aspect of State asset relief and recapitalisation intervention. These new safeguards should restrict the participating financial institutions from engaging in future with the market segment in question that required the introduction of an asset relief scheme during the financial crisis. Further, financial institutions that have participated in an asset relief scheme should then be liable for an additional contribution to any future bank resolution fund. This particular safeguard should ensure that these financial institutions are subject to a claw-back mechanism that ties in to the current bank resolution regime but also provides a cross-subsidy for the wider banking sector. Finally, although not directly related to the State aid provided to financial institutions, there may be certain cases where a State established asset management company may itself pose a threat to competition. To ensure that any future Impaired Assets Communication also resolves this potential competition threat, a hypothetical asset management test should apply whereby if the acts of the State asset management company mirror those of a private undertaking, then no State aid concerns arise. Further, if the State asset management company does have a
legitimate social objective then this should constitute an exemption from the hypothetical asset management test.

This Chapter has sought to examine the current Impaired Assets Communication and from this examination identify areas of possible improvements for a new State Aid Crisis Framework. In this way Member States and the Commission will not only be able to apply the proposed tests for guarantee and blanket guarantee schemes under Chapter 4, the systemic importance and long-term viability tests set-out in Chapters 5 and 6, but also now apply a new test for asset relief schemes. However, the question remains how a new State Aid Crisis Framework will interact with developments in the bank resolution domain. This will be examined in Chapter 8.
Chapter Eight: European Developments in the Bank Resolution and Supervision Domain

Introduction

The aim of this Chapter is to set out the bank resolution regimes that were adopted by EU Member States in order to address the 2008 financial crisis and subsequent developments. What becomes clear is that in most cases the bank resolution tools and procedures established usually mirrored each other from one jurisdiction to the next. However, post the 2008 crisis there was a drive towards establishing a uniform bank resolution process via the introduction of a Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive and a Single Resolution Authority. Other pan-EU financial supervision and bank recapitalisation developments are also critically assessed such as the Single Supervisory Mechanism and the European Stability Mechanism.

After evaluating these developments one can then seek to propose possible future solutions designed to resolve future financial crises. Further, these proposals should dovetail with the proposed future State Aid Crisis Framework for banks that has been set out in the preceding Chapters and that will be summarised in Chapter 9. A future State Aid Crisis Framework cannot function in isolation from developments in the bank resolution domain. This Chapter will seek to illustrate how both domains can be utilised in conjunction so that the interests of both Member States and taxpayers are preserved in any future crisis environment.

8.1.1. Member State Bank Resolution Legislation: Ireland, the United Kingdom and others

The absence of a centralised bank supervisory and resolution authority during the 2008 financial crisis meant that Member States developed their own bank resolution legislation tailored to address the problems facing their own domestic institutions. From an Irish perspective, the introduction of the 2008 blanket guarantee scheme limited the scope of any possible bank resolution legislation. Therefore the Irish authorities first introduced the Credit
Institutions (Financial Stabilisation) Act 2010 so that some form of direct control could be exercised over Irish financial institutions that had received State support.\textsuperscript{1} For example, under a Special Management Order, the Minister of Finance could appoint a Special Manager to exercise day-to-day management over a financial institution on behalf of the State.\textsuperscript{2} This order was exercised under the preceding Central Bank and Credit Institutions (Bank Resolution) Act 2011, in relation to an Irish Credit Union but not in respect of an Irish bank.\textsuperscript{3} However, the Minister of Finance did utilise a Direction Order under the 2010 Act, whereby the relevant bank had to comply with the course of action set out in this order.\textsuperscript{4} Examples of Direction Orders under the 2010 Act usually related to the respondent institution, such as Allied Irish Banks, issuing new shares to the Irish State at the expense of existing shareholders.\textsuperscript{5}

Despite the wide ranging scope of the Irish guarantee scheme the 2010 Act did include a specific intervention tool that enabled the Minister for Finance to impose losses of subordinated creditors. These Subordinated Liabilities Orders were frequently used in respect of Allied Irish Banks creditors whereby the original terms of the bonds purchased by these parties were unilaterally altered.\textsuperscript{6} In this way the amount of debt outstanding to these subordinated creditors could be reduced substantially via extending the date for repayment or altering the level of interest payments.\textsuperscript{7} Although it may be difficult to make a distinction between bank stabilisation and resolution legislation, in an Irish context there was also a separate Central Bank and

\textsuperscript{1} Credit Institutions (Financial Stabilisation) Act 2010 at s. available at http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2010/act/36/enacted/en/html [last accessed on 09/10/2017].

\textsuperscript{2} Ibid at s.14(1)-(7).


\textsuperscript{4} N.I at s.9(1)-(8).


\textsuperscript{6} Allied Irish Banks plc, -Subordinated Liabilities Order, April 14\textsuperscript{th} 2011, available at https://group.aib.ie/content/dam/aib/group/Docs/Press Releases/2011/14-04-2011-aib-subordinated-liabilities-order.pdf [last accessed on 07/11/2018].

\textsuperscript{7} Ibid at p.3.
Credit Institutions (Resolution) Act 2011. This Act would establish a specific bank liquidation process and a resolution fund for Irish banks. Further, a number of resolution tools were also introduced which mirrored those of the 2010 Stabilisation Act such as transfer orders. In the United Kingdom, a hybrid approach was adopted initially; for instance, the Banking (Special Provisions) Act 2008 was used to transfer deposits from Kaupthing Singer, but the remaining residual entity fell under the auspices of the Insolvency Act 1986. Other Member States introduced banking legislation with a contemporary focus, legislation designed to address the market instability triggered by the sub-prime crisis. A number of parallel provisions arise in the various national regimes adopted throughout the EU. For instance, the Dutch Intervention Act of 2013 contains provisions which mirror those found in the Irish resolution and stabilisation Acts. Although certain nuances do arise; for instance, the UK Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 contains a “ring-fencing” provision which has no direct parallel under the Irish Acts. While under the initial German legislation, the Bank Restructuring Act 2009 which enacted the related Credit Institutions Re-organisation Act, included a specific provision whereby third parties could not execute their termination rights against a bank that had entered the reorganisation process or was party to a transfer order.
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9 Ibid at ss.75-90 and ss.10-16.
10 Ibid at ss.20-30.

Therefore at a supranational level, particularly in light of the Financial Stability Board’s key attributes of bank resolution,15 Member States have now, post-crisis, implemented bank resolution regimes in most cases with shared common features. This drive towards harmonisation across EU Member States has continued with the introduction of the Bank Resolution and Recovery Directive.16 This effort among Member State governments and EU policymakers was part of a wider objective to form a European Banking Union. Thus instead of Member States acting in an unilateral manner to resolve a domestic banking crisis there would be a pan-EU bank recovery and resolution architecture in place whereby the Union as a whole rather than individual Member States would be liable for the costs related to bank bailouts. Certain commentators have also stressed the advantages that may arise from having a single resolution authority. For instance, Goyal et al. state that a “single resolution authority would support market discipline and should minimise the costs of individual failing banks”.17 But with a single resolution authority there is a need for a single supervisory authority and set rules on how banks should be resolved or subject to recovery procedures.

The Commission’s Communication on a Roadmap to a Banking Union also focuses on the multi-faceted nature of any proposed consolidation and centralisation of the bank supervision and resolution process.18 Thus the three
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areas initially referred to in the Roadmap include a new Capital Requirements Directive, (CRDIV), so that banks would have to hold sufficient capital to meet any future crisis scenario, greater harmonisation between Member State deposit protection schemes and a new set of recovery and resolution tools for European banks.\textsuperscript{19} The Roadmap also sets out the proposal for a Single Supervisory Mechanism, whereby a new hybrid approach to banking supervision would be established encompassing not just national regulators but also the European Central Bank.\textsuperscript{20} The next strand of the Banking Union, the Single Resolution Mechanism, was considered to be a key “underpin[ing]” for the Single Supervisory Mechanism although this would require transitional financing before sufficient bank levies could be generated.\textsuperscript{21} Therefore, post the 2008 crisis there has been a consistent drive among EU policymakers to establish a new banking supervision and resolution response so that Member States do not become isolated in times of financial crises. Yet whether the above proposals can indeed resolve the bank-sovereign debt loop evident during the 2008 crisis remains open to question. The specific tents of the post-crisis resolution process will now be examined below.

\textbf{8.1.3. Resolution Triggers under the Bank Resolution and Recovery Directive}

The resolution and recovery process as envisaged by the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive [hereinafter the BRRD] can be best described as two-pronged. First, there is the planning element setting out the proposed resolution process. Followed by the second prong, the actual exercise of the resolution or recovery powers as established under the BRRD. Under the planning element, the relevant resolution authorities must develop resolution plans.\textsuperscript{22} The central objective of a resolution plan is to establish, in essence, a map for the resolution authority to follow. A resolution plan may entail the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{19} \textit{Ibid} at p.5.
\item \textsuperscript{20} \textit{Ibid} at p.7.
\item \textsuperscript{21} Statement of Eurogroup and ECOFIN Ministers on the SRM Backstop, 18\textsuperscript{th} December 2013 available at \url{www.consilium.europa.eu/.../Statement-of-Eurogroup-and-ECOFIN-Ministers-on-the-...} [last accessed on 09/10/2017].
\item \textsuperscript{22} N.16 at art.10(1).
\end{itemize}
division of assets and the bail-in of certain liabilities. Under the BRRD, the trigger for executing a resolution plan arises once the resolution conditions are satisfied. In summary, these conditions detail the erosion in an institution’s financial position to a point where the institution will “fail or is likely to fail”, no alternative rescue scheme will work, and it is in the public interest to resolve the institution. However, it is not difficult to foresee Member States in times of systemic crisis adopting some form of pre-emptory measures to ensure that an institution offsets these resolution conditions. Such measures are likely to involve recourse to State resources. Alternatively, a Member State may seek to ensure that an institution falls under the recovery strand of the BRRD rather than risk further instability by invoking resolution. Yet this institution may have no actual long-term prospects.

8.1.4. Resolution Tools

Under the BRRD, the resolution tools must comply with the resolution principles as set out in art.34 of the Directive such as imposing losses on shareholders and creditors while precluding depositors from any loss in line with deposit protection schemes. Depending on the circumstances at the time of the resolution, different tools or combination of tools may be deployed. A sale-of-business tool may ensure that the profitable divisions of a financial institution may be transferred to a viable undertaking, thereby ensuring the continuation of critical functions. Alternatively, an interim response may be more effective on stability grounds and so a bridge-bank tool may be required to hold certain assets or liabilities until a more permanent solution can be implemented. The question does remain however, as indeed it does in relation to resolution tools under national resolution regimes, whether these asset transfer tools are exercisable in times of systemic crisis when, realistically, asset values may be depressed. Such a problem may also
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29 Ibid at art.38(1)(a) and (b).
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impact on any efforts to apply an asset separation tool. At first glance, this may appear as another term for a transfer order, but the specific aim of this tool is to transfer assets or liabilities to various asset management vehicles. Therefore, the BRRD appears to envision a resolution process where asset management vehicles perform a central role. To ensure that certain creditors do not receive a subsidy from the resolution process, a bail-in tool may also be used in conjunction with other resolution tools.

However, the BRRD expressly precludes certain liabilities from the effects of the bail-in tool, but other liabilities may also, at the discretion of the resolution authority, remain immune from any “bail-in”. This exception, which narrows the range of liabilities subject to bail-in, undercuts the effect of the bail-in tool if certain subordinated creditors receive full repayment. Such an exception may raise moral hazard concerns and entail a Member State providing additional funds to the institution subject to resolution.

A number of these resolution tools have already been applied in practice across different Member States. For example, in Greece the sale-of-business tool was used to facilitate the transfer the deposits of Bank of Peloponnese to another financial institution without imposing losses on the affected depositors. In Italy, the authorities decided to utilise the bridge-bank tool in order to wind-down four regional banks, and replace them with new financial institutions. While the authorities in Denmark applied both the bail-in tool and bridge-bank tool to allow for the resolution of Andelskassen.

8.2.1. Single Resolution Mechanism and Single Resolution Fund

With the introduction of the Single Resolution Mechanism [hereinafter SRM], domestic resolution funds will gradually be merged to form one single

31 Ibid at art.42(1).
32 Ibid at art.43(2)(a) and (b).
33 Ibid at art.44(2)(a)–(g) and art.44(3)(a)–(d).
resolution fund hereinafter SRF]. There are some positives to this—a future EU banking crisis may require funds which no individual domestic resolution fund has the scope to provide. But disadvantages also persist. Firstly, certain banks such as BNP Paribas may pay more than other institutions into the SRF but still remain “too big to fail”. The SRF may simply become an internal banking industry subsidy where certain financial institutions outside of the “too-big to fail” remit provide support to competing institutions with a “too big to fail” shield. Secondly, the bank-sovereign link may be initially severed but any erosion in the SRF’s resources in a systemic crisis may make participating institutions reluctant to commit emergency funding without some form of guarantee from Member States. Thirdly, the SRF may cause further contagion as, if one institution triggers SRM intervention, then investors and depositors may presume that an institution with a similar business model in a different jurisdiction may follow the same path. Some of these issues are also relevant when one considers the flaws of domestic resolution funds. However, centralising the costs of resolution at a supranational level may concentrate risk, whereas a more fragmented approach may actually prove more efficient and also constitute a more effective counter against a pan-EU crisis arising again.

8.2.2. General Principles and the Role of the Board

The actual management and oversight exercised over the SRM will be retained by the Single Resolution Board [hereinafter the Board]. Any decision made by the Board must correspond to certain principles as set out under Article 6 of the Regulation. Thus the Board cannot “discriminate” between financial institutions and parties located within the common market or

39 N.37 at art.6(1).
between financial institutions and parties within and out the EU.\textsuperscript{40} When performing this role the Board must give due weight to the resolution objectives under Article 14 and a number of other factors. These other factors include the “interests of Member States where the group operates” and the possible effects the decisions of the Board may have on Member States’ “financial stability”, economies or any bank fund protection schemes.\textsuperscript{41} How exactly the Board can weigh up each of these objectives remains unclear. The aim of the SRM is to facilitate the orderly wind up of a bank without triggering further instability yet the issues the Board must have regard to seem to cast a contradictory light. One of the key failings of the 2008 crisis was the hesitancy of Member States to liquidate insolvent institutions due to the potential adverse consequences this reaction may generate. Therefore, a policy of containment was adopted as the default mechanism where State aid was advanced to prop up ailing institutions. Unfortunately, the same grounds for containment must now be considered by the Board. Therefore, the question must be asked whether the Board will adopt a conservative position whereby once these factors are assessed containment rather than resolution is favoured. A problem Beck et al. describe as the “‘post-Lehman’ syndrome” where resolution is by-passed due to the potential for further instability.\textsuperscript{42}

In a recent decision, the Board considered the acquisition of the failing financial institution Banco Popular Espanol by Banco Santander to comply with the resolution objectives.\textsuperscript{43} However, the macro economic climate in 2017 was not that of 2008 and so any resolution process would presumably be considered adequate to meet the public interest grounds of the SRM regulation. On closer examination the acquisition of Banco Santander of Banco Popular Espanol hardly constitutes a resolution action in line with the

\textsuperscript{40} \textit{Ibid} at art.6(3)(a)-(c).
\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Ibid} at art.6(3)(a).
\textsuperscript{43} Notice summarising the effects of the resolution action taken in respect of Banco Popular Espanol pursuant to Article 29(5) SRMR, Single Resolution Board, 7th June 2017, available at \url{https://srb.europa.eu/sites/srbsite/files/note_summarising_effects_07062017.pdf} [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
actual winding-down of the failing financial institution. One must question whether in times of systemic upheaval and the absence of a willing purchaser would the Board have come to the conclusion if the resolution action in question resulted in the actual closure of the bank.\textsuperscript{44} Therefore, the Board’s position in respect of Banco Popular Espanol does not necessarily provide any real insights as to whether it will or will not fall prey to the “Lehman syndrome”.

8.2.2.1. The Interests of Member States

Any efforts the Board must undertake to satisfy the “objective of balancing the interests of the various Member States involved” may also be impractical in financial instability.\textsuperscript{45} During the last crisis another supranational European body, the ECB was considered by some commentators to be influenced heavily by German considerations.\textsuperscript{46} This power imbalance is also likely to arise in the work of the Board. Thus despite the sentiment behind this “balancing of interest” clause the reality is that Member States with the largest banks and the largest economies are likely to dictate the intricacies of any resolution response regardless of the adverse effects on other Member States.

In a similar vein the Board must also be cognisant of the “need to minimize a negative impact” for a wider group entity if one subsidiary is placed into resolution and consider the “possible negative effects on non-participating Member States” and other institutions in that locale if the institution earmarked for resolution straddles both participating and non-participating jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{47} Politically the Board has a difficult tightrope to thread in respect of any decision which may impact on a “non-participating Member State” as such an outcome may be seen as penalising these Member States and in effect driving a wedge between SRM and non-SRM Members.

\textsuperscript{44} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{45} N.37 at art.6(3)(b).
\textsuperscript{46} D. Beckworth, Is There Really A German Bias at the ECB? available at http://macromarketmusings.blogspot.ie/2012/01/is-there-really-german-bias-at-ecb.html [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
\textsuperscript{47} N.37 at art.6(3)(c) and 6(4).
The Board when striving to balance the resolution objectives with all these other caveats must do so “as appropriate to the nature and circumstances of each case” and adhere to any Commission decision under Article 107 TFEU.48 Article 6(6) also precludes any decision of the Board placing an obligation on a Member State to provide “extraordinary public financial support”.49 This clause highlights the constraints of how the Board can only utilise Single Resolution Fund [hereinafter the Fund] resources to execute a resolution rather than availing of an open recourse to Member State resources.

8.2.3. The role of the Board: resolution plans and the question of resolvability

When exercising the powers of a national resolution authority as established in the Recovery and Resolution Directive the Board automatically co-opts the position of the latter.50 It remains difficult to ascertain the exact reasoning behind Article 5(1). Does it for instance allow for the Board to step in and perform a dual role as a central decision making body but also perform the role of a particular national resolution authority during this process? In any case, the Regulation also envisions the Board working in conjunction with national resolution authorities on certain tasks including adopting resolution plans and assessing the resolvability of a financial institution.51 One commentator succinctly conveys what a resolution plan should strive to achieve namely to ensure “the effective use of the resolution authority’s powers” and “achieve an orderly resolution in the event that recovery measures are not feasible”.52

For the Board the central question when producing a resolution plan is whether a financial institution remains “resolvable”. A financial institution remains “resolvable if it is feasible and credible” to utilise the “normal insolvency proceedings” or the resolution powers and tools under the

48 Ibid at art.(6)(5).
49 Ibid at art.(6)(6).
50 Ibid at art.5(1).
51 Ibid at art.7(3)(a).
Regulation without triggering systemic instability in a Member State or the wider Union.\textsuperscript{53} It seems somewhat contradictory that this “resolvability” test contains an element rooted to whether the pre-existing “insolvency proceedings” are actually deployable or not considering that one of the reasons for the SRM is to replace inadequate domestic resolution legislation. If certain resolution plans contain “impediments to resolvability” then the Board may propose how such obstacles can be surmounted.\textsuperscript{54} Alternatively a sharper approach may be adopted where the Board instructs the national resolution authority to coral a financial institution to address these “impediments”.\textsuperscript{55}

It remains unclear whether the Board should assess “resolvability” by examining the potential internal problems which may arise in a financial institution or by examining whether the same financial institution could be resolved in times of a systemic crisis. Thus if the Board examines “resolvability” solely on the individual merits of a firm during times of financial stability the “resolvability” criterion may be met yet in an acute market environment the same financial institution may pose a systemic risk thereby failing the “resolvability” condition. Therefore, for the Board determining whether or not a financial institution is resolvable may ultimately depend the question of whether a financial institution is systemically important or not in times of financial crisis.

\textbf{8.3.1. Single Resolution Mechanism, State aid and the problem of systemic importance}

As noted above it remains to be seen how exactly the establishment of the SRM will resolve the problem of systemic importance. Even in cases where the “impediments of resolvability” are removed there still remains the underlying problem posed by contagion. Determining whether or not a financial institution actually meets the resolvability criteria, focuses the question of resolution solely within the confines of one particular bank. The

\textsuperscript{33} N.37 at art.10(3).
\textsuperscript{34} Ibid at art.10(7).
\textsuperscript{35} Ibid at art.10(10).
inter-dependency this same financial institution may have with other banks and financial service firms is not one of the factors the SRM must consider when examining the question of “resolvability”. In an isolated market disruption, a financial institution may be easily resolved but the question of “resolvability” becomes far more complex during a systemic crisis. Even financial institutions with specialised or limited business lines may fall under the systemically important remit in cases where they provide some infrastructural support to other market participants.

The SRM Regulation regularly refers to the problems posed by contagion but fails to provide any solution as to how this issue may be overcome. Under Article 2 of the Regulation, the resolution objectives include the need for “preventing contagion”.

But the only way in which this contagion may be “prevented” is by the exclusion of certain liabilities from the scope of the “bail-in” tool. Yet such a response to the threat posed by contagion fails to adequately address the underlying issue of systemic importance. Although the Regulation does refer to “impediments to resolvability” this is not necessarily the same as addressing the problems posed by “systemic importance”. Even where a National Resolution Authority and the SRM successfully remove such impediments, the fact remains that a financial institution may not be “resolvable” in times of a systemic crisis. This in turn raises issues in respect of how the SRM process will interact with State aid measures where “resolvability” tools may prove inadequate.

For instance, a “bridge-institution tool” may entail some form of State support in order to be successfully applied, while an “asset-separation tool” may also require State aid so that certain assets may be transferred to a viable financial institution. “Extraordinary public support” may be required in certain cases to restore the long-term viability of a financial institution. Presumably, any recourse to State aid would only arise where the resources of the SRF no longer suffice to finance the resolution or restructuring of a failing financial institution. Both the relevant Member State and the Board will perform a role
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in submitting a State aid application to the Commission.\textsuperscript{59} Hence the Commission will reprise its role as a State aid monitoring body determining whether any aid application remains compatible under Article 107(1) TFEU.

The Regulation fails to expressly state which subsection of Article 107TFEU an application involving SRF aid may fall under. There may be occasions where a financial institution falls into difficulty during a period of relative economic calm and the wider threat of contagion, while present, does not actually qualify under the “serious economic disturbance” exemption under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU. If such a situation arises then what framework does the Commission apply when assessing an SRF aid application? The Commission arguably adopted a relatively low threshold for State aid compatibility during the financial crisis. Therefore, will a similarly low benchmark be applied for SRF aid applications? The establishment of the SRF does to some degree resolve the problems associated with the sovereign-bank link where a Member State must provide continuous State aid to an ailing financial institution. Contributions from the banking sector should be utilised to fund the resolution of an insolvent bank. However, under the BRRD Member States may still exercise “extraordinary financial stabilisation support” after the resolution tools have already been utilised, the opposite of pre-cautionary capitalisation if you will.\textsuperscript{60} This financial support may encompass a “public support equity tool” while the other is the “temporary public ownership tool”.\textsuperscript{61}

Therefore, if the resolution tools under the BBRD fail to resolve the financial institution in question then the Member State may invoke State support tools. But one must question how exactly, in effect, State aid tools can be utilised in the event that the resolution tools are deemed to be ineffective. Does a scenario arise whereby a financial institution is initially earmarked for resolution but then due to the limited scope of the applicable resolution tools the financial institution is later deemed to have a long-term future as a viable bank? This particular issue illustrates one of the main failings with both the
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BRRD and the SRM Regulation. Both policy responses have not actually added anything new to the bank resolution architecture within the EU other than to establish an ex ante mechanism for bank insolvency. The effectiveness or otherwise of resolution tools ultimately depends on the wider financial context prevailing at the time of the bank insolvency and the actual market position the financial institution in question performs in the Member State’s domestic economy.

8.4.1. State aid and Pre-cautionary Recapitalisations

Related to the above point, a Member State may be more willing to commit public funds in order to engender immediate stabilisation rather than to exercise resolution and recovery steps in a systemic crisis scenario. This undermines the central principle of the BRRD, namely to ensure that viable financial institutions are rescued while non-viable ones, such as Anglo Irish Bank, are resolved in a controlled manner and without cost to the State.

Already two Member States have sought to avail of the precautionary recapitalisation exemption in order to prevent the resolution of two regional financial institutions. Instead of the Italian authorities allowing both Banco Popolare di Vicenza and Veneto Banco to enter liquidation a State aid solution was applied.62 Thus both banks were placed in a form of controlled insolvency whereby both senior bondholders and depositors would be exempt from burden-sharing. Both the Commission and the SRB came to the conclusion that any application of the new resolution rules could trigger an economic disturbance within the Veneto region.63 The State aid in question encompassed a capital injection of €4.785 billion and a State guarantee with a maximum threshold of €12 billion.64 Both the capitalisation and the guarantee were aimed at facilitating the transfer of the viable parts of both banks into the wider Intesa Sanpaolo banking group. However, on closer inspection this intervention if anything seeks to evade the scope of the new

63 Ibid.
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European resolution architecture and instead utilises a domestic insolvency framework with State aid support. Further, both the SRB and the Commission accepted the position of the Italian authorities that any resolution action under the SRM and BRRD frameworks would likely trigger a regional economic disturbance. Yet surely such a position runs counter to the very objective behind the introduction of a specific bank resolution framework, namely that a bank regardless of size could be resolved in a controlled manner without recourse to State resources.

From a State aid perspective it is also surprising that certain aspects of the Banking Communication were applied under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU even though a regional disturbance was considered a likely event from the demise of these banks rather than one of national disturbance. During the initial phases of the financial crisis the Commission was unwilling to apply Article 107(3)(b)TFEU in certain cases as the collapse of the bank in question may not have triggered “a serious economic disturbance”. However, it now seems that even a regional disturbance is sufficient for the application of State aid intervention. This despite the fact that the SRB itself found that these financial institutions did not pose a systemic threat to the wider Italian economy.

While one may categorise the above intervention as in effect a State aided liquidation rather than a clear example of a “precautionary recapitalisation”, the Italian State has exercised the latter option in respect of Monte dei Paschi Siena. A financial institution that had already received State aid in 2013 from the Italian State and as Gray and de Cecco note had excessive exposure
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to Italian sovereign bonds in comparison with other Italian financial institutions.\textsuperscript{68}

In effect this support was designed to circumvent the triggering of the resolution tools under the BRRD framework. The preamble of the BRRD specifically sets out how a Member State has discretion to inject capital into a bank in exchange for equity if certain scenarios arise such as a negative stress test.\textsuperscript{69} In a similar vein the Greek authorities also invoked “precautionary recapitalisations” for Piraeus Bank and the National Bank of Greece.\textsuperscript{70} Although not to subject to a “precautionary recapitalisation” the Irish financial institution Permanent Trusty Savings Bank had to be provided with further State aid to meet future European Banking Authority stress tests.\textsuperscript{71} Clearly there is wider market and economic grounds for the Irish State to support Permanent Trusty Savings Bank in light of the current two pillar bank market currently in place as discussed in Chapter 6. A third banking force may curtail the market dominance of both Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland. However, if one considers the fact that both Monte dei Paschi Siena and Permanent Trusty Savings Bank failed European Banking Authority stress tests then a related question must be asked in respect of long-term viability and bank resolution.\textsuperscript{72}

If one of the central objectives of the new bank resolution architecture is to allow for the controlled resolution of a failing financial institution, then the
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\textsuperscript{72} Results of EU-wide stress test, European Banking Authority, 26\textsuperscript{th} October 2014, at p.38 available at http://www.eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/669262/2014+EU-wide+ST-aggregate+results.pdf [last accessed on 07/11/2018].
“precautionary capitalisation” principle appears to undermine this objective. Perhaps the utilisation of the precautionary principle by the Italian authorities indicates that the resolution tools under the BRRD are simply not adequate to either prevent a systemic crisis from arising or to apply during a systemic crisis. This is not to say that Permanent Trusty Savings Bank or Monte dei Paschi Siena do not have underlying business models that may provide a basis for restoring these financial institutions to long-term viability. However, if private market investors are not willing to invest in these financial institutions as standalone entities and both financial institutions require additional capital buffers then this may point to the need for a new test. Therefore, instead of Member States falling into the same trap as 2008, a three step approach could be established under a future State Aid Crisis Framework to augment the existing “precautionary recapitalisation” principle under the BRRD. Under this proposal a failing financial institution would not be subject to precautionary support but would instead be subject to the proposed systemic resolution tools proposed below. If there, then remains a residual financial institution in place this should then be merged with a long-term viable competing financial institution. In effect this proposal follows a parallel path to the one taken by the Italian authorities in respect of Banco Popolare di Vicenza and Veneto Banco, whereby parts of a financial institution are liquidated in a controlled manner, which may in line with the systemic bank “minimum necessary” test in Chapter 4 require “operational aid”.

Before the question of whether systemic resolution tools should apply, the question of long-term viability should first be addressed. Thus, in the above case of Permanent Trusty Savings Bank and Monte dei Paschi Siena, before any precautionary support could be provided, the Commission would have to determine whether external factors adversely affected these financial institutions and whether in the absence of these factors both banks would not require State aid. However, if either financial institution was in a position of “dominant failure” the resolution option should then be pursued as the bank in question was likely to enter a period of difficulty even in the absence of a systemic event. In this way, the possibility of Member States in future continually exercising a precautionary recapitalisation scheme would be
greatly reduced and allow for non-viable undertakings to exit the market without triggering further instability.

8.4.2. Systemic Resolution Tools

One possible way to resolve these complex issues related to precautionary recapitalisations is for a number of new resolution tools to be developed which should be specifically invoked in times of systemic crisis. The Board of the International Organisation of Securities Commissions has set out specific recovery tools for financial infrastructure providers and these tools provide a theoretical benchmark for proposing future systemic resolution tools.73 There are in fact a number of overlaps between a financial infrastructure provider and a systemically important financial institution albeit one operates at wholesale level while the other may operate at both wholesale and retail level. First, both are at the nexus of financial transactions and as Jenny states a financial institution may also be a facilitator for the wider economy by processing payments and extending credit.74 Second, it remains difficult to isolate the role of both financial infrastructure providers and financial institutions from the macro functioning of the market places both operate in due to the central role played in transaction processing. A systemically important financial institution may for instance provide a clearing facility for other financial institutions and so any disruption may adversely impact these correspondent banks. Third, although a financial market infrastructure provider will not have a direct presence at a retail level, a systemically important financial institution will in most cases have a direct interface with depositors thus any form of systemic resolution tool most also provide some form of support to this class of creditors. Similarly, when a market infrastructure provider enters difficulty the relevant counterparties


will need some form of support so that the crisis does not spread to other financial infrastructures and their customers.

When designing resolution tools specific to market infrastructure providers the International Organisation of Securities Commissions tailored the FSB Key attributes for bank resolution to reflect the nuances of the market infrastructure provider.\textsuperscript{75} However, a reverse process could be adopted whereby these tailored tools may apply for a systemically important financial institution. Due to the overlap between both market infrastructure providers and systemically important financial institutions as set out above and the fact both constitute possible sources of financial contagion, there will also be an overlap between the applicable resolution tools in question. For example, any moratorium imposed as part of the resolution of a market infrastructure provider is deemed to be an option best avoided as this may cause further instability if counter-party claims cannot be processed.\textsuperscript{76} An alternative option would be to facilitate the transfer of any critical functions of the market infrastructure provider to a solvent market operator.\textsuperscript{77} Although the proposals recognise the possible adverse consequences that may arise should a moratorium apply in the processing of claims, other claims, such as termination rights are considered malleable to a delay measure.\textsuperscript{78} In respect of funding the resolution process and the functions of the market infrastructure provider, the proposals encompass raising the required resources from bail-ins where this is possible.\textsuperscript{79} Therefore, despite the overlap between both a market infrastructure provider and a systemically important financial institution, the proposed resolution tools for the former do appear to leverage bail-ins as a central part of the process. Further, the IOSC’s proposals are not necessarily tailored to reflect possible wider market instability already present if a market infrastructure provider enters financial difficulty. However, there are three primary strands one can see in the above proposed resolution steps. First, there is the payment objective, ensuring that
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certain creditors are repaid in a timely manner. Second, there are the wider operational objectives, this includes the clearing of inter-institutional transactions and currency exchange systems, for the market as whole; this is evident in the proposal to transfer the critical functions of a market infrastructure provider to a solvent third party. Third, there is the containment objective, for example the delaying of any termination clauses so that there is not an immediate cash-call on the failing market infrastructure provider. Although, there is somewhat of a contradiction between objective one and three, from these strands one can then formulate a number of systemic bank resolution tools that are designed to achieve the same underlying objectives.

For instance, an emergency transaction tool may be required to ensure that certain transfers can be completed in cases where an institution has entered bank resolution proceedings. In this way a bank may be subject to bank resolution in times of systemic crisis but certain key transactions could still be processed in order to prevent any adverse contagion effect. A deposit protection tool should also be adopted as part of the wider pan-EU bank resolution architecture. Under this tool the deposits of the institution would be ring-fenced from the wider institution up to the level of protection provided under the applicable deposit protection scheme. However, in exceptional circumstances the deposit protection tool may ring-fence additional deposits not covered by the deposit protection scheme in order to stabilise the wider financial sector. Both of these tools may be considered “initial” safeguard tools which mainly aim to stabilise the initial market tremors affecting the institution in question.

An emergency merger tool could also be an additional option in times of systemic crisis. Under this tool a failing institution would be merged with an institution provided that a number of conditions are met. Firstly, the acquiring institution must be viable and have sufficient resources in place to assimilate the failing institution. The problems associated with the Halifax Bank of Scotland and Lloyds group merger should be avoided whereby the new
combined entity required further State support from UK taxpayers. Secondly, the newly amalgamated institution must dispose of certain business units once the crisis has abated in order to enable new market entrants and to prevent the establishment of new “too-big-to-fail” institution. Finally, the acquiring institution should provide some form of recompense to the resolution authorities for organising and helping to implement the merger. This payment could then be used to resolve the other business units of the failing institution not subject to the emergency merger tool. Although this may not necessarily at first seem different to the merger policies adopted during the financial crisis, this tool would it is posited differ in that not only would it seek to align with the new proposed State aid conditions as set out under the new State Aid Crisis Framework it would also seek to ensure that merger policy remains a complement to State aid based crisis intervention measures. The ad hoc nature of merging banks during the last financial crisis would be replaced by a specific systemic resolution tool that addresses the systemic risk of a failing financial institution while also ensuring that the new combined entity does not pose a systemic threat or requires further State aid from a Member State.

Two other systemic resolution tools should also be added to the tool-kit under the BRRD and aid the SRM in the resolution process. A credit-provision tool ensures that a failing institution is still able to provide credit to its customer base including large-scale corporations. This particular tool would only apply for a relatively short period of time but would at least alleviate the initial market shock should a systemically important institution enter the resolution process. A tool should also be introduced to transfer complex market liabilities from the failing institution to a holding-bank where these can then be unwound gradually over time rather than immediately triggered. The current array of resolution tools include an asset-separation tool, a business
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sale tool and a bridge institution tool, but these tools may prove insufficient for financial institutions engaged in credit default agreements and contract for difference agreements. By establishing specific resolution tools designed to maintain critical financial transactions and banking infrastructure, the resolution process should then be better tailored to resolve systemically important financial institutions.

8.5.1. Significant Criteria for Single Supervision Mechanism and Systemic Importance Test; conflict or conflate?

A critical analysis of the Single Supervisory Mechanism [hereinafter SSM] will be discussed below, but for now the focus remains on the criteria used to determine the supervisory scope of this new body. Thus the number of financial institutions falling within the supervisory remit of the SSM only includes 127 “significant” banks within the participating countries. A significant bank is one that meets one of the following criteria, (1) has total assets in excess of €30 billion, (2) has an economic importance for the country in question or the EU economy as a whole, (3) meets a threshold for cross-border activities, or (4) the institution has accessed or sought to access funding from the European Stability Mechanism or the European Financial Stability Facility.83 An additional criterion that may place an institution under the “significant” category includes whether the bank “is one of the three most significant banks” within a participating country.84

These criteria suggest that there is now at a pan-EU level a de facto systemic importance test for financial institutions. However, an examination of the above criteria makes it clear that this new test may not be sufficient to capture the nuances of the global and European banking sector. First, whether an institution has total assets in excess of €30 billion or not may not necessarily indicate systemic importance. A financial institution with less than €30 billion could still pose a systemic threat within a Member State. Thus the second
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criterion covers this scenario as a bank may very well not meet the assets threshold but retain an economic importance within the relevant Member State. Further, the catchall provision, that a financial institution may be “one of the three most significant banks” within a Member State lowers the qualifying criteria as to whether an institution satisfies this condition depends on the domestic banking sector in question.

The third criterion refers to whether the institution has a cross-border presence, but cross-border activities may not necessarily indicate that a financial institution is actually “significant”. In most cases, if an institution falls within one of the preceding criteria then this factor may essentially be an ancillary matter. The basis of the fourth criterion must also be questioned as this may actually defeat the primary purpose of establishing some form of a significant importance test in the first place. If a financial institution simply seeks to apply for pan-EU funding, then one would presume that the alternative criteria are also in some way met. An institution with a substantial pan-EU presence would presumably require European Stability Mechanism [hereinafter ESM] funding but a case may arise where a relatively minor market actor may seek to avail of this funding. This may occur due to the constrained financial resources of the domestic Member State the financial institution is located in or simply because there are no alternative sources of private funding open to the institution in question. However, there may be cases where even a minor financial institution may require ESM funding due to the systemic threat it poses to a Member State’s internal banking sector.85

In Chapter 5 a systemic importance test for financial institutions was proposed in respect of any State aid application under Article 107(3)(b)TFEU. This proposed test sought to strike a balance between the need to maintain wider economic stability while also restricting the scope of the term systemic importance so that not every financial institution would in effect require State aid. Under this proposed new test the key question remains whether there are overlapping determinants between a Member State’s financial institutions and whether this “relatedness” is such that the

85 See for example Max Bank in Chapter 5.
collapse of one acts as a domino effect for the “related” other financial institutions.\textsuperscript{86} One could therefore posit that the above significant criteria overlap with this proposed systemic importance test. While some of the above conditions mainly refer to the size or market span of a financial institution, there is also recognition that smaller market operators may pose a systemic threat. Further, these criteria do not seek to apply one objective interpretation of what may or may not be a significant important financial institution. In a similar vein, the proposed systemic importance test ultimately seeks to ground any future question of what is or is not a systemic important financial institution in a wider banking and economic context. In contrast with the proposed systemic importance test, the Commission’s response during the financial crisis was to determine systemic importance based primarily on the wider environment prevailing at the time of a Member State’s application. In this way the question of systemic importance does not necessarily refer to the actual linkages of the financial institution in question to other institutions but on the possible linkages that may or may not exist.

\textbf{8.6.1. Single Supervisory Mechanism: A new departure for EU financial supervision?}

One cannot discuss the introduction of the SRM without also commenting on the SSM and the new drive towards greater co-operation among EU financial regulators. Under this new architecture the ECB now in effect sits at the top of the supervisory tree for significant financial institutions.\textsuperscript{87} Thus the ECB will now have the final say on matters related to the authorisation of a financial institution to operate within the Union, to ensure that financial institutions remain complaint with the applicable Acts and regulations, to perform supervisory reviews of financial institutions and to perform any tasks related to the recovery and resolution of a financial institution.\textsuperscript{88} Certain commentators however, have questioned the new financial supervisory landscape within the EU. For instance, Dammann, comments how national

\textsuperscript{86} See Chapter 5 at p.271
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supervisors retain a large role in the day–to-day oversight of “significant” financial institutions.\(^9^9\) Although in theory the ECB is now the primary financial supervisory body for these institutions in respect of prudential matters, there will remain a reliance on national regulators to aid this process.\(^9^0\) The European Court of Auditors has also raised concerns over the resources available to the Single Supervisory Board [hereinafter the SSB] and whether this may impede its effectiveness.\(^9^1\) Other aspects of the SSM also point to possible future complexities and competency conflicts. Barbu and Boitan comment how a number of industry actors remain sceptical of how the ECB will perform its new supervisory role.\(^9^2\) According to Deutsche Bank a more effective solution would have been empowering the European Banking Authority as a pan-EU financial supervisory body working in conjunction with the ECB.\(^9^3\) In this way the new supervisory mechanism would have automatically included all 27 EU Member State.\(^9^4\) Further, Dammann also questions whether national supervisors will not be influenced by national considerations if a domestic institution subject to SSM oversight has underlying weaknesses.\(^9^5\) Monti and Petit address this particular question via the prism of principal and agency relationships.\(^9^6\) They note how the national supervisory bodies, as the agents of the SSM, may not have any real incentive to comply with the objectives of the principal.\(^9^7\) While all of these concerns remain valid the underlying problem remains that any future crisis scenario is
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likely to need a coherent and centralised response and at the very least the SSM is a step in this direction.

8.7.1. European Stability Mechanism: Indirect and Direct Recapitalisation and future challenges

In order to finally break the link between sovereign and financial institutions, a supranational fund was proposed whereby recapitalisation funds could then be accessed without recourse to Member State funds.\(^98\) However, the ESM falls short of this proposal as ultimately the link between a sovereign and its financial institutions remains in situ. This is particularly evident if one examines the ESM assistance provided to the Spanish banking sector in 2012. In theory, the recipient Spanish institutions remain liable for repaying this financial assistance, in effect though the Spanish State remains liable as the State owned and financed FROB is the guarantor for these ESM funds.\(^99\)

Direct recapitalisation is also possible and this is where the ESM support mirrors to some degree that of the State aid authorisation regime as exercised by the Commission. A direct recapitalisation will only occur if the proposed recipient has first sought to impose losses on bondholders as per the BRRD or tried to access private market support first.\(^100\) In addition to this condition, the financial institution in question must also pose a “threat to the financial stability of the euro area as a whole or the requesting ESM Member”.\(^101\) If these conditions are met then the recipient financial institution, ESM and relevant Member State, must then submit a joint restructuring plan to the Commission in line with existing State aid rules as ESM funding constitutes State resources.\(^102\) However, there are other wider consequences of this
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“direct” support via the ESM, as the sovereign is not removed from the recapitalisation process. For instance, under a direct recapitalisation, any initial shortfall an institution has in its Common Equity Tier 1 capital ratio must be met by the ESM Member. Even where an institution has the required equity capital ratio, the ESM Member is still required to provide 20% of the public intervention costs within the first two years of the ESM recapitalisation. Once these two years have lapsed then the ESM Member will then be liable for 10% of the total intervention costs.

In cases where an ESM Member is unable to provide this contribution to the bank recapitalisation then the Governors of the ESM Board have discretion to partially or fully suspend this contribution. Presumably there is some rationale in ensuring that the ESM Member where the recipient institution is based provides some support as part of any supranational recapitalisation plan. After all the financial position of the financial institution in question could be as a result of an inadequate regulatory regime of the Member State and thus there should be some penalty for this failing. However, one of the central objectives of the ESM, namely to break the sovereign-bank link that formed during the 2008 financial crisis seems to be undermined by this recourse to Member State resources. Further, the “home” contributing Member State may also have to enter into a “Memorandum of Understanding” with the ESM as a condition for any support provided to a domestic institution. The scope of this Memorandum remains unclear and if anything further entwines the financial position of the recipient institution with that of the ESM Member.

8.7.2. Bail-in and ESM Recapitalisation

The direct recapitalisation option is considered to be the “last-resort” funding option for any distressed financial institution within the ESM umbrella. Private market investors and the bail-in of existing creditors should all be
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undertaken first before ESM funding can then be accessed. In effect direct ESM recapitalisation can only occur after a three-tiered bail-in process has been followed by the relevant policymakers. Thus the first party to finance the restructuring of the institution are shareholders, followed by a contribution from a resolution fund while subordinated and junior creditors are then subject to a write-down or equity conversion. Yet, as noted above implementing bail-ins during systemic crisis may not be conducive to stability. This in turn may trigger further adverse consequences. First, the initial bail-in may undermine other financial institutions within the same market place. Second, this bail-in may also further erode the financial position of the recipient institution as depositors and other creditors withdraw their funds in order to avoid the possible effects of bail-in.

8.8.1 Deppositor Protection and the Banking Union: Time for a pan-EU deposit protection scheme?

If a new post-crisis banking union is to resolve the problems evident from the 2008 financial crisis, then some form of pan-EU deposit protection scheme may need to be established as individual deposit schemes in different Member States may not have the required resources to meet the demands of depositors. A Member State may still seek to invoke a bank guarantee scheme in a future crisis as set out in Chapter 4 as the actual domestic deposit protection fund may not be sufficient to meet the claims of depositors in the event of a bank collapse. This leads to the rather contradictory scenario of a Member State introducing a guarantee scheme that in actual fact not only undermines existing deposit protection schemes. But this intervention is also unlikely to meet the claims of depositors in the event of a bank liquidation. If Member States are willing to pool their resources together to fund bank resolution and recapitalisation needs in future, then a similar approach could be beneficial to deposit guarantee schemes. A number of commentators have also proposed a pan-EU deposit scheme, for example Schoenmaker and Gross proposed, prior to the establishment of the SRM, a joint European Deposit Insurance and
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Resolution Fund.110 But the level of *ex-ante* funds for this, some €55 billion, would still need to be backstopped by the ESM. Therefore the funds within the proposed pan-deposit and resolution fund would only constitute “a first line of defence”.111 Yet the Commission’s proposed scheme for a pan-EU-deposit scheme also has the same funding obstacles to surmount. For instance, in the event of a short-fall extraordinary *ex-post* contributions were proposed, but how feasible would such levies be in times of a Union-wide systemic crisis?112 Another proposed source of additional funding was a loan from a non-participating Member State deposit guarantee scheme.113

The Commission’s proposal has thus far been left untouched as the main focus has been on establishing an effective uniform supervision and resolution architecture for EU financial institutions. Perhaps one of the reasons this proposal has fallen by the wayside are the operational challenges that would arise in the event of trying to achieve a common deposit protection scheme. Eijffinger comments how although a common scheme may reduce competition distortions between Member States so far “the leap” to such a system “is not feasible at this moment or the near future”.114 An incremental harmonisation process is best achieved first before a full-scale pan-EU deposit scheme can be established effectively.115 This aligns with the Commission’s proposed pan-EU scheme whereby entailed domestic deposit protection schemes would retain their positions.116
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Therefore the success or otherwise of the proposed scheme would still depend on the efficiency or otherwise of domestic deposit protection authorities conveying information to the central European Board and effectively interacting with customers in a pay-out scenario.\textsuperscript{117} This in turn touches on an issue raised by both Gerhardt and Lannoo that the exact role deposit protection authorities should play in times of crises may need to be reconsidered. One option would be to equip these authorities with resolution powers as well.\textsuperscript{118} But this may further blurs the line between deposit protection and resolution objectives, for example resolution may be the best response to an inherently insolvent bank, but from a deposit protection perspective resolution may place pressure on the financial resources of the fund. Another possible problem that impact on the willingness of Member States to pool their domestic deposit protection schemes together at an EU level is the political dimension of consumers in one corner of the Union subsidising those from another. German and French depositors and indeed policymakers may not wish to see their banking sector utilising its resources indirectly to bail-out Irish or Dutch depositors if this results in German and French banks then increasing their fees and lowering deposit interest rates. Overcoming this particular political obstacle may require some form of bank specific limits to what each participating financial institution can access from the pan-EU deposit protection scheme. In this way the level of pan-EU deposit scheme funds depositors from certain Member States could draw down would be to some degree limited to the funds paid in not just by the failing financial institution but also domestic rivals of this bank. Only then would further funds be drawn down from the pan-EU deposit scheme’s other segmented national accounts with these further funds been based on the capacity of other Member State financial institutions to commit replacement funds for those used.
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8.8.2. Future Fund: Combining the ESM and SRM

Since the crisis, efforts to establish a banking union have arguably not come to fruition. Although the SRM and SSM have to some degree centralised the European bank resolution and supervision process, as noted above there remain considerable failings with both of these developments. Similarly, the ESM has not broken the bank-sovereign link as was initially envisaged by policy makers at both Union and Member State level. Direct and indirect recapitalisation in effect still exposes individual Member States to the losses that derive within their domestic banking systems. Further, any effective Banking Union should have some pan-EU deposit protection scheme in place but this objective has yet to be realised. The proposal to consolidated bank recapitalisation and resolution funding at a pan-EU level follows a similar proposal to restructure Member State financing at a pan-EU level. This would be done so via the issuance of Eurobonds.\textsuperscript{119} Under this proposal the weakest Member States would in effect be guaranteed by financially stronger Member States.\textsuperscript{120}

Currently the resolution and supervision architecture remains inadequate to address the failings uncovered by the 2008 crisis. The resolution tools available under the BRRD and the SRM remain limited in scope and while perhaps sufficient for an isolated occurrence of a failing institution, are not sufficiently tailored to resolve banks during times of systemic crisis. It seems that policymakers in the United States have fallen foul of the same failure as the Orderly Liquidation Authority established under the \textit{Dodd-Frank Act} may still trigger financial instability as there may be time for market actors to preempt any orderly liquidation steps taken by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.\textsuperscript{121} What is actually required in a European context is the creation of new bank recapitalisation and resolution fund adequately resourced with
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both public and private contributions from both Member States and each financial institution within the Union, even those currently not under the scope of the SSM. This fund could be managed under the auspices of the current EBA, which has input from all the key financial institutions within the EU.\textsuperscript{122} The contribution level of each participating institution can be determined by the “significance” criteria already used to determine the remit of the SSM. For financial institutions that fall outside these criteria a flat fee should apply. For Member States the level of funding provided would depend on the potential threat their domestic financial institutions pose to the internal market as a whole. Thus funding from this new proposed body could be allocated in a more cost effective and efficient manner.

Although systemically important institutions would be able to contribute to this fund, in order for the intervention scope of the fund to be effective, these institutions may be subject to certain structural or behavioural measures. While these terms may have competitive connotations, in this context it relates to how banks with large market footprints such as Deutsch Bank and Santander in Spain, would have to agree to reduce their balance sheets and possibly alter their funding models before joining this new pan-EU fund. In this way a number of positive outcomes would arise.

Firstly, the problem posed by “too-big-to-fail” would be resolved to some degree, if one central recapitalisation and resolution fund is in place that European banks are incentivised to contribute to, then balance sheet reductions and developing more stable funding sources, such as retail deposits or covered bonds, should ensure that banks are both easier to resolve and are unable to leverage short-term funding sources for excessive growth.\textsuperscript{123} Secondly, these measures should ensure that the proposed central funds resources can be utilised in a parallel manner for different banks that may face recapitalisation or resolution costs. Thirdly, this approach would also ensure that institutions in effect regulate each other and ensure that their behaviour

\textsuperscript{122} N.92 at pp.106-107.
does not jeopardise the viability of the fund in times of a future systemic crisis.

However, while this proposed pan-EU recapitalisation and resolution fund with financing from European financial institutions, may suggest a post-Sate aid intervention response, realistically Member States may remain on hoc to finance some aspects of a bank’s restructuring or resolution. This is particularly the case where the resources of the fund may not be sufficient to meet the different needs of different banks in times of multiple bank failings. But these costs could also be centralised with each Member State contributing a set levy each year that would be used solely for a future recapitalisation programme either for one domestic institution or for the sector as a whole. Thus the proposed State aid rules as set out in this Thesis would then apply. For instance, the level of aid to recapitalise a financial institution that meets the long-term viable test will then be based on the level of support a rational State would provide in these circumstances. However, where a financial institution is deemed not to be a long-term viable financial institution but is systemically important then “minimum necessary” operational aid could be drawn from this centralised fund to finance this process in conjunction with the application of the newly proposed bank resolution tools. Further, while there may be no drive towards a pan-EU deposit protection system for the medium term, the above proposed fund could encompass a specific ring-fenced fund that could be used to backstop domestic deposit protection schemes. This deposit-backstop fund could be financially supported from both the resolution side of the newly proposed pan-EU bank fund and if required Member State’s recapitalisation Member States’ funds. Kokkoris and Olivaress-Caminal suggest that assessing State aid applications under the current SRM regime will still see financial stability as the central objective for policymakers and in this case, a resolution scheme requiring aid in a systemic crisis will likely still be endorsed by the Commission.124 But the
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above proposals should ensure that the recourse to individual Member State’s resources is greatly reduced.

A new proposed central resolution and recapitalisation fund will need a decision-making authority and process much like the current SRM and SRB. It should also have direct communication with the SSM and with national regulators. While expanding this proposed fund’s remit to also encompass banking supervision may have merits, a separate regulatory body such as the SSM would be preferred albeit one greater resources and input from the EBA. Instead, the proposed centralised fund would fall under the control and remit of the Commission, with both the Directorate Generals of Economic and Financial Affairs and Competition have dominant roles due to their areas of expertise and the need for quick State aid determinations related to the interventions of this fund. In many ways this proposal for the Commission to exercise a more central role in bank recovery and resolution follows the initial draft regulation of the SRM where the SRB’s role was held by the former.\textsuperscript{125} Although Nicolaides states that the Commission retains a significant role under the current process, this centralisation of decision-making authority should ensure that there is a coherent and consistent strategy and that the contradictory positions adopted by the SRB and Commission in respect of regional Italian banks are not repeated.\textsuperscript{126}

**Conclusion**

The 2008 financial crisis illustrated the legislative vacuum in EU Member States when it came to the bank resolution domain. Systemically important financial institutions could not be subject to normal insolvency proceedings due to the threat of wider banking sector contagion and economic instability. In time, as the initial upheaval of the 2008 crisis abated Member States drafted and enacted specific bank resolution and recovery legislation. However, in most cases the resolution tools established under this legislation lacked specific features to address a failing financial institution in systemic crisis.
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environment. In effect, while legislation such as the Irish *Credit Institutions (Stabilisation) Act 2010* did serve a useful purpose in imposing losses on subordinated creditors, this Act was only introduced post the introduction of the blanket guarantee scheme in September 2008. What Member States such as Ireland required was to utilise a specific bank resolution architecture designed for application during the teeth of a systemic crisis.

Unfortunately, efforts to harmonise and centralise the bank resolution process within a pan-EU context have also failed to address this need. The resolution tools under the BRRD add nothing new to the pre-existing bank resolution environment but merely restate domestic measures already in place. Further, the “pre-cautionary recapitalisation” exemption in effect allows for Member States to circumvent the primary objective of the BRRD namely, the controlled liquidation of a failing financial institution. Although the long-term viable bank test as proposed under Chapter 6 should act as an effective counter-measure to the blanket use of this exemption by Member States. The fact remains, that if specific systemic resolution tools were in place the need for the pre-cautionary recapitalisation principle would not be required. Thus this Chapter has proposed a number of new systemic resolution tools that are designed for application during a future systemic crisis. These include an emergency transaction tool to facilitate essential transactions that the failing financial institution is party to, a deposit-protection tool in order to prevent an unorderly withdrawal of deposits, and an emergency merger tool to facilitate the possible merge of a failing institution with a viable competitor. A credit-provision tool is also proposed so that the controlled resolution of a bank does not immediately result in wider economic credit squeeze in the Member State in question. The final systemic resolution tool proposed is one for complex financial instruments so that these can be unwound over an elongated timeframe without triggering further systemic contagion.

These tools should ensure that Member States and the Board are able to apply resolution actions even in times of systemic crisis without engendering further contagion. Further, the above tools overlap with the proposed State aid measures set out in previous chapters. For example, for an insolvent financial institution the financing of either a deposit-protection tool or a credit-
provision tool could be available under the provision of operationally necessary aid as proposed under Chapter 5. Similarly, these tools may require some form of State guarantee support and so the proposals under Chapter 4 would then come into play.

To further improve the European bank resolution architecture for any future systemic crisis a new pan-EU bank recapitalisation and resolution fund should be established. Under this fund financial institutions of a certain size would only be able to participate so those with exceptionally large balance sheets would then have some incentive to reduce their market footprint. Both Member States and financial institutions would contribute to this fund with the level of contribution dependent on the financial risk the former’s domestic banking sector poses to the pan-EU market and the latter’s balance sheet size. Member State levies could then be utilised the recapitalisation needs of their domestic financial institutions or sector as whole. In certain cases resolution costs may also be borne by these funds. For both cases the new State aid rules proposed under this Thesis will then apply. To ensure an effective overlap between the management of this new centralised recapitalisation and resolution fund with State aid control, it is envisioned that the overarching SRB in effect be subsumed by the Commission. Members of the Board could be drawn from the ECB but also DG Competition and the Directorate for Economic Affairs.

The next Chapter will seek to tie together the proposals in this Chapter with those proposed in the preceding Chapters. Establishing a new State Aid Crisis Framework will not only have to address questions of systemic importance and long-term viability but will also have to interact with bank resolution and recovery measures. However, what this Chapter has illustrated is that despite the introduction of the BRRD, new resolution tools will need to be introduced to reflect the proposed rules for financial institutions and wider banking sector schemes set out in the preceding Chapters.
Chapter Nine: Time for a new State Aid Crisis Framework for the European Banking Sector

Introduction

Throughout this Thesis the objective has been to pinpoint the current shortfalls of the State aid framework established as a response to the 2008 financial crisis. From Chapters 3 to 7, specific aspects of the Commission’s and Member States’ responses have been critically evaluated and possible solutions proposed so that the adverse consequences of State support to a banking sector in times of financial crisis can be avoided in the future. One of the key aims of this Thesis has been to establish a new State Aid Crisis Framework that will meet short-term and long-term stability objectives. During the financial crisis, Member States and the Commission were in effect left in a policy vacuum whereby there was little if any pre-existing State aid or indeed bank resolution architecture to leverage. Instead State aid rules designed for individual undertakings, such as the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines of 2004 were applied to financial institutions such as Northern Rock and WestLB during the initial stages of the crisis. However, the continued instability meant that a different response was required entailing the application of Article 107(3)(b)TEFU.

As set out in Chapter 2 this particular Treaty provision has been utilised by certain Member States in the past that have faced considerable economic challenges. The unique circumstances of the Greek State at that time warranted a response far more wide-ranging then merely applying State support in a piecemeal fashion. Rather, these “exceptional circumstances” were sufficient grounds for triggering the then Article 87(3)(b)EC exemption. State aid in a European Union context has always been rooted in a social context rather than what could be termed a corporatist one. State aid provided
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to an undertaking may have a direct effect of ensuring this firm maintains a
market presence and while this may benefit the firm as a standalone entity,
the reality is that there are wider communitarian benefits from this State
intervention. Employment is maintained, the skillset of current or future
workers is retained and even competitors may also benefit as an additional
market rival may drive their own efficiency and productivity. Furthermore,
the final consumer of any goods or services provided may also benefit as they
have more possible purchase options than if the undertaking in question had
exited the market. Thus there are a number of different factors that arise in
the context of State aid provision that both the Member State in question and
the Commission have to assess. These factors become amplified in times of a
systemic banking crisis.

The possible adverse social and economic effects were a financial institution
to collapse requires a response that meets short-term stability objectives but
may not meet the longer-term interests of consumers, taxpayers or Member
States. The central research question of this Thesis was to formulate a future
crisis State aid framework that not only ensures the immediate stability needs
of Member States but also seeks to resolve the long-term consequences
affecting Member States from adopting a State aid solution to a banking
crisis.

9.1.1. Guarantee Schemes under a Future Crisis Framework

As set out in Chapter 4 of this Thesis the State guarantees implemented during
the 2008 financial crisis varied in scope and duration. In the case of Ireland
this response entailed the introduction of a blanket guarantee scheme for Irish
bank liabilities. For the Commission this response was considered both
“appropriate” and “proportionate” to resolve the funding problems facing
Irish financial institutions. Yet clearly authorising State aid of this scope and
magnitude exposed the Irish State to a substantial contingent liability and
conflated the resources of taxpayers with those of private banks. The
conflation caused “a link between financial sector distress and public sector
bailout” in turn adversely impacting on the market perception of the Irish
sovereign as its default risk premium spreads increased post the blanket
guarantee. Despite past banking crises where the introduction of a sovereign guarantee had an adverse impact on the State in question, the Commission in effect conceded Ireland’s position that such a scheme was “appropriate” for the crisis at hand. Pisani-Ferry and Sapir comment how the Commission’s response to the financial crisis, namely, its tailoring of the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines, to the suit the problems posed by the crisis, “probably prevent[ed] the worst excess in terms of negative spillovers”. However, the lax interpretation of the term “appropriate” in the context of the Irish blanket guarantee scheme in effect had the same result as if no State aid restriction had been applied.

State bank guarantees are affected by different factors include macroeconomic conditions pertaining at the time of the proposed withdrawal of the guarantee and the banking structure and stability conditions. If one was to apply these factors to the decision of introducing a blanket guarantee scheme then in the case of Ireland some form of immediate and wide ranging form of intervention was required. However, a more robust State aid and competition supervisory authority should have a set of measures in place to determine whether or not a bank guarantee scheme, let alone a blanket scheme, is an “appropriate” response in times of financial crises. One way to achieve this objective is to establish a specific counter-factual test that Member States would have to satisfy before the Commission would authorise the introduction of any bank guarantee scheme. This proposed counterfactual test encompasses three inter-related conditions. These are first whether there are possible viable alternatives the Member State in question may pursue as a crisis response rather than the application of bank guarantee scheme. Second, the precise objectives of the scheme should be set out clearly with
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3 Commission Decision
the Commission adopting a negative position if the circumstances suggest that regulatory forbearance remains the primary objective rather than engendering short-term stability for long-term viability. Third, the Commission should determine whether a realistic exit plan is in place to ensure that those financial institutions availing of this support do not become financial entwined with the Member State in question.

To determine whether under the above test the guarantee scheme under consideration remains the only viable option the Commission should apply a similar three-step test as that applied in the context of operating aid for undertakings in areas of economic underdevelopment. Under this test the Commission would examine whether the proposed guarantee meets the wider economic needs of the Member State, the measure is appropriate to resolve the instability in question and the intervention will be withdrawn overtime. Any possible alternative forms of interventions should also be subject this three-step test so as to determine whether there is any actual alternative response that can meet these three inter-linked criteria.

The second strand should encompass the Commission imposing a number of market and institutional focused restrictions on any participating financial institutions. Under the second test to ensure that the proposed guarantee is not utilised as a de facto shield so that imprudent banks simply continue to behave in a pre-crisis manner, there should be a number of conditions these financial institutions must meet. These may include placing caps on the lending any participating bank may engage in, ensuring that these banks set aside additional capital where possible and a long-term plan in certain cases to ensure that these banks re-position their funding base from less volatile sources.

How the proposed guarantee scheme is revoked should also determine the Commission’s final determination on whether or not to authorise this intervention. Revoking a guarantee scheme remains a difficult process as a balance needs to be struck between insulating the resources of the State from the domestic banking sector and also ensuring that this sector will stabilise without recourse to a guarantee scheme. On this basis leveraging existing
Commission practice related to competition safeguards could be availed of so that certain behavioural or structural conditions are placed on participating financial institutions so as to incentivise withdrawal from the scheme. These, what one could term penalties, would apply to long-term viable financial institutions as insolvent institutions would be subject to specific systemic resolution tools as proposed in Chapter 8.

While there is a degree of overlap between using a guarantee to restructure a banking sector and the revocation incentives for individual financial institutions, both tests have different objectives. The former seeks to ensure that any bank guarantee scheme is not simply used as a delaying tactic by Member States against taking any market-wide restructuring that is required. The question though whether such revocation incentives are practical in times of crisis remains and it may be that a graduated form of guarantee penalty fees or indeed any behavioural or structural conditions are applied as a last resort so that these restrictions do not result in short-term savings for the Member State but at the expense of longer-term costs.

These conditions should not only relate to the particular funding obstacles facing the relevant domestic banks but also wider economic concerns, such as a possible bank run or a sharp constriction in credit supply. If an alternative option may resolve these issues, then a guarantee scheme should not be introduced or gradually unwound if retroactive authorisation is required. During a crisis it may be difficult to ascertain whether one alternative actually meets the short-term stability requirements of Member States. However, this does not mean that a counterfactual test should be dismissed. By applying this “alternative-to-guarantee” test the Commission would ensure that Member State resources are not allocated in an inefficient manner.

While in theory blanket bank guarantees should simply fall outside of any future application of the term “appropriate” in practice this may not be possible. There may be cases where a Member State has to introduce a blanket guarantee scheme as the domestic banking sector is particularly vulnerable. If such a case does arise then the Commission should apply a separate criterion for determining whether or not this form of intervention is required.
If one draws a parallel from the specific characteristics of industrial decline as set out by the London School of Economics and tailors these for a specific banking sector context then a qualifying criterion for blanket guarantees could be formulated. This criterion would be based on whether a Member State’s banking sector has entered into a sector wide decline so severe that the above three conditions for a non-blanket scheme would remain impractical to apply. Thus where a Member State’s banking sector experiences a continued and accelerated outflow of funding, either of depositors or bondholders, which triggers a credit squeeze affecting the wider economy and there is a sharp depreciation in share value, then such circumstances may warrant the introduction of a blanket guarantee scheme. The effectiveness of this scheme may though still remain dependent on the actual credibility of the guarantor Member State.

9.1.2. Minimum necessary and bank guarantee schemes: restricting the coverage of both deposit protection and bondholder bail-out

Closely related to the question of whether or not a guarantee scheme is the appropriate form of State aid intervention in times of financial crisis is the question of what the minimum parameters of any scheme should be. In some cases, this question may simply be an extension of the “appropriateness” test, particularly in cases where the Commission has authorised a blanket guarantee scheme then the question of “minimum necessary” may be redundant. However, there are certain safeguards that could apply in any future State Aid Crisis Framework that not only ring-fence the limited resources of Member States but also constitutes some form of moral hazard control. Clearly there are limits to a proposed “minimum necessary”

---


safeguards as the core objective of any guarantee scheme is to refrain from imposing losses on creditors such as depositors.

The effectiveness or otherwise of deposit protection schemes is a complex question in its own right, but for the purposes of this Thesis the focus remains on developing some form of State aid criterion in a scheme that seeks to extend the statutory protection threshold. One possible option could be to adopt a policy of co-insurance that would apply so that although a Member State could extend the threshold of deposit protection beyond the statutory minimum, depositors would still be liable for some loss above that threshold. For example, if a Member State seeks to extend a deposit protection scheme from €100,000 to €200,000 then the depositors would be subject to some loss within this higher range.

Already under the BRRD there is a “water-fall” effect applied whereby creditors, bondholders and unprotected depositors, are bailed-in before any State aid is advanced to the financial institution in question.8 In the case where a guarantee has been introduced in line with the new proposed State Aid Crisis Framework this bail-in tool would still apply to existing creditors so long as this intervention does not trigger further instability. Any subsequent debt issued or deposits raised post this bail-in would then fall under the extended guarantee scheme with the co-insurance limitation applicable in the case of the latter. Following a parallel path, the Commission should apply a tailored “essential facility doctrine” to determine how extensive guarantee coverage should be for wholesale funding. Under this proposal the Member State in question would have to satisfy three inter-related questions based on the primary objective of the essential facilities doctrine namely access to market infrastructure.

In this case the “facility” in question is access to wholesale funding and thus the key question is whether a Member State’s domestic banking sector

---

requires some form of subsidised access to inter-bank markets. If financial institutions are able to access alternative funding without the need for State intervention, then clearly the “minimum necessary” criterion in this case will not be met. In effect there are then no actual grounds for a guarantee scheme to encompass inter-bank funding. The second question mainly seeks to align any State guarantee intervention with wider competition concerns. If a Member State’s domestic banking sector has to compete against other market competitors that are availing of some form of State support to access inter-bank funds, then this may place the former in a position of competitive disadvantage. The key objective of applying this criterion is to ensure that specific strands of a bank guarantee scheme are subject to benchmarks that are tailored to reflect the balance between intervention and State aid costs. This also aligns with the final proposed condition.

One could describe the above proposals as raising the conceptual thresholds for Member States seeking to introduce guarantee schemes in times of systemic crisis. However, what is also proposed is a “structural safeguard” to further reinforce this new threshold. In line with subsequent developments in the bank resolution field, the introduction of a State-backed guarantee scheme should entail the establishment of a specific undertaking to perform the role of guarantor. This structural condition should further align the objectives of the Commission and Member States in developing a future resolution framework that reduces the need for recourse to State aid. Thus in order to satisfy the “minimum necessary” criterion under any future State Crisis Framework Member States would under establish a guarantee fund.

In addition to the establishment of a guarantee fund the new State Aid Crisis Framework should also encompass guarantee entry and exit fees. Under this proposal not only would the participating financial institutions pay a fee for participating in this scheme these two fees would be based on the level of liabilities each bank has issued under the scheme. These fees would not be discharged to the relevant Member State until the crisis environment has alleviated. In this way a claw-back provision will form an intrinsic part of the “minimum necessary” criterion. Determining the level of these fees would be based on a similar principle to how the question of market dominance is
assessed in the competition field. In this way the fees can reflect the level of risk a financial institution poses to the wider financial sector and indeed the guarantor Member State.

9.1.3. Competition Safeguards and Wholesale Funding

Research by Grande et al. and Schich highlights how the actual key determinant during the financial crisis for pricing guaranteed bank debt was not the underlying financial strength of the issuing institution but rather the financial strength of the guarantor sovereign.9 Conversely, a bank with a stable and long-term viable position may be penalised where this institution falls under the guarantee scheme of a “weak” sovereign. Grande et al. use the example of one Spanish bank with a higher credit rating than a German financial institution yet it was the former that had to discharge a higher interest rate than the latter.10

Therefore, while one may have initially argued that the level of competition-distortion arising from Member States introducing guarantee schemes may not have been a considerable risk due to most banks falling under one scheme or another, distortions did arise linked with the jurisdiction in which an institution was established. Estrella and Schich make a number of proposals as to how these distortions could potentially be addressed ranging from stronger sovereigns, such as Germany, imposing an increased guarantee fee on their domestic financial institutions, to these Member States opening their schemes up to international institutions.11 But these measures also have their drawbacks. In some cases, the sovereign will simply not be in a position to extend any guarantee scheme to a wider category of financial institutions.

---


10 Ibid at Grande et al.

Further, Estrella and Schich also note how politically it may not be possible for a strong sovereign to extend their guarantee scheme to financial institutions from weaker sovereigns such as Greece.\textsuperscript{12}

One possible solution to resolving the competition distortion caused by this sovereign premium would be to apply a claw-back penalty charge. Under this proposed safeguard the Commission would apply a retrospective assessment of whether a financial institution availed of any additional price reduction in the cost of debt raised. Once this assessment has been completed the relevant financial institution would then be liable to discharge the value of this premium to the relevant Member State. This new safeguard would not only ensure that financial institutions benefitting under a sovereign premium are in effect on notice not to utilise this premium in their day-to-day operations thus countering contemporary concerns. It would also ensure that the Member State in question is actually compensated fully for the support provided to their domestic financial institutions.

\textbf{9.1.4. Competition Distortion and Deposit Protection}

Guarantee schemes in most cases are designed with a dual objective not only to ensure access to inter-bank funding but also to stem the outflow of deposits at a retail level. In some cases, financial institutions may abuse their participation within a statutory deposit protection scheme, although from a competition perspective possible distortions are limited as other banks will also be subject to this scheme. In times of financial crisis however, as was evident in 2008, different Member States may extend the remit of deposit protection for both defensive and offensive purposes. Defensive in the sense of incentivising existing depositors to refrain from withdrawing their funds and offensive as this extended scheme may act as a pull factor for depositors from other jurisdictions.

One possible competition distortion safeguard against the “offensive” aspect of a newly expanded deposit protection scheme would be via an \textit{ex-post} penalty fee imposed on domestic financial institutions post the crisis. This fee

\textsuperscript{12} \textit{Ibid} at p.38.
would then ensure that these institutions are restricted from engaging in price leadership or market expansion based on the increased deposit inflows that may have been generated from the extended deposit scheme. Foreign financial institutions would be exempt from this *ex-post* fee even where they have availed of the domestic scheme due to their own home jurisdiction not establishing an equivalent scheme. This exemption would serve two purposes. First it would ensure that domestic financial institutions retain some form of financial obligation for acting in such a manner that an extended deposit scheme was required. Second, by exempting the subsidiaries of foreign banks that may have availed of the extended domestic scheme, this allows for these institutions to utilise their funds within this particular market and so should to some degree lead to market fragmentation. This in turn should reduce the threat of too-big-to-fail recurring among the domestic financial institutions within the Member State in question.


As noted in Chapter 5, Sjöberg opines that there are in effect three different forms of systemic crisis depending on which particular financial institutions are affected during the initial phases. Ascertaining what is or is not a systemically important financial institution may require a test that not only examines the size of an institution but also other macro related characteristics. In effect the very nature of the globalised financial system is such that any minor interruption within this system may trigger a complete collapse. A financial institution may very well constitute an essential facility for wider market participants and thus fall within the systemic importance category. In these circumstances the demise of this essential “facilitator” may directly undermine the financial position of other institutions. In other industries such as the airline and energy sectors, there may be what Blair terms a “network externalities” where if one link in the chain fails then this

---


will undermine the performance of the other links even those not directly connected.\textsuperscript{15} However, there are cases where even a regional financial institution may pose a systemic threat and this threat arises due to certain “indirect” factors that are inherent within the banking sector. When examining the key factors behind the entry and exit of firms in different markets, Cinera and Galgau found a number of determinants across both individual firms and industries.\textsuperscript{16} Firm specific determinants mainly relate to the internal business model and funding structure of the firm in question. There are also wider macro determinants that cross whole industries or indeed countries. For instance, in some industries high rates of firm entry and exits may be due to the underlying economic activities related to this industry. In other cases, the jurisdiction a firm operates in may pose a key determinant if this State is subject to economic shocks.

Other commentators such as Lee et al. have examined how firms expand into new business lines and conclude that the more similar the new market line is to existing business activity the higher the chances of retrenchment.\textsuperscript{17} In effect exiting a new business line is less costly as production techniques can be easily redeployed in the original markets of the firm in question. These studies provide a key basis for formulating a new systemic importance test for financial institutions in times of financial crisis. If one recasts the determinants of market entry and exit as a comparative tool to compare the similarities between financial institutions within the same domestic banking sector, then the concept of “indirect” systemic effect becomes clearer. In some cases, financial institutions within a Member State may share the same determinants with each other such as market and jurisdiction. However, even

firm specific determinants may engender a form of inter-connectedness. This is where the relatedness across firms may become a key aspect in ascertaining systemic importance from a wider market perspective.

9.2.2. Minimum aid necessary for an insolvent bank

During the 2008 crisis Member States became the primary source of recapitalisations for both long-term viable and insolvent financial institutions. From an Irish perspective the continued support provided to Anglo Irish Bank resulted in the Irish State injecting some €30 billion into a failing financial institution with no real opportunity of repayment. Although the same issue may also arise in respect of long-term viable financial institutions this particular question is addressed below via the proposed rational State actor test. However, for insolvent financial institutions such as Anglo Irish Bank and Hypo Real Estate the problem of repetitive State aid results in the parameters of the minimum necessary criterion constantly expanding. As Schütte comments in relation to the French State’s financial support provided to both Credit Lyonnaise and the GAN Group, “the higher the amounts concerned are, the easier it is to overrule the principle”.18 For example, when assessing the initial State aid applications for Hypo Real Estate, the Commission appeared to place over emphasis on the wider market role of the lender in the municipal bond sector rather than assessing the level of support on the question of viability. Thus, a loan of €35 billion from the Federal Government in Germany was not just considered a minimum necessary sum but even further support measures were also considered to fall within the new threshold for “minimum necessary”.19

If a bank does fall under the remit of the systemic importance test, then operational aid may be required so that the recipient bank can continue to

function until the opportune time for an orderly liquidation can arise. In this way the minimum amount of aid is provided to ensure that the operations of the recipient institution can continue to operate. Certain behavioural and structural restrictions should apply to a bank that is subject to “operational aid” so that prudent and long-term viable banks are not subject to competition distortion. Further, whereby the provision of this operational aid is conditional on the disposal of the recipient financial institution’s business units, the acquiring financial institution should then be liable for a liquidation surcharge so that additional funds external to the State can finance the gradual wind down of the insolvent financial institution. Although this proposal overlaps somewhat with the provision of liquidation aid as set out under the Banking Communication, the key difference is that the level of aid provided is specifically based on the costs of meeting the different liabilities of the bank. Also the aim of this support is not necessarily to liquidate the bank in question but to facilitate its continuing operation until either its acquisition by another financial institution or may be liquidated without triggering a systemic crisis.

9.2.3. State aid to Insolvent Banks and Competition Distortions

There will remain some form of competition distortion in place where an insolvent financial institution remains in situ and may divert funds and market share from more prudent rivals. Therefore, when a financial institution fails the long-term viability test as set out in Chapter 6, certain measures should apply so as to minimise where possible the competition distortions that arise when an insolvent financial institution remains at least partially active in the market place. These measures should not diverge from the pre-existing competition distortion controls but should encompass certain customer and business transfer steps. Where possible the insolvent financial institution should promote the business lines of solvent rivals. In this way the level of operational necessary aid should be reduced; however an additional measure may also be required. Considering the cross-market subsidy solvent financial institutions gain from the “bailing out” of an insolvent rival, in cases where the former acquires business units from the latter then the purchase price should contain a liquidation premium as noted in Chapter 4. This premium
should then be used to further fund the graduated liquidation process of the insolvent financial institution. In this way an effective balance should be struck between ensuring that wider financial stability is met but that possible longer-term competition distortions do not arise and become structurally entwined in a Member State’s banking sector.

9.3.1. Long-term viability: A new test for determining long-term viability in a State aid context

Yet once this test for systemic importance has been applied by the Commission and the Member States the next step is to determine whether this same institution can be considered a long-term viable bank. This requires the need for another test, one designed so that long-term viability is not simply determined post any State aid injection, so that capital ratio requirements can be met, an issue that is further discussed in Chapter 8. Thus any long-term viability test should be applied \textit{ex-ante} any recapitalisation to determine whether these funds are better utilised for liquidation purposes.

This test should aim to divorce external factors that may have impacted the business of the financial institution under examination from the actual internal efficiencies and strategies of the undertaking. Therefore, the Commission and Member State should apply a counterfactual test whereby the performance of this institution is considered in an environment where these external factors are absent. If these external factors, which may include regulators and specific policy developments promoted by these regulators, the demise of competitors or infrastructure failing, are absent then a long-term viable undertaking should have sufficient resources in place to continue operations. In contrast, there may be certain factors at play within a financial institution that may suggest even the absence of these external factors that the bank in question would still have entered financial difficulty. This may especially be the case if an institution has achieved a dominant market position but has done so not by virtue of product innovation or efficiency but rather due to imprudent high risk business strategies. This depends on whether a financial institution may
have adopted the role of the “guru” within a Member State’s banking sector.\textsuperscript{20} This particular market position may be evident prior to a financial crisis due to the make-up of the balance sheet and how other market participants react to this financial institution’s business activities. In effect a bank in this case adopts via its role of “guru”, a position of dominant failure, that is the presence of this firm in the market is itself a possible external factor that may adversely impact on competitors were it to enter financial difficulty.\textsuperscript{21} The financial institution that performs this “guru” role helps in engendering a “status quo bias” within the market whereby other financial institutions follow the “guru’s” market movements and activities.\textsuperscript{22}

Past State aid support may also be an indication that the institution in question is simply not in a position to operate in a continuing viable manner. However, this factor may not remain a crucial criterion if the institution currently has a diversified business model and the key grounds for intervention remain current external factors rather than a continuous link to this past support.

\textbf{9.3.2. Minimum Necessary and Long-term Viable Banks}

If a bank qualifies as a long-term viable financial institution, then a new “minimum necessary” level of aid should be established. Under this test the level of support provided would be grounded on an objective benchmark so that Member States would not have to provide continuing financial support to financial institutions with excessive amounts of aid even if these institutions are considered to be long-term viable. The central objective of this test would be to insulate State resources from having to continually inject capital into a financial institution beyond the actual a Member State’s resource requirements. Nicolaides and KeKelekis when critically evaluating

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{22} Ibid.
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the Rescue and Restructuring Guidelines, discuss how two inconsistencies are evident under the objectives of these guidelines.23 On a related note there is also the question of why private investors do not provide funds for the restructuring of a failing firm if both the Member State and Commission are of the view that future viability is possible?24 Such a question in effect mirrors the statement by Lykotrafiti in Chapter 6 about the exact relationship between rescue aid from public resources and any subsequent restructuring costs met by the undertaking.25

For instance, in times of crisis private market investors may not simply have the funds to capitalise even fundamentally viable financial institutions. However, if the State must then become the primary source of recapitalisation then how far this level of support extends must be objectively determined. In a modern society the State plays a key role not just as a regulator but also as the provider for certain public goods, in terms of the latter this may encompass the provision of subsidies for public transport or infrastructure. Therefore the State cannot be said to be a passive actor, with both Tanzi and Reinert setting out how a State may promote economic growth and development.26 Alongside this economic concept of what a State may do there is also Hardin’s work whereby the State’s role as a co-ordinator is set out.27

---

24 Ibid.
25 Chapter 6 at p.175.
Thus the multi-faceted role of the State is such that one may be able to ascertain where a State may utilise its resources for the common good in times of financial crisis. If one applies a rational State aid model, similar to the Market Economic Investor Principle criterion, then the level of funding provided to a long-term viable financial institution could be objectively established.

9.3.3. Competition policy as Stability policy

A future State Aid Crisis Framework should set out specific compensatory measures that not only address what could be termed routine competition concerns from a traditional State aid perspective but also wider macro banking sector factors as discussed above. One possible way in which to meet this objective is to impose a divestment policy on financial institutions not with the objective of penalising these institutions but with the aim of removing any future impediments to resolution. Thus under this proposal a State aid recipient would have to dispose of a part of their retail branch network or other primary business domain to a new market entrant. The extent of this divestment will ultimately depend on the overall size and market position of the recipient in question. In some cases, such as Allied Irish Banks in Ireland, this may entail the disposal of a regional branch network but in the case of financial institution such as BayernLB, this may mean the disposal of a specific unit of its corporate lending division to a foreign competitor.28

Two key benefits would arise from basing divestment on specifically promoting market entry. First, there will be more options for consumers, although if done on the basis of regional divestment, this might remain somewhat limited. Second, it ensures that financial institutions such as Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland, while still dominant market operators, have seceded some market share to a new entrant thus countering the “too-big-to-fail” threat both pose.

9.3.4. Market Concentration from a Pan-EU Perspective

As noted above imposing a divestment policy on recipient institutions may have positive effects in respect of one domestic or regional market but from a pan-EU perspective divestment could accentuate the problems posed by “too-big-to-fail”. One possible solution to this problem is to apply a divestment control criterion whereby if a foreign branch network or business unit is subject to disposal then the purchasing institution must adhere to certain agreed business entry measures. In effect this criterion would impose further downstream divestment on the part of the purchasing financial institution. Thus this institution would then have to agree to further divide and resale some of the purchased business unit to other market entrants or engage in certain behavioural restrictions. Such a criterion would only apply where the Commission has undertaken a detailed study of the affected markets and the balance sheet of the purchasing institution before imposing any such downstream conditions on this institution. This proposal would ensure that any acquisition activity generated by State aid divestment policy does not in effect become the causal factor behind future “too-big-fail” financial institutions.

9.3.5. Compensatory Measures and Consumer Interests

The final strand that the Commission will need to address when formulating competition distortion safeguards for long-term viable banks is the possible effect these measures may have on the final consumer. As stated above, imposing divestments on certain State aid recipients may result in a positive externality for consumers as such a measure may see the emergence of a new market entrant. However, there may also be cases where divestment engenders further market consolidation and entrenches the dominant position of market operators in the market in question.

In the parallel field of merger, control enforcement bodies apply a consumer welfare standard to determine whether the proposed merger or acquisition will adversely impact on the consumer segment in question or market rivals. Certain commentators have questioned whether the EU’s anti-trust enforcement regime should be recast as be applied in a manner where only if
harm arises to the consumer from an undertaking’s market activities should action be taken.\textsuperscript{29} If a consumer-welfare standard becomes a key aspect of any future State Aid Crisis Framework so that the pre-existing structure of a Member State’s banking sector remains in place, this may deter further market entry or indeed further competition among the existing market operators. Thus in these cases the State aid recipients will need to be subject to behavioural safeguards that, while the may not initially benefit consumers, such as a price leadership ban, and allowing new entrants access to financial services infrastructure so that barriers to entry are lowered for new entrants.\textsuperscript{30}

\textbf{9.4.1. Asset Relief Schemes and State aid}

Under the current Impaired Assets Relief Communication, there was an effort by the Commission to develop a framework so that Member States could not over-subsidise financial institutions via asset relief schemes. Thus the concept of “real economic value” was formulated so that any sharp depreciation in asset values due to the 2008 crisis could be alleviated by adopting a longer-term market valuation that would not be subject to the prevailing economic downturn. Yet there are two key problems with applying a long-term economic valuation to assets subject to a relief scheme. First, in certain cases the asset class in question may not actually have a long-term economic value as no market operator may have any appetite to purchase these assets once the crisis environment has lapsed. In this case the long-term economic value should be zero rather than subject to some hypothetical value uplift. Second, a long-term economic value is not easy to reconcile with moral hazard considerations if the participating institution will in any case be immediately recapitalised by a Member State should any shortfall arise. Even where the asset management company retains responsibility for calculating long-term economic value, this measurement remains subject to a number of external factors which may not be easy to reconcile with the conflicting objectives of the asset management-company seeking to maximise profits from lowering


\textsuperscript{30} Chapter 6 at p.200-201.
the transfer value and the recapitalisation needs of the participating financial institutions.\textsuperscript{31}

Thus any future crisis framework must strike a balance between providing some form of effective asset relief programme for financial institutions while also ensuring that such schemes do not in effect constitute a “double bail-out” of the financial institution in question. This “double bail-out” arises where a financial institution receives an economic uplift under the long-term economic value benchmark that may not be based on market realities and then also receive a recapitalisation from State resources to make up any residual shortfall after the transfer process. One possible way to strike a balance is to establish a new benchmark whereby the value of the assets subject to transfer is replaced with a new form of redress based on a cost-benefit analysis. Under EU State aid and Environmental Guidelines an undertaking may qualify for relocation aid if this relocation ultimately reduces the firm’s environmental impact.\textsuperscript{32} There is a cost-benefit analysis undertaken as to whether the benefits of relocation outweigh the costs from the perspective of environmental protection. In a similar vein, the transfer of toxic assets from a bank under an asset relief scheme follows a parallel cost-benefit analysis. Where the benefits of transfer outweigh the costs then the level of State support should only correspond to the market value of the assets designated for transfer. However, where the costs of the scheme are greater than the benefits then the transfer price of the assets should reflect the pre-crisis value of these assets so that the Member State is not then subject to having to provide recapitalisation funds.

\textbf{9.4.2. Asset Relief Schemes and Competition Distortion Safeguards}

In Chapter 7 it was established how the competition distortion safeguards set out under the Impaired Assets Communication, are not necessarily tailored to


reflect the actual reasons behind the introduction of an asset relief scheme. Under any proposed future State Aid Crisis Framework, the competition distortion safeguards should not only be confined to a claw-back mechanism but to specific behavioural and structural measures that directly relate to the grounds for participating in an asset relief scheme. Thus in the case of Irish banks such as Allied Irish Banks and Bank of Ireland, this may entail these financial institutions limiting their exposure to the property development sector in future. In this way the possible moral hazard associated with an implied asset relief scheme should be sufficiently countered. Furthermore, by imposing these constraints on participating financial institutions, this should indirectly act as a market opening opportunity for other financial institutions.

Another proposed competition distortion safeguard set out in Chapter 7, relates to the problems posed by the duality of State support under certain asset relief schemes. If a scheme is designed in such a way that a financial institution not only receives an asset uplift from the transfer of non-performing loans but also then State recapitalisation, then an additional constraint should then be imposed. Although, the above cost-benefit test may resolve certain strands of this duality problem, an additional counter would be to impose an increased bank resolution contribution on financial institutions benefitting from this dual advantage.

In cases where a State owned and supported asset management-company poses a threat to competition in a particular market sector, a new hypothetical test has been proposed. Under this proposal the actions of an asset management company should be compared to where a hypothetical asset management company charged with the disposal of loans would engage in the manner subject to review. Therefore, in cases where an asset management company has an additional social objective, this should provide for a wider range of discretion to pursue its activities so long as these remain directly related to achieving this social objective.

9.5.1. State aid and Bank Resolution: A new supranational approach

There is a clear overlap between State aid intervention for financial institutions and bank resolution regimes. While from one perspective the
objectives of the former may conflict with the aims of the latter, in truth there are a number of cases in which both strands may become entwined. In cases where State aid is designed to ensure that a bank maintains its market presence, bank resolution may initially remain a secondary consideration but depending on long-term factors, resolution may be the only viable solution. As noted above and Chapter 8, there have been a number of developments in the bank resolution and recovery domain within the EU since the 2008 crisis. The implementation of the BRRD and the SRM have to some degree seen a move towards a consolidated and uniform approach to bank resolution within the EU. Competences and resources are now centralised across the participating Member States while the risk of financial fragmentation due to national financial supervisors responding unilaterally to a crisis has also been “tackle[d]”.

However, these developments have not been without fault, Alexander for instance cites the Meroni doctrine as a possible obstacle to the effectiveness of the SRM, a curtailment on the powers of European Union bodies to act outside their remit and co-opt the functions and roles of the delegating authority, in this case the Commission. As the Single Resolution Board [hereinafter the Board] “is an EU agency” then its “discretionary decisions” will remain “limited.” Kern also goes onto note how the EU’s own Council Legal Service proposed that some of the Board’s powers be re-allocated to the Commission or otherwise subject to clearer parameters. On the other hand, the current Regulation does set explicit limits on the role and powers of the Board as Member States retain discretion to determine whether or not to provide public support to a financial institution. Yet conflicts of interest between the Board and Member States seems highly likely particular

35 Ibid.
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in times of financial instability where a bail-out may appear more politically expedient than a bail-in.38

One solution to this possible conflict is to establish a new Pan-European Resolution and Recapitalisation fund. The centralised resolution component would be controlled and supervised by the European Banking Authority as in line with certain commentators’ recent proposal and so the level of resolution funding would then be determined by a supranational body.39 State funds would not be completely insulated under this proposal but would be limited to the recapitalisation strand of the central fund which would fall under the control of the EU Council and Commission, to circumvent any Meroni related discretion limitations. Thus State resources would only be utilised for the restructuring of long-term viable institutions, with the “rational State” criterion applying to the level of recapitalisation the institution in question may avail of. Under this proposal each participating Member State will have contributed to this new pan-EU recapitalisation fund based on the systemic threat posed by their domestic banking sector to the wider internal market. These contributions can then be drawn down in line with the proposed new State Aid Crisis Framework. Thus any central funds from the recapitalisation sub-fund would have to meet the proposed long-term viability State aid criteria and the related competition distortion safeguards.

A Member State will have discretion to avail of their recapitalisation funds for resolution purposes if this is required in exceptional circumstance but the limits such as the proposed restriction on “operational aid” as set out under Chapter 4 would then apply as would the proposed competition distortion safeguards. The current European Stability Mechanism [hereinafter ESM] currently fails to divorce the financial link between a sovereign and their domestic banking sector. The above proposal does not necessarily constitute a panacea for the bank-sovereign link but does at least represent a new form of crisis response whereby ex ante funds are already in place for either resolution or recapitalisation purposes. Further with a specific State Aid

38 Ibid.
39 See Chapter 8 at p.305.
Crisis Framework for the banking sector the level of aid support provided and how this aid is targeted should ensure that an Irish scenario does not arise in the future.

9.5.2. Existing Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive and the need for new Systemic Resolution Tools

The above proposals do not necessarily run counter to the objectives of the BRRD, if anything the proposed future Crisis Framework would complement the existing resolution tools under this Directive. However, as noted above these tools may only suffice in cases involving an isolated financial institution in times of overall market calm. In these circumstances applying resolution tools such as the bail-in tool or the bridge bank tool, may not trigger wider market instability. Thus, in this scenario policymakers will have the opportunity to determine the systemic importance if any of the institution in question, and then be able to decide whether long-term viability or resolution is the correct call to make.

In contrast, if a bank poses a systemic threat then clearly specific systemic resolution tools should then be invoked that are primarily designed to ensure that wider financial sector stability is maintained. These systemic tools should be designed to ensure that critical banking facilities are maintained during any resolution process and where required a deposit protection tool could also be implemented to ensure that depositors are not bail-in where this may trigger further banking instability. These tools in turn could then be either financed via the proposed centralised pan-EU bank fund from private bank contributions or the public side of this fund. Although Member States’ funds would ideally be used to simply recapitalise a financial institution, if required these funds could be utilised to support any costs associated with implementing any of the proposed systemic resolution tools. The State aid aspect of these tools would then be determined on the basis of the new guidelines for systemically important but non-long-term viable financial institutions as proposed in Chapter 4.

Recent developments in the Italian banking sector highlight the limits of the current BRRD process. For instance, in order to facilitate the restructuring of
Monte de Paschi di Siena the Italian State has recently injected State resources into this bank on the basis of the precautionary recapitalisation principle.\textsuperscript{40} In effect this principle allows for a circumvention of the bail-in and resolution architecture so that a financial institution in vulnerable financial position can remain in situ. On closer examination this recapitalisation option has similar features to the pre-crisis framework response adopted by Member States such as Ireland. Instead of depositors and bondholders being bailed-in in line with the BRRD rules, this precautionary exception allows for Member States to avail of a bail-out rather than a bail-in option.

\textbf{Conclusion}

The aim of this Chapter was to set out the proposals developed in the preceding four Chapters. Each of these proposals are tailored to reflect the challenges facing both Member States and the Commission via its Directorate General for Competition arm. Instead of applying the 2008 Crisis Framework in a future crisis scenario, these new rules should not only resolve the failings of State aid enforcement during the last crisis but also provide a new benchmark for how State aid should apply to the European banking sector in general. A new State Aid Crisis Framework that specifically addresses the question of systemic importance from a State aid perspective, seeks to prevent the complete fusion between sovereign and bank debt due to a bank guarantee scheme, ensures that State aid resources are properly targeted in respect of both long-term viable banks and asset relief schemes, should prove a crucial resource for policymakers. The above proposals in effect seek to build on the existing State aid architecture and then develop a reinforced set of guidelines that are applicable in a future crisis scenario. These guidelines should also provide further scholarly debate about the exact parameters of how the “serious disturbance” exemption in Article 107(3)(b)TFEU should apply more generally in a non-banking context. Thus these proposals not only

constitute a body of work on specific strands of European State aid law but to the wider State aid and indeed competition domains.
Conclusions

The 2008 financial crisis exposed how ill equipped both individual Member States and the European Commission were to respond to financial instability. The lack of supranational bodies in the bank supervision and resolution field, meant that disparate responses were taken by different Member States. Some of these failings have been addressed with the introduction of the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive and the Single Resolution Mechanism. Nonetheless, the fact remains that the State aid rules applied during the last financial crisis were not adequate in resolving the complex problem of the inter-linkage of sovereign and bank debt where individual Member States were responsible for the funding of bank bailouts. The exact parameters of Article 107(3)(b)TFEU were not clear prior to the financial crisis and so the three key criteria of “appropriateness”, “necessity” and “proportionately” were applied in a broad manner. Determining what aid intervention meets these three criteria in times of systemic crises remains a difficult task for both EU Member States and the European Commission. Yet learning from these difficulties ensures that a new State Aid Crisis Framework can be formulated and applied in a future crisis scenario.

By developing a new set of criteria for each individual strand of the overarching crisis responses from bank guarantees to asset relief schemes, this Thesis has thus sought to provide policymakers in Europe with a new crisis-specific framework. Questions of systemic importance, long-term viability and breaking the sovereign-bank link where possible are all addressed in a critically manner. Instead of Member States and the European Commission falling into the same trap as in 2008, this new Crisis Framework should ensure that the use of public funds to support an ailing banking system will be “appropriate”, limited to the “minimum necessary” and that “proportionate” competition safeguards are applied.
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